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PREFATORY NOTE
In order to meet changes in the course of study in

Enghsh Grammar, it has been deemed advisable to
simplify the presentation of the subject as it appearedm the former edition of the High School Grammar
by rearranging the subject-matter and by omitting
details in the historical treatment of certain gram-
matical constructions. In the main, however, both
the terminology and classifications have been retained
almost unchanged.

The Editor desires to acknowledge his indebtedness
to S. A. Morgan, n.A., I). P^d.. Principal of the Normal
School. Hamilton: A. Stevenson. B.A., of the Normal
^hool. London; tyman Smith. B.A.. Principal of the
High School, Oshawa: and Professor W. H. Fraser
M.A.. of the University of Toronto, for their criticism
of the proofs of the text, and for valuable advice re-
garding both subject-matter and method of treatment
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HIGH SCHOOL GRAMMAR

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

I. THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE

1. Origin and Name. The people from whom ourlanguage gets .ts name ire those living in England-
and. although English is now spoken by mUlions in'-Tny
other parts of the world, its history as a Ianguaee"s

ca«e°r .uT' "^°"^ *° ^"^^^"^- O- ^---'he^scame to that country from the lowlands in the north-
western part of what is now called Germany, dt^ring the
fifth, sixth and seventh centuries of the Christian era.-an^ destroyed or pushed back the Celts, who had li^d
there before and who spoke a language much like Welsh

d ffl'„rrf!' i*^-
'^^' '""^^"^ ^^°"«^^ t° three

different tnbes. known as Angles. Saxons, and Jutesor Frisians). History, however, leads us to believe
that they were all of the Angle (or I .glish) race, and

W T" J;'
^"^"*^' '' "«^^*'y ^^"^d English, forhey almost always called themselves Engle, and theirlanguage Englisc.

thf*E^n^'S!f
/' ^"^'^ ^"'"P*" Languages-neca.

he English Irnguage was brought into England fn
the country now called Germany, and is like theother languages of th.t country, it is. for this reason

a Teutonic) language. By comparing the languages and

.^ --^^
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literatures of Europe and Asia, scholars have been able

II show that all the Teutonic langi-a^es. along ml^

nearly all the othen. in Europe an; souie of the most

„nt in Asia, form a great body of Unguages

resembling one another, and hence called a family,

ms grlat family k known as the Indo-E»rop««n (or

n'S-t'Uua«e.-The English we .peak at

the preset day is. in many ways, unlike the language

Sat forerly wen^ by that name. When first brought

f^om N^the'm Germany to England, the language was

«, different from ou.. that we should not understand it

"we hrard it spoken; and we must study t Jus as we

do French or German, before we are able to read it And

a thousand years hence, if English live so long, it will

^robab^ be^so unlike what it now is that we. if we we^

to come to life again, should perhaps not understand i

lithout a good deal of trouble The reason

^
^a

every Uving language is continually changing so tha

theTpeecrof eacl generation differs somewhat from tha^

of the one before it. In the course of time some old

words go out of use; new words come into use; some

change their meaning; all. or almost all. change th«r

pronunciation; and the ways in which we put worus

together to express our thoughts become more or l^s

changed by degrees. On the other hand, a language hke

Sor ancient Greek, which is only written or printed

l^d is not now spoken, no longer undergoes any chan^

whatever, and is, consequently, known as a dead lan-

^rPeriods in Development.-All these changes in tie

character of our language have taken Place graduaUy

Z that no hard and fast Unes can be drawn ^n dividing

the history of the language into different periods. It

is usual, however, to make three mam divisions. The

•/
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English spoken and written previous to the Norman
Conquest is known as Old EngUih pLAnglo Suon: the

ELf l-^u'^
"^^ Norman. Cpnauest is known as

MiddloEngUih; and the period from the t«ginnine of
the s,xt_^^tji century to the pr^ut day. is known asModem Eng^i^.
But, notwithstan:;ing these changes and names, itmust always be kep( in mind that the language we now

speak and write is he direct descendant of the Enehsh
spoken in the time of King Alfred a thousand years ago-
for the structure of our sentences, and by far the large^
number of our most common and needful words, are
purely EngHsh.

5. Spoken EngU«h.-Besides the changes that took
place at diflFerent periods, there are considerable differ-
ences m the language of English speakers even at the
present day. Thus, every region has some peculiaritiesm the way m which its speakers use their English.
There are. for example, the pecuharities of the English of

Jr S .^^ °^ ^°"^°^' °°'*"^ ^y "'^ '« the Irish and
the Scotch immigrants. And, in general, an Englishman
can tell an American, and an American an Englishman,
by the way he talks. When these pecuharities amouni
to so much that they begin to interfere with our under-
standing the persons who have them, we say that such^rsons speak a dialect of English, rather than EngUsh

E^gHsh
'° contradistinction is known as standard

6. Good and Bad EngUsh.-There is also the differ-

^^il^ r^'r r^*^
"^ "*" «°<^ ^"^hsh and bad (or^gar) English. By good English we mean those

Z«« ^"It
"**°'"^ °^ *^"" ^°^ those ways ofputting them together, that are u^d generaUy by theSest educated people of the present day; and bad Eng-hsh IS, therefore, simply that which is not approved and
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accepted by good and careful speakers and writers.

Then, again, we find that good English, when spoken,

differs slightly from the language of well-written books.

In ordinary conversation we use, for instance, shortened

forms of words, familiar expressions, and a loose arrange-

ment of our sentences, which do not seem fitted for the

higher kind of Uterature. We have in this way a classi-

fication of good EngUsh into standard literary English

and standard spoken (or colloquial) English.

II. THE STUDY OF ENGUSH GRAMMAR

7. Meaning of English Grammar.—We have now seen

that English has changed much from what it was at

first, and that there are varieties of the English which

is spoken even in the present day. When, however, we

say simply " EngHsh," we mean the standard English of

our own times; and the systematic discussion of the

good and approved usages of this English forms what

we call English Grammar.

8. Why Studied.—EngUsh grammar is studied for a

variety of purposes, of which correctness of expression

is only one, and a secondary one—by no means unim-

portant, but best attained indirectly. It is constant

practice, under never-failing watch and correction, that

makes good writers and speakers. Grammar can help,

but chiefly in the higher stages of the work. It must

not be supposed, either, that the writer of a grammar

makes the rules and laws for language; he only reports

the facts of good language in an orderiy way, so that

they may be easily referred to, or learned.

Then, again, many of us want to learn other languages

than English; or we want to learn other forms of Eng-

lish. Nor are we content with merely using language;

we want to know something of what language is, and to

reaUze what it is worth tj us; for the stu y of language
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has a great deal to teJl about the history of man and
of what he has done in the world-as. for instance,
what we know of the Aryans. And, as language is the
pnncipal means by which the mind's operations are dis-
closed, we cannot study the mind's workings and its
nature without a thorough understanding of language
For all these purposes, we need that knowledge of
language and grammar to which the study of English
grammar is the easiest and surest step

9. Divisions of the Subject.- -^he discussion of Eng-
hsh Grammar in this book includes:

(1) The description and classification of the different
words we use in speaking and writing. This is known
as Etymology. The term properly means "a discussion
of the true source of a word"; but. by writers on lan-
guage, Its meaning has been extended to include the
classification of words, the consideration of their changes
of form, and the history of their growth.

(2) An account of the ways in which words are
properly combined to express our thoughts and feelings.
This IS known as Syntax; the term literally means "a
putting together."

(3) An account of the Sounds and Alphabet of the
language -how our spoken words are correctly sounded
and now they are represented by letters. Strictly
speaking, this subject does not form part of Grammar
which, as the term is now generally understood, consist^
of Etymology and Syntax; but. as it is of importance
in connection with a discussion of the formation of
words, some knowledge of it is necessary.

In this Grammar these divisions will net be kept
quue separate, but will be taken up in parts when it
seems best for the presentaUon of the subject.



CHAPTSIt II

THE SENTENCE AND ITS ELEMENTS

I. SUBjaCT AND PRBDICATB

10. The Senttnct: Subject and Predicate.—Our ordin-

ary speech, whether written or ipoken, uiuaUy Ukes

the form of statements which express judgments, or

opinions, regarding person^ or things; for example:

Flowers bloom;

Stan shine.

Such statements are known as sentences. Each of

these sentences consists of two parts. One part repre-

sents the thing {ihing m-Mms "what we can think of")

about which we make the statement; this part is known

as the subject. The other part expresses some fact

regarding the thing named; this part is known as the

predicate. Thus in the sentence, "Ftowers bk)om"

;

Flowers is the subject, and bloom is the predicate.

11. Different Varieties of Sentences.—Sentences such

as,
Flowers bloom;

Stars shine;

are used to make assertions, and are therefore called

assertive sentences. Frequently, however, instead of

making an assertion, the sentence takes the form of

a question or a command. Sometimes, too, we express

our thoughts and feelings without using both subject

and predicate, as when we shout "Firel " or say 'Good-

bye." These different varieties of sentences and abbre-

viated forms of expression wiU, however, be fully con-

sidered in the following chapter. In the meantime.

^!
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when we ipeak of a sentence we mean the aitiertive

sentence, containing both a subject and a predicate.

12. Deflnitiont.—We may then define Sentence Sub-
ject, and Predicate as foUows-

A Sentence is the statement o, a thought in language.
A Sentence is composed of two Parts, Subject and

Predicate.

The Subject signifies the thing about which the state-

ment is made.

The Predicate signifies that which is asserted of th*
thing for which the subject stands.

13. Bare and Complete Subject and Predicate.—In
such sentences as "Flowers bloom"; and "Stars
shine"; the subject and the predicate consist, each, of
a single word. In some sentences, however, the sub-
ject and the predicate consist of a number of words,
as, for instance:

Wild flowers

The evening star

A soft answer

Coming events

No braver soldier

bloom in the woods in spring;

skot%e brightly in the sky;

tumeth away wrath;

cast their shadows before;

ever drew a sword.

If we compare these sentences we shall find that in
each case the subject contains some one word which
directly names, or represents, the thing about which the
assertion is made. This word is called the bare subject.
Similarly each predicate contains some one word by
means of which the assertion is made. This word is

known as the bare predicate. In sentences such as
the foregoing, where words have been added to the
bare subject and the bare predicate in order to make
the meaning more complete, the complete groups of
words are known respectively as the complete subject
and the complete predicate.
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Note:—Either the bare - bject or the bare preHkate may
conaist of a group oj words inbined to expreM a single notion
{notum means "any conce|.tion of the mind"), as in the
following:

To bt wist it to be hrppy;
What is Jon* cannot »* undone;
The fbades uf night wtrt falling fast.

RXKRCISR 1

In each of the folhwing sentences

(a) Point out the complete subject ami the comphte
predicate.

(6) Underline the bare subject and the barv predtcaU.

1. The snow falls.

2. Spring follows winter.

3. Still waters run deep.

4. Duty comes liefore pleasure.

5. Faint he.irt never won fair lady.

8. The quality^ of mercy is not strained.

7. I bring fresh showers for the thirsting flowers.

8. A merr)' heart jmaketh a cheerful countenance.
9. The ploughman homeward plods his weary way.

10. The best preparation for good work to-morrow is to do
good work to-day.

11. A thing of beauty is a joy for ever.

12. The worst wheel of the cart
i
makes the most noise.

13. Giving to the p(X)r is lending to the Lord.
14. The beat of the alarming drum^roused up the soldier

ere the morning star.

15. A friendimay well be reckoned the masterpiece of Nature.

14. The Order of Words.—In the senterces that we
have considered thus far, the subject has always pre-

ceded the predicate. This is the usual order of words in

English, but for reasons that will be explained here-

after, it frequently happens that the predicate, or some
part of it, is placed before the subject; for example:

Into the valley of Death, rode the six hundred;
Silently one by one in the infinite meadows of Heaven blos-

somed the lovely stars.
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in tach of the following senttncts:

(a) Point out the compute subject and the compUt
predicate.

'^

(6) Underline the bare subject and the bare predicate.
1. Colder and louder blew the wind.
2. Stone walla |do not a pi wn make.
3. Slowly and sadly we« laid him'down.
4. At the dead of the nigiTt a sweet vision, I saw.
5. A man hr was to all the country dear.

"

6. Full many a gem of purest ray serene
The dark unfathomed tavesjof oceanlbear

7. Never had ^asteif a more humble, docile pupil.

9. Thine/ are the cattle upon a thousand hills.

0. Higher still and higher from the earth; thou-'springest.
11. Still more majestic shah,Ithou rise,

- ^
*-

More dreadful, from eaci. foreign stroke.
12. Lightly and brightly breaks away

The morning from her .-nantle gray.
13. No more surveying with an eye impartial

The long line of the coast.
Shall ^he gaunt figure of the ola neld-marshal

!

Be seen upon his post.
14. Here rests jhis head lupon the lap of earth

A youth to fortune and to fame unknown
15. Out of the bosom of the air.

Out of tud cloud-folds of 'her garments saaken.
Uver the woodlands brown and bare,
Over the harvest-fields forsaken,

Silent and soft and slow
Descends. the snow.i

15. Different Functions of Words.—We have already seen that in the sentence.

Flowers bloom

:
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the words Flowers and bloom have different functions

to perform. We shall now consider what different

uses words ordinarily have in the sentence, that is,

into what classes they may be divided according to

their use.

II. NOUN, PRONOUN, AND VERB

16. The Noun, Pronoun, and Verb.—We have

seen that every assertive sentence must have a sub-

ject and a predicate, and that the bare subject and the

bare predicate are essential parts of the assertion. The

bare subject in any sentence is always either the name

of something, or a word used to represent the name of

something. A word used as the name of anything is

called a noun, {noun means "name") or substantive.

[The term substantive (Lat. substare, "to be present")

implies the existence of the object represented by the

noun.] Some nouns, as boy, paper, water, are the names

of things we can perceive by the senses. Others, again,

as weight, roundness, beauty, courage, are names of

qualities which we think of as having an existence

apart from the objects possessing them. These are all

names, and they are all alike nouns. Hence we have

the definition:

A noun is a word used in a sentence as the name

of any thing.

17. The Verb.—The bare predicate in any sentence

is called a verb. {Verb means "word," a word so used

having been looked upon as the chief part of the sen-

tence.)

We may therefore define the verb as follows:

A verb is a word by means of which we make an asser-

tion, arid hence, that stands alone, or with other words,

as predicate of a sentence.
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18. The Pronoun.—If we were always forced to
name the things that we speak about, many of our
sentences would be very clumsy. Accordingly we
frequently make use of a certain special class of words
to stand for persons or things. For instance, instead
of saying,

George has read this book:
we say.

He has read it

;

provided that the reference of he and it is clearly un-
derstood. Or if George is speaking of himself, he may
say,

/ have read it;

or in addressing George we may say to him.
You have read it.

Similarly we may point to a person whom we do not
know, and say,

He is a stranger;

or
That is a stranger;

or we may ask such a question as,
Who lives <n this house ?

or we may say,

"Some one lives here."

Such words as /, you, he, that, who, and some one, as
used in the foregoing sentences, are called pronouns.
(Pronoun means "standing for a noun," and this was
once supposed to be its characteristic use). Pronoims,
then, are simply additional means of representing
things. They do not name them as nouns do, but
they point them out where circumstances show plainly
to what they relate.

We shall find that the same pronoun may be used
for a great many different kinds of things. For in-
stance, any person may speak of himself as /, we may
address any person as you, and we may speak of any
object without life as it. Consequently, while there
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are thousands of ordinary nouns, or names, there are
only a few pronouns; but they are used oftener than
any nouns.

We may then define the pronoun as follows

:

A pronburir is a word which, without naming them, is

used to represent persons or things.

Exercise 3 >y

Classify the italicized words in the following sentences

as nouns_ pronouns, or verbs:

1. The curfew tolls the knell of partinc; day.

2. Mont Blanc is the monarch of mountains;
They crowned him long ago.

3. Life is what you tnake it. Take it up bravely, bear it

cheerfully, and lay it down triumphantly.

4. She was a phantom of delight,

When first she gleamed upon my sight.

5. England, with all thy faults I love thee still.

6. The man that hath no music in himself

Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils.

7. Many people know the value of a dollar who do not
appreciate a hundred cents.

O Solitude, where are the charms
That sages have seen in thy face ?

As he approached the village he met a number of people,
but none whom he knew, which somewhat surprised
him, for he had thought himself acquainted with every
one in the country round.

Break/ break! break!

On thy cold, gray stones, O Sea/
And I would that my tongue could utter

The thoughts that arise in me.

He that cannot forgive others breaks the bridge over
which he himself must pass.

O blest retirement/ friend to life's decline,

Retreat from care that never must be mine;
How blest is he who crowns in shades like these

A youth of labour with an age of ease.

8.

1).

10.

11.

12.
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III. COMPLETION OP THE VERB

19. Complete Verbs.—In the sentences:

Children play;

They sing;

the verbs play and sing in themselves form complete
predicates, and in each sentence the verb expresses
some fact about the thing represented by the subject,
without the addition of any other word.

20. Incomplete Predication. — There are, however,
some verbs in English which are very rarely used alone
as predicates. Thus in, " He is wise "

; and " He becomes
wise"; is and becomes are the bare predicates and are
completed by wise; and there could in neither sentence
be a complete assertion without wise or some other
word used in a similar way. Verbs of this class are
known as verbs of incomplete predication, i.e., verbs
which by themselves do not make a complete asser-
tion about the thing for which the subject stands.

21. Verbs Completed by an Object.—But besides
these verbs, there are a large number of others which
are sometimes incomplete in another way. Most verbs
expressing action call for tUo addition of a word to
express something on which the action is exerted; thus,
for example,

I strike

She folds
';

The man wrote . . . . ;

They saw
;

where we expect an addition telling what is struck, or
folded, or written, or seen; and the sense is completed
in some such way as this:

I strike the table;

She folds the paper;

The man wrote a letter;

They saw me.

liife
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Such an added word is always the name of acme-
thing, as iabU, paper, Utter, or a word like me, by which
we know what thing is meant; and it is called the object
of the verb, because it signifies that upon which the
action is exerted.

EXBRCISS 4

Classify the verbs in the following sentences as:

(a) Verbs which require no completion.

(6) Verbs of incomplete predication,

(c) Verbs completed by an object.

1. The rain falls.

2. Ihe rose is a beautiful flower.
^

^
3. Clouds darken the sky.

4. Evil communications corrupt good manners. '

5. Long with his dagger's hilt he played. ^
6. The course of true love never did run smooth.
7. Quick believers need broad shoulders.

8. A chieftain's daughter seemed the maid.
9. All the air a solemn stillness holds.

10. On either side the river, lie

Long fields of barley and of rje.

11. Cease to do evil; learn to do well.

12. Absence makes the heart grow fonder.

13. Heaven from all creatures hides the book of fate.

14. A foot more light, a step more true,

Ne'er from the heath-flower dashed Ae dew.
15. There in the twilight cold and gray,

Lifeless, but beautiful, he lay.

IV. ADJECTIVE AND ADVERB

We have next to consider two other kinds of words
which do not by themselves form either subjects, or

predicates, or objects of verbs.

22. The Adjective.—In the sentence,

Water quenches thirst;

,c^
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for insUince, we use the word water in the raost general
sense. If, however, we wish to limit the application
of the word water more particularly, we add to it
other words, as in the expressicns:

The water;

Pure water;

and furthermore, if we have made it quite definite to
what thing the word refers, we may add still other
words to further describe the thing or to draw atten
tion to some fact regarding it, as,

The pure, sparkling water.

A word which is thus added to a noun or pronoun in
order to limit its application or to describe the object
for which it stands, is- called an adjective. {Adjective
means "something added.") When an adjective is
added to a noun, as in the expression. Pure water, the
adjective and noun together express a diflfcrent idea
from that expressed by the noun alone. The adjective
IS therefore said to modify the noun. {Modify
here means "to change the meaning of"; that is, the
meaning of the noun and adjective together is diflFerent
from the meaning of the noun alone.) We may then
define the adjective as follow

An adjective is a w.^rd that is used to modify a noun
or a pronoun. We • v further define it by saying
that It IS used to h he application of the noun or
pronoun, or to descn . the thing for which the noun
or pronoun standr.

23. The Adverb.—But the noun is not .La only kind
of word that may take a modifier. Instead of saying

He calls;
' ^'

we may say,

He calls loudly;
or,

He calls often.
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H

III

In these sentences loudly and often are joined to the
verb in such a way as to make the meaning of the ex
pression more definite A word which is thus joined
to the verb to modify its meaning is called an adverb.
{Adverb means "added lo a verb.") Adverbs are gen-
erally used to tell something about the time, place, or
manner, of the action expressed in the verb; thus,

I saw him yesterday; (time)
He is living here; (place)
He walked very slowly; (^manner)

But besides the adverbs which modify the verb,
there are certain others which are generally attached
to adjectives or to other adverbs to make the expres-
sion more definite.

For instance, instead of saying,

A loud voice;

we ma" say,

A very loud voice;

and instead of saying,

He talks loudly;
we may say.

He talks very loudly.

Here the word very modifies, in the first instance, an
adjective, and in the second, an adverb. Adverbs
which modify adjectives or other adverbs, generally
express measure or degree.

Besides the adverbs which we have considered, we
shall find hereafter that there are certain others which
may be attached also to other classes of words in the
sentence, or to the sentence as a whole; but for the
present we may define the adverb as follows:
An adverb is a word used to modify a verb, an adjective,

or another adverb.

EXBRCISS .'5 ^.

Classify the italicized words in the following sentences
as adjectives or adverbs;
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3.

4.

10.

11.

1. A bully is always a coward.
2. At the dead of the night a swut vision I saw,

And thrice ere the morning I dreamt it again.
Flow gently, sweet Afton, among thy green braes.
Against stupidity the very gods themselves contend in
vain.

5. O that those lips had language! Life has passed
But rougMy with me since I heard thee last.

6. Talk not of wasted affection; affection never was wasted.
7. No truly great man ever thought himself great.

8. Comfort is tedious when it lasts too long.
9. A thin meadow is soon mowed.
A sunny spirit quickly dispels angry frowns.
I never was on the dull, tame shore,
But I loved the great Sea more and more.
And backwards flew to her bUlowy breast.

12. Look, love, what envious streaks

Do lace the severing clouds in yonder east!

Night's candles are burnt out, and jocund day
Stands tiptoe on the misty mountain tops.

13. Charity suflfereth long and is kind.

14. Once, upon a raw and gusty day,
The troubled Tiber chafing with her shores,
C«sar said to me, "Dar'st thou, Cassius, now
Leap in with me into thus angry flood

And swim to yonder point?"

15. There at the foot of yonder nodding beech
That wreathes its old fantastic roots so high.
His listless length at noontide would he stretch.
And pore upon the brook that babbles by.

ExBRctse 6

Arrange the italicized words in the following passagt
into three columns, according as they modify (a) nouns,
or pronouns, (b) verbs (c) adjectives or adverbs:

I ought before this to have replied to your very kind invita-
tion into Cumberland. With ydu and your sister I could gang
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I,

1^

ajywWe But I am afraid whether I shall ever ht abU toafford so desperate a journey. Separate from the pleasure of

mv urTK- '
'
'""'Lr"^/*

'"'' '' I never sec ^ mountain Tamy We. I have passed all my days in London, until I ha'.«formed 05 many and intense local attachments as any of voumountaineers can have done with dead nature. The liehted
.hops of the Strand and Fleet Street, the innumerable trS«

SThTH" *"? customers, coaches, wagons, playhouses, allthe busUe and wickedness round about Covent Garden, thevery women of the town, the watchmen, drunken scenes, rattles,
-life awa**, If you awake, at all hours of the night, the impos
sibihty of being dull in Fleet Street, the crowds, the vei^d^rt

TlT^' !u'"° ,!?*u*''f
"P*'" ^""^ »'»d pavements, thepnnt shops, the old book-stalls, pei^ns cheapening b;,ks.

^Z^^Tu "'"""^ "^. ^"P" ''•°'" ^''''^''^' »»>« pantomimesLondon itsel a pantomime and a masquerade,-all these thing^work themselves into my mind and feed me without a power S
satiating me. The wonder of these sights impels me Tnto
«»^A/-waIks about her crowded streets, and I .//.„ shed tea«n the motky Strand from fulness of joy at so much Life. AU
these emotions must be strange to you. So are your ruralemotioi^ to me. But consider, what must I have been doingaU my life, not to have lent great jwrtions of mv heart withusury to such scenes?

'

V. PREPOSITION AND CONJUNCTION

24. The Preposition.-We noticed above, two ofthe uses of the noun or pronoun, those of serving as
subject of a sentence or as object of a verb. Now wehave to notice that a combination of words made up
Of a noun or a pronoun and such a word as of, to, from.
or by. which connects it with another noun, or with a
verb, adjective, or adverb, may be used like an ad-
jective to modify this other noun or pronoun; or. Ukean adverb, to modify the verb, adjective, or adverb
For mstance, in the sentence.

The towers of the city rise in the distance;
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the group of words of th* city tells what totpers, and
•» the dutance tells where they rise. The first group of
words is used in this sentence with the value of an
adjective, the second with the value of an adverb.
Such connecting words as of and in, in the fore-

going sentence, are called prepositions. (Preposition
means "placed before," the name having been appUed
ongmally to adverbs placed before verbs to make
other verbs, as in withstand, outrun, underlie.)
The preposition is, in fact, usually placed before the

noun or pronoun which it is to connect to another word
Frequently, however, in all styles of English-in
poetry, and in prose, both spoken and written—the
preposition does not precede; thus, for instance,

To wander earth abound;
Search the whole world ovtr;

What did you cotat fort

We then have the definition:
A Preposition is a word which joins a noun or pronoun

to some other word, and shows the relation between
the notions they express.

25. The Conjunction.—But not only have we a class
of words to join together other words and show the
relations between the notions they express; we have
also a class of words which join together sentences
and show the relations between the thoughts thev ex-
press. Thus in.

» J-

He went anil I came;
we join together the thoughts or judgments exnresscd
by He went and / came, by means of and; that* is we
thus join together two sentences. So also, but con-
nects the sentences in.

We spoke, but they said nothing.

consistng of a subject and a predicate, which goes to form
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the ^tence - He spoke, but the? «,d noZT"
^°""

But. besides connecting different sentences, a fewof the most common words of this class. e,p^aIW a^.« used to connect, in the same sentence.'rther e^m-"bma ,ons of words (not consisting of a subject a^«
pr«l.cate). called pHrases, that a^e used' inThe'^1way m the sentence; also single words that are usedin the same way in the sentence; thus,

A man of bad character, but „f great ability;The h.ll, and the valleys are covered with L^
And and 6«/ in these sentences are called conjunctioai

And since the sentences, and the words and grouosof words joined by and and but are of equal rank a„dhave the same grammatical value, thev are saTn t. k
co.ordin.te, (co-ordinate means "eqlaHn rankV and

But, besides the conjunctions which are used in thesame way as anrf and but in the foregoing senteml ?hl~are other con^xnctions which conn^t m'emb sof a 'eTtence m a different way. For instance, in the ^nten"
I will see him when I go-

'

the clause
• when I go • is used ks an adverb modifvng wrl see, and when is the word bv means of whlhhe relation between my seeing him and my goingtshown. In this sentence the clause " when I Jn-^d to be .bordinat. (subordinate meal".LL inrank

)
to the mam statement " I will see him -

andthe conjmiction u'ken is said to be subordinativ^We have. then, the following definition-
A conjunction is a word which connects sentences; or
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phrases or words that are used in the same way in a
sentence ; or which shows the relation between a subor-
dinate clause and some part of another clause.

EXSRCISK 7

Classify the italicised words in the following sentences
as prepositions or conjunctions:

1. She walks in beauty like the night
Of cloudless climes and starry skies.

2. He says that he will be back in an hour, imt we « annot
wait for him.

3. The rai.ibow comes and goes,

And lovely is the rose;

The moon doth with delight

Look round her when the heavens are bare;
Waters, on a starry night.

Are beautiful and fair.

4. Before yet any woodchuck or squirrel had run across the
road, or the sun had got above the shrub-oaks, while all
the dew was on, though the farmers warned me against
It, I began to level the ranks of haughty weeds in my
bean-field and throw dust upon their heads.

5. On a lone winter evening, when the frost
Has wrought a silence, from the stove there shrills
The cricket's song, in warmth increasing ever.

6 Thou soft flowing Avon, by thy silver stream.
Of things more than morUl sweet Shakespeare would

dream;
The fairies by moonlight dance round his green bed,
For hallowed the turf is, which pillowed his head.

26. Parts of Speech.-From the foregoing it is evident
that each word in the sentence plays a certain part in
the expression of the thought, or, in other words, in
our speech. Accordingly we speak of each word in
the sentence as being a part of speech, and when two
or more words have a similar value in the sentence we
say that they are the same part of speech. Farther-
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V

I

more, m « rtaJl »e heiw/ler. . ,w«^ „/ «^ ,a„^

He did not come till a/l*r dinner; (noun).

VI. OinrBRKNT VAtUBS OF TH« SAMB WOBD

F«m ^ZT**^^**"!:
''•'««*• ^P«" Function.-.

dear that the grammatical value of a ^rdde^d,

Ui^ ^ .'*'"' '^'^ ""y »»«^' *ff««nt gram,
maticpl values; thus, in the sentences,

You loroN^ me;
Thii is the wrong house;
He has suffered wrong;

the word wrong is used as a verb, as an adjective andas a noun, respectively; and in the sentences.

They can bnt die;

I saw none btu him;
They trice: ttt^ i.ed;

the word but is used respectively as an adverb, as apreposition, and as a conjunction.
Our general conclusion then, is as follows-

know how tt ts used tn the sentence.

EXGKCISB 8-\

SMe the part of speech of the italictud words tn each
of the foOomng groups:

1. Iron is a useful metal.
He slowly raised the iron bar.
Iron my coat for me, if you please.

2. That picture won the first prize.
Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap
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5.

6.

3. I bring fresh showers for the thirsting flowen.
Fear not, for I am with thee

4. He looked around, btU could see nothing 6n/ a crow
winging its solitary flight across the mountain
Now who will stand on either hand
And keep the bridge with me?
Bring me a club or a hatchet; either will do.
Look belore you leap.

He warmed his hands before the fire.

7. Now is the iccepted time.

The loud t! nover reached the ship;

Yet now th. ship moved on.

8. Sir, thou hast nothing to draw with, and the well is deep.
Springs of pure water well up from the ground.
Well water is not so pure as rain water.

9 Now, gallant Saxon, hold thine own;
No maiden's hand is round thee thrown.
Sir Launcelot was a Knight of the Round Table.
The sheep dogs soon round up the flocks.

10. Enough is as good as a feast.

Gossip enough have I heard, yet in sooth am never the
wiser.

I have lived long enough; my way of life

Is fallen into the sear, the yellow leaf.

28. Three Divisions of the Parts of Speech.—The seven
parts of speech which we have described fall naturally
into three main divisions:

1. The three independent parts of speech, the Noun,
the Pronoun, and Ae Verb, which are capable of form-
ing sentences without others;

2. The two modifiers, the Adjective and the Adverb,
which are always attached to F!.me other word, or
words, which they modify;

3. The two connectives, t*" Preposition and the
Conjunction, which join one word, or phrase, or sen-
tence, to another, and sometimes show the relatioii
between them.
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i !^

Note:—The General Exercise at the end of the chapttr
wiU afford further practice in distinguishing the parts of
speech.

VII. WORDS USED WITH DOUBLE FUNCTIONS
But not all words can be classified as simple parts

of speech. Words, or groups of words, are sometimes
used to perform double functions in the sentence.
The following are the most important instances in

which words are used with double functions:

29. Woun and Adjective.—In the expressions,
A forest path;
A Sunday afternoon walk;

the words forest and afternoon are used as adjectives.
But although they are used as adjectives to modify
nouns, they are still the names of objects and retain
to some extent their value as nouns.
Conversely in the sentences,

Blest lire tlie pure in heart;
Ring out the old, ring in the new

;

the words pure and old are used as nouns. They differ
from the ordinary noun, however, in that they are
commonly used as adjectives.

30. Noun and Adverb.—In the sentences,
They live miles apart

;

This tree is a century old

;

the words miles and century are used as adverbs. But
although they are used as adverbs they are still the
names of objects and retain to some extent their value
as nouns.

Similarly in the sentences,

IVhat better is he for it ?

He is not quite that tall

;

the words What and that are used as adverbs; but
they differ from ordinary adverbs in that they are
generally used as pronouns.
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31. Houn and Verb.—In the sentences.

Teaching is his profession
;

He desires to teach;

the words teadnnr and to teach are used as nouns; but
the; a/e derived from the verb teach, and may be used
witL -.>n.A '>f the functions of the verb. They may, for
instance, take objects and have adverbs as modifiers,
as in the sentences,

Teaching music is his profession;

He desires to teach in the city.

Words which are used in this way are called verbal
nouns, or infinitives.

NOTB —As we shall see later (236) the inBniUve has three forms; thus.
ff«i». to give, giving. The form to give is called the (arUIldUI iBflDltlT*. and
the form giving is called the Sanind.

32. Adjective and Verb.—In the sentences,
A rolling stone gathers no moss

;

Time lost can never be restored

;

the words rolling and lost are used as adjectives, but
they are derived from the verbs roll and lose, and as in
the case of the infinitives, they may be used with some
of the functions of the verb. Words which are used in
this way are called verbal adjectives, or participles.

NoTB —As we shall see later (24 J) the parUciple has two forms, oneendme m ,»„. the other ending in ed. d. I. or«». thus, giving, given The
lorm gtving is called the ImpwlMt participle, and the form given is called
the pwleet participle.

33. Adjective and Adverb.—In the sentences,
The wind blows keen;

The bell rings loud;

the words keen and loud tell the quality of the thing
represented by the subject, and also of the action repre-
sented by the verb. They modify both subject and
verb, and partake, therefore, of the nature of both
adjective and adverb. Such words may be caUed
adverbial (predicate) adjectives
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34. Pronoun and Adjective.-In the sentences,
Here are my horses and hounds;
The storm had spent Us fury>

the words my and its are used as adjectives; but
they are also pronominal, since they stand for persons
or things. Words which are used in this way are called
pronominal adjectives.

35. Pronoun and Conjunction.—In the sentences,
The soul is dead that slumbers;
The book which I borrowed is lost;

the words that and which perform double functions
They are pronouns, but at the same time they arfe
conjunctions and join clauses (25). Words which are
used in this way are called conjunctive pronouns.

In such a sentence as,

This is the house where I was born;

where is equivalent to in which, and so' combines in
Itself the functions of three parts of speech, conjunction,
pronoun, and adverb.

36. Adjective and Conjunction.—In the sentences,
I do not know which train I shall take;
Have you heard what tidings he brings?

the words which and what perform double functions
They are adjectives, but at the same time they are
conjunctions and join clauses (25). A^ords which are
used in this way are culled conjunctive adjectives.

37. Adverb and Conjunction.—In the sentences,
I shall see you when I return;
The wind bloweth where it listeth;

the words when and where not only join clauses as
conjunctions, but are used as adverbs to modify the
verbs following. Words which are used in this wav
are called conjunctive adverbs.
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i in

ion,

ns.

are

ire

as

he

ay

EXBRCISS 9

In the following sentences point out the functions of
the italicized words:

1. None but the brave deserves the fair.

2. Wise men employ their talents rightly.

3. The steersman's face by his lamp gleamed white.

,4. I know a bank whereon the wild thyme grows.
5. He hath put down the mighty from their seat.

6. He lay like a warrior taking his rest.

7. Never count your chickens before they are hatched.
8. Last night the moon had a golden ring.

9. They that sow in tears shall reap in joy.

10. The moon rose o'er the city,

Behind the dark church tower.

11. Parting is such sweet sorrow
That I shall say good-night till it be morrow.

12. A time there was, ere England's griefs began,
When every rood of ground maintained its man.

VIII. WORDS USED WITH SPECIAL OR PECULIAR FUNCTIONS

"iX Weakened Parts of Speech.—In addition to the
of words already mentioned, there are a num-

I. -.. words which are sometimes used with special
or peculiar functions. In the sentence,

There came to the beach a poor exile of Erin;

There, which is generally an adverb meaning "in that
place," is used as an almost meaningless introductory
word to fill up the place left vacant by the transposed
subject; for it would seem strange to say in ordinary
speech,

Came to the beach a poor exile of Erin;

although this sentence contains all that is really neces-
sary,—a subject and a predicate.

The word there when used in this way, to fill

out the sentence, is known as an expletive, (ex, "out,"
Pieo, "I fiU").
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Similarly, just as the word there in this sentence
no longer retains j.s adverbial value, so the word it

no longer retains its full value as a pronoun in such
sentences as,

// rains;

//is a fine day;

What time is itf

How are you making it go?

In these sentences it does not represent any definite
thing; yet it is not purely an expletive, since it does
duty as subject or object of the verb.

39. Particles.—In the sentence,

(^nly brave men could act thus;

the word only cam. >t be classed as a regular part of
speech, since it is used not to modify the meaning of the
noun, but rather to limit our attention exclusively to
the notion for which the expression brave men stands.

Words of this class whose uses are in some measure
akin to those of adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, or
conjunctions, but which have scarcely enough value to
be classified as parts of speec^i, are known as particles.

{Parti le means "little part. ")

Other examples are:

He did this as a precaution

;

Bless me, even me, O my father;

You will be well taken care o/.

40. Words Used as Substitutes.—In such sentences as,

The weather is fine a.'d I hope that it will remain so;
I do not know him, but my brother does;

the worls so and does are used to represent some pre-
ceding word or words in the sentence or in preceding
sentences, much in the same way as pronoims are used
to represent nouns. In the first sentence so is used
as a substitute for the adjective fitie, and in the second
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sentence does is used as a substitute for the verb knows

with its object him. The function of a substitute is

the same as the function of the word for which it stands,

and as there are comparatively few of such substitutes,

no special name ^s given to them as a class.

41. Interjections.—When we wish to express strong

feeling we sometinies make iise of exclamations such as,

Oht Ah I Fie I Pshaw! Fudge I

These exclamations are sometime;! used in . the

body of a sentence, and hence thev have been called

interjections. (Interjection means " something that

is interjected," that is, "thrown into the midst of"

th3 other parts of speech.) Each interjection is, in

a certain way, a kind of sentence by itself. It is a

direct expression of feeling or of will, and is made ex-

pressive chiefly by the tone, the inflection of voice,

with which it is uttered. Thus, for example, the

interjection Ah! expresses a number of different feel-

ings, such as joy, pain, surpriwi, disgust, according to

the way in which it is ottered.

42. Responsives.—We have seen that the inter-

jection is practically equivalent to a complete sentence

in itself. In some of their uses the words.

Yes, No, Yea, Nay,

express strong feeling, and have the value of inter-

jections. In their ordinary uses, however, these words
are used in answer to questions, and merely affirm or

deny, withoqt giving expression to any feeling. In

answer to such a question as, "Do you live here?"

the word Yes is equivalent to the sentence.

I do live here

;

and the word. No has a similar use. When used in this

way the words Yes, No, Yea, Nay, are known as

responsives.

il!!

} r',
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4.

5.

6.

NoT»:-B«dd« the interjectioni and mponiivc. theic .re • ft. i>tl»rwort. .„ch lu Am^, A4ieu, which in .ome of ,hdr u-H^ 7q*ivJ«!^

EXBRCISB 10^
C/(M«/y /;te italicized words in the following as- (a) «-

pkttves or weakened parts of speech. (6) particles, (c)
substitutes, (d) interjections, or (e) responsives, or je»*-
tence words.

1. What is *< o'clock?
2. He sings better than his cousin does.
3. Oh, to be in England now that April's there'

Even a fool, when he holdeth his peace, is counted wise,
rhme IS the kingdom and the power and the dory for
ever. Amen.
Be it ever so humble, there's no place like home.

7. Hark, the herald angels sing!

8. S'dealh/ I'll print it, and shame the fools!
9. ''OAo," thought I, "This, then, is my uncle from India "

Ves, It IS," now spoke my visitor extraordinary, in a
harsh, gruff voice.

10. "H^W/," she concluded, "TAfre's one comfort: he doesn't
care a cent for me."

11. I cannot walk as fast as you do.
12. // was morning on hill and stream and tree.

And morning in the young knight's heart.'
13. "You must be getting old. Uncle Peter," said I. "Oh

no," he answered, "I am only growing up."
14. Por. You stand within his danger, do you not?

Ant. Ay, so he says.

'•I hope," said Nelson, "none of our ships have struck »
Hardy answered that there was no fear of that. Then
and not till then, Nelson spoke of himself. "I am a
dead man. Hardy," said he, "I am going fast; it wiU be
all over with me soon." Hardy observed that he hopedMr Beatty could yet hold out some prospect of life
Oh, no," he replied, "it is impossible. Beatty will

tell you so."

15.
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IX. PHRASBS

43. Comblnatioiis of Wordi.-In considering the
different uses of words in the sentence we have already
pointed out that groups of words are sometimes used
with the vak s of single parts of speech (26). On fur-
ther consideration we shall see that these groups of wordsmay be divided into two main classes, those which con-
tarn a subject and a predicate, and those which do not.

44. Phrases and their Values.-A combination of
words, not consisting of a subject and a predicate, but
having the value of a single part of speech, is called a
phrase. All of the parts of speech may of course be
represented by phrases. That is. we have noun phrases,
pronoun phrases, adjective phrases, etc.

The following are examples:
1. Nouns:
He came from aver the sea; Too swift arrives as tardy aa too slow

2. Pronouns:
They love one another; They spoke to each other.

3. Adjectives:

4. Verbs:
I shall he going: 1 have gone; Ma;/ you 6e happy.

5. Adverbs:
The house stood on yonder hiU; He did it by himself.

6. Prepositions:
He went fry xe-oyo/ Montreal; He will go tWteod «,/ me.

/. Conjunctions:
He. as well as I, went; He went as soon as I had goneWe add, then, the definition:

A phrase is a combination of two or more words (not
cofistshng of a subject and predicate) having in a sen^
ttnce the value of a single word or part of speech
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BXSRCIBB 11 '

Select the phrases in the following sentences and staU
their values:

1. Under the spreading chestnut tree the village smithy
stands.

2. I have been waiting for you since noon.
3. The sun from the western horizon extended his golden

wand o'er the landscape.

4. Over the fence is out.

5. I am going by way of New York.
6. The man with a violin is a bore to the man with a flute.

7. The finest edge is made with a blunt whetstone.
8. I will tell you on condition that you keep the secret.

9. Listen to what I say.

10. It more than rained yesterday.

11. Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh.
12. He did not many mighty works there because of their

unbelief.

13. This is my commandment, that ye love one another.
14. Every event in human affairs has a beginning, and a

beginning implies a when and a where, and a by whom
and a how.

15. How pleasantly the shadows of the wood fall upon our
heads when we turn from the glitter and turm.iil of the
world of man! The winds of heaven seem to linger

amid their baLiiy branches, and the sunshine falls like a
blessing upon the green leaves; the wild breath of the
forest, fragrant with bark and berry, fans the brow with
grateful freshness; and the beautiful woodlight, neither
garish nor gloomy, full of calm and peaceful influences,

sheds repose over the spirit.

X. SUBORDINATE CLAUSES

45. Clatises, Principal and Subordinate.—Any group
of words consisting of subject and predicate and form-
ing part of a larger sentence is known as a clause (25).
Clauses are of two kinds, principal and subordinate.
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A sentence which, though joined to another sentence
to make a larger one, still retains its value as an
independent statement, is known as a principal cUuM,
thus,

The flowers bloomed, and the birds sang:
Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers.

Note;—Strictly Sfwaking. a ^neipal clause is one which hat another
iliiusc .ubotJinule to it. and in this sense of the term, the clauses in the above
sentences cannot be called pHncipat, but should rather be described as indt-
hendtnl. But this distinction between the terms "principal" and "inde-
pendent" is not of great importance: and as the use of different terms might
lead to some confusion, we shall use the name principal throughout.

4<J. Subordinate Clauses.—When, however, the group
of words consisting of subject and predicate forms part
of another clause, and is equivalent to another word
or part of speech in the sentence, it is said to be a sub-
ordinate clause (25) ; {subordinate means "lower in rank,"
that is, it is subordinate to the clause in which it stands
as a part of speech) ; thus.

This is the house where I live;

When the sun rose the clouds dispersed.

We add then, the definition:

A combination of words having a subject and a predi-

cate and having the value in the sentence of a single part

of speecn is known as a subordinate clause.

47. Their Values.—Subordinate clauses can be used
only with the values of nouns, adjectives, and adverbs,
and when so used they are known respectively as noun
clauses, adjective clauses, and adverb clauses. The
following are examples:

1 . Noun

:

He little knew how much he wronged her;

That you have wronged me doth appear in this

;

in which the italicized parts are nouns, object and
subject respectively of the verbs knew and doth appear.
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2. Adjective:

E-^ch thought j>£ the woman who loved him btst;

The place where they lived knows them no more;

in which the italicized parts are adjectives, modifying
woman and place respectively.

3. Adverb:

They trimmed their lamps as the sun went down;
Yet, ere we part, one lesson I can leave you;

in which the italicized parts are adverbs, modifying
the verbs trimmed and can respectively.

KXBMCISB 12

Sekct the suborditiate clauses in the following passage,
and state the part of speech to which each is equivalent:

I wish the good old times would come again, when we were
not quite so rich. I do not mean that I want to be poor,
but there was a middle state, in which, I am sure, we were a
great deal happier. A purchase is but a purchase, now that
you have money enough and to spare. Formerly it used to
be a triumph. When we coveted a cheap luxury (and, O
how much ado I had t^ get you to consent in those times!) we
were used to have a debate two or three days before, and to

weigh the for and against, and think what we might spare it

out of, and what saving we could hit upon that should be an
equivalent. A thing was worth buying then, when we felt the
money that we paid for it.

EXBRCISB 13

Show whether the italicized expressions in the follow-
ing passage are phrases or subordinate clauses, and
state the part of speech to which each s equivalent:

I don't know anything sweeter than this leaking in of Nature
through all the cracks in the walls and floors of cities. You
heap up a million tons of hewn rocks on a square mile or two
of earth which was green once. The trees look down from the

hillsides and ask each other, as they stand on tiptoe, "What
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are these people about?" And the small herbs at their feet
look up and whisper back, "We wUl go and see." So the
small herbs pack L..mselves u|> in the least possible bundles,
and wait until .he wind steals to them at night and whispers,'
"Come with me." Then they go softly with it into the great
city,--une to a cleft in the pavement, one to a spout on the roof,
one to a seam in the marbles over a rich gentleman's bones,
and one to the grave without a stone, where nothing but a man
is buried,—and there they grow, looking down ..n the genera-
tions of men from mouldy roofs, looking up from tween the
less-trodden pavements, k >king out through iron cemetery-
railings. Listen to them, \<hen there is only a light breath
stirring, and you will hear them saying to each nther,—"Wait
awhile! " The words run along the telegraph of those narrow
green Imes that border the roads leading from the city, until they
reach the slope of the hills, and the trees repeat in low murmurs
to each other,-" Wait awhile! " By and by the flow of life in
the streets ebbs and the old, leafy inhabitants—the smaller
ti.bes always in front—saunter in, one by one, very careless
seemingly, but very tenacious, until they swarm so that the
great stones gape from each other with the crowding of their
roots, and the feldspar begins to be picked out of the granite
to find them food. At last the trees take up their solemn line
of march, and never rest until they have encami>ed in the market
place. Wait long enough and you will find an old doting oak
huggmg a huge, worn block in its yellow underground arms/
That was the comer-stone of the State-House. Oh, so patient
she IS, this imperturbable Nature!

48. Summary.—We may now sum up the result of
our classification of the different elements of the sen-
tence according to use, as follows:

1. Word vhich are used as regular parts of speech:
—noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition,
and conjunction.

2. Words which are used with the functions of more
than one part of speech.
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ened part, of speech, particle.. sub.tUute.. int^ec-tions. and responsives.
»nierjec-

OBNBRAt BXBRCI88
Name the part of speech of each vf the words in thefollowtng passages. The italicized groups of Lid,should be taken together. ^ '

^'^'''

1. The snow had begun in the glot ning.
And busily, all the night,

//orf 6««, heaping field and highway
With a silence deep and white.

Every pine and fir and hemlock
Wore ermine too dear for an earl

And the poorest twig on the elm-trei-
Was rtdged inch-deep with pearl

ftw wTci 11. oo uie man rode him bar' a ch^** j*

«*«u, over hi. hJriXJ^ h. d«ta %,"" """ '"'

quickly a»d clW „„f to^^b«!t '^„™' "°" «°' "P

3. I travelled among unknown men
In lands beyond the .sea-

Nor England! did I *«o«,'ti|| then
What love I bore to thee.

'Tis past, that melancholy dream!
Nor toUl I quit thy shore

A second time; for still I seem
To love thee mc-e and more.
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AiDuiiK thy mountairiji did I /td
The joy of my desire;

And she I Serished turned her wheel
Beside aii oglish fire.

Thy mornings showed, thy nights lonced'd,
The bowers where Lucy played

;

And thine, tt»o, is the last green field

That Lucy's eyes surveyed.

mnl" l''^f™i!L°f.''"'P'-
Why, I could never tell. Themasts looked frightfully tall,-but they were not .so tall as the

steeple of oir old yellow meeting-house. At any rate. 1 used
to hi.

.
ey« from the sloops and schooners that were wont

.nH ^ :* ^ ^^! ''''''^''' *"** ^ '•^"'*^'* tf^at traces of thisundented terror lasted very long. One other source of alarmhad a still more fearful significance. There was a greatwooden HANDpa glove-maker's sign, which used to swing andcreak m the blast as it hung from a pillar before a certain shop
a mile or two outside of the city. Oh, the dreadful hand!Always hangmg there ready to catch up a little boy, who wouidcome home to supper no more, nor yet to bed.-whose por-nnger would be hut away empty thenceforth, and his haU-worn shoes wait until his small brother grew to fit them

5. Hark!

It comes!

It hums!
With ear to ground
I catch 'he sound,

The warning courier-roar

That runs along before.

The pulsing, struggling, now is clearer!
The hillsides echo " Nearer, nearer,"

ur u^J"
'"'* * ^^°^'^ °' rushing, frightened cattle.

With dust and wind, and clang, and shriek and ratUe,
Passes the cyclops of the train!

I see a fair face at a pane,—
Like a piano-string

The rails, unburdened, sing;

/ il
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The white smoke flies

Up to the skies;

The sound

Is drowned,—
Hark!

6. We are told by men of science that all the ventures of

mariners on the sea, all that countermarching of tribes and
races that confounds old history with its dust and rumour,
sprang from nothing more abstruse than the laws of supply
and demand, and a certain natural instinct for cheap rations.

To any one thinking deeply this will seen? a dull and pitiful

explanation. The tribes that came swarming out of the North
and East, if they were indeed pressed onward from behind by
others, were drawn at the same time by the magnetic influence

of the South and West. The fame of other lands had reached

them; the name of The Eternal City rang in their ears; they

were not colonists, but pilgrims; they travelled toward wine
and gold and sunshine, but their hearts were set on something
higher. That divine unrest, that old stinging trouble of

humanity that makes all high achievements and all miserable

failure, the same that spread wmgs with Icarus, the same that

sent Columbus into the desolate Atlantic, inspired and sup-

ported these barbarians on their perilous march.

7. There rolls the deep where grew the tree;

O earth, what changes hast thou seen!

There where the long street roars, hath been

The stillness of the central sea.

The hilb are shadows, and they flow

From form to form, and nothing stands;

They melt like mist, the solid lands.

Like clouds they shape themselves and go.

But in my spirit will I dwdl,

And dream my dream, and hold it true;

For, tho' my lips may breatlie adieu,

I cannot think the thing farewell.



Chaptsr III

CLASSES OF SENTENCES

A.—ACCORDING TO COMPOSITION

I. SIMPLS SBNTBNCBS

49. Uses of the Simpla Sentence.—/I sentence which u
made up of one subject and one predicate is called a
simple sentence; thus,

The fierce wittds stripped the trees of their leaves;
The ploughman homeward plods his weary way;
None but the brave deserves the fair.

We could, of course, express everything that we
have to say, in the form of simple sentences, as in the
following

:

I awoke one day. It was last week. It was six o'clock. I got
up at once. I dressed myself. The sun was up. It was hidden
by clouds. The morning was not very clear. I walked into the
garden. The grass was still wet. The bushes were still wet. The
dew lay upon them. I saw a bird. The bird lay on the ground.
It could not fly. It was wounded. Some one had hit it with a
stone. I picked the bird up. I brought it into the house. I put
It into a cage. I fed it. I tended it. It got well. I let it out.
It flew away.

But if we ordinarily spoke in this way we should
find that our speech would be very monotonous, and
that much time would be wasted in repetition. Such
a series of short sentences, too, would sound jerky;
and besides, we should have no means of expressing
the relations between our thoughts, and no way of
indicating whether our statements were all of equal
importance. We find, as a result, that we are gener-
ally able to express ourselves better by combining the

39
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short sentences in various ways, by means of connec-

tives. Here, for example

:

I awoke at six o'clock one day last week, a'td at once got up

and dressed rnystJf . The morning was not vj-y clear, for, though

the sun was up, iv was hidden by clouds. Ai I walked out into the

garden, where the grass and bushes were still wet with the dew that

lay upon them, I saw a bird lying on the ground. It could not fly,

because some one had wounded it with a stone. I picked it up and

brought it into the house, put it into a cage, and fed and tended it

until it got well. Then I released it, and it flew away.

II. COMPOUND SENTENCES

50. Cc-ordinate Clauses and their Relations.—If we
examine the two sentences:

I awoke and I got up at once

;

The sun was up, but it was hidden by clouds;

we find that each sentence is made up of two inde-

pendeni statements joined together by a conjunction.

Each statement is complete in itself, and is therefore a

principal (or independent) clause (45), and as the clauses

are of equal value in the sentence, they are said to be

co-ordinate, and the conjunction joining them is said

to be co-ordinative (25).

A sentence like one of the above, made up of two or

more simple sentences, is called a compound sentence.

But the clauses of which the compound sentence is

composed, do not always stand in the same relation to

one another; in other words, the conjunctions which

connect them may express different relations. Con-

sider the following sentences, for instance:

The streams are dried up and the ground is parched;

She must weep or she will die

;

I begged him to come but he refused;

To-morrow will be fine, for the sunset is red.

In the first sentence the ideas expressed by the two

clauses joined by and are connected as having reference
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singly to the same general fact,—the dryness of the

weather. In the second sentence the conjunction or

impUes the necessity of choosing between the actions

expressed by the two clauses. In the third sentence

the conjunction hvit implies that the actions expressed

by the two clauses are opposite or contrary in character.

In the last sentence the conjunction \or implies that

the second clause contains the reason for the act stated

in the first.

51. Co-ordinate Words Forming Compound Elements.

—As we call a sentence compound when it is made up*

of two or more co-ordinate clauses, usually connected

by conjunctions, so we call any member of a sentence

or of a clause a compound member, / element, when

it is made up of two or more co-ordinate words, usually

bound together by conjunctions; thus, for example:

Buttercups and daisies bloom in the fields in summer;

The crystal brook leaps and dances on its way;

We watched him and her pass the door;

The ship was tossed hither and thither by the waves;

He received a good sum over and above his wages.

The co-ordinate words which form a compound

member of any sentence are sometimes joined together

very loosely. The sentence, "The rainbow comes and

goes"; might be, for example, expanded into two sen-

tences, each sentence containing one of the co-ordinate

verbs, thus, "The rainbow comes"; and, "The rain-

bow goes." But frequently we find either that the

compound member expresses in reality only one single

notion, or thf>t the notions expressed by the co-ordinate

words are so closely related that they cannot be sep-

arated without changing the sense. Consider, for

instance, the character of the compound members

of the following sentences:
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Two and two make four;

Time and tide wait for no man;
The enemy turned and fled on our approach;
They called and called, but received no reply;
She watches over him night and day;
The sentry paced to and fro in front of the castle.

52. Omission of Connectives.—Thus far we ha/e
spoken of clauses in a compound sentence as being
joined together by connectives,—usually conjunctions,
or conjunctive pronouns. Sometimes, however, we
find that it is of advantage to omit the connectives
•where the relations between the clauses can be readily
seen without them. Examples are:

I came (and) I saw (and) I conquered;
The Lord reigneth; (therefore) let the earth rejoice.

ExSRCisB 14 '^

Bracket the simple sentences of which each of the fol-
lowing compound sentences is composed. Underling
the co-ordinative conjunctions:

l.(^The trees will soon be bare,\for the leaves are fallingj
2.1^Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight,)

Aniall the air a solemn stillness holds. )

3., A soft answer tumeth away wrath, "^utlgrievous words
stir up anger.

4. The breath of heaven must swell the sail, or aU the toil
is lost.

5. The day is done and the darkness
Falls from tht wings of night.

J
6., Blessed are the meek,>for they shaU inherit the earth )

7. All men were against him:\ neverthelessihe persevered
8. Some men are bom great, some achieve greatnes^ and

some have greatness thrust upon them.
9. God .sends great angels in our sore distress,

)

But little ones go in and out all day.

)

10.'. Either youth must learn economy /or old age must
sufifer want.
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11. The poor is hated even of his own neighbour,)but the
rich hath many friends.

12/ And out again I curve and flow,

To join the brimming river; •>,

^For men may come/ and men may go, ^

But I go on for ever.

"

13. Wealth may seek us;^ but wisdom must be sought.
14. ^ little weeping would ease my heart.

But in their briny bed
My tears must stop,^for every drop
Hinders needle and thread. )

15. No man can serve two mastetj, for eilher he will hate
the one andjove the other, or else he wiUliold to the
one and despise the other, i

HI. COMPLEX SENTENCES

53. The Subordinate Clause.— If we examine the
sentences:

He little knew how much he wronged her;

Each thought of the woman who loved him best

;

They trimmed their lamps as the sun went down;

we shall find that each sentence contains only one
principal clause. In all three sentences the second
clause is dependent upon some word in the first, and
has the value of e single part of speech; thus,

how much he wronged her is a noun, object of knew;
who loved him best is an adjective, modifying woman;
as the sun went down is an adverb modifying trimmed.
As we have already pointed out, when a clause does

not make a complete statement by itself, and has the
value of a part of speech in another clause, it is called
a subordinate clause (46).

A sentence which is made up of a princi.'^al clause
together with one or more subordinate clauses, is said to
decomplex. (Complex means "woven together.")
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54. How Joined to Principia CUuw.-A subordinate
clause may be joined to a principal clause by:

(1) A subordinative conjunction (25), such as that
because, if, than; for example:

'

I believe that it is so; I went because he came;
I will go i/ you do;
He is taller than I am (tall).

(2) A conjunctive adverb (37); thus,
I am never merry when I hear sweet music.

NoT«:—In the wntencet:
This is the home wA«r* (in which) 1 Uve-
It wa» the time vhn (at which) Uliet blow-

"I^Lt^Jt^ •*"" *"' '"'"• "^ conjunction, .dvetb. «,d pronoun, but forthe ..Ice ol brevity we m.y cta»ify them rimply « conjunctive ,Ay^
(3) A conjunctive pronoun (35); thus.

He followed the path which led to the woods;
All that glitters is not gold.

(4) A conjunctive adjective (36); thus.
The children gathered what flowers they could find;
I hardly know which offer I shoulr? accept.

55. Relations of Subordinate Clauses.—When a com-
plex sentence contains more than one subordinate
clause, these clauses may stand in diflferent relations
to one another and to the principal clause:

(1) Two or more subordinate clauses may have the
same construction in the sentence; thus,

I saw /Aa/ a storm was approaching and that I must seek shelter.

Subordinate clauses which have the same construc-
tion in the sentence are co-ordinate with one another
that is, they have the same rank. They are joined
together by co-ordinative conjunctions. Thus the
clauses that a storm was approaching and that I must
seek shelter, are co-ordinate and are joined by the co-
ordinative conjunction and.

(2) A subordinate clause may have another clause
subordinate to it ; thus,

When I saw that a storm was approaching. I sought shelter.
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(3) Subordinate clauses may have different values,

and may not be directly connected with one another;
thus,

When th4 storm approached, I Mm that I must seek skelter.

EXSRCISB 15 V

Bracket the subordinate clauses in the follovoing com-
plex setttences:

1. While there is life there is hope.

2. The flower that smiles to-day, to-mortow dies.

3. I cannot say how soon I shall return.

4. Who steak my purse )steals trash.

5. Look to the Rock whence ye are hewn, "i

6. Flowers are the sweetest things that God ever made.

)

7. Take c^re never to repeat in one company what you
hear i^ another. )

8. There is a tide 1in the affairs of men
\Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune.

9. When faith is lost^d when honour dies, the man is dead.
10. He that ruleth his speech is better than he that taketh a

city.

11. How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him
that bringeth good tidings!

12. One who is contented with what he has done will never
be famous for what he will do.

13. Macaulay says ^at the Puritans hated bear-baiting, not

[
because it gave pain to the bear, but because it gave
pleasure to the spectators.

14. That man is littie to be envied(whose patriotism would
not gain force upon ihe plains of Marathon, or<whose
piety would not grow warmer amid the ruins of lona.

15. The harp that once through Tara's halls

The soul of music shed,

Now hangs as mute on Tara's walls

As If that soul were fled.
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56. The Compottod-Complez Sentence.—We have seen
that a sentence made up of two or more simple sen-
tences is said to be compound (50). But in the sentence:

1 told him that he was mistaken, but he would tn>t hear me;

the first statement is complex and the second is simple;
and in the sentence:

I told him that he was mistaken, but he would not listen to
what I said;

both statements are complex. A compound sentence
one or more of whose members is complex, is said to
be compound-complex.

57. Abbreviated Constructions.—In both principal and
subordinate clauses, where the meaning can be readily
understood certain parts are sometimes omitted for the
sake of greater economy, as, for instance:

He is uncertain how (he ought) to proceed;
Kind hearts are more than coronets (are much);
Down we swept, and (we) charged, and (we) overthrew;
Give every man tWne ear, but (give) few thy voice.

IV. CONTAINED PkINCIPAU CLALSES

We have next to consider two constructions in which
we find principal clauses contained in other clauses,

and forming a part of them.

58. Principal Clauses Quoted.—In the sentence.
Tell me not in mournful numbers,
"Life is but an empty dream!"

the principal clause, "Life is but an empty dream";
is a quotation which is used as object of the verb tell.

All such expressions, whether they consist of one sen-
tence, as above, or of more,—as, for instance, in the
report of a sp:;ech—have the value of nouns in the
sentences in wnich they are contained. But the sen-

tences of which such expressions are composed may,
of course, be analysed separately.
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59. Parenthetical tTindpa! Statements.—In the sen-
tences:

He has not su<--<eeded, I fern;
This, / think, will fje the final lest

;

You can dq better than this, / am sure;

the clauses / fear, I think, I am sure, are parenthetical
principal statements. The relation of such clauses
to the sentences in which they are contained will be
considered later (306).

B.—ACCORDING TO FORM

V. GENERAL CLASSIFICATION

60. Different Forms of Sentences.—Thus far we
have considered the assertive sentence; but, as we
have already pointed out (11), instead of making an
assertion the sentence may take the form of a question
or a command; and, as we shall see later, a sentence
containing an assertion, a question, or a command,
sometimes also takes the form of an exclamation.

In each of the sentences:

Did he arrive yesterday?
Will he go to town?

the speakers thought is expressed in the form of a
question, and the sentence is said to be interrogative.

In each of the sentences:

Ijsten to me;
Return home at once;

the speakers thought is expressed in the form of a
command, and the sentence is said to be imperative.
And finally in each of the assertions:

How are the mighty fallen!

What an eventful day this has been!

the sentence takes the form of an exclamation, and is
said to be exclamatory.
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Bxuctsi 16

(a) State wktther the following are assertive, inter.
rogative, imperative, or exclamatory.

(6) Point out the bare subject and the bare bredicaf
»n each sentence.

*

1. How swiftly the stream flows!
2. Is this a dagger that I see before me?
3. The child is father of the man.
4. What news on the Rialto ?

5. O, what a fall was there, my countrymen!
6. Slowly and sadly we laid him down.
7. What honest man would accept a bribe?
8. Thou hast all .seasons for thine own, O Death!
9. With all thy getting, get understanding.

10. When did Columbus discover America?
11. Now came still evening on.
12. Go to the ant, thou sluggard!

VI. THE ASSERTIVE SENTENCE

61. Makes a SUtement. -In the ,issertive set,tence
we state that something is true of the thing that the
subject stands for.-that a conr . don exists between
the notions represented by the i .ject and the predi-
cate.

The Order of Words.—In the assertive sentence the
subject with its modifiers usually stands first, and it
's followed by the predicate with its modifiers. Some-
times, however, we find a variation fr-m the usual
order of words, either for the sake of securing greater
force, or in order to heighten the poetic eflfect: for
example

:

A chieftoin's daughter seemed the maid;

Louder still the clamour grew.
And louder still the minstrels blew

;

Hateful is the dark blue sky
Vaulted o'er the dark blue sea.
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62. Aikt a Qu«tion.~The interroga ive sentence isused .„ asking a question.-that is^it exp^ thespeaker's desire to know something: for examp^
Has he gnne ?

What is yciur name >

Where are ytju going *

Not, -W. COUW. if we «i.h«l. „p„« ,he« d«h« » .h. ,nr^ Jlive mtcncct: thui.
^^^ *"•"** '" ••'• '"rm ul atacr-

I desirr to know whether he has gone
I wi»h you to tell ne ym.r name

63 The Inverted Order of Word..-if we compare
the interrogative sentence.

Has he g«>ne ?

with the assertive sentence,

He has g<jne;

vve find that in the interrogative sentence a part ofthe verb precedes the subject, and that, in addition^me s^a means is used-the tone of voice in speak'
"K. the interrogation mark in wriiing-to indkate
hat we are asking a question rather tLn statt^ aact. Sometimes, as a matter of fact, we do not changethe order of words in asking a question, but dependentirely upon the inflection of the voice or upon the

r elm;.:""^'^'"^^"
"^'^ ^° '''-- ^--^^-^-^

Vou received my last letter ?

This is Mr. Brown, I believe ?

And. if. furthermore, we compare the assertive

Cerhe'^^-^^""::^^'
'^' interrogative sTte"^'Does he go? we find that while we have used a

use of a verb phrase to express the same idea in the

W
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ill

i.iierrogative. In this caM. as in the former, a part
' f the verb also precedes the subject

I he order of words in- a sentence in which the verb
PI -cdes the subject, is called the invertwl ordtr; and
t lie jntencc is said to be an inyertwl . ,iie. The inverted
Of Jc is chieHy used in the inter. ugative sentence; but,
as ^v» have already seen, it is also found ui the aiwr-
ti>t" sc.itctit*.-

64. V.iirties of th« Intwogative. If no^v we com-
i>ap ti.f sentence, "Has he gone?" with the sentence
"Wher. has he gone?" we find that although both
are uiterrogative sentences, they differ in character.
The first sentence simply asks whether his going is a
fact, and the question may Ije answered by yes or no.
The second sentence calls for something more than a
mere affirmation or denial, and is introduced by a special
interrogative word Where, which indicates what kind
of information is desired. If, for instance, we answer
the question by saying,

He has gone to Toronto;

it is evident that the phrase to Toronto in the reply,
corresponds to the interrogative word Where in the
question. In the sentence given above, the word
Where is an interrogative adverb; but we find ihat pre
nouns and adjectives are also used as special inter
rogative words; for example, in the sentence, 'Who
goes there?" Who is an interrogative pronoun, and in
the sentence, "What tidings did he bring?" What is
an interrogative adjective.

Besides the two forms of the interrogative sentence described
above, there are two other varieties which are frequently used:

(1) Instead of asking a question in the simple form to '.vhirh

the answer yes or no might be ^ven, we sometimes prefer to
make our question express an alternative, as, for instance,

Will you go tw stay ?
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Thi. form of question cannot be aoBwered by yes ot m but
require, . complete statement, such «. "i wm'^.^or'l ^i

(2) Sometimes inste«i of «king a direct question, we firstsuggest m a.s«ertive form the nature of the a^"^r thlt^
expect, and then add a question, .n abbreviat^f'^l^li:!
for a confirmation of our «t>»#m.«* - t

' ^"°i
/..llowing:

st«tement. as, for m;.tance, in the

So you are g,«ng abroad , are you ?
Thi« it fine weather, isn't it ?

KXBRCISB 17

/W6e /A^ co.truct, . o/ the ^nterrogative nUnc,swhtck are Uahctzed, in th. foUowxn, paragraph-

anJ'lVS"^
conversation once too. ,Iace between an agentand an Irish voter, on the eve of an election: "You arTay^-CoiMur' "Am I?" said the fello.. "L youn-. t demanded the agent. " You say I am." was the k^JerCome, sir, aaswer, -WhaPs y^our religion?- "tL; .?mnn '» "urk»» __i- • . "

^^*gwnr me true re-'Pon- What religionis that?" "Mv religion.' "ComeII have you now, cunning as you are." said the age.t pirjd>nto an encounter of wit with this fell<, who.e baffl i Tw
;,uestK.as ple^seci the en vd. <' You He.^^^ ''[^.

what^rsuL::frnJ'^.M^t:;::r" ;' °^

;-'t find it out. "Wh.t is yZS "'

•MytiJ'^that you arc puzzled." -Do you ,nfe^,^ .vl? .^

•Cotne ^ow, , have you. IfL, W^ ^""^ " ^°"

^ere hkely to dit?- "Thr doctor, of e>ur
l»n«t

.
-I mnr fir,t .^ a messent -r

quibbling :-te,i me. then, what
scientious opinions. I mean "

"?,tsf ',p;- .r * "', "' "' '•^''' '^'^"
and rim TX. ' " '

'"" '»> •""" ^' iKi year's rent-

•« send for if you
" "Not for the

"Confound your
r opmions are—^your con-
vey re the same as my

H
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at once: "Are you a Roman Catholic?" "I am," said the
feUow. "And could you not say so at once?" "You never
asked me," returned the other.

VIII. THE IMPBRATIVB SSNTBNCB

65. Expresses a Command.—The imperative sentence
expresses a command, requirement, entreaty, or re-
quest; for example.

Judge not, that ye be not judged

;

Neither a borrower nor a lender be

;

Never cross a bridge untU you have come to it

;

Tell me his name, I prithee.

The imperative sentence diflFers from the other sentence
forms in that the subject is seldom expressed. When
the subject is expressed it may either precede or foUow
the verb, as, for instance.

Go thou, and do likewise

!

You listen to this, James!

We shall have occasion to notice, too, when we come
to discuss the verb, in a later chapter, that a special
verb form is sometimes used in the imperative sentence
we shall find also that the imperative sentence diflFers
only slightly from certain forms of the assertive sen-
tence which are used likewise to express command
or entreaty.

IX. THE EXCLAMATORY SENTENCE

66. Expresses Strong Emotion.—The assertive sen-
tence, as we have seen, makes a statement; the in-
terrogative asks a question; the imperative expresses
a command; and each variety of sentence usually has
its own distinctive form. But in addition to express-
ing an assertion, a question, or a command, each of
the three forms of sentences is sometimes used to
express strong emotion. A sentence which gives
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expression .. an outburst of strong emotion is said to
be ezcUmatory, and some cases of the three varieUes
of sentences described above, may accordingly be
further classified as exclamatory assertiye, ezdama-
tory interrogative, and ezdamatoxy impermtiye. The
following are examples:

The foe I They come! They come'
•Tis done! 'Tis done! Ha! Ha! We have overthrowi, the
proud

!

Was there ever such a spring as this!
Arise! Ye Goths, and glut your ire!

I

In the exclamatory assertive sentence, the inverted
c/der is common and frequently the words what and
how are used to give force to the exclamation, as in the
following:

"What a piece of v ork is man! How noble in reasoni H.w
mfimte m faculties! In form and moving how express and ad-

STa gldl"
'''*'°"' "*''' "''' •"" "«'''' ^° apprehension, how

«n!!^"'»T"
'^ ^ "°^ that to an three VMfctlet ol the exctamatory-ntenee the expre».an of .tr«« feeltog alters the cha«cter of the amr^inquiry, or command. In the sentence.

»« " «w aMraan.

How are the raixhty faUenI
the^*.tement oT f«:t to not *, taiportant a. the expwrioo of fediiw. toth.

Who could have uelieved iti
we do not look for answer to our question; and to the sentence

.u .. .

^'•"''' '""''• **'**''• '^ *"' ~W- «"y "tones, o'sealthe speaker to not irfvtog a comm«.d to the orfimuy sense oi thelton.

67. Brevity of Emotional Expression.—We have hith-
erto spoken of emotional expression only as it takes
the form of a complete sentence. But in giving utter-
ance to strong feeling the tendency is to emphasize
the words that directly express our emotion, and to
omit the other parts of the sentence. When we are
overcome with surprise, anger, fear, etc., our feelings
struggle for utterance in the briefest and most direct
form, and an expression of our emotions in formal
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i

1 *

sentences would weaken the force of what we have to
say. Emotional expression tends strongly to verbal
incompleteness; as. for instance, in the following:

Hence! horrible shadow! unreal mockeiy' hence!
Alone! Alone! all, all alone!
Alone on a wide, wide sea

!

And if we wish our exclamations to form complete
sentences containing subject and predicate, in most
cases other words must be supplied.

NoT«:-The dauK. which enter into comp««md uid complex leiiteiioetmay be either a-ertive. internnrative. or imperaUve. Por^i^le

S ^t°oUT ?" '?"* *• ^' ^
B'th principal cl.u«.i„terro«.tive.

^\ , ^L^r '""" "^ *•"' ^ *^"P^ imperaUve «idprincipS
feet, for the phue whereon thou ) auertive clauie.

•"»««»"

(tandest is holy ground.
)

(3) Tte Lord i. the rtrength of my ) Principal as«rtive «>d priMipia
life; of whom shaU I be afraid? ) intertogative cUum..

""""^

X. ANALYSIS OF SENTENCES

68. Nature and Forms of Analysis.—One of the chief
forms of grammatical exercise is the Analysis of Sen-
tences. Analysis (Gr. Analysein "to unloose") as
here used, means the resolving of the sentence into its
elements. It consists in, (a) the division of compound
and complex sentences into the clauses of which they
are composed, and the statement of the kind and re-
lation of each; and (6) the division of each simple
sentence and clause in'o its parts and the statement of
their relations. B.t as the relations of the different
parts of the simple sentence are considered fully else-
where, and as this latter form of analysis is largely
elementary, it will be sufficient if we confine our treat-
ment, for the present, to the analysis of sentences into
clauses.

69. Method of Analyris.-In the analysis of sen-
tences mto clauses the principal clause in each sen-
tence should be stated first, and all clauses should be
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written in full. When a principal clause is gram-
maUcally incomplete, the fact should be stated. Co-
ordinative conjunctions joining principal clauses may
be placed in brackets. The following is suggested as
a model for analysis of sentences at this stage:

We are what suns and winds and waters make us:
The mountains are our sponsors, and the rills

Fashion and win their nursling with their smiles.
But where the land is dim from tyranny,
There tiny pleasures occupy the place
Of glories and of duties; as the feet
Of fubled faeries, when the sun goes down,
Trip o'er the grass where wrestiers strove by day.

This passage consists of three sentences:

1- We are us—Complex.
2. The mountains...smiles—Compound.
3. But where. day—Complex.
It is composed of the following clauses:
I- We are Principal. Assertive; Incomplete.

1. what suns and winds and waters make us; Subord.
Noun, completing are (20).

II. The mountains are our sponsors;

Principal. Assertive.
III. (And) the rUls fashion and win their nursling witii thtir

snules; Principal. Assertive.
IV. (But) fliere tiny pleasures occupy the place of glories and

o dubes; Principal. Assertive; Incomplete.
1. where the land is dim from tyranny,

Subord. Adverb, mod. occupy.
2. as the feet of fabled faeries trip o'er the grass,

Subord. Adverb, mod. occupy.
3. when the sun goes down,

Subord. Adverb, mod. trip.

4. where wrestlers strove by day.
Subord. Adj., mod. grass.
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for the «U» of brevity; thu,.
'
'"""''"• »«"»•«»- omitted

1 d,««med (that) the« would be .prin. „o more.
(2) In abbreviated constructions when .i. k _j.

.xp^saed. the subiect or the pr^icIteU: '"".t;*-"-'
co«i„nctio„ |.

•uppUed; thus.
P-^'c-te. or both, as the case may be, must be

^"- " ""' >^-'"'« i- P«H, I met the ambassador.

Out again I curve and flow
To join the brimminc river;

no expansion is requiivd.

GENERAL EXERCISE IN ANALYSIS
Analyse the following passages so as to sha-u, iUclauses of .vhich they are compZd:

'**

1. Between the dark and the dayjight,
When the night is beginning to bwerComes a pause in the day's occupations
That IS known as the Children's Hour,

•i The heights by great men reached and keptWere not attained by sudden flight; ^
But they while their companions slept,
Were toiling upward in the night.

^'
T^Z ^f^t

^""^ ''"P^ "^y 'o^« to you,
I freely told you all the wealth I hadRan m ray veias. When I told youMy state was nothing, I should then have told youThat I was worse than nothing.

^

'•

eii^d'r"Po^rci:^^^^^^^^ '^' -^ ^- ^- 't
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6.

9

10.

5. He that has light within his own clear breast
May sit 1' the centre and enjoy bright day
But he that hides ? lark soul and foul thoughts.
Benighted walks under the mid-day sun;
Himself is his own dungeon.

Whm aU was over, Wellington said to Blucher, as he
stood by him on a little eminence looking dowi upon
the field covered with the dead and dying, "A great
victoiy IS the saddest thing on earth. ilTclpt a ^J

7. The evil that men do lives after them-
The good is oft interred with their bones;
&) let it be with Casar. The noble Brutus
Hath told you Casar was ambitious:
If It were so, it was a grievous fault-
And grievously hath Casar answered it.

8. O, when I am safe in my sylvan home
I tread on the pride of Greece and Rome;
And when I am stretched beneath the pines.
Where the evening star so holy shines,
I laugh at the lore and the pride of man.
At the sophist schools and the learned clan-
For what are they all, in their high conceit,
When man in the bush with God may meet?
There is often no better medicine for a hard-worked
^y and mind than a gocd laugh; and the man whocan play most heartily when h. has a chance of playing

heStrL
"^ "'° ^^ ^°^' "-^ '^y ^'^

To him who, in the love of Nature, holds
Communion with her visible forms, she speaksA various language: for his gayer hours
bhe has a voice of gladness, and a smile
And eloquence of beauty; and she glides
into his darker musings with a mild
And healing sympathy, that steals away
Their sharpness ere he is aware.
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1

11. Soon as the evening shades prevail,
The moon takes up the wondrous tale
And nightly to the listening earth '

Repeats the story of her birth;
Whilst all the stars that round her bum
And all the planets in their turn,

'

Confirm the tidings as they roll,*

And spread the truth from pole to pole.

"
";,JJ**?^°"'^P*^*e latter part of hislife with honourmus when he ,s young, consider that he shall one daybe old, and remember, when he is old, that he has oncebeen young.

""«.«;

13. We spake of many a vanished scene,
Of what we once had thought and said

Of what had been and might have been,
'

And who was changed and who was dead:
And all that fills the hearts of friends
When first they feel, with secret pain,

The,r lives thenceforth have separate ends
And never can be one again.

^^'
Tll!fnT °^ ^'' ^'^'^'y ^'^ rtsounded throughoutAe nation, and as the route of Columbus lay through^^ml of the finest and most populous proWnr ofSpam h.s journey appeared like the progress of asovere.^ Wherever he passed, the sur^unSS coun

15. No Ufe my honest scholar! no life so happy and sopleasant as the life of a well-governed angler^fo^wh^
he lawyer .s swaUowed up with business and tSstatesman is preventing or contriving plots, then we^t

^tr^i M? '""''' **"''*°*^ '^ *«^ sUent saverS '

^'^•^i,^^"^^
^ gJide so quietly by usIndeed my good scholar, we may say of J^d-L

Dr. Boteler saidof strawberries, ''Doubtless (S Luldhave made a better berry, butdoubtless God ne^ did '•
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Be earful that you do not commend yourself. It is a
sign that your reputation is smaU and sinking, if yourown tongue must praise you. Let your words be few,
«pec.dly wh«your superiors or strangers are pres-

S/ S T" if*^ ^°"' °''" *«^««' '^ rob your-
self of the ^Portunity which you might otherwise
ha^je had to gain knowledge, wisdom and ex^rCL

"

tiiirjkingr"^'^'" '^ ''^'^ byyo^m;:^;

As a rule a man's a fool,

When it's hot he wants it cool,
When it's cool he wants it hot,'

Always wanting what is not.

^^' SS S«='**«,^'« buUding himself a house, beingasked by one who observed the littleness of the desimwhy a man so eminent would not have an abode mS.

himself suffiaently accommodated if he couM see thatnarrow habitation filled with real friends
If you would know the flavour of huckleberries, ask thec^-boy or the partridge. It is a vulgar error' to su^"

plucked them. A huckleberry never reaches Boston-

three hUls. The ambrosial and essential part of thefru.ns lost with the bloom which is rubbed off t Semarket cart, and they become mere provender. As^as eternal justice reigns, not one iiitocent huckll!berry can be transported thitherfromthecountiy's hills.
ZO. Be not afeard; the isle is full of noises.

Sounds and sweet airs that give delight and hurt notSomehmes a thousand twangling insSumentsWm hum about mine ^, and sometimes voices
TTuU, If I then had waked after long sleep,
W.U inake me sleep again; and then, in dreamingThe ctouds methought would open and show rich«Keady to drop on me. that, when I waked
1 cned to dream again.

19.
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INFLECTION

I. THE NATURE OF INPtBCTION

70. Inflection Deflned.-In considering the different
classes of words in the sentence we have seen that the
meaning of the sentence depends to some extent upon
the order of words. We shaU now see, not only that
the order of words affects the sense, but that words
themselves undergo changes in form to express dif-
ferent shades of meaning or to show in what relation
they stand to other words in the sentence. In the
sentences, "I speak to him"; and "He spoke to me"-
speak and spoke are different forms of the same verb'
and he and him are different forms of the same
pronoun. Spoke differs slighUy in meaning from
speak On the other hand he does not differ in mean-mg from htm, but the two words stand in different
relations to the other words in the sentences in which
they occur. When words such as speak and he un-
dergo changes in form to indicate changes in meanine
or m relation, they are said to be inflected, and the
changes m form are said lo be their inflection.
We may then define inflection as follows:
Inflection is a charge in the form of a word to denote

a change in meaning or in relation.

71. Methods of Inflection—The most cot . ton method
of mflection consists in adding something o the end
of the word, as ox-oxen, who-whom, teach-teacnes Somewds however, are inflected by a change in the sounds
of which they are composed, as, man-men, speak-
spoke, lead-led; and a number of other words are in-

60
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Atcttd both by the addition of an ending and by anmtemal change, as. brothtr-brethren, teach-taught. Lp.

In all three instances the inflection consists in some
actual change in the form of the word. Sometimes
however, mstead of inflecting a word by a change'

iew 'w^rdT ""1.' '~"* '° ***• °' ^'^"y »• ^ 'Whollynew word^ to mdicate a change in meaning or rela-Uon. as. we-us. she-her, it-they. This change of word
IS spoken of as mflcction. although in reality it is notmflecUon, but a substitute for it.

72. Equivalents of Inflection-Modem Enghsh isnot nearly so strongly inflected as Utin. or Anglo-
Saxon, or even modem German. When a language
has few inflections some other means must be uid toshow differences in meaning or in function and rela-
tion. In the English sentence these differences a«frequently shown in one of the following ways-

(a) By the position of the word in the sentence. For
mstance, m the sentence. "Bmtus stabbed Casar"-we depend «.tirely upon the order of words to indicate
that firu/u. IS subject, and Caesar object, of the verb.W By the use of prepositions or of particles. For
instance, in the sentence.

He gives liberally to the poor-
the preposition to is used to show 'the relation of the

fleeted language this relation would be shown by «,mechange in the form of the word poor rather than bythe use of a preposition.
^

the^ i!^o^V °^-
^^"u"^-

^" ^"^'"^' f^*- ^"^tance.
there IS no change m the form of the verb to indicate
futurity but future time is generally expressed bymeans of verb phrases; thus.

^^^ ^
He will speak; We shall go.
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II. INFECTIONS WHICH UBNOT8 CHANOBS IN MBANINQ

tJi."""^'
*° ***"" "' **"«>«»•—1« the .en-

A book U • man's best friend

If we wish to speak of more than one book, man, and

and wnte the sentence as follows:
Books are men's best friends.

Similarly when we change the sentence.
H« met me on the street

:

to,

They met us on the jitreet •

l«th the pronouns //. and me are changed in orderthat they may each represent more than one person.

of^hr IT *^'"?'=^^' - <^»^n«e in the numberof the objects referred to. and in undergoing this

for number. When a noun or a pronoun representsbut one person or thing it is said to be in the Lgukrnumber; when it represents more than one peiZT
thing It IS said to be in the plural number.
Note: There are some nouns and pronouns which do notundergo a change in form to denote a change in the nuXof objects which they represent. For example-

The deer comes (or come) down to the lake to drink-The deer wktck roams (or roam) in the park
In these sentences the words deer and which may have asingular or a plural meaning without change of form. Thev

of them
"'' T '"'"^''" '"^ °"'"^^' «"d when we s^of them as smgular or as plural, we have reference to SSmeanrng and not to their form.
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74. !«•, to V«b.._„ ^ «,„p.^ ^^ ^^^^

Th« fife kuriM brightly;
The fire 6i,nM,< brightly;

diffemit meaning from the fi«t. and that thi^^er

oi the verb. When we use the word burns we »»««/
sent the acUan as taking place at the nlT* 7when we n.. »».. . j i

present time:

«» PMi. WSen a verb underion a chann in 'n™
to .^^te . corr«,p„„di„g cLg. in "rj^,;"™P«««l by tl« verb, U i, «jd to U inflJ,^ ?oT '.^«««. awm. ,!„...,. A verb which exp„s^ d^em time i, sUd to be in the prwni te„~ H?!^«Mch exp,.«, pa,. ,i„. i, JJdTL ta^LISit'ter

in S,7h,^ f.^* "lif, fP'r- """« «"• » said to be

The* l»o|„ „« „,„ j,„ y„^ ,^__ ^|_^^ ^^^ __^^

-.»i*«s=^" ;j'th^si"tiit;t^r'^ -•

75. M<>od, to V«*..-Wben w. compare the sentence,:
He /l„i, but he i, not dlicoimged
Though he/oa he »ill „« be dljcour.ged

toht™ '
'h*'

"'". '"* '" "' «™—-™ differs in

intent fn .bT«"7
'""" "" '"" '"' '» "« «™""

/a* d^o,« t^t ^^. ""T"*
"' "« <" "-e verb

«^^^.i:^\:nh:'^rrrjih:r::
fX^te^r.rraTJbX'"' "^^" ""-"^'"-'

'**'1
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Comptre also the sentences:

Vou we silent

,

B* tikm.

considers to be a fact th* ,

*"* »pe«kei

hortation. command oV entr .t/
''^'''^'' ^" «

It is evident, then, that • .. _
use a different form of the acLTd'!!!'/

**'*• '''

to statt somethinif as i fa, .
«»''ding as we wish

of «>mething as ^Zl'TrV^.'lZ:.^': ^'""^'^^

mand.an exhortation, oran entr:atTTh"en th* T'of the verb thus undergoes n oho . 7 ^^"^ '°''"'

responding change in the TnH ^' *° '^'"°**^ « ^'^^

thought i. viewS wety ^^atT, """T' '" "^'^'^ ^''^

(-0.. or .„,.. means "L„„/V"whT^^""^expressed by the verb ic
"" "'"^

'• ^hen the action

an actual fact the verb '^^''T^^
^^^ ^be speaker as

mood; When \[ L'Vp:^ ^ed' s" mer"
^'^ ^"^^•«^*

the mind, the verb isT/d .ok «>"^Ption of

mood, and when it is exp e,s^^ ^^ J'^
'"^^""^'^*

mand. exhortation, or entrSfv L u""^
°^ ^ ~"'-

in the imperative mood
^' ^"^ '' «'^ '° *>«

command. For example:
'°"'*P*"^" °^ "^« '"'nd, or give a

You ^«,< your guilt, but I do not WHeve you •J^t you deny it I win not accuse you
^««>' it if you can
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'J^l^i^^^
a conception of the mind; «»d in U»e thW

T,^. o"»^on of the subject you indicate, uut we^
expressinf a command.

III. INirt.8CTIONS WHICH DBNCTB CHANGES IN RELATION

that most nouns and pronouns ure inflected for number
and we have seen, furthermore, that these inflections
are u^d to denote chant's in meaniug in the noun
or m the pnmoun. Xow if we considei the sentences:

Ti ( bell rinRS iourt
;

Tlie beJJs ring loud
;

He likini nii^sic;

T!.»'v like tti !sic,

we find that when the form .f the m,un or of the pro.noun changes to denote a change in number, the form
of the verb undergoes a corresponding change- Thischange ,n form, however, denote, not any change inhe meaning of the verb, but only a chang/ in the sub
ect to which It .s related i„ the foregoing sentences
for example, the verb nng does not differ from the

plural subject, while n«,. ,s related to a singular sub-

denot. r ^ ''"^ ?"' ""^^'S°^« ^ ^^'^^fi^ in form to

fnT fl fT, '" '^' """'^^ °^ ''' ^"bject. it is saidto be mflected for number.

^

J7.^Person in the Verb.-When we compare the sen-

I give;

Thou givest;

He gives;

V*. find that three different pronouns. /. Thou, He. are

.P^fk^^^h
"' " "'

""f'
''' "^'^^ *° '^P^'^*'^ the

s^ken o 'S-'^^"./^^''"
^"' "' '^^ P*^^" '-'^ thing

dSere ,
'' diflference in the r^ronouns is called adifference of person; and in order to distinguish thei^

/ V.

A.:

IT
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(

t
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from one another w«» ..on r ..t.

and hJ. (orX oH
'*« PX-'Oun of th. ,«„»,J p.r^„,

Wh« ;; compare Li ITr f !!"'
'*''•'' >»«»•

when .he sub^t X^ r^.^.^T d':?
*"" ""'

per»n, the verb ate .^derg^efT LLe fh?""5»vej/, mvgj. and as in f*,- „ r
"®"8re, thus, gtve,

in for^ de^ot^s" a^JT^:?:.:Y^ulir' 'f 'T^'therefore, s,:d to be inHected forJ™I ™i, .
°* "•

^nr.te^f'"'°-'---^JSrth:;:^t

sp«J. of d,. verb, „h«her iLl, tote^ orn^ "^^of d.» same „„„ber and pe,^. >, ?J°„"Jj;^
°' «>'. ^ l^ng

to denote a change in nnratr^rand h"^"^pronouns are used also to denote a <Uff„^~ i„

*""'
for example: amerence m person;

I

We
You
iliey

intend to travel.

how«rn7t:ofedrLiir'"*"::'
"" '*"'• -•

^sThf^r- '^'-°' - "^"l^nrC'a^Td
- 'ore^,:p,:---w^h the, stand;

t:Z?
speak to thee, am he;O Thou who earnest from above i

andr";tn"trx rd'-ofr'^r"' """"-^
similarly used) we must fi « ^ °*" P""""""'

- person Of Lrn-'of^L::::---- and
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noun or pronoun is said ,„ b. in the noa.ta.1 %̂,«wh^ " ' ""^ « subject of a v.rb. It is^M.o^.n the ,)<««iT, case when it modifies ano^er nou^or pronoun, and denotes possession: and it s LdT

SThe"r.er
''^"^' """""•- "''^'' »<" ^ ""

^^;ur:^r^o're^-S™::v„rearc

i^^nTuve^r .^^c^^c^ra:;
'"'"^'«' '» *^

aUo, such as i, u*,S^ L^ "'' P™""'

This cottw/r;, is rich in forests-
//isnch in forest s-
gnadians an proud of their co««/ry;
«>anadians are proud of it.
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Ill

hi

Some pronouns, however, have diflferent forms in
the nominative and objective cases. For instance if
we compare the sentences:

He forgives us;

We forgive him;

we find that the pronouns He and We have diflferent
forms according as they are used as subject or as object
of the verb. The words he and we do not differ in
meaning from him and us; the change in form denotes
a change in relation only.

AU nouns are inflected in the possessive case; thus,
Our countrys emblem ; the soldier's dream ; a sfidef's web.

4 few pronouns admit of a possessive; for example,
/AtiM enemy; Aw downfall; oiAerj' faults;

but, as we have already seen (34), such forms as thine
and hts, as here used, are generally valued as adjectives.

IV. SUMMARY AND DEFINITIONS

82. Summary.—What has thus far been stated with
regard to the inflection of the various parts of speechmay be briefly summed up as follows:

(1) Verbs are inflected to a slight extent for tense
mood, person, and number. The inflection of the verb
for tense and mood denotes a change in meaning.
The mflection of the verb for number and person de-
notes a change in relation.

(2) Nouns and pronouns are inflected to a sUght
extent for number and case. The mflection ot nouns
and pronouns for number denotes a change in meaning.
The mflection of nouns and pronouns for case denotes
a change in function or in relation.

(3) The other parts of speech art not inflected, with
the exception of the words this and that when used as
adjectives.



SUMMARY AND DBPINITIONS 0f
M. Definition, of Tenn^~We have next to con-

8id«- he meaning of certain terms that are frequently

1 St«n: The simplest form of a word, that is. the
umnflected form, ,s known as the stem or base of in-
flection For example, sing is the stem of sings, and
truth IS the stem of truths.

2 Conjugation; The inflection of the verb is known

?oU? T^ ""l'
""^ ''^'" ''^ "^"'^ '^^ various

forms of the verb we are said to conjugate it. (Theword conjugatum literally means "a joining togeth^ ")
3. Declension: The inflection of the noun and ihepronoun is known as their declension, and we are said

to dechne the noun and the pronoun when we state
their various forms.

Not*:—/«/»«/«,« come* from the Latin jUrto "l h«.a". j . . .
rived from a Greek word Uim, "1 lJ^"f^ \ . '

dtcUnsum is de-

code. ••! fau." AU tb» w^'. -1.^ .J^" ""' ^ <>«riv««>f«»n the Latin,

pronoun, have «fe»n^ ,!^^ 7^ u"*^ *" "*'*'»« «rf ca* in noun, and

4. Government and Agreement: We have already
seen that the inflection of a word sometimes dependsupon Its relation to other words in the sentence, ^usm the sentence. "He calls me"; the verb calls is third
person singular because the subject He is third person
singular; and the pronoun me is in the objectivfcase
form to show its relation to calls. He is then said to

ber, and calls is said to govern the pronoun me with
respect to case. On the other hand ca«. is slid toagree with He with respect to person and numb«-
but as the verb has no inflection for ca^ therHs^f'
course, no agreement between calls and me. We maythus have govemmeut without agreement.
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Chapter V

WORD FORMATION

I. CLASSIFICATION OP SOUNDS: CONSONANTS

84. Consonaiiti and Voweb.—We have described the
sentence as a combination of words expressing a com-
plete thought. If now we examine the words which
go to make up a sentence, we shall find that they are
composed of either angle sounds or combinations of
sounds. These sounds are uttered by means of the
vocal organs, the larynx, tongue, teeth, Ups, and palate,
and are divided into two classes, conwnanti and vowels,
according to the way in which the vocal organs are
used in producing them. In uttering consonant sounds
the breath does not pass out freely through the vocal or-
gans, and there is either stoppage, or friction. In uttering
vowel sounds, on the other hand, the breath passes fredy
through the vocal organs without producing friction.

85. Stops and CoBttnuants.—Consonants are divided
into two main classes, stops and continuants. The
stops are six in number, viz., b, p; d, t; g (hard), ft.

They are so named because in pronouncing them the
breath is stopped for an instant before being allowed
to pass through. The continuants are so named be-
cause in pronouncing than the breath passage is only
partly closed and the sound of the letter may be pro-
longed, or continued at will.

The continuants are divided into four classes, accord-
ing to the manner m which the breath is obstructed
in their pronunciation.
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(a) Nasal: m, n, ng. In pronouncing these conson-
ants the breath is stopped by the Ups or by the tongue
and palate, but is allowed to find its way out through
the nose.

(6) Lateral: /. In pronouncing this letter the breath
is stopped by the tongue pressing against the palate,
but finds its way out along the sides of the tongue.

(c) TriU: r (as in bring). In pronouncing this letter
the tongue vibrates against the palate, and produces
a trilling sound.

{d) Fricative: h, y, r (as in far), s, z, sh, th, f, v, w,
wh. In pronouncing these letters a buzzing or hissing
sound is produced.

86. Voiced and Voiceless Consonants.-A second
classification of consonants depends upon the vibra-
tion produced in uttering them. When such conson-
ants as V, d, b. are pronounced, th.- vocal chords vibratem such a way as to cause a corresponding vibration in
the bony structure of the head, as may be felt by
placing the hand across the middle of the top of the
head while sounding them; but on the other hand when
such consonants as /. /, p, are pronounced, no vibration
»s noticed. Consonants belonging to the former class
are said to be voiced, whereas those belonging to the
latter class are voiceless. In the following table those
which are voiced are printed in heavier type.

Consonants may be still further classified according
to the vocal organ that is chiefly concerned in their
pronunciation. The table following will show this
classification in full:

15;
it

i?.
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87. Table of Coiuoiuuti.—

Throat

Palate

Tongue

Stops

k. g (hard)

t.d
ng

n 1 r
(as in bnng)

Tongue-Teeth

ConHnmants
Nasal Lateral TriU Fricmtmt

h

T
r

(asia/or)

•
(M in it)

s

(M in to)

h, z
(« in OMure)

th
(•• in thin)

th
(as in thimt)

f.V

wh, w

Lip-Teeth

^>P P,b m
EXBROSS 18

Classify the initial consonant sounds in the following as
(a) Stops or continuants (give sub-class).W Votced or voiceless.

(c) Produced by throat, lips, tongue, etc.

^l
game shop never L^*curb vam dark Tom wS

EXSRCISB 19

cm sung wa* swim
phone tny ^ju ^
*'and «^ng toight covdd
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II. CLASSIFICATION OF SOUNDS: VOW8LS
88. Vowd. Ckidfied—Vowels do not admit of «,

definite a classification as consonants. They mav
liowever, be classified in two ways:

(a) According to the position of the tongue in pro-
nouncmg them. In pronouncing certain vowel sounds
such as ee in see, for instance, the tongue is moved
forward to the front of the mouth; in pronouncing
certam others, as, for instance, o in do, the tongue is
drawn backwards toward the throat. Vowels which
require the tongue to be thrust forward are called
front vowels; those which require the tongue to be
drawn back are called back vowels; and those which
require no such definite forward or backward move-
ment of the tongue, as i in mirth, for instance, are
called mixed, or neutral vowels.

In a similar way vowels may be classified as high.

,\''\ ^ ^''^^''^' according as the tongue is raised
to the full extent, is lowered to the full extent, or occu-
pies an intermediate position, in pronouncing them
For instance, the vowel e in «;. is high, the vowel i
in set ,s low, and the vowel a in to«e is a mid
vowel.

(6) According to the action of the Ups in pronouncing
them. In pronouncing certain vowels such as o in who

otVJ
""

J"'
'^' "P' "'^ '°"°**^^- 1° Pn>nouncing

rounded, but the opening is horizontal; and in pro-
nouncing still others, such as a in ah, the lips are
neutral, being neither rounded nor contracted horizon-

In classifying consonants we saw that some are
voiced, while others are voiceless. All of the vowels
however, are voiced.

'
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When two vowel sounds are uttered in close sucee..

rtn^r-l^J^K
'^ '^""d*")- A diphthong may berepresented by two letters as oi in J^l, or ft Zy Zrepresented by one letter as .• in hive, which Z thesound of a in tatk. gUding into the ;ound of e!t .'e

ExBRCtSS 20

Z?e.cr»6. /A, position of the tongue and the lips inPronounctng the vowel sounds in the^llowing:

spin. male. put. moan. line, beech, moon. wan. one. set. gone.

III. SVI...AB.BS: WORD STRESS. AMD SBNTBNCB STRESS

89. SyUables—A single vowel sound, as the soundof e m educate or a combination of soinds ^nsSof a vowel with one or more consonants. ^2T^^rkness uttered with one movement o the voc^organs, .s known as a .ylUble. A word may be^

however, it is necessary to divide a word at tJTic !^ '

lable with a consonant; but this is not an absolute ile L^l"

II
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ExMasi 31

w* ena of the line:

morning, decline, market, kindred, epitaph, gloriou.,
*nr.val. madent, suspicion, gramnur, immense, accession.

90. Breath-prottp^-In ordinary speech we do notpronounce each word disUncUy and separately, but wegroup words together, according to the sense in whatare known as br-th-group., so that pauses o^nir S«each group rather than after each r/ord; thus.

The-voice-of-the-echoing-thunder/

Tol^h«.tJ»t<;od.wa.-l„-Heave„/a„d.govemed-.h..worId.he-

'^Hrvr'"*""^^
«he-tale-she-h.d-heard/ of-the-jurtlce^.

91. Word Strew and Sentwice Strett.-ln every wordof more than one syllable, there is generally o^eTy^

he otf
'^^-^^^^^^-r stress or empiasis tSn

IV^S''''
'""* '" '^* breath-group, likewise, there isgene.^lly some word which is more strongly stressedban he other words in the g^up. i„ case of the wo^dthis stress .s called word .tre«i. and in the case oT^^

breath-group, sentence stress.

ExBRcise 22

Divide the following words into syllables, and mark
the word stress:

solutfetT' t'^'^"^'
•^"*''^"^' '***'°«"*'' chastisement, dis-

.^^^;^ ?-^' ""ur^""'
fundamental, glycerine, hereditary,

Stin^', '"t'P"**"^' '"^«"°°' ""''"»«^^ misceUaneou^

"S e;i:^rpr
°'^"^°"^' ^"'"^' ^"^^'^^' --^^^

ft

f I
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IV. DIRIVATION AND COMPOSITIOW

nature of the sound, of which word, are compose?
let u. m the next place ascertain some of the meansby which new words are formed.

Every language has for its basis a number of syl-
lables, each of which expresses some fundamental
Idea m ,ts simplest form; for instance, to all of thefollowing words:

hve, loves, Icved, loving, lovely, lovable, beUrved,

the syllable lov is common. It represents the funda-mental idea in all these words, and from it variouswords are formed by modificaUons or additions. Sucha syllable IS called a root, and the simplest word which
contains it. as love in this case, is called a ro^t-

Such words as love, hate, fear, dry, hard, long, sky,man, house, are examples of root-words.

W. Formation of New Words.-When we require toform a new word from an existing root, we generallydo so in one of the following ways:
(a) By modifying the form of the root-word, eitherby a clwnge in the body of the word or by the addition

of a syllable at the beginning or the end of the wordSuch a change in the form of a word is known as deri-"

derivative"
^
^°'^ '^''"'^'^ ^^ derivation is known as a

ib) By combining two or more root-words or de-
rivatives so as to form a single word. The process ofthus combining separate words is known as composi-
tion, and the new word formed by composiUon is known
as a compound.

~»"wu
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V. DSRIVATION

M. DtriTitloii. (I) By Chang* in Vowtl Sound—
Many derivatives are formed through changes in

the vowel sounds of their root-words. sumetiraes accom-
panied with changes in the consonants also; thus,

burn > brown; Wtobait; riM> raise.

A a^, ^'T '•'*»*«">'" '-dicte that the word Wlowfaf i.derived from the word preceding the sign.

But the greater number of derivatives are formed
by adding something either to the beginning or to
the end of the root-word.

(2) By SttiHx.—The addition which we make to the
end of a root to form a derivative is known as a
•ufflx. The following are examples of derivatives
formed by means of suffixes:

coldness, deadly, mirthful, boyhood.
NoT«:-In such wordi u coU*r. coUttt. the <ii<Ub|> „. ^A ut » u«..iweootidend .. .uffl,„ „ther than Inflection.! endinBTuk^rt- ta Vl^^

EXBKCISB 23

(a) Analyse the following into root-words and suffixes:
darling, godhead, courteous, spinster, islet, artist, kindred.

European, sailors, nethermost, drainage, rookery, believing.

(b) Form a derivative from each of the following words
by the addition of a suffix:

law, .weet, gold, brass, saint, Canada, friend, winter, water

E, nJn
'*"**"' *'*^' '°"°^' ^^'^^' ''•"' ***• ~»«'

(3) By Prefix.—The addition which we make to the
beginnmg of the root to form a derivative is known
as a prefix. The following are examples of derivatives
lormed by means of prefixes:

aboard, mislead, endear.

* I
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EXBRCISB 24
(a) Analyse the following into root-words and prefixes-
forgive withstand, undue, encourage, displease extranr'djn^. ..stake, unbelief, overlook, incfnvenietr^nS^

tyT:Lit:n''o7atefir
'^' '^ '^ ^^'^^'"^ --'^

hor K°.f '

^™' '''*''^' *''^' '*y' t^"«t' «^«r, run, manly do

ExBRcisB 26

o//£ ;[^^7 .^^/'-;^« Vf for reference, state the forceof the prefix tn each of the following:
unwise, unroll, recall, bespeak, inborn, injudicious for«tconfuse, mislead, forewarn.

jua'cious, lorget,

(4) By Both Prefix and Suffix.-A derivative mav beformed by means of both prefix and suffix, or by meansof more than one prefix or suffix; thus.
un-kind-ness. en-light-en-ment. un-mis-tak-able.

ExBRCisE 26

of ^eLl^lZ ^/f/"^"
^^ ^'' ''^'''^'' '^^ ^^ force

tZL:^l ^''^^''^P^^fi-^^-nd suffixes. From whatlanfu^e does U comef Give a word in illustration of

(1) P«&c^: contra, sub. un. in, mis, extra, sym. arch.

(2) Suffixes: ish. dom. ock. or. hood, ster, let, ness.
VI *y*

•* 1
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(b) Form a derivative from each nf th. t n

(5) By Pr.4, „ SuiBi tog.,a„ „,» Vowel Oamre-

long—length; goose—gosling.

KxBRCisB 27

sit'S;'"'
''^'' ^'"^' ^^'^^' ^-'' '-g. «Jeam. wade, high.

^^J;^'
^!^rooJ.words of the following derivatives-

watd1ar;^er^' "-*• ^-^-' vixen, gif^lth,

Tor "
"--""^ -<> " • -- -^-^'r, I'r^-rir-JL-;

ExERCisB 28
(o) ^>' /Ae addition of sulRxes fnr«. «j- .

the following words which atrn ,
"^J^'^^^^^s from

,

"'"^^' ^ntcti are commonly used as nn»t,c.China, glory, slave, chivalry silver jJ. k\
Jove, mirL'., grace ch,.rl fVZ' l' ^' ^^^^' qua"el,

fh\ TL ' ^^^o'*' '^rass, trouble.

Ihem into verbs:
prelixes m suffixes convert

Jarge, p„„, h,-,t, <,i„, „^ ,,„,^^ _^ .^^^ ^^^ ^^

fi'' '"'"'• '"^' o"'' °*=r, hearty, like, „p, d„k,

i
''I

; ''I

I

HN

I

t'. |i
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*£

95. Hybrids.—When a root is of Anglo-Saxon origin,
in forming a derivative we usually add a suffix or a
prefix of Anglo-Saxon origin also. Similarly when the
root Is Latin we usually add a Latin suffix or prefix.
We have in English, however, a few derivatives of
which the suffix or prefix comes from a different lan-
guage from the root. Such words are called hybridi.
Examples are:

«n;aj/—formed from the word just of Latin origin,
and the Anglo-Saxon prefix an.

misuse—formed from the word use of Latin origin,
and the Anglo-Saxon prefix mis.

96. Change of Function without Change of Form.—
Sometimes, however, instead of adding a prefix or a
suffix we give a word an additional meaning and change
its function without any change in its form. For in-
stance head is generally a noun, but when we say,
"You head the list"; we use the word head as a verb,'
to express action. In this case the use of head as a
verb is derived from its use as a noun, without any
change of form.

Exercise 29

Nam^ the parts of speech to which each of the following
words usually belongs, and in each case construct a sen-
tence to show that it may be transferred to another class
without alteration in form:

warm, salt, post, book, picture, fish, fear, notice, up.

Exercise 30

Translate into a derivative each of the following phrases:

(1) To lead in a wrong direction, not clean, one who drinks
greaUy, a kmg's realm, a condition of servitude, one who writes
the condition of a child, to make new again, the race of man'
the quality of being wild, one who bears testimony, made of

^ I-
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l^h °/ 5* "**!1" °' * **"**' son'^^hat green, not possessing
teeth, to daze often, to stray often

i~»«.uig

thi«.„'^h* 'T^!
be.counted, to make great, pertaining toAe sun. the act of looking under, belonging to the^untry, Ae

^ of joimng together, feeling for others, given to visio^ the
n, e of the people, the rule of the rich, the rule of the best the

a l^e
°°^''

'^'"*'° ^^ °°*'' '^'^' ""'^ '^'*° "^^ ^

VI. COMPOSITION

97. Compounds: Relations of Root-words.-If we
examine such compounds as:

freeman, high-born, headache, grindstone, coal-black;
we find that the root-words that are joined together
to form compounds are related to each other in vari-
ous ways. In such words as freeman and high-born
the relation is very simple, and the root-words would
appear m the same order if they were written as sep-
arate words. On the other hand, in such words as
headache (an ache in the head), grin^tone (a stone that
grinds), coal-black (as black as coat), the relation be-
tweai the root-words forming the compounds is more
pecuhar. and there is greater condensation of expression.

If. furthermore, we consider the nature of the com-
pound we shall find that both as to meaning and p.x,-
nunciation, it generally differs in some respects from
the root-words taken separately. For instance, when
we compare,

a hothouse,—and a hot house,
a blackbird,—and a black bird,

we find not only that the compound has \ more definitemeanmg than its elements taken separat-ly. but thatone of the elements of the compound is strongly stressed
whereas when the elements are taken separately they
are almost equally stressed. And if, by way of illus-
tration, we compare.

f i)'

r

ti-i

i-iuJ
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forehead, with fore head,

breakfast, with break fast,

cupboard, with cup board,
we find that other changes in proaunciation have taken
place.

Sometimes also the root-words forming the compound
undergo a change of fon as well as of meanin^and
pronunciation ; for example

:

holy day > holiday,
well come > welcome,
dumb found (to strike dumb) >dumfound.
Woden's Day >Wodensday> Wednesday

And in the case of some compounds the' root-wordshave undergone so great changes that they a^e no
longer r«:ognized as independent words; for instance:

toid poll (toad head) > tadpole. day's eye >daisv«t yard (herb yard) > orchard. hous^«ffe>huzS
God's spell (news) > Gospel. dc on > don

98. Temporary and Permanent Compound8.-In thecase of some compounds the root-words are only looselv

r^^mX'^^' ^"' -' -^--^^ ^^ ^^P^-. as!

breast-high, sea-green, well-bred
Such combinations are called temporary compounds
because ,t ,s felt that their elements have not yet be-come so clo...ly welded together that they may bewntten as one word. In the cas many compounds

both with and without the hyphen.
NoTB:-We frequently find that one of the members of »i,compound is a phrase, as, for instance, in.

"""f"" of the tempo«ry

man-of-war; ticket-of leave; cat-o'-nine-tails-

ZtrL'-r"''
'"'•"^- '""'"' "•'- •"-"• comTou^S'such exp^ssion. „

Compour,ds whose elements have become perma-

po^d^s
"
TH . T''''

"•' '"^'^ ^^ permanenHom-
pounds. The following ai e examples

:

turnkey, windfall, quicksilver, browbeat.
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A compound one or more of whose elements is a
dem.tive, is knov n as a compound derivative: ex-
amples are:

weather-t*aten; long-suffering; half-heartedly.

EXBRCISB 31

Divide the following compounds into two classes ac-
cording as they are generaUy used ar, (o) temporary
compounds, (b) permanent compounds:

liirthright, rockbuilt, fatherland, doorway, rainbow, water-bu^ aderpress, snuflFbox, therefore, worldwide, homespun
goodfomothmg inasmuch, squarccut, afternoon, neverfaiUng
framework, skylme, innkeeper, earthquake, tortoiseshell, grast
hopper, postman, dewdrop, halfhidden, nicknamed. t«iDot
carfare. ' "*r"»»

ExBRcisB 32

(a) Translate into phrases the following compounds
writing as temporary compounds those that should be
so written:

sheepdog, seacoist, deafmute, merchanttailor, wolfdoe. sheo-

ifl^'/t?"^*^'
^°'"g«tmenot, bedridden, thunderriven, blood-

fit^f
°"'^' ''"^' 8'^'*°PP«'"' "ainspring, headstrong.

(6) Express by a compound each of the following
phrases: *

As high as one's breast, a man who acts as servant, a womanwho begs, a shaking of the ground, one who kills a man. one
>vno go« to church, a high estimation of one's self, as black
as coal, lookmg like death, tearing the heart.

GENERAL EXERCISE
Stat- whether the italicized expresH^ns in the following

passages are compounds or derivatives, and analyse them so
as to show their formation:

J^i ^^ °''^^ *^« ****^ °'" °"* o^ tWs time-worn building
which the most fertUe of imaginations could consider as being

' I;:
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\k

« III .^i.^ w« the clock. Not it. iKt-thU .u M.^ «o„gh , th it. .„n. moon^ *r.^. .^^^
•nd th« nunc o( the Liverpool no^ enmwrf ~> i^ _. ,

'

three and its note of warning rang ou? iSr^ ^ti!^
^o'clock at the Exeter. Othef CkslJ'^^^*^"
might keep a side door open until four, five or^l^hTu

btl-btt ;:ttrs:;^^^^ ^-^ o^

rar"'fi::r7:rs/r:ttttr%'^ '?;

win go mto the woods and beat the icicles^ L Wg tT^^ta kousewte would brush down cobwebs- so thTtul i ,

limbs ./..^.^ up like a man wtht J^st 'got t S'^^f
alin*f^°?v '.*° ^;! ^''^^"^'^' "Now. then, we ie d righiagain I This done, she begins to hang up so t new curtains «tthe /..«/ windows, and to spread overher fllrTnew c2^
hi;'^z:^ tdr "^!? r "° "^^^^ •-- -"<i -
thr™ rr^'c .

^^^' ** '^*' «^e sends out invitations^rou^ the South and even to some tropical landsl^Z
?«^'""' *°? 'P*"^ *^^ ^"•"•"" ^Kentucky -^e«^wte/Km5 are sent out in March, and accepted in April andMay, and by June her house is full of visits



Chaptbr VI

THE NOUN

I. CLASSIFICATION

99. Prop«r and Common Nouns.—We have defined
the noun as a word, or group of words, used in a sen-
tence as the name of anything; thus,

dog, star, courage, Quebec.

Now if we examine the nouns in such sentences as
the following:

Toronto is a city in Canada

;

Plants, as well as animals, breathe;

we find that some are used to represent things as in-
dividuals, while others are used to represent things
as members of a class. Toronto, for instance, is the
special name given to a particular object; but it is

not a significant word, that .-, . ^ >es not suggest any
of the characteristics of the object named. Plants,
on the other hand, is a name which is common to a
large number of objects possessing certain simiUr
characteristics. It is a significant word, that is, it

suggests the characteristics of the objects named.
As a matter of fact, in any sentence we find that the

noun is used either as the special name of a particular
object or as the name which is common to all the ob-
jects of a certain class. A noun which is used as a
special name is known as a proper noun. (Proper means
"belonging to," or "being the property of," a thing.)
A noun which is used as a cc imon name is known
as a common notm.

Nora:—Th« uses of noun* u proper and common tend to thad* into oat
another. For example. MiUon is gcneraUy uaed aa a proper noun; but when
we fay. "Some mute, inslorioua UUton here may nn": we ute this word aa a
common noun. In like manner, the word (ouwr is gcnetaUy uaed aa a common
noun; but when we speak of "The Tower." meaning "The Tower of Loadoa."
wc use it as a proper noun.

B5

<:? n,i

i'i
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Bettdet the clawificatioii o.' nouni at proper andcommon there are .everal other cUsriL^n. of
Hiiffiaent importance to require mention

10 . Concrete and Abttract Ifomu.-Some nouns arename, of qualities, conditions, and rebtions whichhave no real existence apart from the objects that
possess them; thus,

di«an«, colour, rectitude, frailty. nearae«, .weetntt.
Such nouns as distance, colour, and so on, are called

•hstract nouns, because in each case we abstract (that
IS. draw oflF." "separate") in our minds the notionof the quality and attribute from the notion of the
object to which it belongs, and think of it by itself as if
It had a separate existence.

In contradistinction to abstract nouns, the names
of objects which have a real and separate existence
outside of our own mmds are called concrete. {Concret*
means "formed into one whole," "considered in all
their properties together.")

101. CoUective..-Some nouns signify, not any single
thing, but a collection, or a certain number, of single
things. Such nouns may be described as coUectivet.
Examples are:

^^y^m.

army, flock, school-board, lejfislature. senate.

ExBRCiss 33
Arrange the following names in columns under the

headings, proper, common, concrete, abstract, and col-
Ucttve nouns. The same noun may appear in more
than one column.

apple conscience Japan quarrel
beauty country learning regiment

Martin Luther Saturday
motion taskmaster

bishop depth
Broai' /ay Emily
chair foUy Napoleon ugliness
child

choir

giant

iron

peace

priest

Vancouver

water.
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Classify tht nouns in the foUowing passages as in the
preceding exercise:

(a) Tiddeo Gaddi built me; I am old,
Five crnturitt old; I plant my foot of stone
Upon the Amo as St. *irhaers own
Was planted on the dr pn. Fold by fold
Beneath me as it struggles I behold
Its glistening scales. Twice hath it overthrown
My kindred and companions. Me alone
It moveth not, but is by me controlled.
I can remember when the Medit
Were driven from Florence; longer still ago,
The final wars of Ghibelline and Guelf.
Florence adorns me with her jewelry;
And when I think that Michael Angdo
Hath leaned on me, I glory in myself.

(b) With favouring winds, o'er sunlit seas.
We sailed for the Hesperides,
The land where golden apples grow;
But that, ah! that was long ago.

How far .< then, the ocean streams
Have swep a from the land of dreams,
That land u< fiction and of truth.
The lost .Atfitis of o^ir vuuth!

Whither,

The temp.

Where bea-j;

And wreck an.

' lEier? Are not these

*wd Hebrides,

-•I ream, and breakers roar,

*eaweed line the shore?

Ultima Thule ttnost Isle!

Here in thy hari for a while
We lower our sail whik ve rest
From the unending, <b^ ^ quest.

tUfi

If:
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". claswwcation: okndkr nouns
102. 0«d„: iiMctilta., Psnlfllnt. and N.uter

"-"-""•".-n.d.u, «;,ctor,.ct««;h.ro.h.rol«.
Such nouns are called f «l«r noun.. (Ce«d«. i„ , wEngl«h. mean. ..a kino. claw, or .ex.") ^'c",

"*

g«der-noun, that rignify male being, are caUe. JT
t^ZtlXZlt "-'-""' ^-^^^ -"^
noun.orno3o]:t;\7eLteTen2.~"^ '^"^
AH other noun.—thow that are nnt a^^^

.nd tav. nothing ,„ a„ wi!? c'fafaTJ^S
".rtr noun,, or noun, of ,h. n^tJi^4^%^^

«x like .fl ^"^
'*"' '"'°"« '" ">'•=" '»' •»« noacx, uKe sun, day. vtriuf nr *u^,.

«..ly .o bein^ of ChVi .,' SLT^^I""-

., oTl ,
"^

• " ''""'' "" """"ction, L^JIS of practical nuportance onlv «^ for
"wever,

proper use of ft,-
'^ ^"^ ** concerns the

inH^^;
^•'^ ^^'^ Shown.-A distinction of sex isindicated u, common nouns in three ways-

0) By the use of different words. Examples are-
buck, doe; boy. girf; «ag, hind; brother. ««er; monk, nun
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htro. heroine; baron, barone-, duke. duchcM.
But words, imperfectly natumliied, retain thdronginal forms. Examples are:

fr. hdle< beau; ^^., ^,.„<^ ."^'^

/«»/., rignor.<rignor(e); 5^.*.. dona. < do.

(3) By compounding the pronoun he or sh,, or gender-nouns, with nouns or adjectives. Examples ar

^3!^: 'i'**'""
' '^'^k-ap.n-ow. hen-.p«,Tow:

landlord, landlady .-jjentleman, gentlewoman.
From bride we have bridegroom by adding the wordifroom. meaning "man " * °

John. Thomas, James; Margaret, Kate, Isabella •

P"* P.ulii»; G„^, G«,,gl„ ; H,„y, H,nri«..:

RXBRCISB 35

inl^nouJ""
—/'-»<'*«i7 </«»rf.r forms of the follow-

author

barhelor

belle

bride

colt

countess

czar

donna

duke

fox

gander

governor

heroine

he-wolf

horse

Joseph

lady

laundress

lior s

man-servant

marquis

monk
Mr.
negro

niece

nymph

iignor

sorceress

steer

stepson

sultan

uncle

widow
witch

youth.

rJ,
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|.iT
'

in. iNFCECTBD forms: number
As already pointed out, nouns are inflected to showdiflFerences of number and of case.

J°*;/°"^*^°° °' Mural8.-English nouns regularlyform their plurals by the addition of an .-soTnd oran «-sound. to the singular; thus.
'

d<«-dogs; horse-horses; lass-lasses

But sometimes the addition of the regular plural in-flection IS accompanied by other changes-
*^ ^ '°

and iddT
"^'"^ " ^ ^^"^""^ ^^"^^ ^^« / to ..

knife-knives; leaf-leaves; half-halves
But a few nouns ending in / form the plural in theregular way; thus,

^ "**

chief-chiefs; fife-fifes.

(2) Nouns in everyday use, ending in y after aconsonant generally change y to i and add es; tluS
lady-ladies; pony-ponies; soUloquy-soliloquies

But nouns ending in y preceded by a vowel add .without further change; thus,
vaUey-valleys; chimney-chimneys; essay-essays

(3) In the case of nouns in everyday use, endinem 0. usage is divided. Some add ... as, for eSm^le
cargo-cargoes; negro-negroes; echo-echoes

Others add s only, as. for example,
piano-pianos; solo-solos.

(4) Utters and figures and quoted words senetallvfom .he,r plurals by adding an .fostropbTZI.

n-n's; 4-4's; and-and's.

105 Old Forms.-A few nouns in common use stillform their plurals according to methods which w^"common in Old Enghsh:

w
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(1) By Changing the vowel sound in the stem; thui,
tnan-tnen; goose-gecM;

(2) By adding en; thus,

ox-oxen; cbild-childicn

Note: The m>rds brethren, children, kine, are in realitydouble plurals, the older forms being,
^

Sing.: brother—Plu.: brother
child chiider
cow kye.

106. Foreign Plural8.-A considerable number ofwords taken unchanged from foreign languages form
^en- plurals according to the rules of those l^guages;

formula—formuls
nalysis—analyses
beau—beaux
bandit—banditti
seraph—seraphim

.

in .T^^f^'Sr ulj^Td'^L"'
word, b.lo«.l.« to thl. c.«. the plu™,

formula — formulas
bandit — bandits
seraph — seraphs.

Exercise 36

Give the plural forms of the following nouns:
aUy

bench

brother

chateau

chimney

chrome
corps

crisis

curriculum

desk

dynamo
echo

elf

fife

gas

genius

Henry

hoof

James
knife

larva

lily

loaf

madam

Mary
memento
mcihiorandum

mosquito

Mr.

negro

omnibus

phenomenon
piano

+
roof

radius

seraph

solo

stimulus

stratum

tableau

talisman

tomato

volcano

wish

worry

X
zero.
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107. Exceptioii.1 U868.--Certain nouns have the sameform with either singular or plural meaning; thus,

sheep, deer, perch, trout;

and, in some of their uses, also such words* as,

dozen, ton, shot, heathen.

Certain classes of nouns also, are rarely used in the
plural, especially proper nouns, abstract nouns, and
nouns of material ; thus,

John Smith, iron, charity, goodness.

t.JZ72:: "'^'^ «"«-t— ~« of the.. no«« do. how.^.

the Smiths and the Browns; aU the Wednesday,-

a" SitlSl^Srt""'
"^ ''^'^''^^ »•>« - to whU the p«pe, „««

the Miltons and the Shakespeaies of our century.

(2) Most names of material are also used as names of article. «.H. ^that material, or as names of kinds of it. or masseHf it .-T^^
such, have plurals; thus.

^^' «rf it. and so on; and as

a ship's coppers: the leads of a roof •

the clays and gravels <rf the West; the snows of winter.

(3) And a great many abstract nouns form plurals sisnifyin. tl» n...ii»m separate acts or exhibitions; thus.
"«n«ymg the quality

a good mans chariUes; the heats of summer-
the loves of the angeU; the beauties of iu form.

Some few nouns are used ordinarily in the pluralform only, and most of these nouns have no singular
form; thus, **

thanks, wages, victuals, antipodes, spectacles, nuptials.

A few nouns also have no singular form, but are
always construed as singular in meaning; thus,

billiards, news, measles, mathematics, physics, poUtics.
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ExSRCiss 37

93

"are,** in tiu
Supply the correct verb form, "is" or

following sentences:

1. The wages of sin — death.
2. The assets of the firm — only a few thousand doUars.
3. No news — good news.
4. The summons of the court — unheeded.
5. The tongs — lying on the floor.

6. The mumps — a contagious disease.
7. Politics — a subject of study in some universities.
8. The aborigines of this country — the North American

Indians.

9. The thanks of the audience — due to the speaker.
10. The scissors — not at all sharp.
11. The data you have supplied — not sufficient to warrant

a conclusion.

12. The proceeds — to be given to charity.
13. The odds — against him.
14. Draughts — a good game, and so — biUiards.
15. Great riches — not always a blessing.

108. Plurals of Compounds.—Most compound nouns,
in formmg their plurals, add s to the last word; thus,

steamboats, raouthfuls. turnkeys, governor-generals.

In some cases, however, when the first word is more
important, it takes the plural sign; thus,

hangers-on, brothers-in-law, runners-up.

Some few nouns pluralize both parts, after the French
usage; thus,

^^

Imights-errants, lords-jusUces, knights-templara

;

men-servants, women-servants.

Proper names such as, Mr. John Smith, Miss Smith
may form their plurals in the usual way by adding s
to the last word; as,

the Mr. John Smiths, the Miss Smiths;

a

:|,:
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or by using the pluml form of the title, as,
the Messrs. John Smith, the Misses Smith

BXBRCISB 38

Write the plurals of the following compounds-
aide-de-camp knight-errant passer-by
bUlet-doux

lady-superintendent Peter the Hermit

rr^r-^^^ !i-"--^vemor ^et-latellrcourt-marHal
ex-mayor

father-in-law

fellow-servant

foster-child

four-in-hand

looker-on

lord-justice

man-oi ar

Miss Black

mouthful

Mr. Harper

president-elect

runaway

Smith, the baker
t6te-i-t«te

Tom Brown
will-o'-the-wisp.

lisL

IV. INFLECTSD forms: CASE-THe NOMINATlVg.
AS SUBJECT

IW. Inflection for Case.-As stated above (80), Eng-.u iouns have thr^e cases, the nominative (or sub

Xwo'dr^nn"^' ^°' ^^ °^^'^^^-= with htever!

o^er fo? f;^''"^"\^°"°«'
°»« for the possessive and theother for the nominative and the objective.

We have already considered the na are of the nommauve and the objective cases in English (8) A few

aid nh-^T""''
"' '^"^ "^'^' ^-'both nominadveand objective case forms; but all nouns and most pro

We u4 ^"\ "' °"' '°''" *° ^"^P^^^"^ both cases.We use the terms nominative and objective case th«

n their function or m their relation to other words inthe sentence, rather then differences in form

wh!Ih tt"
"^'^ '°"'^^ '^' ^""°"^ constructions in

an^t ^n ^T "
""If

'° '^ '" '^^ nominative case,

time, the use of the pronoun in these constructions
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110. nominative. Sukject of a Verb.-The noun orthe pi^ioun ,s said to be in the nominative case wh«
It IS used as subject of a verb ; thus,

The stream ;uns fast •

O! the wiid charge they made!
Noni:—Some tmnmariaiia ptcfcr to lue th* ...... i -^ ,

nouinoiiv. becau« the noun in thi.^ 1.^tolTL, '^ ""^ "*

. v«b U«Ua «.y other con.tn«:tio^
«•
««d mo« f,^«„tly „ ^^^ ^

V. THE PREDICATE NOMINATIVE
in. Predicate Nominative Case.-In the sentences-

This is he;

He has become i great scholar;
No man seems a A«ro to his valet-

each of the verbs is. has become, seems, is completedby some pronoun or some noun which relates to t^

™ns v'.'
" '"' "°"'"^"^* -- N"-°-dpronouns which are so used are said to be in the predl-ate nomimttive case. For a further de^ptiorofthe verbs which are usually completed b^ouns orpronouns m the predicate nominative see (196)

Vote —In the tentence,

,. „ Demosthenes was an orator-the noun Demcstlunes represent, an individual, w^ the nou- ^» class. The sentence then simply states thai Th ^ ". **"** «Ptesents
beIon«edtothe class -orator "Th. of u * "•'•v.dual 'Demosthenes"
"• -e. identica^meX,ithSe"ri:;^;''C"'"''''""'^"^'"^^
-hich the thin, rep^sented by the s^b£^ ^^"""'^ ' '"^' ='«»• '"

ExBRCisE 39

/» the following sentences select the nouns in the tte^icate nominative and give their relatic n:
^

1. Old King Cole was a merry old soul.

^-
I feel the same as I did years ago.

^.
He remained a trustee for many years

4. A fool sometimes appears a wise mm, and the wise mansometimes appears a fool.

» «^a me wise man
5. Herodo^uo k caUed the Father of History.

Hi

;l„
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6. An old cloak makes a new jerkin.
7. The Lord U my song; he is become my salvation8. A white waU is the paper of a fool. ^ ^*^-
^.

Blading London sr jmed a second Troy.
10. How an acorn b«x>me, an oak is a mystery of Natui*.

VI. Nr MINATIVB m APPOSITION

112 Meaning <f Apporition.--I„ the sentence.
Shylock. the ..ch /«.. had a daughter «»„«. Jes^ .

the noun Jew is used for the puroose of tu^u' ^
bribing th. p«™ fo, ,u.k tk,^^slJ^'Z±
It IS not related to any other part of thTI, ."d might be onut.ed'without'^^t^yL^ Z^'te.c structure. -I noun or . pr^iouTwhiTh tC'«comp«n,e, another noun or pr„„'o„„ Z tt. ^r^'of explammg or deaning its meaniar is said .^1^^
apposiUon (I. at. apposi,.,.-..^,^^^, "!? ^^ "
noun or prone™ to which i, i, , elated, and the'Zt„^or pronouns at« in the same case The „„,.„ , ? ?
foregoing sentence is thetefoTsaid^: rfn^™ '"

„"»

mauve case in apposition with the1™ SkXk A
uTu^TT ^'«"^.""">"» tie nounrthi^« relates, the phrase contain ne it is ireni>raii« «-«

generaUy read in a lower tone.

ExBRciss 40

In the following sentences select the nouns in aAA«sttton and state tlieir relation:
^^'"

1. The duke my father, loved his father dearly
2. Paul, the AposUe, was a Jew.

^

3. It .s the lark, the herald of the mora.

^t^'^f »f* "f' ^^ "^' ^"^ «f«^'« star.
Hath elsewhere had its setting.

S. Highest queen of state, great Juno comes
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6. One thing, and one thing only, could make Charles

dangerous,—a violent death.
7. You know what ills the author's life assail-

Tbil, envy, want, the patron, and the jail.

M f ^^ ["*"™' ^ ""• ^''•' «"°^ comforter.
». Not £3 the conqueror comes, they, the true-hearted

came. '

10. Who, to dumb forgetfulnes.s a prey.
This pleasing, anxious being e'er resigned,

Lrft the warm precincts of the cheerful day
Nor cast one longing, lingering look behind?

VII. NOMINATIVE OF ADDRESS

113. Nomiiiative of Address.-In the sentences.
Come back, come back, Horatiu'.!
Give me of your boughs, O Cedar;

the words //oratfu. and Cedar are used respectively

WnrdTv ^
^'"°'" *"^ '^"^ ^^°^ ^'^^y addressed

nommative of address. Some languages have a special

"sed m address; but in English whenever we have occa-sion to use the inflected pronoun thou in address we usethe nommative case form, and consequently we speakof nouns used ,n address as being also in the nominate

John, come here instantly;

Very freau,n.l„ u
^"' ^ '°*."" ^°" ^°^' ^° «*'"«'

followi.^
"^ "• •*"

•
'""•"'• ">« «««»> -d««««.d. a., for example, to the

*f?So»M, pitiless as proud.
Heaven awards the vengeance due.

w're?«ci:LX-j "zru'sSr -r ^--^^ ^^-^^^-^
inteijecticos; for example^

exclamation nay be treated a.

y* Oodt\ Must I endure aU this?

^t!?
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VIII. NOMINATIVB ABSOLUTE
114. llomiiutiv. Abwlute C«M.-In the sentence.

The storm having ceased, we continued our journey
the expression The storm having cease,!, tells under what

adverbial. f we examine it we shall find that it iscomposed of the noun storm, modified by the par-
ticiple havtng ceased. The noun storm in Itself how-ever does not depend for its .se upon any ottr w^rdm the sentence, and is said, therefore, to be used ab
solutely When the pronoun is used absoLte" thenominative case form is used; thus,

He being ill. I inquired for his maiiter instead
Consequently when we use the noun absolutely it is alsos^d o be m the nominativ ab«>lute construction an"nouns or pronouns used absolutely are said to be n thenominative absolute case.

But although we speak of the noun or the pronounas being m the nominative absolute, we must Ee care
ful to observe that a noun or a pronoun in this con-struction logically IS not independent of the rest of thesentence, for, as we have seen, the phrase of which itforms a part stands in an adverbial relation to the main

rW fn L'^t^'"""
'"'^ "^^^ '^' P^^^« ^^ ^^orm having

Z:!.Z'^'^':r^T::'j'^'^^ - va,ue.modifyin

smuhr mamier the majority of phrases contain^e 'nouns inthe^Nommative Absolute may be changed into aivfrbXc^;

Their leader slain, ths mob dispersed

;

When their leader was slain, the mob dispersed •

(^rfriends havingfailed us, we gave over tl.eatt^mpt
Sxnce our friends had faiUd «. we gave over t^eattempt. « ujc

becomes,

and,

becomes,
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We use the nominative abaolute construction in preference lo
the adverb clause when we wish to secure either brevity or
variety of expression.

'

2. Sometimes for the salce of further brevity the partidDit
IS omitted, as in the following:

P*™cipie

The mountain towered above us, hnght (rising) ahnt kmAt-
He lay down, kis heart (lieing) heavy with sorrou

BxsKctsa 41

In each of the fallowing sentences underline the noun
or pronoun *n the nominative absolute, and bracket the
adverbial expression of which it forms a part:

1. The sun having risen, the ship set sail.

2. The rest must perish, their great leader slain.
3. The phantom knight, his glory fled.

Mourns o'er the field he heaped with dead.
Thus done the tales, to bed they creep.
The greater part of his fortune having been lost at sea,he was forced at last to sell his estate.

6. The cheerful supper done, with serious face they round
the mgle form a circle wide.

7. Youth ended, I shall try my loss or gain thereby.
8. Sweet mercy, to the gates of Heaven

This minstrel lead, his sins forgiven.
9. Proudly riding o'er the azure realm

In gallant trim the gilded vessel go«,
Youth at the prow and Pleasure at the helm.

10. His work well done,
His race well run,
His crown well won,
Here let him rest.

" Xt^ '"*°"?- ^^''' *^*y «*^« ^^'"^^ves up tothe maddemng whiri of the diay dance

tll^'h ^^} '"^*?.' '**" ^ ^'d °' «"ng thiscreed, the people standing as before.

4.

5.

i h
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BXUCISR 12

In regard to tack of the UaUciMed nouns in tht foUow-
•ng sentences, state whether it ts subject of a verb, tredi-
caie nomtnative, nominative ./ address, nominative in
apposttton, or nominative absolute. Give your reason in
each case:

1. Charge, Chester, charge! On, Stanley, on!
2. All the air a wlemn stillness holds.
3. My mind to me a kingdom is.

*'
fl'^S'^u*^?"""

^''^ "'**'' * '^*"^ "^'^ edges of silver,
floated the boat.

5. The ceremony completed, the assembly soon dispersed
0. She moves a goddess and she looks a queen.
7. Her modest looks a cottage might adorn.
8. My son, if sinners entice thee, consent thou not.
9. One man in his time plays many parts, his acts beini;

seven ages. •*

10. Oft shall the pilgrim lift the latch
And share my meal, a welcome guest.

IX. THE OBJECTIVE CASE: OBJECT OP A VERB
H5. Object of Verb or Prepoeition.-The noun or

the pronoun is said to be in the objective case when
It IS used as object of a verb or of a preposition; thus,

He crossed the ttream;

My golden sfmrs now bring to me.

Some verbs which do not usually uke an obiect
are followed by a noun or a pronoun in the objective
case in certain constructions:

(a) Reflexive and Reciprocal Object.-The obiectmay indi^te that the person for which the subject
stands performs the action upon himself. The object
IS then said to be reflexive; for example:

They sacrificed themselves.
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Or it may indica .• that among the penotis or things
for which the subject sUnds the action s mutual or
recipiocal. The object is then said to be rtelprocal:
for example:

They purpowly avukl rack >lk*r

(b) Cofnata Objact—Sometimes the object and the
verb are derived from the
object expresses in noun foi

has already been expressed b
He tivtd a long 1,/v;

They ran races on thr h»Bw
I im\t /ought a good j^^

Such an object is ^id to be c«^ «!•, (Un c<m, •to-
gether," and naius, "bom." tha ^ havwg the mmt

root, io that the

4! same u a that

e verb , tkus

gmatit has beco

*" 'xpresa ir

iWi ex|M«ssed

urn the same

origin"). But the use of the «rm
extended so as to include all « injects

noun form the same idea as has alreadv
by the verb, whether they are derive*!
root as the verb or not; thll^

He goet errands;

It rained pitchfork

They Icwked dagHK t us;
The streets ran ni, of bluxi

^of*:—In iuch wntenm as.

He shouted his I'vidcst i!«huut):
He bfeathed his last (ht«ath):
He tried his hardest (trial)

:

the cognittc noun u omitted and the adjective prrf- r,™ jj^

X. THE OBJECTIVE PREUI* >te
116. Objective Predicate Case.—As e have aiready

^een ( 1 11) a noun or a pronoun is said to be in the predi-
cate nominative case when it is added to the vt ), and
IS through the verb brought into relaticiu to the subject.
Now It is sometimes the case that a noun or pronoun is
through the verb brought into a similar relation to the
"t>iect. For instance, in the sentences,

I consider him the leader;
We called liim a couard;
We knew it (to be) thern;

tius ijf the Doua.

i 1

'i 1

I
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I

the nouns leader Md coward mid ihc pronoun them (2gS^co^tete the verb. .„d relate to the objecU oM^ v! ^

^::LtL^'
'"^ '« '^^ 'o ^ in the objictl..

117. ObJ«:t. of F.ctltlTt V.rb..-If now we furthercompare the sentences,
""•'

We conaidend him Inder-
We chow him itader.

lIoJl"** ?
''!?'*"'* '" '*" "*»'*~^»" «' the two construc-

ZTu ^tS'***"'-
'»'«»"'* of the action expresiS by

being chosen. I„ the first sentence, on the other handthe noun .n the objective p.edicate does not rep«Lt S^result of the action expressed in the verb ThT" ?!may not be leader although he is co^.ide^ed ^ Ay^t
>n a factitive sense, that is. in f . > sens* n( t«oi,

oDjMim |>ndiMI« case, comp et ng the verb c*/,,. .»hl»v.g th. same c^ .s u,e p™oun
°*„ " ""

ExBRciSB 43

1. I consider him a rogue.

2 The Ronums elected C«sar consul.
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3. He styleit hiimeK an artist.

4. The HuuM of J jdah have anointed me king.
5. They hailed him father of a line of kings.
6. In Parthia did I take thee prisoner.
7. No bending knee will call thee C«sar now.
8. When our actions do not, our fears do make us traitors
9. I should count myself the coward,

If I left them, my Lord Howard.
10. This experience is what I call a piece of good luck.
11. Think nought a trifle, though it small appear;

sands the mounUins, moments make the year
J trifles life.

'

-» philosopher was once consulted as to the best method
of destroying one's enemy. He replied, "Make him
your friend."

% >i

XI. OBJBCTIVB IN APPOSITION

118. Objective in Apposition.—We have already con-
sidered those constructions in which nouns or pro-
nouns are said to be in apposition with other nouns
or pronouns in the nominative case (112) and the same
description will apply to the constructions in which
nouns and pronouns are said to be objective in appo-
sition, as in the following sentences:

Paradise Lost was written by Milton, the poet;
Befwe nightfall we reached the fort, a rude bumint. constructed

chiefly of logs.

119. Distinguished from the Objerive Predicate.—We
must be careful to distinguish between the construc-
tion of the noun or the pronoun in the objective predi
cate, and that of the noun or the pronoun in the
objective in apposition. Compare, for example, the
following sentences:

Do you consider Shakespeare (to be) England's greatest Poet>Do you consider Shakespeare, En,frland's greatest port, to be
the author of The Sonnets ?

\\

-ifcil
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In the first sentence the noun Poet is in th» k- *•

EXBRCISB 44

Distinguish between the nouns which ar^ nh- *
apposition and those which areint^\l^''**'''

*"

case in the following s^Ts: ^ "''''''"' ^^''^'^'^

1. They have elected your uncle mayor.
Yesterday I met your uncle the mayor.

S^S; '
'^'""^ *^' P"^°*^^ ^ d^gerous criminal

source of the Nile.
^^yanza, the

Sir Samuel Baker discovered the Albert Nvanza rtn K ^the source of the Nile.
^yanza (to be)

* rmni ^PP*"'"**^ ^"*°° Secretary of StateCromwell appointed Milton, the SecretarrS ^f.. .
prepare his defence.

secretary of State, to

5. Have you heard Albani. the famous singer?Do you consider Albani a famous sin^fr

XII. ADVERBIAI, OBJECTIVE
120. Adv^bUl Objecav. C«._,„ ,^ ^^^^^He lives a long distance oflf

•

'

stand in .he „,«,„„, rS'^iTrXecf "°hwe cannot tell from fi,«, t
""J«-i or object, and

• "' ""'»' '"»« a comparison
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with similar constructions in Old English and other
inflected languages, that if Modem EngUsh were in-
flected these nouns would have the objective case
form. Hence, as they have the value of both nouns
and adverbs they are said to be in the adverbial ob-
jective case.

Most of the nouns that are used in this way express
measure of time, weight, value, etc., but some nouns
in the adverbial objective express time at which an
action takes place; and a few are used even to express
manner, as in.

Have it your own v>ay;

He was bound hand and foot;
He sent post-haste.

Nouns which are used as adverbs may modify either
verbs, adjectives, or other adverbs. Examples are-

(1) With verbs:

They walked a mile;

He ran full speed.

(2) With adjectives:

This field is three acres larger than that;
You don't look a day older.

(3) With adverbs:
This house is a great deal better built tlian that;
I leave town a month from to-day.

ExBRCiss 4."»

Select the nouns that are in the adverbial objective
case, and give the relation of each:

1. These reasons are not worth a straw.
2. He lay full length on the floor.

3. Waves mountains high, broke over the reef.
4. The bird of dawning singeth all night long.
5. Beauty is only skin deep.
6. Three years she grew in sun and shower.
7. A train ten cars long passed the station.

inM''

i 1

J

-J-

i: I't

iifm\

i 'I
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8. They refused point blank tc. come with us.

lorld
""^ ""^ "''"' '*" * ^'^'^'' '°^ ^ the

10. A bowshot from her bower eaves
He rode between the barley sheaves.

XIII. THE INDIRECT OBJECT

121. Indirect Object.-In the sentences.
He made a coat;

He offered assistance;

the nouns coat and assistance are known as direct ob

govern them. If we say, however,
They made the man a coat;
He offered us assistance-

the words man and us name the persons to or for whomthe action was performed. This appears dearly enou.Twhen w hange the place of the words in queTonputtmg them after the direct object. We are he
'

obliged by custom to use prepositions; thu!. /
They made a cof i / r the man;
He offered assistance to us.

Such a second object is called an indirect objectbecause it represents what is less directly affectedt;the action denoted by the verb, and because the^merelation may be, and often is. expressed Ty pre^i
tions. namely, by to, or. more rarely, by ^r Bnlalthough we may use to and for in expressing the relation of the indirect object, we must not make themistake of supposing that a to or for is left"ut and
;s to be "understood." The case (s not indLd! Hkthe possessive, now distinguished by an ending ;f its

and Greek), the old mflected form of the indirect ob-
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jective was called the dative; and that of the direct
objective, the accusatiye.

EXBKCISB 46

In the following senUnces point out the nouns and the
pronouns which are objects of verbs, and state whether
they are direct or indirect objectives:

1. Give me liberty or give me death.
2. It is an ill wind that blows nobody good.
3. I have done the state some service.
4. Promise me life and I'll confess the truth.
5. Upon the Lupercal I thrice presented him a kingly crown.

One moment now may give us more
Than years of toiling reason.
We will give what you say due consideration.
He gives his parents much anxiety.
I never did thee harm; why wUt thou slay me?
The blackbird has fled to anc»her retreat,
Where the hazels afford him a screen from the heat.

XIV. DOUBLE DIRECT OBJECTS

122. Double Direct Object..-We have already con-
sidered the constructions in which the verb is com-
pleted by two objects, one direct and the other in-
direct. We must carefully distinguish these con-
structions from those in which the verb is completed
by two direct objects.

If, for example, we compare the sentences:
He paid his servant his mages;
He struck his servant a blow;

we find that in the first sentence the object servant
IS mdirect and the object wages, direct; whereas in
the second sentence both objects are direct. In this
second sentence the noun servant names the direct
Object of the action, whereas the noun 6Anc» is in reality
» cognate object.

^

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

rip

if

i A
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123. Summary.-If „ow. by way of sum.t,P..y. weconsider once again the various uses of nouns or pronouns in the objective case, -vhich we have describedwe shall see that there are at least five different con
structions m which the verb may be completed bytwo objects. The following are examples:

^
1. Samuel anointed (David) (king);

(direct object), (objective predicate).
2. At Cambridge I met (Longfellow) (the poet);

(direct object), (objective in apposition).
3. My friend Brown sold (that house) (last week);

(direct object), (adverbial objective).
4. The judge gave (the prisoner) (his liberty);

(indirect object), (direct object).
6. They led (him) (a hard life);

(direct object), (direct object, cognate).

EXERCISB 47

Jtkf^'n
'*' "''""^'"' 'f '^ '''^^^ objectives in each

of the following sentences:

1. He ran a hotel last summer.
2. This cloth costs a dollar a yard.
3. Intemperance makes & man & fool.
4. The children of srael did eat manna forty years

I w"' r^t '' °^ ^*=^'"«' **»« '^^'^rlioi the devilSorrow breaks ,ns and reposing hours.
Makes the mght naming, and the noontide night

8 Tn i"^-"'? ^' ''" ^^"^° ^*th ««>* me fortune
». In thy right hand lead with thee

The mountain nymph, sweet liberty.

mignty Cesar. If jou shall send them word vou willnot come, their minds may change.

I I rr' '"^ ^'""""^ ^^^" ''^ ^«™'»"" speech^that fine sense whirh men call Courtesy/
Wholesome as air and jreneral as the light
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Welcome in every clime as breath of flowers.
It transmutes aliens into trusting friends,

And gives its owner pjssport round the globe.

124. Passive Constructions.—In each of the sentences
in the preceding section the subject of the ve.b repre-
sents the doer of the action expressed bv the verb;
and, as we shall see hereafter, when tb^ verb is used
to express the doing of an action it is said to be
active. Kach sentence, however, may be reconstructed
so that the subject will represent the receiver of the
action, and the verb may express the suffering or
receiv-ng of the action. In this construction the ver j
IS said to be passive. Let us change each of the
above five sentences from the active to the passive
construction, and see how the case of each of the
nouns in the objective is affected.

When the change is made

:

Sentence (I) Samuel anointed BECOMES David was anointed
Pavid king; 4,^ ,,y Samuel.

In the active, king is in the objective predicate
relation; in the passive it is in the predicate nomina-
tive relation.

Sentence (2) At Cambridge. I BECOMES U.ngfellow, the poet,
met Longfellow, the was met by me
P^'' at Cambridge.

In the active, poet is objective in apposition ; in the
passive it is nominative in apposition.

Sentence (3) My friend Brown BECOMES That house was sold
sold that house last ueek by r.y
last week; frie„d Brown.

H eek is in the adverbial objective relation in both the
active and the passive.

Sentence (4) The judge gave BECOMES The prisoner was
the prisoner his given his hberty by
"*«^y' the judge.

fl.m

M

\^
fill

.if
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In the active, the noun liberty is direct obiect of th.verb gave; in the passive, it is retain'^ as "bje^t of

Sentence (5) They led l.i„. „ bbcomeS He was ,ed a han,
. .

'«'"'»/«.
/»/«bytheni.

As m sentence (4) one of the direct objects in the activeIS retained as direct object in the passive.

BXBRCISS 48

1. King Arthur's sword was called Excalihur.
2. The boy was paid a doUar for his services.

4 I m..7^'? ^"t
""^"^ '*"*''*' ^«*^'''"" "^v the judge

4. I must be taught my duty, and by you ?
' ^ ^

6. Truth-teller y^^s our England's Alfred named.

jr^; th!:rnr
"^^^^ '-"^^^-^ -- -"-^ -y

Permission was granted us to spend an hour on shore.He was considered the best sport in the countr.^The visitors have been given a heartv welcome'
Ueorge V was crowned King of England.

7.

8.

9.

10.

XV. THE possessive: inflection

125 Formation of the Possessive. - Nouns in the
Jgular numl^r form the possessive by the addit onof an apostrophe and ..; thus, man-man'!, doglgT

inru"e:r.trrnrttL^^^^^^^^^ - -^-
be pronounced as an addiUonrsylTabie ^Ttl ''T'^

*"

dropped and the apostrophe was l^'^^r.'^t^^fZ^l'
^-

If the noun in the singular ends in an s sound inmost words the apostrophe only is added; thutWlaw, for consc^eru:e' sake. Where euphony permits.
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however, the apostrophe and . may both be addedthus, James's teacher; the princess's retinue '

'

Nouns in the plural ending in s, add the apostronh*only; thus, the ladies' dresses; the boys' boTs
"P°''*"'P»^«

Nouns in the plural not ending in . add the apostrophe and .after the analogy (319) of singuUr „ou^s
^^^^> the men's voices; the children's hats

'

Se^J^l^^' ^o««.iv..-Most of the relationsexpr^sed by the possessive case may also be expressed

example. ^ '"''' possessive: Un

'"" ?£,!'*- '^''- ^'•^ ^^^-' "/ ''-'^.- the p,.e.s .„

ter. for in,t.„c, whether we st^kolX^^'2^T'*'[' " """ ""' ""»-
« the expre»i™ of ow»errtirhowev.r^"l„et^," °'^ '^^"" "/Vay^ofeo^.

Jom,: thus. Tom-s hoi. and not Ih^ZYnfT "^"^^ •"*'" »<> "« the inflected
fom, is generally used ta n«fe«m»^ 1 -

°" "" "*'"' •»-»«» the phn»al
latter would result Tn a h^S7"mbi„a "f^""^

'""" "'"" ">' "« "'^
Or«»<;.V r«,;„. SocraUs- uZkiZ TheT

''^^'^'"''- "t^er than WiUiam of
pressed by th P«Po.ition »/ whS^ cJn„TheT' ""ILT''

'"'"' •*'»«""» "-
live case ; for example

:

^ "pressed by means of the po*

• ««^« o/ X.Aer; a ,„eam of Miohi; a city of re/uoe.

HXERCISB 49

'iivethe posses.ive case forms of the following nouns:
box

boy

Charles

children

chimney

conscience

Darius

family ••— Acrxes.

sitv L^**^" "' <=»-"!»»«<•—Owing to the neces«'y for showtng th. relation of the expre^io^ "T^

goodness

Henry IV
judges

lady

ladies

mistress

Moses
niece

ox

Paris

no

pilgrims

princess

queen

river

rivers

scissors

sky

Tacitus

valley

violet

woman
women
Xerxes.
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whole, the sign of the possessive is added at the endof a compound of whatever kind it nuiy be ; thus

in the case of a combination of two names, of a namepreceded by a title, of a noun preceded or followed bvdescnpfve or limiting words, and so on ; thus,

Even when nouns are connected by and or or, thepos^ssive sign is added only to the last of them whe.they form a compound notion ; thus.
John and Mary', IkhjIc; a fortnight or three weeks' time

When, however, each object which the noun repre-sents .s refen-ed to separately, the case-sign is repeated;

John's and Mary's book
; in Anne's or George's reign •

L« r«r™'
'^'' "" '"" "«'-" ">'" -

HXBRCISB 50

Change the following expressions into the inflected form
Of the possessive:

.

1. The visit of the Prince of Wales.
2. The shops of the butcher and the baker.
i. The birthplace of Robert Burns.
4. The opinions of somebody else.
5. The plays of Beaumont and Fletcher.
6. The light of the moon and the stars.
7. The blindness of Milton, the poet.
8. The novels of Charles Dickens.
9. The success of either Yale or Harvard.

10. The residence of my cousin James.
11. The histories of Green and Macaulay.
12. The sports of the boys and girls.
13. The marriage of Miss Helen Jones.

,'e"
1^^ extravagance of Mr. and Mrs. Blank

16. The cruelty of Judge Jeffries.
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XVI. THB POSSBSSn
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RHLATIONK

128. Dwoting Ownenhip.-The Possessive case, as
the name indicates, is most commonly used to denote
ownership or possession

; thus.
the children's toy,; the lion's mane; Tenny«m', poems

It must be understood, however, that the word "pos-
session • IS here used in its widest sense, to dmote certain
other relations besides that of mere ownership. When for
instance, we speak of a giant's strength, we imply that
srength .s an attribute of a giant; when we speak
of Salons laws we imply that Solon is the source or
author of the laws; when we speak of //,. tree's branches
we imply that the branches are a part of the tree
Strictly speaking, we cannot say with reference to anv
of these expressions that the noun in the possessive
case denotes ownership, but we may extend the mean-
ing of the word possession to include all relations simi-
lar to the above.

129. Double Po88e88ive8.-We sometimes make use
of another form of expression, which is reallv a com-
I'lnation of the possessive case and the construction
with of, and is known accordingly as the double pos-
sessive; thus.

*^

a speech of Gladstone's; a servant of my uncle's.

If we compare the following expressions:
A servant of my uncle's;

My uncle's servant;
A servant of my uncle

;

we shall find a difference in meaning. The first ex-
pression (the double pos Hve) suggests that mv uncle
has more than one servant, and we might say instead,
/toe of ray uncle's servants": the two latter expres-

sions, of course, do not necessarily imply more than
one servant.
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Purthermore. if we compare the expres.ion..
A picture of John;
John'i picture;

A picture of John'i;

word l»ct.n «„ only m«„ lik,^.l wh^, ,t„.i^.wo „pr«,i„„, „„, ^ ^^ .„ .^•_,,^ oZ,*;; .t
XVII. OTHER FORMS OP NOUNS

130. 0*h«r Word. Used u Ifouns. -Words anH »,
of words that are not generally used asltns"ay'^°r
of the chief classes of words that may be so u^d

1. Adjectives: Avoid the U.O.,; ch.H«e the riglu;
The wr/MOttj alone are happy;

1 1 J L
"' ''*''' <^"*«'««'^P fluently.

2. Adverbs: I have not seen him since /*.«,-

- "«•'«» returned from afcrortrf.

3. Infinitives: 5.e,«. is M^.,.. r„ /.^ honestly is the duty

':aa:^s"
»;';^''- arrive till ,_....„.,,

v,mu!«s. II Hat you say is untrue;
U'*<i*"fr com«j will |,e welcome

6. Expressions

quoted

:

Wj/ and by means »rwr;
"//" is a dangerous word •

Th^^saddest of words are. " U n^i^Ht Have

Exercise 51

1. Must Is a king's word.
2. Farthest from him is best.
3. What's ever seen is never seen.
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4. "No^no," says •••ye"; and -twice «w.y," say. ",Uy.-

« -TK w .

"* ^^ "*" *y* '*• ^''^ "'•^k of a fool.
» The best is not too g<H)d for you.
7. Well begun is good, but well done is better.
0. Too far east is west
d. I do not believe what you say
*"

^IJ^^'IIJ^^^^P^'
something done, hath earned anignt's repose.

11. Coasting is a fine winter sport.

"'
? 2!.^*!,' """1 ""^"T" ^ "^y "*'*»'«''^^ '^hom
1 would nor refuse whom I dislike.

13. The blind receive their sight, and the lame walk, the
lepers are cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead arejjmed up, and the poor have the gospel preached to

*^iTf*"»*^"
Laconians were t(,ld by a certain potenUte

If I get mto your town I wiU raze it to the groj^d." Sey
sent but one word back in reply, "//." ' ^

XVIII. THE PARSING OF NOUNS
131 G«iT.l Dir«:tion. for Parring.- When we statethe c assificat,on (part of speech, class and sub-class)

.nflecuon. and relation of any word, we are said to p^i
tell the part of speech")
There are few difficulties connected with the ordinary

parsing of an English word except those that conce^
ts clasnfication, and especially its construction, or rT
nT o'^her^

°'''" '' ^' ^"''^"^ '^ "'"^"^ ^^^ P- -

o deal "fh Tk
^'"''-

'" P**"^"^' '' '^ ^«"^«ni«vto deal with the particulars in a certain order but

bTJ ""T'^'r'
°'-""'' "^'^^ *^--' b« described

.rnZ .

""' '°""' "' expression: and wherever an

LS,eSl"' T^P*'°"^> ^-'^ «-C"rs. it should bedescribed concisely in suitable language.

usual to state the part of speech, number, case, and

V-H
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The following abbreviations may be used-
Sjnpjlar -Sing. pu„«, _p,
Nom,nat,ve-Nom.

Possessive-Po iObjective -Obj. Subject -Sub
Predicate -Pred. Relation - R

7

CompI ',ng -Compl. Modifying - Mod

Cot
-

V""'^^^
"•"^ " W^I blis^

°'

CotUge-Noun Sing. xom. Subj. of ,ee..

<'KNBKAI. HXBRCISK
Parse ike ,talia,ea nou^, ,„ the follor^ing sentences

A
1. ITiere is no armour a«ainst Fate.

^- Bntons never shall !«; 5/,/:rv

4 r^l f'''^!!;'

''''''"^'•'
^^'^'^•^ "''^ hast thou been?4. t»o(J hirss the narrow seaK' I Ji.\. .u

.!//««//, l,roa<|.
^ ""^ "'"> ^^"'^ a "hole

5. He has two essential parts of a courtier _*«w- >

Ignorance.
«^""rucr,—^n<fe and

6. roldier, rest, thy wr/tfrc o'er

For literary squabbles; I

Styles himself ^flrt; but lis t.aJe
Remains the .w;«p,-he --Sbles IA /«/« of writing, unless wondrous short INo w,t can brace, no genius can suprn^rt I

Be that your helmet, and your plume the muse I
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1. The wind hait blown a gale all day. .

2. We were jdven seals in the front row.
•i. He has hidden himself, the rascai/

4. Almort thou ,)er»uadest me to become a ChrisfiaH
a. Ihee, goddess, thee Brilannia's isle a<lores.
0. 'Tis hard to part when friends are dear;

Ferhafw 'twill cost a sigh, a tear.

7. True hope is swift and Hies with swallows' wings-
Kings It makes gods, and meaner ireatures kings

'

». Ihe gemus making me no answer, I turned about to
address myself to him a second time.

9. Men called him but a shifUess youth,
In whom no good they saw;

And yet unwittingly, in sooth,

^^ fnade his careless words their law.
10. We were stopping Ijefore a shop in Regent Street wht

were two figures, of Dante and Goethe. I said, "Wh
IS there in old Dante's face that is missing in Goethe's f"
And Tennyson, whose profile then had certainly a
remarkable likeness to Dante's, said, "The Divine"



Chaptbr VII

THE PRO.VOUN

thi dtff^;,^r*^„^ ^^-^'-^^r^n, to

rted as foUows:
"'^' P~"°""^ ^^'^ *^'a««*

I Personal. IV Conjunctive.
I Demonstrative. y Indefinite.

Ill Interrogative.

I. PERSO.VAL PRONOU.VS

thl^L^'T ^^"""-The personal pronouns ofthe^first and second persons, in all their' forms are

First Person
Singular Plural

Nom. I ^^
Obj. me us

of (h.« pronouns is irremlar- Thfnl' T J*"'""
person are quite differT"™^";'!'" ''*,*"'

Personal pronouns have no rea'pot^iveUT^"'

;:ir:jntr;a.[v^.
-"-"-

" -"- >----
have consequently not been developed

^^^^ "• "*•»* P«>nount. and they

118

Second Person
Singular Plural
you (thou) you (ye)
you (thee) you.
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The longer forms min,; thine, ours, and yours are
valued as adjectives when they are used to modify
nouns or pronouns; thus,

my liouse; thine enemy; this farm is ours; the reward is yours.

When, however, they do not modify anothfer word,
and are used in the ordinary case constructions of the
noun or pronoun, they may be described as possessive
pronouns; thus,

My affairs are unfortunate; yours are prosperous;
There lireathes not clansman of thy line
But would have given his life for thine.

135. Special Uses.—The regular uses of the personal
pronouns present little difficulty, but the following
points should be considered:

(a) The pronouns we and us are used by the speaker
when he wishes to include besides himself the other
members of the group to which he belongs; thus.

We (I and my companions) took a long walk

;

We (Canadians) are proud of our country.

Sucn persons as sovereigns, editors, and clergymen,
sometimes use the pronouns we and us officially to
include not only themselves but the group of persons
whom they represent, or whose opinions they may
be supposed to express, in their official position; thus,

He, the governor-general of Canada;
Me will ourself in person to this war. (King Rich. II).

{b) The pronouns thou and thee in the singular, and
the pronoun ye in the plural, are used only in scrip-
ture and in poetry, or in solemn or impassioned lan-
guage; thus.

Even from everlasting to everlasting Thou art God;
Hail to thee, blithe spirit! Bird thou never wert;
I am the vine; ye are Uie branches;
Ye blessed creatures! I have heard the call
Ye to each other make.

I

''
;;ii
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(</) In the sentences,

ire men have our tasks to perform

;

you blocks. ;,„„ stones, you worse than senseless things-

ron,Tr""'
"'' ""'^ ^"^ '^^"""t ^e" be separatedfrom the nouns which follow them ThP ^^and noun together form but one noUon cL T""""hand the pronoun has a demonstratWeval^. andT

:^^. loir:Lr;re:^^^^^
in the ordinary appositl^::Z"stL':ti"or^

^^ ^""°""^

ExERcise 52

^^/>/>/;/ the proper form of pronoun in each of the/allowing sentences, with reasons:
^

(a) I, me.
1. He is not so old as —

.

2. It was — whom you saw.
3. They knew it to be —

.

v

4. They knew it was
5. If it were — I would not go
6. Between you and - he is mistaken.

8 n ^-IT'^'k"
"''' -''^" ^"' - ''^'^ "Owning.

8. It might have been - whom you heard speaking
9. Every one has been invited but you and -. ^"

10. VVhK:h of u, do you think should stay at home, Mary
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(b) we, us.

1. It was — wltom you met.
2. — girls have finished our work.
3. They knew it to be —

.

4. It might have been — whom you heard.
T). The boys arrived scwner than —

.

0. They were as much to Liame as —

.

7. Everyone walked to church except —

.

8. The best of — boys will be promoted!
9. He thought it to be - whom he met vesterdav

10. It .s better for people such as - not to express an opinion.

II. DEMO.VSTRATIVES OF THE THIRD PERSON'

136. Inflections.-The pronouns he, she, it, and they.
h.ch are used for persons and things spoken of. are.

s nctly speakmg. demonstrative in function (dewon-
s.rauve means "pointing out"), and are best described
as demonstrative pronouns of the third person

follows

•''°'"^'^'^ declension of these pronouns is as

Singular pi^ral
Masculme Feminine

he she

him her

Nom.

Obj.

Neuter

it

it

they

them.

etc'^n^.'IT'? ^°"T:~^'
i" the case of .ry, mine.,

t^'hlrP' '^"
i°''"^^ ^''' ^''' A^'-^. »^^. their, and theirs

are here valued as pronominal adjectives when thevare used to modify a noun or pronoun. These words
are. as a matter of fact, derived from old English pro-"ommal adjectives, and when they are used to modify

adjectival than pronominal in function.

nJ^^
^°?' *"' *^'''' ^""^ '*''*'' are. however, some-fmes used in the ordinary construcUons of the noun

' 1^1

i t

il

fl^
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'M

,<|l»

or pronoun, and are then descriJHvl ac ««« •

nouns; thus,
«escrnHd as possessive pro-

Both my friends and hers had heard of „ur misfortune-My true love hath my heart and I have His.

'"'*""'•

138. Gender Forms—The demonstrative of the thirdperson has three gender forms for the s nL^r butmake no distinctions in the plural, be:;^T numi,::of persons may mclude both sexes. By the uj^ of

in Which tt'diffSr7:^x^11^^"'^ r^ -^' -
J . ..

'"^'""-= oi sex js an important matterand especially in human beings.
'

(2) Sometimes in personified objects that is inthose which, though we know they are' not pes^ns

ILk of'te^'^"' 'I
' ^'^^ ^'^'^' -- ^^- we

violence, su^riorityt'ity or subSt"' "'^V*" "°*'°" °'' ««"«"'•
death war the sun thlZ»'

""=."«""»•«• «» """'^ 'or example:

(2) Thia.s which possIm :::u:;:r;^,„7'"'-
«-«- •«-"•

or which are the obiects of affectio^or c"« a™^ H"^/
°' P"«»''«^t'venes,,

nieht. nature the earth "?""'''* *''«"'*^= for example:

(3) Cla«.ical -ythoTo^J has^so rnZn^""'
"""' '^*'^- »«

the classics. Love and tZ- a« ^^arfed
.°" '^"°°i«"«<»»: thus, in

f' ale. So. too. the Plants"uXr^al;'"- """ ^"'"" ""'» °'*»"' "
Vesta, female.

'^ "•* ^*"™ »" """e. and Venus and

Besides its use to represent objects of the male sex^he p^noun He is used in a more general wayTo repr
.'

^nt both male and female in cases where a distinc-tion of sex ,s not important ; thus

.very one ,n to,.n thought he had seen the stranger before

tant"'b^thT
'
?'i"'"°"

°' ^^ '^ '^^"^•dered impor-tant, both he and she are used • thus

'^^ iftrndTto':„"r
^" '''-^"* ''^^^ ^^^^-^^ ^^^ ^ -
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But this construction is Hnmsv o.,^ •

avoided Wherever possible. In'T^i^JL, HnS""^
requires the pronoun in the singular; thus

^

Nobody knows what it k to lose a friend til, /*,, have iost hi„,

Supply n
sentenceslowing

roper form

HxtiRCISB

pronoun
with reasons

»n each of the fol-

(a) he, him.
1. It was not — who spoke.
2. I knew it to be —

.

3. There are few people as honest as -
4. Whom can I trust, if not — ?

5. Where were you and - going when I met vou >

7 tT ~;7 T^^' '™^'n here with us "

8 ii.T "1°°^ ^^^^ ^^" ^yo°e but -
9 - that tn

"^^ """'. ''^ '^^ «*'"«' -^H the rest

in I, L. ^f""""^ *"« I w'" honour.
^

lU. He thought me to be taller than -.

(*) she, her.

1. We met Fred and - yesterday.

3 w. T *"""" ^" - ^''^t was here.
3. We saw James and - drive past
4. It makes no difference to either you or -
5. supposed u was - who was wih you '

7 n^r:"^ '' *' "^ ~ "^° -^ -'th you.7. Her sister cannot play as well as -
8. Whom can I ask, if not -.

10 VW r"^!?*
^""^ ^ ^''" f"««d than -iO. We expected to see all tl,e girls - among .he rest.

(c) they, them,

i nui" "°* P'"*'*'^^ ^ ""^h as -
3 u T u""^**

^ ~ ^''^"W not be encouraged
3- I might have been - after all

"'°"*««1-

4. None must leave but - that have permission

:m.r
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p»i

5. None so blmd as - that will not see
0. - that disobey will be punished "

9 hi
^^^: r^ ^ - °°« ha. to be careful

10 1 ^V .^?''* '' ^*-^ - »h.«t did it.
10. U .. absurd for people like - to interfere

Without sex. thiTr^rr^f r-eTyV^^^^.^:uses .n which its us„al force is wakened Th
''^"'

important of these are as follows:
^"**^-

^'^'^ ™o«

0) Representative Subject or Obiect w»,

end of the tZ^\Z ^^7111 "^"'^^ ^^^

P-oun . stands as subject oTX-::trnt sLd"th:^
/ IS hard /o ^,rt ^hen friends are dear

'

/ s no use ,„;„ng anything to him; '

/' .s a p,ty that you cannot stay a day lo„ r-I ^'H see t.. ,t that he is the,, l t,J
'

So. too, in interrogative sentences.
When ivas./ that he went'
's it true that he has gone?

When the pronoun it is u«;pH ir, ft-

be and the infinitive or noun clause fnr Ju u
^

IS known as the real subject or ob^^t
'* '''"'''

(2) Impersonal Subject or Obiect «« .•
already pointed out when th.

"^^""*'' ^*

subject or as object it does noV^T" *' " "^^ ^»

but only helps to exprelfnTheT'" ?^ ''^^^ ''^•"^•

the action or state rep're^t^b; '^.Zl^^T^'
We are having a good time of it.
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When the pronoun it is thus used, it is called th..mpersonia subject or object, as the case J^y^

''''

(3) Indefinite Subject or Object. -When we wish tomake a statement about some person or thing Tt yltnamed we use the word it to represent this Sslnllthing; thus, instead of saying,

The Person that I saw was Jolin •

I believed the person that I saw" to 1^ John;
we may say,

It "as John that I saw;
I believed it to be John that I saw.

When we use the word it in this way we generallvpace the adjective clause which modifies It 'o^rdsthe end of the sentence, for the sake of euphony ;7hus!
/< IS an 111 wind that blows nobody good-
It IS a long lane that has no turning

'

When the pronoun it is thus used it is called ih.
indefinite subject or object of the verb

*"

Distinction between Representative and Indefiniteuses.-Care must be taken to distinguish the r^nrl
se^tative use of the pronoun . fro^'fhe'LeZ^-
use. Compare, for example, the two sentences.

// was strange that he should speak to me-
'

It was a stranger that spoke to me.

stan"H!''f ^'f^
^"'^"^« i' i« representative subject and^ands for the noun clause following. The sen Zemay be rewritten thus:

sentence

That he should speak to me was strange

seanVL"^;^ T^^. ir '-r-'-'.-i-'. and

in thic .
^ "°^ y^* mentioned. It is

het^tence""' T"''^' '^ ^" '^^^'-^ ^^--. andme sentence may be '-.-itten thus:
The person thu. spoke to me was a stranger.

I;
!?"

h

11

i
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'it" is used in

ExsKcisB 54

Show clearly in what way the pronoun
each of the following sentences:

1. // will be stormy to-morrow.
2. A sudden squaU struck the vessel and capsized it.
d. In prosperity U is very easy to 6nd a friend.
4. // was morning on hill and stream and tree
0. // needs brains to be a real fool.
6. We are having an easy time of //.

7. Be Yarrow's stream unseen, unknown;
It must, or we shall rue it.

8. To see a child so very fair

// was a pure delight.
9. We find it hard to believe in his innocence.

10. // ,s not work that kills men; it is worry.
11. I took «/ to be you that I heard shouting.
U. It blew a hurricane last night
13. "//was the English," Kaspar cried,

Who put the French to rout "

14. Whence is that knocking? How is it with me, whenevery noise appals me? '

15. It is a good divine that follows his own instructions

17 w"., * T^ '™'" ^^"^ '"'''•'"« »« the ridiculous

''T«:vt3Tfr'^^''"^'^^^«°^"«^-°"ege,::^dap-

I9 ^d fTJ'lu^^'
^°' '^' ^"^ *•'*" *° ™' *t the ill.

20.
/J

is not worth while going to see him.
^. Thy mistress leads thee a dog's life of ,/.

mi^S to'i^t
^' *° ''^' ''' '"'^-' ^"^- '^^'

23. We are friends now; we have made it all up.
24. It IS the httle rift within the lute

That by and by will make the music mute
^&. The good of ancient times let others state-

I think it lucky I was bom so late
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III. COMPOUND PBR80NAU AND DEMONSTRATIVE
PRONOUNS

140. Compounds: Emphatic and Reflexive Ueei.-The
words ..// (ring.) and selves (plural) are added tomy, thy, our, your, him, her, it, and them, to form com-pound personal and demonstrative pronouns. Thesec-ompound pronouns are used in two diflFerent ways:

(1) To mark emphasis, usually along with a noun
or another pronoun; thus,

I myself will go with you;
They t<*Id us themselves.

We find occasionally that the compound pronoun is

ceded h
''"•' "."'^^^^ °^ °^^^^^ ^'»^°"t bei7pr -

ceded by any other pronoun; thus,
Ourselves (we) will n,i„g|e with society and play the huniblc

John and myself (I) will be gtod to see you.

I" these constructions its emphatic value is, no doubtto some extent weakened.
""uui,

^^(2)
As reflexive object of a verb or a preposition;

I dress myself; He is anxious about himself.
In old style literature the simple personal or demon-strative was also sometimes used reflexively; thus,

I will build me a wide house;
Comfort ye. comfort ye, my people!
Tljey have made them gods of gold.

ExBRCiSB 55

1. Heaven itsel) doth frown upon the land

^
A wise man knows himsd\ to be a ^ool

3. If you would be well served you must serve yoursd]

J. .•
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4. Some people can never see the misUke* that they them-
selves make. '

5. Na. e not a rope in h» house that hanged himself.
e. The pyramids themselves, doting with age, have forgot-

ten the names of their founders.

8. Oh would some pf)wer the giftie gie u.s,

To .see ourselves as others see us.

*'

A^slr^"*
**""'^^ '''°"'^*'* ^^''^ '^ ^"'*^' **" * P"* "'

10. Still, a.s of oH, man by himself is priced-
For thirty pieces Juda.s sold himself, not Christ.

IV. REGULAR DKMO.VSTRATIVE PRONOUNS
141. Forms and Uses.-The regular demonstraHve

pronouns are

:

Sing, this piu. these
^hat those.

The word so is also sometimes demonstrative but
it has a weaker force.

'

When contrasted, this and these are used to refer to
things nearer; that and those to things farther oflF; thus

This is light; that is wrong;
' '

Take this and give me that.

Consequently this is off-n equivalent to "the latter"
and //ra/ to "the former." Sometimes also this refers
to what follows, while that refers to what precedes; thus

That IS what he told me, and this was my reply.
Furthermore, the word that is used instead of it in cer-
tam constructions in which the pronoun is modified
by an adjective phrase or clause; thus,

i hat (net ,/) which we have we will hold •

The picture of my father and that (not U) of my brother are
on the table.

IS
^*^' M.'V"*^" * "entence a.. "TeU me your name, won't you? TJknr, .
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So, which is usually an adverb, is used as a demon-
strative pronoun in such sentences as,

I will no ome U you will do jo;

II" you t.iink that I am wrong, lay so.

In these sentences so is equ.valent to this or that, and
points back to some preceding notion for which it
stands.

ExsRcisB 50

Parse the italicuU pronouns in the fol'owing sen-
tences:

1. They that touch |)itch will be defiled.
2. Before long it came to blowy between them.
3. Lend me a shilling, thaf& a good fellow.
4. The houses of the rich are larger than those of the poor.
5. // IS only a proper amount of work that is a blessing.
6. It must be true since you say so.

7. At last the master bowman, he, would cleave the mark.
8. None are so fond of secrets as those that do not mean to

keep them.

9. // is my faith that every flower enjoys the air it breathes.
10. Some place their bliss in action, some in ease;

Those call it pleasure, ^d contentment, these.

V. INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS
142. Inflections.—The interrogRtive pronouns are who,

what, and which. Their function is to ask a question,
and they are usually placed as near as possible to the
beginning of the sentences; thus.

Who knocks so loud, who knocks so late?
Whkh of f 2m twain did the wUl of his father?
What is so rare as a day in June?

Who is riot inflected for number or person; it has
however, three case forms, Nom., who; Poss., whose]
Obj., whom.

Which and what are uninflected. Which is used
with either singular or plural meaning, but what is
used in the singular only.

i
t J
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143. DifftrtacM in Um.— Between who and what we
make a distinction different from any that we make
anywhen Mm in the languaRe; who (with whose and
whom) IS us;d of persons, human beings; what is used
of everything else, whether living creatures or inani-
mate thmgs; which is used of both persons and things.
Whtch differs from both who and what in being selective;
that IS. It implies a certain known number or body of
mdividuals, from among whom the right one is to be
selected; whereas who and what are indefinite Thus
' r, say, "Who did it?" or. "What did it?" we do not'

ear to know anything about the agent; but, "Which
uid it?" implies that we know certain persons or things
one or another of which mi.st have been the agent.
Who and what are sometimes used also in an ex-

clamatory sense; thus.

\\ hi) could have tielieved it'

What! are you RoinR already?

What is sometimes used also as an adverb, as in the
following sentences:

llhat (in what respect, or to wJ.at extent) l«;ttcr will that
Hi.ike it?

IVhal (partly) with one thing a.«l uhat with another 1 have
been kept busy all the time.

Hxbrci.se 57

Parse the interrcrative pronouns in the following:
1. Who was it that told you this?
2. What are the wild waves saying?
3. Which of the two houses did you sell ?

4. To whom is your letter addressed ?
5. Unto what shall I liken this generation ? *

6. Which of you by taking thought can add one cubit to
his stature ?

7. Whai were you thinking of when I met you ?
8. IFAfl hath believed our report, and to whom is the arm

of the Lord revealed ?
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in Z'H'- J'**/""

'*^ '* *" *''* ^^^^ "P«^»*d to meet?
10. Whtrh of y„u. inttuding to bulW a tower, sitteth notdown first and counteth the cost ?

VI. CONJUNCTIVK PRONOUNS

144. Double FunctioM.~The conjunctive (or reto-
tive) pronouns, as the name implies, combine the func-
tions of pronoun and conjunction; that is, they not
only stand for nouns but also join subordinate clauses
to the words to which they are related in the principal
clauses. The words which are used as conjunctive
pronouns are who. which, what, and that, and occasion-
ally hut and as.

145 Definite and Indefinite Use«.-Thc pronouns
uho, which, a- d that, when used conjunctively generally
refer definitely to some noun or other pronoun in the
s^ime sentence. This noun or pronoun to which the
conjunctive refers or relates, is known as its antecedent.
Ihe conjunctive pronoun is said to be definite when it
has^an antecedent expressed in the sentence. It is
said to be indefinite when no antecedent is expressed.
The conjunctive pronoun that is always definite- for
example: '

Uneasy lies the head that wears a mmn;
The evil that men do lives after them.

The conjunctive pronouns who and which are generally
definite, as in the sentences,

The letter was delivered to the messenger, uho waited wiUiout;we cannot overlook the mistakes uhich you have made.
But they are sometimes indefinite, as in the sentences,

Who steals my purse steals trash

;

You may take which you prefer.

^Vhat is always indefinite; it never has an antecedent-
examples are:

'

What thou art we kno%. not;
Will no one tell me what she sings?

'

I

,1

I? i-
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ww^* ^^^""^T
^terrogativeg._Most of the wordswhich are usually classed in English as indefinite con-

hI!
P7"°"? ^'•^ ^ «»Kty dependent interroga-

tives. and their interrogative value becomes apparent
as soon as we analyse'the sentences containing them

which 1 *^' ""^"^^"^ ^*"^" '^' ^^^^^ ofwhich they are composed. For instance, instead ofsaying,

We know which we should choose;
I will ask who is going with us

;

we may express the same ideas in the following form:
Which should we choose? We know
H'Aoisgoing with us? I will ask.

In such sentences, however, as the following:
IVho chooseth n.e must give and hazard all he hath-He cannot prove what he says;

'

the pronouns Who and what are indefinite conjunctives
and have no mterrogative value. The distinction be-tween the indefinite conjunctive and the dependent
mterrogative is, however, not important in Enelishgrammar except as an aid to the study of a foreien
language such as Latin.

^

ExBRcisB 58

Parse each of the italicized pronouns in the following
Potnttng out whether it is used with or without an anU-
cedent:

1. They always talk who never think.
2. I can't imagine who the writer can be.
3. Thrice is he armed who hath his quarrel just.
4. He needs strong arms who swims against the tide
5. Not a pine in my grove is seen

But with tendrils of woodbine is bound
6. In this world it is not whet we take, but what we rive

that makes us rich. * '
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7. I knew a very wise man who believed that if a man were
permitted to make aU the baUads he need not care who
should make the laws of the nation

8. I dare do aU that may become a man; who dares domore is none.

147. Agreement with Antecedent-The definite con-
junctive is considered as being in the same person andnumber as its antecedent, and if used as subject of a
verb It -governs the person and number of the verb
accordmgly; for example:

O Thou who earnest from above;
They that are whole need not a physician.

EXBRCISS 59

Tell which of the italicized verb forms is correct, and
give the reason in each case:

*•

"^'f^,**
^* °^ ^^** ^»°^Jy that has {have) been suc-

2. This street is one of those that was (were) paved last year.

Ae^'lisV
""'^ '°t«''«ti°8 of the books that is {art) on

4. It was one of the worst storms that has {have) ever beenknown in this country.

' "Uy to tots:.
"'°""°"' '^-^^ "•«"

" <-)

mind is his modesty.
'^

^'

Ail' 'ei^^
^* *"' ^' ^°"^ ^** *^ ^^^'''^ *^ *>""*

J^n^^"^
°' ^^"^ Which.-Who is used only ofpersons. It is not inflected for number and peraonbut has three case forms: ^

'

Nom., who; Poss., whose; Obj., whom.

1 3

$''<{M
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Which ,s now used only of things or of persons col-
lectively. In older English, however, it was some-
times used in referring to persons; thus,

Our Father uhich art in heaven.
Which is uninflected for person, number, and case

In order to express the relations which are usually
expressed by the possessive case, the phrase of which
IS used The use of whose, the possessive of who, in
place of of which is. however, now generally consid-
ered correct; thus.

The village chmch, uhose steeple (the steeple of which) youmay see yonder, is almost hidden by trees.

Which sometimes has for its antecedent the idea
contamed in the preceding sentence or part of a sen-
tence; It is then equivalent to and this, but this, or for
this; thus, '

The^man was said to be innocent, which (=b„t thi.) he was

"juacuv
.

wnen »o uied they always introduce noun clauses.

149 Uses of That—That is a very general conjunc-
tive. It may be used instead of either who or which
and may therefore refer to either persons or things.

'

Ihat as a conjunctive is not inflected for person
mimber. or case, and does not follow a preposition.'We may say,

*^

, ^ ^
The book of whicn I told vou:

but not The book of that I told you.

Yet the conjunctive pronoun that may be object of
a preposition provided that the preposition and pro-
noun stand apart in the sentence; thus.

The book that I told you of.

Nani:—In lentences such as,

Homing is the time that I usuaUy go-
This is the reason that I spoke-

the prepontion governing the conjunctive pronoun that is unexDre«»l tf «
w.«tos„bstUutet^pronou^.*^*,or/*j^.thesentence:VJ^^^^

Morning IS the time at vhich I usuaUy go-
This IS the reason for which I spoke.
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150. Uses of What.-Wh«t diflfers from who, which
and that, in that it has not usually an antecedent ex-
pressed in the sentence, and, therefore, lacks their
definiteness of reference. In its ordinary use. it im-
phes both antecedent and conjunctive; that is, it is
nearly equivalent to that which, (thai, demonstrative
and whtch, conjunctive), and consequently it always
introduces a noun-clause. It is not used of persons
Examples of its use are

:

What is done cannot be undone;
I saw v/hat he was doing.

151. Uses of But and A8.-But is occasionally used
after a negative expression as a kind of negative con-
junctive, equivalent to that not. For example:

There is not a man but knows it
•

means.

There is not a man that does not know it

;

and is a contraction for.

There is not a man but he knows it.

As, Which in modem English is generally an adverb
IS sometimes used after the same, and especially after
such, with the value of a definite conjunctive; thus,

This is the same as he has; I love such as love me.
Like the conjunctive pronoun which (148), as sometimes
has for its antecedent the idea contained in the pre-
ceding sentence or part of a sentence; thus,

That is not the truth, as you well know.

152. Compound Conjunctives.-The compound con-
junctives are formed by adding ez'er or soever to the
simple conjunctives, who, which and what; thus, who-
ever, whichever, whatever, whosoever, etc. These com-
pound conjunctives never have antecedents, and they
are used instead of the simple indefinite conjunctives
^ho, whtch, and what, whenever we wish to make the

I

-3
,

^'i
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e^mpl^
°' *'' '''°"°"" ^"" «•-* -<^«finite; for

H^*afaa«tr thy hand findeth to do. do it with aU thy might

HXBRCISB 60

Parse the italicized conjunctive pronouns in the hilowing sentences: '"'"

1. I believed what you told me.
2. r never saw such fish as he caught
3. Whosoever exalteth himself shall be abased
4. O Thou that dweUest in the heavens! behold with compassion thy children on the earth
5. You do not teU the same story as your brother.

uX LS "'''' "*"" ^"^'*"* *°^^ -""l^i harrow

7. What hand but would a garland cull
For thee who art so beautiful'

10 l!'l '.T"'
'"' .''!'*'°"* foundation, as will appear jater

10. It had been raining for over a week. «-AJ madeTurjourney very disagreeable.
°"'

153. Relation of the Conjunctive.-It is well to r.member that the case of ti,« • •

''

always ^ovem^H k
conjunctive pronoun isalways governed by some word in its own clause

(a) He cannot marry (whom he wishes);

Whom is object of wishes (to marry)
(b) I am not afraid of (what he wiU do);

What is object of will do.
(c) We know the lady (of whom you were speaking)-

Whom is object of the preposition of.
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EXBRCISB 61

of each of the italicized

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

State the case and relation

pronouns in the following:

1. We followed the path by which you came.
2. Have you decided which you will take ?

3. We have been thinking about what you 'old us.

4. This is the gentlemar of whom I have been speaking.
Can you tell. us what we are expected to do?
Have you found out who he is ?

We will give a prize to whichever you consider best.
Do not pay any attention to what they tell you.
You may invite whomsoever you wish.
That is the point towards which we have been directing
our course.

ExBRciss 62

Supply the proper form, "who" or "whom," in each of
the following sentences, with reasons:

1. I don't know — to ask.

2. — were you talking to this morning ?

3. — do you think will be there ?

4. You are the man — I must see.

5. I can't imagine — he can be.

6. I saw the crippled man — you thought to be dead.
I saw the crippled man — you thought was dead.
You can't think — I saw this morning.
— do you expect to see this evening ?

Yonder is a man — I believe is a criminal.
Yonder is a man — I 'lelieve to he a criminal.— do you think called on me yesterday ?— do you think that he is ?

— do you take him to be ?

15. He cannot ask — he would like.

16. He was a man — I knew I could trust.
17. He was a man — I knew could be trusted.
18. This was the messenger — I was given to understand I

should find waiting for me.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
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VII. INDEFINITE PRONOUNS

nouns. Most of these are uZa ^»^f°ess to pro-

(1) The distributives: each, either, and neither Th.!.pronouns refer to objects, not as a coHection Z^Ztak<.n seijrately. They are. therefore, cohered abe...g ,n the singrular number; thus,
^°"'»^«'^«d as

l^ach of the men expects that he can succeeH
E^*.. and nemer are used with reference to t.o only.
(2) The indefinites of number and au«n«H,.

an>/. many, /ea; a// hnfh ««
Quantity: jom^,

and with tJ!^' r • ^' "^"^' '*"^*'' and nawaA/;

"ocu lu represent persons or things

as singular when they are used of quantity and »>plural when they are used of nun.ber;'hu,
'^' " "

(3) The comp«,ti« indefinites: .«*, .„d „,*,..
(4) The componnd indefinites: some, any „erv a„dzxr ""'""' '"*• """'• -™' ''^--»?«<'
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(5) Each other, and one another, which have a recip-
rocal or "mutual" sense, are called reciprocal pronoun
phrases.

Each other is generally used with reference to two,

and one another is used with reference to more than two

;

but the distinction is not an important one.

(6) Other words sometimes used as indefinites: A
number of other words, such as you, people, a man,
they, a body, a fellow, it, who, which generally have
other functions in the sentence, are occasionally used
as indefinite pronouns also; for example:

They say that the war is about over;

In these days of railway accidents a fellow (or a body) has to
be careful

;

I tell you 'xhql; he knows who's who;
As who should say, "I am Sir Oracle"; (Merchant of Venice)

ExBRCiss 63

Parse the italicized pro/touns in the following sentences:
1. Niching is more powerful than silence.

2. Some he imprisoned; others .le put to death.
3. Then each at once his falchion drew;

Each on the ground his scabbard threw.
4. A man has no more right to say an uncivil thing than to

act one.

5. Love aU, trust few, do wrong to none.

6. They have in England, a coin that bears the figure of
an angel.

7. To be ready is everything; then you have ncfhing to do
when the emergency comes.

8. Naught cared this body for wind anu weather,
When youth and I lived m it together.

9. Two persons will not be friends long if they cannot for-

give each other little failings.

10. Every man who can be a first-i.tte something, as every
man can be who is a man at all, has no right to be a
fifth-rate something, for a fifth-rate something is no
better than a first-rate nothing.

^11
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ExBRcisit 64

s^T' "^" '*' """-^ " '*« /*Wn,
1. I do not like Tom as well as he

I do not like Tom as well as him.
This ,s the same book as I had last year.
This IS the same book that I had last year

W: mel tt ^r"^' f^ ^' - -'-the river.

4 Th.r^? ^^T*° ***° ^'^ »* «"°ss the river

ExsscisB 65

Afa*e «„,, corr.c/io». that you consider necessary inthe folhmng sentences, with reasons:
'"'""<^'y »»

1. Whom do men sav that I am?
2. Neither of us were good marksmen.
3. He^is^one of those impulsive men that says just what he

4. Almost^any one can learn to play the piano if they

5. The position is open to whomsoever wishes to aonlv6. You are more to be pitied than them.
^P'^'

7. Neither of the servants thought themselves well oairf

10. Kb „„. „, u,e Urges. «^b Uu, luis b«a built ttis
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141

Parse tht italiciud pronouns in the following senUnces:

6.

I, mysei}, sometimes despise myself.
He that is surety for a stranger shall smart for U.
It is a good thing to gi»e thanks unto the Lord.
Forgetting oneself or knowing oneself—around these
everything turns.

A man's character U like a fence,—yon cannot
strengthen it by whitewash.
A plague on it when thieves cannot be true to one
another. A lie always needs truth for a handle to it.

The worst lies are those whose blade is false but
whose handle is true.

7. This life which seems so fair

Is like a bubble blown up in the air
By sporting children's breath,
Whc 'jhase it everywhere
And strive who can most motion it bequeath.

8. The human race is divided into two great classes, those
who go ahead and do something, and those who sit
stiU and inquire why it wasn't done some other way.

9. She bade me if I had a friend that loved her,
I should but teach him how to tell my story,
And that would woo her.

10. The talent of success is nothing more than doing what
you can do weU, and doing weU whatever you do.

fi-

f

'

f'r'
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THE ADJECTIVE
155. Cla«iiic«tioii._Adjective, are generally divided into four daMes. as follows:

I. Adjectives of Quality.
II. Pronominal Adjectives,

ni. Numeral Adjectives.
IV. Articles.

"^^^l
accordingly describe each of these classesseparately m turn.

classes

I. ADJBCTIVBS OV QUAUTY

cf'^^' "^"^^ Term-Under the term Adjective.or guaU^- we mclude not only adiecti thof
*

^
quality, a. olue, ,ri,Hi, ,ra.e, LX but at, pC'adjectives, as Japanese, Enalisk. Canadiar^'ZlTck
adjectives of quantity as are not included in the otherclasses; for instance, little, sufficient.

157. Degrees of Comparison.-Many adjectives havebesides their simple forms, two derived lormTen^m er, and est, respectively; thus,
^

'*"!« »""««' longest

By m^ns of these derived forms we are able to express different degrees of quality in objects which arecompared, and we speak of these three forms therefoe

modr'^f""'"'
''^"'"' "^^^^ ^^ comparison rZ

tTvesmlr„TT^~™P"""" ""^ '"-^ °f deriva-tives m er and est is known as suffix comparison.
NOTX:—According to some authorities auph fo~a« due to inflection mher th.a deri^t^" but inZ^*"* rT^' '"^ "^'"'^

«»i«dered as constituting new stems «.T#fc
®°""'' ""*'"^ ""*

we» decline, with fuU ^Z^Z'Z^trSZ:'"' "" •"•*'''""

143
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IM. Tht PofltiT«.-When we wish to indicate that
some person or thing possesses a certain quality in
Itself and without reference to other objects, the sim-
plest form of the adjective is used; thus,

I.aadon it a large city.

The adjective large in this sentence is said to be of
the podtive degree because it represents the city as
possessmg the quality of largeness in itself and with-
out reference to other cities.

159. The Comparative. The derived form in er is used
when we wish to indicate that some person or thine
possesses a certain quality in a greater degree than
some other person or thing; thus,

London is a larger city than New York.

The adjective larger in this sentence is said to be in
the comparative degree because it represents London
as possessmg the quality of largeness not in itself sim-
ply, but as compared with New York.

160. The Sup«rhitive.-The derived form in est is useJ
when we wish to indicate that out of a number of per-
sons or things (usually more than two), one possesses
a certam quality in a greater degree than any of the
rest; for instance.

Undon. New York and Pari, are large cities, but London isthe largest of the three.

The adjective largest in this sentence is said to bem the supertative degree, because it represents London
as possessmg the quality of largeness in p. superlative
or surpassing degree as compared with the other cities.

\oiK:-Tlj« ttte of the comparative or of the raperlative dun* H«- —

«^ 0.1X Jt:^^^!::^"'°"—« ^ ^^«. *»«»«. to b.

wl

< <

'H-
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161 Dlffmew in UM.-The compamtive degree
itnctly implies a comparison between two objects of
thought, the superlat.ve among more than two Ac
cordingly such an expression as, "She is the tallest
of the two"; is not sanctioned by gwd usage. And
furthermore when we use the comparative the object
compared must not be included «rith the rest of its
claw. For instance, we cannot say, "London is larger
than anv cify in the world"; since that would imply
that It is larger than itself. We must accordingly say
"London is larger than any other cit i,i the world

'

On the ofher h nd, whe.i we use th( superlative the
object compared must t e included in the class of ob-
jects with which the cmparison is made. For in-
stance, we must say. "London is the largest cf all the
cities in the world"; and not "fAmdou is the 1; -^gest
of all the other cities in the world."

162. Absolute Superlative.— In the expressions v
dearest father." and "a man of th( '.ighest renow> •

no comparison is implied although th. ^orms are th,^
of superlatives. The superlati es here, and in similar
adjective phrases containing v n.st. very, tremely su-
premely, and so on, are called absolute, t^ more ordin-
ary use-^ being designated as relath^.

163. Phrasal Comparison.- 'u man adjertives the
comparative and superlative .tK-rees of quality are
expressed by mean? oi a Ive s instead of by the ad-
dition )f er and est; for ii str nee,

beautiful ^=.,. beautiful most beautiful;
interesting mo,>' interwrting most interesting.

In these example*!, nwrt beauliful and nuyn- in'-^rest-
tng form comparajve ad '•ctive phrases, a^nd most
beauti/ia and most iv^r, o orm superlative ad-



jective phrases

called phrual.
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This mode of comparison is therefore

164. Whtn UMd.~Whether suffix or phrasal com-
panson shall be used, depends chieHy upon the form
of the simple adjective. Most adjectives of one syl-
lable admit of suffix comparison ; thus.

sJ«<.rt shorter M.onesi fit «,',„
f,„e«

'Ir. drier dries. c.y coyer c.yest

;

biif comparatively few of two syllables, (generally
th. e in very frequent use). KxampJes are:

simple

sincere

guihy

"lever

fommon
ragged

simpler

wncerer

Kuiltier

cleverer

commoner
raRgeder

simi^est

incere<«t

Ktiilt iesi

cleverest

commonest
raggedest

.

v-eneral y speaking, words of purely English origin,
monosyllables, and easily pronounced dissyllables, add

r and -est: but there is no inflexible rule, and much
depends upon pleasantne s of sound and the desire
for variety of expression or rhetorical effect.

The new, ,s more tni. than plea«,nt; fnof truer than plea«uit").

165. Irregular Comparison, (l) A few adjectives
at irregularly compared. They mav be classified as
tollows

:

good -^
bad, Of ill

little

much, many
„,,,^^

* J

1. fi
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^d Older, elder oldest, eldest
tote later, latter latest, last
mgh Higher „igh„t^ ^^^^
Elder and «/rf«/ are used only of persons, and generally

refer to members of the same family.
^

iJfZ^, ^\ "' ""'' "'"^ *° **P'*^ P°«'*'°° '° a series;
/a/er and to/«/, to express time.

The original comparison of nigh, was «i^A, near, next. Then
««ar came to be used as a positive and both near and «vAformed new comparatives and superlatives, so that we have
mgh, ntgher, nighest, next, and near, nearer, nearest.

Nearest now denotes space or distance; next, order in posi-
tion.

*^

(2) The comparative is usually followed by the conjunction
than which IS therefore called its sign. There are, however,m English a few words which are comparatives in meaning
though not in construction; examples are:

senior, superior, elder, former, inner.

(3) A certain number of comparatives and superlatives
have an adverb for their positive and the superiatives have
usually the ending most, which, moreover, is sometimes added
to what IS apparently the comparative degree. Examples are:

from in inner

from out outer

from up upper

inmost, or innermost,

outmost, or outermost,
upmost (rare), or uppermost.

Utter and utmost, or uttermost, are originally the same as
outer and outermost.

Fore has for its comparative former, and for its superiative
foremost or first. And from it are derived, also, the compara-
tive further, and the superiative furthest.

Far takes the comparative farther and superiative farthest
By many, the use of further and furthest is restricted to ex-

pre^ions that involve the notion of something additional
farther and farthest being used for others; thus,

New York is farther from Toronto than from Boston-
He can go no Jurther to-day; a further reason exists.

'
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(4) A kind of superlative is also sometimes formed with

Zn^^ ^°? '''''^^ ^° °°* ^^*^8uish any positive^comparative. Examples are:

"1X„;J°'"""*'
"^''""'«*' -^•'-"«*. »'*"''«"o.t.

166. Some Adjectives not Comi»ared.-Some adjec-
tives, owmg to the nature of the ideas they express,
do not admit of comparison, unless used in a Umited
sense; for example:

""iw

right, perpendicular, brass, yeariy, Canadian, chief;

but we say, for instance

:

His accent is more English than yours-
This pebble is rounder (i.e.. more neariy round), than tl«t.

EXBRCISB 66

Write the comparatives and superlatives of the follow-mg adjectives:

pretty nigh
gay difficult

wonderful easy
evil lonely

red sly

sweet

bitter

late

active

stupid

big

free

wealthy

little

complete.

n. PRONOMINAL ADJECTIVES

167. How Classified.-Pronominal adjectives arepartly adjectival and partly p«,nominal in functio^

o thoi oTfh '
"'° ''^"*^ corresponding in general

to those of the pronouns from which they are derived.

onrv7h^:~^°'^"
pronominal adjectives some grammarians include

:1VX T^rk °"
"'ITT'

'"^^ •" ''"^•' expressions "oxampie as, tkt, house, which book, some paper, the words /*,>
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168. Po««dve Adjectives—Adjectives corresponding
to the personal pronouns and to the demonstrative
pronouns of the third person are used to express
possession and are known as poeseseive adjectives. The
personal possessives are:

my, mine our, ours

Tu J
^^^' '^^"* y°"^' yours,

ine demonstrative possessives are:

Ws its

her, hers their, theirs.

169. Uses of Double Forms.-The existence of two

•TJ ^ i "^^ '^"'^ '*^ gradually to a well-estab-
ished difference of use in Modem English; thus, the
lorms, mtne, thtne, hers, ours, yours, and theirs, are used
absolutely, that is. when no modified noun follows these
forms. My, thy, her, its, our, your, and their are usedwhen a noun follows; and his has both uses; thus

This is my book, and that is your pen; '
'

The book is hers, and not Air or theiri
Bui •„ older Enghsh, and in old-style English, mineand <A.ne are frequently found with a noun, instead
of my and thy, especially before a vowel; thus

brother mine; mine own eyes; tkine every wish-
Give every man thine ear, hut few thy voice.

'

Note 1. In the sentences,
The victory is ours;

Thine is the kingdom, the power and the glory
the words ours and TAtne are predicate adjectives.
But m the sentences,

Our house is larger than yours,
I borrowed his book, mine having been lost-

the words yours and mine are possessive pronouns (134)
2. As an adjective the word own is always used with

one of the pronominal possessive adjectives for the
purpose of emphasizing the idea of possession; thus.

He cannot remember his ovm naoie.
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It is however, not pronominal in value and may be
described as an emphatic posiesdve adjective. la an
expression such as,

Britons, hold your (mn;

it is, of course, used as a noun.

170. Demonstrative Adjectives—The demonstrative
pronommal adjectives are:

this, these; that, those; yon, yonder; so, such.
The first two pairs are of the same form as the demon-
strative pronouns, and are used witL the same dif-
ferences of meaning.
Yon (or yond) and yonder point to a remoter object

generally to one in sight. Neither form is in general use'So may be valued as a demonstrative adjective in
such sentences as.

He was tired and so was I; It is so;

Thou found'st me poor and kepfst me so.

But, although so refers to some notion expressed be-
tore, It IS not so strongly demonstrative as those ore-
viously given.

^

Such, also, may be valued as a demonstrative ad-
jective when it refers to something which has just been
mentioned, or is about to be mentioned; thus.

He is not truthful; I dislike such - mip;
Such men as Milton live for all time.

ExSRCiss 67

Parse the italicized adjectives in the following:

1. Virtue is its own reward.
2. Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord,
a. Is yon red glare the western star?
4. I have heard that he is 01, but I am sure it is not so.
a. And now, aH in my own countree I stood on the firm land
0. 1 remain, dear sir, yours truly.

.11'

( *«
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7. In yonder ivy-mantled tower
The moping owl does to the moon complain

8. Beauty is its oum excuse for being.
9. That's nothing either good or bad but thinking makes

10. Wealth is not his that has it, but his that enjoys it.
11. Happmess grows at our awn firesides, and is not to be

plucked m strangers' gardens.
12. What's mine is yours, and what's yours is mine.

no!!'* ?"*!"T**^« Adjectives-The interrogative pro-nominal adjectives are which and what. Both of themapply to dther persons or things, and they differ only

H^Aa/ book have you?" But, if two or more are had
distinctly m mind, and the question is as to the par-
ticular one among them, we must say, -Which book
have you?" What may also be used as an exclama-
tory adjective; thus.

What a piece of work is man

!

172. Conjunctive Adjectives.-W^AicA and what area^ used as conjunctive adjectives, and when so used
they have the same meanings as the corresponding
conjunctive pronouns.
The compound forms whichever and whatever nl^^• be

used also with thr value of adjectives as well s of
pronouns.

173. Indefinite Adjective8.-Most of the so-called
mdefinite pronouns, with one or two kindred words
are used also as indefinite pronominal adjectives There
are three sub-classes:

(1) Distributives: each and every, either and neither.
Uf these, every is always used as an adjective.

(2) Comparatives: such and other; such implying
resemblance, and other, difference.
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Non:-OtUr U genenUiy uMd when qieakioc «rf oo. erf two tUac. but ia
the «nt.n«. -H. dted the o/Arr day '

; it wlta. tooo. oT an mdefinSunumbeT
In the Kntence. 'He remarked that he h«l met me on luch and wch a day"-

the repetition of ««* give, creater indefinitenee. to the cxpfCMion. Suek andsuch murt. of cour«. be treated ai an indefinite adjective phraM.

(3) QuantitativM: some, any, many, few, all, both,
one, and no. One is indefinite in such sentences as,

I saw him one day (=' a day not mentioned ") last week;
One Jones came to see me.

NoT8:-In the Kntence. -He wiU remain ««*, Un days yet": »>««• UMdin the senie of about, and ii adverbial in function.
-^ - u»a

EXRRCI.SB 68

In the following sentences fill in the blanks with the
proper adjective form, "his" or "tlieir":

1. Any one in — senses would avoid a mad dog,
2. Everyone should do — duty.
3. Neither of the boys had — work finished.
4. Nobody was satisfied with — share.
5. Each of the workmen received — wages.
6. All of the men present expressed — disapproval.
7. There is no one but has some sorrow during — life.
8. Whoever loves — country should be willing to die for it
9. Either of your neighbours wiU surely offer — assistance,

10. One cannot be too careful in choosing — companions.

ExGRCiss 69

Classify the pronominal adjectives in the following
sentences:

1. Thine hand shall be lifted up upon thine adversaries
and all thine enemies shall be cut off.

2. Few men have shown such obstinacy.
3. We speak the same language as you.
4. No really great man ever thought himself so.
5. What a spendthrift is he of his tongue!

J.

Every great life is an incentive to all other lives.

7. I know by experience what sort of man he is.
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9 S?li/'*!.°?'*'
'""'* 8*^ ''"'^ "P '°r ^^y years.

10. Along thy banks, swift Forth, they ride
And in the race they mock% tide. '

11. Every prison is an exclamation point, and every asvlum

I^t r'^'M
°^ .\^''' '^ "°^ ''•' * P^^'-her pre^hin.not to thts pansh or that, on this day or that, buUo Jimen m all times and places ?

HI. NUMERAI^

174. Definite Use.-In addition to the indefinitepronouns and adjectives expressing number JTdqtn
whK.h are used to express number in a more deS

175. Cardinal8.-The most important of the numerals are those which may be u^d in answlnnrt?;
question. "How many?" They are cald t^^^^'

ThlT I ,

P""^»P^J'" "most important.")The cardmals are one, two, three, four,\nd so onThey are used either as adjectives or as n;urs; t^us
three men, three of the men.

Used as nouns, they may all form plurals; thus.
They walked by twos and threes.

The higher numbers, hundred, thousand, million andso on. usually keep the singular form in simpt^umeration, even after two. three, etc.; and always if thrvform part of a compound number made up of kiffertn

derivetrr^^^'^
^^""^ '""^ '^^^^^ ^^- «^
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176. Ordliial..-The numerals by which we show
the order or place of anything in a series, reckon-
ing from the first, are called ordiiuUs (Ut. ordinalis
"m order"). Most of the ordinals are formed from
the cardmals by the suffix th, which, in the case of
compound numbers, is added to the last only; thus
jourth, twenty-fifth, one hundred ami seventh.

But the ordinals of one, two, and three, are first, sec-
ond, third.

The ordinals are frequently used as adjectives
but they may also be used as nouns or as adverbs'
thus.

'

You are the^rf person I have met to-day; (adjective)
The second problem is harder than theylrrf; {noun)
Hk first closed the door; (adverb).

177. Fractional8.-The words that are used as or-
dinals except first and second, are also used as nouns
to denote one of a corresponding number of equal
parts mto which anything is supposed tc be divided-
thus, '

a third of an apple; three fifths of the amount.
When used in this sense they are called fractionals.
The fractional corresponding to two is half, instead

of second: and instead of fouHh we oftener sav
quarter. '

The fractionals are used as adjectives in construc-
tions such as the following:

He has a two-thirds interest in the business;
The by-law was carried by a three-fifths vote.

But. as noted above, they are generally used as nouns.
178. MultipUcatives.—Sometimes in order to show

how many times anything is Uken. the cardinal num-
eral is formed into a compound with the English word
;oM. which remains singular; thus,

twofdd, tenfold, hundredfold.
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These words are called multiplicadvM Of »!,-.

others with the suffix pie. or ble.
/- .

««u a lew

Most of the muItipHcatives may be used either a.nouns, as adjectives, or as adverbs; for e^mpTeThey received a two/oU reward
; (adjective)

'

This property ha, increa^d in vah.e Unjold; (adverb).
The numeral adverbs once, twice, thrice are »^ha so with a multiplfcative sense. Weu^\l"2^

phcative adverbial phrases a, tkr.. r !
"'"

and so on.
P^^ses, as, /*re«? ttmes, four times,

EXBRCISR 70

2* ?r '?!r* "u"'*'
«'*^*™ °' *'"»^ *^t^«en ^« eternities!2. 5««ro«<i thoughts are best.

cwramesi

3. I know a trick worth two of that
4. I have half a mind to try the examination.

An^army such as this could not enslave five mUlions of

Three may keep a secret if two of them are dead.For e^ man who can stand prosperity there are a hun-dred that will stand adversity
«=*«««

9' a'^L^w/T""'
'""^ '^' ^"P'^ '" building,

in ^u l'?^
"^""^ " ""^ ^"'•^'^'y broken.

10. i he half my men are sick,
I must fly, but follow quick;
We are six ships of the line;
Can we fight with fifty-three?

KxBRCISIi 71

Parse the italicized expressions in the following-
The ship, upon clearing the harbour, ran into a half-pitchin<r

^eS'S'T'f'' ^^""^ particularly noticeabh^C^iltime the twenty-five passengers at the captain's tabled down

6.

7.
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to dinner I hope that all twenty-fivt of you wiU have •
pheasant tnp " the captain told them as the soup appeared
and that thu htUe assemblage of twenty-four wiU readTport

much benefited by the voyage. I look upon these twentyZiHt
smihng fac« much as a father does upon his family, for I amr^pomtbU for the safety of this group of seventeen. I hope
that aU the thirteen of you wiU join me later in drinking to a
merry trip. I believe that we seven feUow-passengers are
m.5/rr^f«,w^ and I applaud the judgment which chL from
thp «a..^^«. hst these three persons for my table. You and I
in>-«arsir are-Here, steward! Bring on the fish and dear'away these dishes."

IV, ARTICLES

179. The Indefinite Article—The words an or o
and the, are known as articles. {ArticU means "a little
jomt," these words having been at one time fancifully
regarded as the "joints" of the sentence.)
An, or a, is derived from the numeral one and still

retains something of its numeral value. It is used to
indicate that we are speaking of some one or of any
one of the objects represented by the noun, and ac-
cordmgly it is called the indefinite article.

GeneraUy an is used before a vowel-sound; a befoni
a consonant-sound. But. if a word beginning with a
pronounced h is stressed on the second syllable, most
persons use an, as the h in such words is not fully
sounded; thus, '

an hotel; an historical novel; an hypothesia
Before the sound of y or w, whether written or notonly a is proper in present EngUsh; thus.

such a one
; a union ; a European

;

just as we should say, o wonder, a youth.

'
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It u«.,Uy „.rk, off th. noun to which it i. lota^

•nd henre it is died the dataite article.

Tke has a stronger demonstraUve foroe in .„.

'*. day before yesterday." ",»« Ottawa n^ "•.,;*

.^'[hrn'r^inul'l'ir""
""' »""• P-'-ioXpers:'"r ming. «ut m such expressions as,

TA* maple is Canada s emblem-
The poor ye have always with you;

the demonstrative force is weakened.

RXBRCISB 72

(a) Explain the functions of "a " "au " anA "*u «
^i'^licized ^n the following senteLes': ^ '*' '"

1. TA* Scriptures tell the story of the flood.

^.
He that goes aborrowing goes asorrowing.

i. Hay a worth ten dollars a ton
4. Morning's laugh sets all the crags alight.
5. I can find words, but Mr. Pitt always finds the word6. The visitors were admitted two at « time.
7. ThB train makes fifty miles an hour.

». bometimes odropping from the sky.
I heard the skylark sing

me soldier, the statesman, and Ihi scholar.
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(b) Dirtinguish the meanings of the italicized exbtes-
s%ons tn the following:

Man WM made for society uid ought to extend hi, good
wiU to .U men, but a man will naturally entertain a Lre
particular kindness for the man with whom he has the most
frequent intertourMe, and enter into a still ckwer union withme men whose temper and diiposiUon suit liest with his own.

, .I'llf?***"**"
"* ***• Arti«l«—When the article i.

followed by several adjectives or nouns joined by
and. It must be repeated if the reference is to two or
more objects; thus, when we say,

the secretary md trra surer

we have reference to one person, who holds both offices
but when we say,

'

the secretary and the treasurer

we imply that there are two persons. So also when
we say,

a red and white flag

we have reference to only one flag, but when we say.
a red and a white flag

we imply that there are two flags, one red and the
other white.

In some cases, however, even when the reference
IS to a single object the article is repeated before each
adjective in a series for the sake of giving them greater
prominence; thus.

He was a skilful and a resolute general.

ExBscisB 73

State, with reasons, whether the article should be re-
peated before each of the nouns forming compound mtm-
oers of the following sentences:

1- Give me a cup and saucer.

2. The spider and fly are natural enemies.
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3 W« require to elect two officer, a president and i«:«tMy.

5. The books, pktum. and furniture arc to (le soW
8. At the entrance to the halhvay there w«« ^ large p., tureand marble statue.

*^ *^ "*

^' ^|?«.""'''
'"^'" ^'^''"' *"^ ^'" "^ ^'^'^ R*""--

8. LeadinK to e cry ru.»m tl.rre wa. an <,pen and se<ret
pa»isage. *

9. We o.uld not tell whether th, Kaffir or Hottentot made
the U'tter servant.

10. Then i> a gn it diliercne*. I«l<veen a lil^ral and orod-
igal miiu *^ ^

IJxBRCISli 7J

Correct the foUowifuj sentences, givtng your reason
each case:

IM

1

2.

3.

4.

I do not rare for those kind of people.
Kvery passenger had their tickets bought before .h.
boat started.

Brazil is larger than all the countries of South Am... .
She wore a beautiful and a cosUy gown at the ball

5. Of the two men he is by far the cleverest.
6. One should never allow their prejudices to get the better

of their judgment.

7. Jupiter is the largest of all the other planets.
8. The pri^ident and the chairman of ^he commis.sion was

a wealthy merchant.

These kind of flowers are found in Southern Mexico
Chaucer was greater than all the poets of his age.
I saw the pickp(xkft and policeman on opposite sides
of the street.

12. Itjas the least dignified of all the party squabbles bv
which It had been preceded.

9

10

11.

w
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'•-XI{«CISB '<

Slate the kind and relation of each of uu ,t^^i„4
adjectives in the following:

1. The pot called the kettl. bUuk.
" 7h" very hairs ..f v,.«f jaaH n s n.imbered.

morning sun lasts a «w./* ^^y
4. KxiKirieme kee,« a dear ,««> but f,K»Ls will k;..n .^

no otner.

^
whlT' ''Th'

'""•'' "° *''"
'

*"'' •'^^ '^•^'-l
'^ thewneeK i-, they run.

6 It .Iocs not neerl that a ,K,em should t^ u.ng. Everyword was once a |xH:m
-^

'
gr^titudc'"'''*"''"'^''

""' '""' ^'"^'^
^ '"« '^' ^ '-

^ ^T»K "*'* r''\'"*'' "'•*"« "f life, i. often httlemore than an imaginary calamirv.
9. Und of my sires! What mortal fianrj

Can -^'er untie the filia! band
That knits nne to thv rugged strand >

''
^liTthr^iMLket"

^^'^ ^'^ *- '-'* '-^-'"^

Every man feels instinctively that all the beautiful
sen^ments m the world weigh less than a single lovely

All men are bores except when we want them. There

laTch'ker
'^ ™*° '*•*'

^ **^"'^ "^^^ ^••«' «>

II

12

V. ATTRIBUTIVE. APPOSITIVE. AND PREDICATE
ADJECTIVES

«h!?^L^^**"°° According to ReUtioii.-B„t be-

rt^l, J'**^
'"^^ '^'* ^*««« according to the

.^-i
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183 Attribtttiv Adj«:tiy.._i„ the sentence,
There where a few /on, shrubs the pkce dwcloseThe vUIage preacher's ^odesl n,a„»io„ rose

and the use of the term implies that the adi^tWe IInoun are very closely related.;*
a^Jjective and

184. Appositive Adjective8.-In the sentence
Behind then, followed t'.e watch-dog, Mient full „f •

ance. and grand in the pride of hisl'nsaict
'"'*•

the adjectives patient, full, grand, are joined to their

much m the same manner as a noun in apposition rml'Ad^tives which are thus used are caKr^odSadjectives, or are said to be used appositively

wl^ft mS^^ltt^^^^^^^ noun

m order to heighten the poeUc eff^t, ittllot^i.fSfc'Lo, wuh a summons sonorous, s. unded the bell from its to"r'bo also the appositive adjective generally follow, th.whidh It modifies, but someUmes,^for Ae sak^of emnh"°""precedes it; thus,
°* emphasis,

Impatient of the silent horn,
Now on the gale her voice was borne.

185. Predicate Adjectives. -In the sentence.
The sky is bright;

the adjective bright belongs to the predicate and fh.rdation between .*, a„d bright is 'pred^t^d \";
verb ts. Adjectives which are used in this wav areknown as predicate adjectives (196).

^
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In the sentence,

The nKNjti shines clear;

the word clear modifies both moon and shines, and is
knovm as an adverbial predicate adjective ( 1 96) . And in
the sentence.

We consider the stoiy true;

the adjective true completes the verb consider, and
modifies the object story, and is therefore Iciown as an
objective predicate adjective (116).

Note: In the sentence,

The snow makes the ground vikUe;

the adjective whiU is objective predicate; but furthermore,
since the whiteness is represented as the result of the action
expressed by the verb, the adjective is said to be factitivs
(117).

«».u«ve

1 ,

*i J

nXBRCISB 76

Select the predicate adjectives in the following and give
II kind and relation of each:

1. The stately homes of England,
How beautiful they stand.

2. Sorrow makes men sincere and anguish makes them
earnest.

3. Casar was esteemed great for his favours and generosity;
Cato for the integrity of his life.

4. \ thought often makes us hotter than a fire.

5. Stout Gloster stood aghast in speechless trance.

6. The bolt that strikes the towering cedar dead.
Oft passes harmless o'er the hazel's head.

7. Nothing makes the earth .seem so spacious as having
friends a: a distance.

8. Mankind are always happy for having been happy; so
that if you make them happy now you make them
happy twenty years hence by the memory of it.
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10

9. There in seclusion, and remote from men,
The wizard hand lies cold.

Which at its topmost speed let fall the pen,
And left the tale half told.

Ah, who shall lift that wand of magic power,
And the lost clew regain ?

The unfinished window in Aladdin's tower
Unfinished must remain I

Have you found your life distasteful ?

My life did, and does, smack sweet.
Was your youth of pleasure wasteful ?

Mine I saved and hold complete.
I find earth not gray but rosy.

Heaven not grim but fair of hue;
Do I stoop? I pluck a posy.

Do I stand and stare? All's blue.

ExBRCisB 77

Parse the italicized adjectives in the following, stating
in each case whether it is attributive, appositive, or
predicate:

The more we live, more brief appear
Our life's succeeding stages;

A day to childhood seems a year,

And years like passing ages.

The gladsome current of our youth.
Ere passion yet disorders,

Steals lingering like a river smooth
Along its grassy borders.

But as the careworn cheek grows wan,
And sorrow's shafts fly thicker.

Ye stars, that measure life to man,
Why seem your courses quicker?

When joys have lost their bloom and breath,
And life itself is vapid,

Why as we reach the falk of Death
Feel we its tide more rapid?
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It may be strange,—yet who would change
Time's course to slower speeding,

When one by one our friends have gone
And left our bosoms Heeding?

Heaven gives our years of fading strength
Indemnifying fleetness,

And those of youth a seeming length,

Proportioned to their sweetness.

VI, LIMITING AND DESCRIPTIVE ADJECTIVES
Note:—The following classification of adjectives is not so important for

Eailish srammar as the other classifications here given; but it will be found to
be of value in considering the distinctions between limiting and descriptive
adjective cUuses (276).

186. Classification According to Use.—Besides being
classified according to meaning and relation, adjec-
tives may be divided into two main classes according
to their use in the sentence

:

Limiting, or Restrictive, Adjectives.—In the sentences.
Ask the first man that you meet

;

He lives in a wkiU house;

the adjectives first and white are used to limit the ap-
plication of the nouns which they modify. The ad-
jective first distinguishes this particular man from other
men, and the adjective whiU distinguishes this par-
ticular house from other houses. Adjectives which
are used in this way are said to be limiting or restrictive.

Descriptive, or Explanatory, Adjectives.—On the other
hand in the following sentence:

Beneath those rugged elms, that yew tree's shade.
Where heaves the turf in many a mouldering heap,

Each in his narrofw cell forever laid,

The rude forefathers of the hamlet sleep;

the adjectives rugged, narrow, and rude, are used simply
to describe the persons or things represented by their
respective nouns. The word rugged, for instance, is

f^'l

f

r

(• \\
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used not for the purpose of distinguishing those elms
from others, but merely for the purpose of explaining
something as to their character. Adjectives which
are used m this way are said to be descriptive, or
ezplanatory.

'

EXBRCISB 78

Show whether the italicized adjectives in the following
sentences are limiting or descriptive:

1. Alone stood brave Horatius,
But constant still in mind;

Thrice thirty thousand foes before,
And the broad stream behind.

2. In days oj old, when Arthur filled the tiirone.
Whose acts and fame to foreign lands were blown.
The kmg of elves and little fairy queen
Gambol'd on heaths and danced on every green-
And when the jolly troop had left the round,
The grass unbidden rose.

3. Oh, the grave, the grave! It buries every error, covers
every defect, extinguishes every resentment. From its
peaceful bosom -r,ring none but fond regrets and tender
recollections.

4. Magni/irent autumn! He comes not like a pilgrim cladm russet weeds. He comes not like a hermit clad in
gray; but he comes like a warrior with the stain of
blood upon his brazen mail. His cnmson scarf is rent
his scarlet banner drips with gore. His step is like a
flail upon the threshing floor.

VII. OTHER FORMS OF ADJECTIVES

187. other Parts of Speech.-Words that are ordin-
anly used as other parts of speech are sometimes i.sed
as adjectives;

(1) Words generaUy used as nouns. In the ex
pressions,

A brass knocker; a rail fence; autumn leaves
A weathered oak table

;
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the words brass, rail, autumn, and oak, are adjectives,
but they are ordinarily used as nouns.
Houns with an Adjectival Function.—In certain con-

structions, words that are commonly classified as nouns
in reality have an adjectival value as. well. For
instance, words used as nouns in the possessive case,
in apposition, in the predicate nominative or the objec-
tive predicate, also limit or describe in the same way as
the adjective. Compare, for example, the functions
of the italicized words in the following expressions:
Nouns

:

the government's proijerty; Edward VII. the king; thu houac
is a tenement;

Adjectives

:

government property; king Edward VII; this is a tenement
house.

(2) Words generaUy used as adverbs. In the ex-
pressions,

the then ruler; the above remark; the up train;

the words then, above, up. are used as adjectives, but
they are ordinarily used as adverbs.

188. Participles and Infinitives.—Participles, as we
have seen already (32). are verbal adjectives; and as
we shall see later (239). infinitives are also sometimes
used as adjectives.

189. Phrases and Clauses may also be adjectival in
value (44-47) ; as, for example,

the war between Prussia and Austria;
an all round scholar; the house that jack buiU.

EXSRCISB 79

Show the function of the italicized expressions in tkt
foUowtng sentences, noting any variations from their
ordinary uses:

i- "^
I

%.

»,* u

il'

\
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1. April showers bring May flowers.
2. I do not know what the afkr effects may be like.
We may have a thunder storm this afternoon.
Thus ended our almost adventure.
A nod from a lord is a breakfast for a fod.
It was a picture to be proud of.

A mass of long weeds had attached themselves to the
underside of the vessel.

8. The sUam engine is a comparatively recent invention
9. A man who has nothing to do h the devil's play-fellow

10. Love rules the court, the camp, the grove,
And men below and gods (dntve.

190. Adjectives Used as Ifouns.—Just as words which
are commonly used as nouns are sometimes used as
adjectives, so also words which are ordinarily used as
adjectives are sometimes used as nouns (130); thus.

The stroHR should bear the infirmities of the weak;
She was the loveliest of the three.

Gbnbrai. EXBRCISS

Parse the italicized adjectives in the following sentences:
1. Every man is the architect of his own fortune.
2. Hope springs eternal in the human breast.
3. Not a brick was made but some man had to think of

the making of that brick.

4. He is the freeman whom the truth makes free
5. At twenty ye&rs of age the will reigns, at thirty the wit

at forty the judgment.
6. The castle gate stands open now,

And the wanderer is welcome to the hall
As the hangbird is to the elm-tree bough.

7. ^hat beckoning ghost along the moonlight shade
InvitK my steps and points to yonder glade?

8. On Linden when the sun was low,
All bloodless lay the untrodd-n snow.
And dark as winter was the flow
Of Iser rolling rapidly.
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Our OU Mother Nature has pUasant and cheery tones
enough for us when she tomes up in her dress of blue
and gold over the eastern hiUtops; but when she fol-
lows us upstairs to our beds in A«r suit of black velvet
and diamonds, every creak of her sandals and every
whisper of her lips is fuU of mystery and fear.
Long after the confusion of unloading was aver and the
ship lay as if all voyages were ended, I dared t<j c reep
bnaorously along the edge of the dock, and at great
nsk of falling in the black water of Us huge shad(.w I
placed my hand upon the hot hulk, and so established
a mystic and exquisite connection with Pacific
islands, with palm groves and all the passionate
beauties they embower; with jungles, Bengal tigers
pepper, and the crushed feet of Chinese fairies. I
touched Asia, the Cape of Good Hope, and the Flappy
Islands. I would not believe that the heat / felt was of
our northern sun; to my finer sympathy it burned with
equatorial fervours.
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Chaptek IX

THE VERB

I. CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO MEANING

1»1. Verbt Expresdng Actioii.-Verbs are so varied
in meaning that it is impossible to classify them fully
on this basis. The majority of verbs, however, expresK
action, and verbs expressing acUon may be considered
as consututing a class by themselves. Examples are:

The fire bums;
Tl.e stars shine in the «ky;
The soldiers invade the city.

But besides this general class to which most English
verbs belong, there are a number of special classes
which require consideration:

192. Auxiliary Verbs.—In the sentence,
We shall see you to-morrow

;

the verb shall is used merely to express time, and the
inhnitive see represents the action which is to be per
formed. Verbs such as shall are called auxiliary, or
helping" verbs, because they merely help in the ex-

pression of the notions represented by the infinitives or
participles completing them. Verbs, on the other
hand, which in themselves express notions and are not
mere helping verbs or auxiliaries, are known as prin-
cipal verbs; thus, see in the foregoing sentence is u-.
infinitive of a principal verb.

193. The Copula. -In the sentence.
The rose is a beautiful flower;

the verb ,. is used merely to assert that a connection
exists between the notions represented by rose and a

Ib8
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beautiful flower. A verb which is used in this way is

said to be a copula; that is, a connecting or "coupling"

word.

Notb:—The verb to be is the only verb that is used

as a mere connective; but there are a numlwr of verbs

whose uses shade into that of the copula; for example:

He teems lionest;

John remained silent

;

We /eel Krieved.

194. The Substantive Verb.—In the sentence,

W'e know that such thioKS are;

the verb are is used tu express existence only. Verbs

that are used in this way are known us substantive

verbs. (Substantive is derived from the I«atin verb

substare, meaning "to be present," and hence, "to

exist.")

BXBRCISB 8()

State whether the verb "to be" is used as a substantive

verb, or as a copula, in each of the following sentences;

1. A thing of beauty is a joy forever.

2. Whatever is, is right.

3. There is no new thing under the sun.

4. Wisdom is better than rubies.

5. Darkness was upon the face of the earth.

6. There is a reaper whose name is Death.

7. To l)e or not to be, that is the (juestion.

8. Honesty is the liest policy.

9. All things that are, are with more pleasure chased than

enjiyed.

10. The f(K)l hath said in his heart, "There is no Goti."

11. In the middle of the garden was a fountain.

12. Men at some tnne are masters of their fate.

13. There is no t^lucation like adversity.

14. Custom is the plague of wise men and the idol of fools.

15. Live not without a tJol! However low or high.

In every iioiisi* should be .-uwindow to the skv.

i,:
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n. CUA8SIIHCATION ACCORDINO TO rUNCTlOM
IM. Tr«Mittv, and Intnui.|tiT, Vfrbt.-Bt,t bcide,

are used in the sentence.

coL^J k"'*'
*''''''**' "'"°" '"^ *'»' expression iscompleted by a noun or a pronoun representing the

th,ng upon wh,ch the action i, exerted, the verb is^iid
to be traniitlv*; thus,

The children gaiJUr /lowers:
The hunter kitUd the deer;
We mtl him this morninK.

On the other hand, when the verb does not express
action or the expression is not completed by any word
representing the object of the action, the verb is said
to be intramitive; thus,

How fast the river runs.'

At daybreak on the hill we stood.

There are a few verbs such as appear, arrive re-mo.n. etc which are always used intransitivelv; butmost English verbs inay be used in either way, and
It follows as a matter of course that we cannot tell
whether a verb is transitive or intransiUve unless we
see how it is used in the sentence.

196. Verbs of Incomplete Predication.-But besides
those verbs which are classified according to use a.
transitive or intransitive, there are. as we have
already pointed out (20), certain verbs which are
sometimes incomplete in themselves, and which re
quire the addition of a predicate adjective or a predicatenoun or pronoun, or an adverbial predicate adjective
to complete their sense; for example:

The leaves are turning red;
He has proved a traitor;

Tliese grapes taste sour.
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Verbi which are tiietl in this way are known at Ttrbt
of incomplttt predicr.tion; that is, verbs which by
themwlvet do not mawe a complete assertion regarding
the person or thing represented by the subject.

Ni>T« —Strictly tptaking. vtrb* of tacomplrU piwliratloa art intnuiiltivr.
aniT they do not take an ubjcct; and iiunir grummariant prrfcr t.» dtKrib*
ihrm a* intraniitivr verba erf inromplttc pradlcatioa. us d)ttiniui«had (rom
tbt' intraniitlve vcrtii uf complete prrdu-atloa.

M

ExVltCMK 81

Classify the verbs in the foUovuing sentences as (a)

transitive, (6) intransitive without completion, (c) verbs

of incomplete predication:

1. Each on the ground his scabbard threw.

2. Harkl how blithe the throstle sings.

3. In sooth I know not why I am st) sad.

4. Now there came both mist and snow,
And it grew wondrous cold.

5 Adieu! Adieu! my native shore

Fades o'er the waters l)hie.

6. Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown.
7. Beauty without grace is the hook without the bait.

8. A gentleman makes no nc»i.se; a lady is serene.

9. Nothing in his life became him like the leaving of it.

10. The broken soldier, kindly bade to stay.

Sat by the fire and talked the night away.

. Verbs o'" incomplete predication are generally divided
into two classes:

(<j) Those which are usually completed by a predi
cate noun or pronoun or a predicate adjective; for

example, be, become, grow, get, turn; remain, continue,
"tay: seem, appear, look, prove.

Note:—In llie sentences:

He was made angry by them

;

They were called cannibals by him;

the passive verb phrases irav made and were called are

n
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verbs of incomplete predication completed by a predi-
cate adjective and a predicate noun, respectively. When
we change these sentences into the active, the verb in
each case is followed by the objective predicate con-
struction (124); thus.

They made him angry;

He called them cannibals

(b) Those which are usually completed by an ad
verbial predicate adjective; for example, stand, run,
sit, fly ;

sound, smell, taste, feel; live, die.

It must be remembered that although these verbs
are very frequently used as verbs of incomplete predi
cation, they are not invariably so used, and that
practically all of them may be used either as transitive
verbs, or as intransitive verbs which do not require
any completion; thus.

The physicians were unable to stay the progress of the disease;
When the tide turned, the vessel set sail.

KxBRCiSE 82

Select the predicate adjectives and the adverbial predi-
cate adjectives in the following sentences and give their
relations:

1. He seems content with life.

2. Be not simply good,—be good for something.
3. Glad did I live, and gladly die.

4. The rude sea grew civil at her song.
5. The eyes of the sleepers waxed deadly and chill,

fi. Your house is left unto you desolate.

7. The crowd went wild with excitement.
8. The prisoner pleaded guilty.

9. This has turned out better than I expected.
10. Sky and water and forest seemed all on fire.

11. Thy valleys, fair as' Eden's bowers.
Glitter green with sunny showers.

12. Receding now, the dying numbers ring

Fainter and fainter down the rugged dell.
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i:i. CLASSlPlCAtlON ACCORDING TO For.M

197. Old and New Conjugations.—Verbs are divided

into two great classes according to conjugation; that

is, according to the form used to express past time.

The general characteristics of the verbs of these two

conjugations are as follows:

(1) Old Conjugation.—In one conjugation there is no

added ending for the past tense, but its vowel-sound

is different from that of the stem, or root infinitive;

the perfect participle ends in -n or -en, and its vowel-

sound may be the same as that of the stem or of the

past, or else may be different from both ; thus,

Root Infin., give Past Tense, gave Perf. Part., given

" " bite " " bit " " bitten

" " fly " " flew " " flown.

This is called the old conjugation, because the verbs

belonging to it are primitive verbs.

(2) Hew Conjugation.—In the other conjugation, the

past tense and the perfect participle are formed, both

alike, by the addition of the suffix -d, -ed, or -t, to the

stem or root infinitive ; for example

:

Root Infin., love Past, loved Perf. Part., loved (pr. d)

wish "' wished " " wished (pr. /)

load " loaded " loaded (pr. td)

" bum " burned " " burned

or burnt or burnt.

This is called the new conjugation, because nearly

all the verbs of this conjugation are of later origin than

those of the other. Owing to the mode of forming the

past tense the old conjugation is called by some the

vowel conjugation, and the new, the consonantal. Some-

times, also the old conjugation is called the strong, and

the new the weak.
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198. Principal Parts.—The regular verbs of the new
• conjugation have only seven actually different forms;
thus,

love, lovest, loves, or loveth; lo.-ed, lovedst; loving (loved);

while the regular verbs of the old conjugation have
eight ; thus,

give, givest, gives, or givetli; gave, gavest; giving, given.

Using these two verbs in illustration, it is evident
that if we know the root infinitives, love and give, the

past tenses, loved and gave, and the perfect participles

loved and given, we can construct the complete con-
jugations Hence in any verb these three forms are

known as the principal parts.

199. Irregular Verbs of the New Conjugation.—As
stated above, verbs of the new conjugation generally
form fh> past tense and the perfect participle by the

addition of d or ed to the stem. In some verbs, how-
ever, the past tense and the perfect participle end in

/, with or without a change in the vowel-sound of the

stem; thus,

lend, lent; keep, kept; lose, lost.

Some verbs also have double forms of either the past

tense or the perfect participle or of both; thus,

dress, dressed burn, burned bend, bended
or drest or burnt or bent.

Many of the verbs whose stems end in d or /, do not
undergo a change in forming the past tense and the

perfect participle; thus,

cost, cost; hurt, hurt; set, set.

In some verbs of this class, however, the vowel-sound
of the stem undergoes a change; thus,

feed, fed ; lead, led ; meet, met.
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A few verbs form the past tense and the jierfect

participle both by a change in the vowel-sound in the

stem and by the addition of the suffix ed, d, or /; thus,

sell, sold; tell, told; seek, sought; teach, taught.

These verbs, notwithstanding the change in vowel-

sound, belong to the new conjugation; the addition of

the new conjugation suffix, ed, d, or t, is the essential

mark by which verbs of the new conjugation are dis-

tinguished from those of the old.

200. Verbs with Double Forms.—Two verbs of the

new conjugation, dare and need, are slightly irregular.

Dare: When meaning "to challenge" dare is used as

a regular verb of the new conjugation.

When meaning "to venture" it has the two forms,

dare and dares, in the third singular present indicative.

Dare is used when followed by a root infinitive, or by

a negative adverb; thus,

He dare go no further; He dare not speak.

Dares is used in all other constructions. In the past

tense it has also two forms, durst and dared, both of

the new conjugation. The form durst is used when

followed by a negative adverb ; thus,

Cas.—When Ca»ar lived he durst not thus have moved me.

Bru.—Peace, peace! you durst not so have tempted him.

The use of durst as a present tense form is incorrect.

Need: This verb resembles the verb dare in that it

has two forms, need and needs in the third singular

present indicative. The form need is used when fol-

lowed by the root infinitive or by a negative adverb;

thus.

Need he come? He need not speak.

The form needs is used in all other constructions.

201. Irregular Verbs of the Old Conjugation.—In

modem English there remain only some seventy-five

verbs of the old conjugation. In most of these verbs
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the forms of the past tense and the perfect participle

are very irregular. The ftUowing will serve as ex-

amples of different types:

drink drank drunk
strike struck struck

rise rose risen

freeze froze frozen

blow blew blown
come came come
lie lay lain.

202. Verbs Which Cannot be Classified.—Besides the

verbs which may be described as belonging to the old

or to the new conjugation, there are a few other verbs

whose forms are so irregular that they cannot be prop-

erly classified.

Be is made up of parts coming from several different

roots. For a full conjugation of this verb see Sections

222 and 226.

Go has for its past tense wetU, which is properly the

past tense form of the verb wend.

Do has for its past tense did. At an early period

in the development of the language many verbs formed
their past tense by reduplication; that is, by doubling
the stem. Did is supposed to be a reduplicated form
which has survived in Modern English.

Wit has for its present wot and for past wist. It

no participles. As the result of a curious error

also have the expression I wis. In old English there

was to be found an adverb iwis, meaning "certainly,"

and owing to its resemblance to the expression / wist,

the notion arose that the i of iwis was a pronoun, and
that wis was a present tense form of the verb ivist.

Hight, meaning "was called "
; wont, meaning "ac-

r.ustomed"; worth, meaning "become"; quoth, meaning
"said," are defective forms. .

'
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UXBRCISB 83

ve the principal parts of the following verbs:

be dig lead read spring

beat dr< let rid stride

bite eat light run swim

blow freeze lose say tear

burst go make send throw-

buy have pay shake wear

cast hold put shed win

choose know quit shrink write.

203. Other Defective Verbs.—A small class or irregular

verbs are used chiefly with infinitives of other verbs,

and have neither infinitives nor participles of their own.

They are

:

can, may, shall, will; must, ought.

The first four, though now valued as presents only,

were originally pasts of the old conjugation ; and hence,

like ether pasts, they have the third person singular

like the first. Thus, for example:

1. can can

2. (canst) can
*

3. can can.

Having come to express only present time, these

four verbs developed pasts made according to the i ;w

conjugation, but irregilar, naiuely,

could, might, should, would.

These past tense fo ms are inflected regularly, tak-

ing -est or -st in the second person singular.

Originally can meant "to know";

may meant "to have physical strength";

" shall meant " o owe";

will meant "to will";

so that a.l four were at one time used as principal

verbs.
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Originally must and otufht were pasts of the new
conjugation, but now they are used chiefly as presents,

and have no corresponding past tense forms.

NoTR:—Both mtul and ou^hl cxttrriw past time when fulluwed by the
inlinitive havr exprcMing c<implctc<l action; thus.

He must surely *<iw been here yeiiterday:

You I'ugkl III have known better,

til vulsnr Knulish. imthi is sometimes incorrectly iiwd a» u iicrfevt purticiiile

llrct Ilarte's comments on this construction are .1 fnllows:

If of all sad words of tongue or i>cn

The saddest ore. "It might have been!"
Far sadder these wc daily see,

"It is. but it hadn't imghl to be!"

IV. INFLECTION OF THE VERU- TENSE

As we have already pointed out, the verb is in-

flected for tense, mood, number and person; and we
shall now consider these inflections in further detail.

204. Inflected Tense Forms.—In making any asser-

tion we must always indicate in some way the time

of the action or state expressed in the predicate; and
the tens--' of the verb is the chief means we have of

denotjne time. The form of the verb which is used to

indie. it time is called the present tense form;

thur,

i am ; he siwaks; you strike.

The .V....1 of ti . verb which is used to indicate past

time is called the past tense form; thus,

I was; he spoke; you struck.

The present and the past are the only tenses that

are expressed in English by means of inflected forms.

The future tense, as well as certain modifications of

the present and past tenses, are expressed by means

of verb phrases.

205. The Present Indefinite. -In speaking of ap action

taking place in the present time we generally think of
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the present as including not merely the present moment,
liut a certain period of time, part of which may be

actually past, as to-lay, thin wick, this year. The in-

tkctcd form of the present tense is used only when we
merely wish to state in general that the action takes

|)lacc in the present time, without indicating definitely

whether it has already been completed or is in progress

at the present moment. This form of the verb is ac-

cordingly known as the present indefinite tense.

Note:—(o) The present tense '. m of the verb is some-

times used to express future time, when the event is vivid ur

near at hand; thus,

I begin work on the first of next month

;

Our friends arrii-e home in a few weeks.

(b) The present tense is sometimes used instead of the past,

in animated narrative; thus.

All shops are shut. Paris is in the streets. The tocsin is

pealing madly from all steeples;

"'• n is the court convened; tlie jewelled crown

ji, '4:s on a menial's head ; amid t!ic thronjj

Tin .nonarch stands, and anxious for tlie event

His heart beats high.

When the present tense is used iti this way instead

of the past, it is known as the historic present.

206. The Present Progressive.—When, however, we
wish to indicate that the action is in progress at the

present time, we make use of a verb phrase composed
nf some part of tiie present tense of the verb to be, and
the imperfect participle of the verb denoting the action

we wish to speak of; thus,

We are reading a good story;

He is living in Vancouver.

A verb phrase of this character is described as a

present progressive verb phrase.
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207. Tht PrMmt Perftct.—When on the other hand
we wish to indicate that the action has already been

completed within some present period of time, we make
use of a verb phrase composec of some part of the present

tense of the verb have followed by a perfect participle;

thus,
We have Iravelleii in Europe;

She has laid the children u story.

A verb phrase of this character is described as a

pretent perfect verb phrase.

208. Verbs EzpreMing Motion.— In addition to the

usual form of the perfect verb phrase with have, a few

verbs expressing motion have another form composed
of some part of the verb to be with a perfect parti-

ciple; thus,

Voung Lochinvar is come out of the west;

Our cousin if arrived in town.

When we compare the two forms,

he has come;

He is come;

we find that • first form, has cnme, draws attention

to the compl -n of the action itself, whereas the

second form, is come, draws attention rather to the

state following the completion of the action.

209. The Present Perfect Progressive.—But instead

of expressing the fact that an action is in progress at

the present time, or has been completed within the

present period, we may wish to indicate that an action

has been in progress up to the present time, but is

now completed. In ordr'- to do this we combine the

progressive and the perfect forms; thus,

I have been reading; He has ' ?en ruining.

This form is known as the present perfect progressive

verb phrase.
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210. Th« Put T«u«. -The description that has

been piven of the various verb forms used to express

present time will apply in general also to the verb

lurms which are used to express past time; and thus

we have the following forms:

1. The past tenie (indefinite):

He vient to town yesterday.

2. The pMt progressive verb phrase:

He was going to town yesterday when I met him.

3. The past perfect (or pluperfect) verb phrase:

He had goiu (or was gone) to town before I arrived.

4. The past perfect progressive verb phrase

:

He had b«en going to town every day before I arrived.

EXBRCISB 84

Name the inflected tense forms and the verb phrases

which are used in each of the following sentences:

1. The lark has sung his carol in the sky.

2. Dimcan comes here co-night.

3 The sun is setting in the west.

4. Our privileges have cost labour and sacrifice.

5. The post closes in half an huur.

6. The tongue is ever ti ling to the achini? tooth.

7. By the sword they v ,.n their Uad,

And by the swonl Uiey hold it, ?-till

8. 'tVJld roses were blooming among the gra-s and the weeds.

9. They set bread betore him and he ate

10. The melancholy days are ; ome, the ^crt of the year.

211. The Emphatic Verb Phrase. of the

simple present and past tense forms ^ verb we

sometimes use a verb phrase composed the present

o' the past of the verb do followed by t »<" infinitive;

thus,

Instead of He speaks; we may say, He ti«t ^o*.

Instead of He spoke; we may say, He du. «afe.
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This verb phrase with Jtt is must frequently used as

follows

:

(a) For the sake of emphasis; thus,

The coune of true love never Jid run imootli

,

I never did like tlut style of hat.

It is also sometimes used in the same way . im-

perative sentences; thus,

Do come with utt Do bt quiet!

(6) In interrogation, and in negation, to avoid
abruptness; thus.

Dots he sini; or pby? Did .,0 not hear a noise?

We do nut c:ire for him; Pineupples Jo not grow in Canada,

(c) In poetry, for the sake of the metre; thus,

To seek thee did 1 often rove

Through woods and on the green;

We did speak only to break

Tlie silence of the sea.

Because it is frequently used, as in (a) above, for

the sake of emphasis, it is known as the empliatic

verb phrase.

Not*:— (I) Sec Mction 40 for the uw of the verb Jo aa t tjbMitute verb
(2) The uie of the verb do as an auxiliary in the emphatic verb pbraie mait

be dis-tinxuithed from iti uie at a principal verb. For csoirpli. in 'be
icnteacc.

Our icrvantt do nut do their work well;

ml verb.

Our icrvantt do nut do their work well;

the Ant ifa it an auxiliary; the second is the infin!*' -e of a prin

EXKRCISB S.'>

Explain the function of the verb "do" in each of the

following sentences:

1. Do you speak German?
2. I have done the deed.

3. I did not stop as long as the others did.

4. Oft did the harvest to their sickle yield.

5. You do know who I am! Do not deny it.

6. Without me ye can dj nothing.

7. I did send to you for gold to pay my legions.
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8. When you ate in Kume "H mu.4t Jo «& the Kuinan» do.

9. /JW you ever inws th Xl.jnti'''*

10. Do please !« careful waere •
• are /ojng.

11. Whatsiicver ye wuuld that i.ien shvuld do to you, do ye

even so to them.

12. Thus do we walk with her and keep unbroken

The bund which nature gives.

V. FUTURB VBRH PHRASSii

Simple Future. -We have212. "!:'! Simple Future. -We have no inflected

future I..lie form in English, and future time is ex

pressed by means of a verb phrase composed of some

part of the present tense of shall or will followed by

an infinitive; thus,

I shall sfnak; He will Ko; You will tte him.

•,{„TK._Puture time U al»o wimctiniei ««prei»«d by inrant of • phrMt

coniixwed of »ome |>art of thr pr-irnt tenw of th« verb to bt foUowtd by tha

imt«rfect participle of the verb fo; thui.

I am 0<»'^> to itudy Browning next year.

As we have already pointed out (203), the verbs shall

and will oriRinally were principal verbs with a nieauing

of their own. Shall meant "to be under an obligation"

and will meant "to be ri olved to." In modem Eng-

lish, however, when used as auxiliaries, both verbs

always express future time, but in some of their uses

they express simple futurity only, while in other cases

they retain something of their original meaning besides.

When we wish to express simple futurity only, we

use slhill along with a subject in the first person; and

•J.HI along with a subject in the second or the third

person ; thus,
We shall give

You will give
I shall give

Thou wilt give

(You vi\ll give)

He will give

.\ verb phrase such a

simple future verb phr?

Tliey will give.

the foregoing is known as a

'M
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213. The Promissive Future.—When besides indi-

cating future time we wish to express the ideas of

willing or of obligation by means of will and shall, we
use will along with a subject in the first person, and
shall along with a subject in the second or the third

person ; thus,

1 will give We will give

Thou Shalt give You shall give

(You shall give)

He sliall give They shall give.

A verb phrase such as the foregoing is known as a

promissive future verb phrase.

It is quite evident that if we use the verb will in the sense of
" to be resolved," it can be used only with a subject of the first

person, for the speaker is the only person who can exercise his

own will. Similarly when we use the verb shall in the sense

of " to be under an obligation," it can be used only in the

second or the third person, for we can speak of bringing force

to bear upon the actions of others, but not upon our own.

The promissive future verb phrase is so named be-

cause it is very frequently used to express promise;
thus,

Whatsoever ye sliall ask in my name, tliat ivill I do.

Besides expressing promise, however, it is used also to

express other varieties of willing or of obligation, such

as determination, command, prophecy; thus,

I will know the truth,—I insist upon it;

Thou ihalt not steal

;

He that overcometh shall inherit all things.

214. Summary.—Considering will and shall separ-

ately, we may then sum up their regular uses as follows

:

I will, we will to express promise and deter-

mination.

Thou wilt, you will

He will, they will
to express simple futurity
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I shall, we shall

Thou shah, you shall

He shall, they shall

to express simple futurity,

to express promise, obliga-

tion, command, prophecy,

certainty.

ExBRcisB 86

Classify the verb phrases in the following sentences

as (a) simple future, (6) promissive future:.

1. When shall we three meet again?

2. Everything comes if a man will only wail.

3. Thou Shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour.

4. Them that honour me I will honour.

5. Shall I post that letter for you?

6. All that a man hath wUl he give for his life.

7. You shall see my face no more.

8. The floating clouds their state shall lend to her.

9. A man will turn over half a library to make one book.

10. Here will we sit and let the sound of music creep into

our ears.

215. Special Uses of Will.—But besides being used to

express promise and determination in the first person,

and simple futurity in the second and third persons,

will has certain special uses which may be described

as follows

:

(1) With a Compound Subject. In such sentences as,

You and I will go;

We all wtW be there;

We boys wiU go to see him

;

the verb will is used to express simple futurity, al-

though it has for its subject a pronoun of the first per-

son. This is accounted for by the fact that the first

person pronoun in the subject has a word in the second

or the third person associated with it which attracts

attention. When, however, a pronoun in the first per-

f
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SO.; alone precedes the verb, shnll and not will is used
to express simple futurity; thus,

We shall all go to see him.

(2) Expressing a Softened Command. In such sen-
tences as,

You v/ilt please observe the following rules;
The audience mil kindly remain seated

;

the verb wi" is used in the second and the third person
to express a softened command. It is assumed that
the speaker's wish will be complied with.

(3) Expressing Habitual or Persistent Action, in
such sentences as.

He uill stay away from home for days at a time;
Accidents will happen;
They uill persist in coming to see us;

the verb will is used to express habitual, repeated, or
persistent action.

(4) Expressing Conjecture. In such sentences as,

This uill be his meaning, no doubt;
He will probably have reached home by this time;

the verb will is used to express conjecture.

(5) As a Principal Verb. In such sentences as,

I can do what I will;

Since he wills it I will obey him

;

He willed his property to his nephew
;

the verb will is not used as an auxiliary, but as a
principal verb with a meaning of its own. When so
used it has the regular inflection of a new conjugation
verb.

216. ShaU and WiU in Subordinate Clauses.—S^ia//
and will are used in the same way in subordinate as in

principal clauses. When, however, the verb in the
principal clause is in the past tense, we use should and
VMuld (the past tense forms of shall and will) in the
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subordinate clause. Kor example, in the present tense

we say,

I am determined that he shall come; (f>romissive);

We believe that he wilt be there; {simple future);

but in the past we express ourselves as follows:

I was determined that he should come; (promissive)

,

We believed that he would be there; (simple future-past).

When should and would are used in this way to ex-

press future time as viewed from some point of time

in the past, they are called future-pasts.

217. Shall and Will in Interrogative Sentences.—In

expressing future time in the interrogative sentence

we use either will or shall according as we expect that

the one or the other will be used in reply. Thus we

say Will you go? when we anticipate the promissive

answer / will (or will not) go; and we say, Shall you go9

when we are enquiring as to probable action in the

future, and expect the reply, / shall {or shall not) go.

ExERCisB 87

Describe the function of "will" and "shall" in each

of the following sentences:

1. A small leak will sink a ship.

2. Thou shall love thy neighbour as thyself.

3. He wUl probably have heard the news before this.

4. The spirits of your fathers shall start from every wave.

5. A grain of vitriol will tinge a gallon of water.

6. The sluggard will not plough by reason of the cold.

7. They that sow in tears shall reap in joy.

8. Visitors wi!', please enter by the side door.

9. I will fight it out on this line if it takes all summer.

10. H.—Katharine, wilt thou have me?

K.—That is as it shall please the king, my father.

H.—Nay it will please him well, Kate; it shall please

him, Kate.

. .J<
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11. Not as a child shall we again behold her,

For when with rapture- wild

In our embraces we again enfold her,

She will not I* a child.

12. While the earth remaineth, seedtime ;ind harvest, cold

and heat, and summer and winter shall not fail.

13. None are .so blind as those who will not see.

14. Nothing shall prevent me irotn carrying out my plans.

15. Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the earth.

BXBRCISB 88

In the following sentences fill in the blanks with the

proper auxiliary, "will" or "shall"

:

1. I — be ten years old next June.

2. We hope you — be able to tome.

3. I — be drowned and nobody — save me.
4. Truth crushed to earth — rise again.

5. I — arise and go to my father.

6. — I call for you at four o'clock ?

7. No one entering the conte' t — receive any assistance.

8. — you lend me your uru-^rella?

9. I — be very happy to see you.

10. — you assist mc in removing this burden?
11. Nothing — ever make me forget that.

12. She must 'veep or she — die.

13. We doubt if we — l)e able to go.

14. Do you suppose they — know where to stop?
15. — you give me another chance?

16. I am determined that the thief — be caught.

17. You — have an answer on Monday.
18. In spite of all that I have said he — continue to wear

that hat.

19. — we com« now or — we wait till t)-morrow?
20. Employees — kindly report at the head office.

218. Sequence of Tenses.—In general it holds true

of all sentences containing reported speech that the

tense of the verb in the subordinate clause must depend
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upon the tense of the verb in the principal clause; and

this agreement is known as the sequence of tenses.

For example, in each of the following sentences.

We believe that he is guilty;

He decides that he will come;

if we change the verb in the principal clause fn;m the

present to the past tense we must also change the

verb in the subordinate clause to the past tense; thus.

We believed that he was guilty;

He decided that he wotUt^ come.

Son —Contrmry to the nik (or ' ne sequence at teiiMS. even though thf

teiue of the v-fb in the governing cUu»e is past, the tense o< the verb in the

subordinate clause remains in 'he present, when the dependent cUuie lUtes

icroething that is always true; tuu».

He enquired how far it is to Montreal;

Galileo maintained that the earth u rouru

219. Summary.—The following conjugation of the

verb give in the first person s ngular, shows the various

terse forms of the verb in the indicative:

Present

Indefinite

Progressive

Perfect

Perfect Progressiva

Emphatic

Indefinite

Prog-essive

Perfect

Perfect • 'gressive

Emphat

Indefinite

Progressive

Perfect

Perfect Progressive

I give.

I am giving.

I have given.

I have been giving.

I do give.

Past

I gave.

I was giving.

I had given

I had been giving.

I did give.

Future

I shall give.

I shall be giving.

I shall have given.

I shall have been giving

1.*
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VI. INPLECTION OP THE VERB—MOOD : THE INDICATIVE

220. Meaning of the Term Mood.—As we have al-

ready seen (75), besides expn ising a difiference in time,

verbs are used to indicate diflferent modes in wLich the

speaker views the state or action expressed by the verb.

This difference in use is known as a difference in mood.
(Mood means "mode," or "manner".)

221. The Indicative Mood.—The assertion may be a

simple statement of what the speaker treats as fact,

whether it actually is a fact or not ; thus,

John went; He says that I was there; It may rain to-morrow.

And in,

The Americans 'wii Canada; The sun moves roun.^ t!ie earth;

the speaker tru.ts as facts the Americans owning
Canada, and the. sun's moving round the earth, al-

though, as everyone knows, neither is fact.

In the above sentences, the verbs are said to be in the

indicative mood {indicative means simply "pointing

out," or "stating"); that is, the mood of simple asser-

tion.

222. Conjugation of Simple Tenses in the Indicative.—

The fo''owing is the conjugation of the regular verb

give, and of the auxiliaries be and have, in the present

and past tenses of the indicative mocJ:

Present

—

give give

givest give

gives (giveth) give

Past-
gave gave

gavest gave

gave gave

am
art

is

was

are

are

are

were

have have

hast have

has(hath)have

wast (wert) were

was were

had

hadst

had

had

had

had.
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Note:—(a) The regular verb has only three inflectional

endings, which are indicated in heavy type. In the third

singular present an older form in th exists side by side with

the modem form in s. This older form is found chiefly in

poet7, Scripture, and elevated language.

(/.) The verb to be is very irregular. Besides the plural

form are, in the present tense, we sometimes find an old«r

plural form be; for example,

They be blind leaders of the blind.

In the second singular past tense we find two forms, wast and

loert. Wert is the older form.

(c) lo the present tense of have, the forms has, hast, and

hath are cortractions of havest, haves, and haveth; and in the

past tense had is a contraction of haved.

VII. mood: the subjunctive

223. The Subjunctive Mood.—But the assertion may

be a statement of what the speaker treats as a mental

conception; that is, as something merely thought of,

not as actually existing independently of his thougb s;

thus,

If I be successful; Though he go; Supposing he were here; Gal

be with us; Lest she forget her duty.

In the above expressions the verbs are said to be in

the subjunctive mood {subjunctive means "subjoined"

in the sense of "dependent"); or, as it is sometimes

called, the thought mood, to distinguish it from the

indicative or fact mood.

224. Different Uses of the Subjunctive.—As the sub-

junctive mood expresses a mere conception of the mind

rather than a fact, it may be found in statements of

various kinds. The most common are those expressing:

(1) A desire, either directly or in'»:rectly stated; thus,

God save thee, ancient mariner!

I suggest that he go with us to-morrow.

m
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(2) A purpose; thus,

Mark him well lest he deceive thee.

(3) A concession ; thus,

Howe'er it be, it seems to me
'Tis only noble to be good

;

Greater love hath no man than thi«, that a man lay rinwn

his life for his friends.

(4) A condition ; thus.

If thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst, give liim

drink.

In such complex sentences, the subordinate cla «

which expresses the condition, is called the conditional

clause; and the principal clause which asserts what
results from, or depends upon, the fulfilment of the

condition, is called the consequent clause. {Consequent

means "resulting from" or "dependent on.")

(5) An uncertainty; thus,

I cannot tell whether he be yet living or no.

225. Tendency to Discard the Subjunctive.—The sim

pie subjunctive is still found in good prose, but more
often in poetry; for it adds to the grace and refinement

of language; but owing to our desire to drop unneces
sary distinctions, the tendency at present is to discard

it in speaking and in less formal composition. Thus,

for example, in each of the sentences:
See that all are present; I asked him if he was there;

When he comes I will speak to him

;

If to-morrow is fair I will start early;

the subordinate clauses really express not what is a

fact, but what is merely thought of; but it is not so

expressed.

Indeed, except in a wish, a concession, or a condition

contrary to the fact, or in the emphatic expression

of a possibility, the indicative is used instead of the

subjunctive, even in literary English, or its place is

taken by verb phrases.
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give

give

give

226. Conjugation of Simple Teneee In the SubjunctiTe.

—The following is the conjugation of the regular verb

give and of the auxiliaries be and have in the present

and past tenses of the subjunctive mood:

Present

give be be have have

give be(beeft)be have have

give be be have have

Past

gave gave were were had had

gavest (gave) gave wert were hadst (had) had

gave gave were were had had.

Note:—1. The subjunctive of the regular verb has no

inflections except in the second singular of the past tense.

The verb to be is the only verb in the language which has a

special form for the subjunctive. Those forms, in all three

verbs, which differ from the corresponding forms of the mdica-

tive, are printed in heavy type.

2. The past tense form of the verb in the subjunctive mood

does not always express past time, but is very frequently used

to express a remote possibility or an improbability, in the

present or the future. For instance, in the sentence.

If he be (or is) in town to-day, I shall see him;

his being in town is conceived of as a possibility,

the sentence.

If he viere in town to-day, I should see him

;

his being in town is represented as merely thought of, and it

is implied that it is contrary to fact. Were is not here used

to express past time.

VIII. SUBJUNCTIVE VERB PHRASES

227. Forms and Uses.—The verb phrases with may

and might and should and would may often be sub-

stituted for the simple subjunctive, with, of course,

the same value. Thus, for example:

But in

Hi'
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(1) A desire, either directly or indirectly expressed:

May God he with us! VOR Gnd he with us I

The judge decided

that he leavt the

country.

Judge not that yt bt

not judged.

Be it ever so humble
there's no place

like home.

•

If to-morrow be fair

wc will start early.

The judge decided that

he tkould leave the

country.

(2) A purpose :

Judge not, that ye may
not be judged.

(3) A concession

:

Though it should be

ever so humble there's

no place like home.

(4) A condition

:

Should to-morrow be

fair, we will start early.

Note:—In clauses expressing a roncession, or a condition,

the subordinative conjunction is sometimes omitted and the

order of words in the subordinate daui^e is then inverted as in

the foregoing example.

(5) A supposition, or an uncertainty:

It vmuld be best that he FOR 'Twere best he speak

should speak no harm of no harm of Bnttus

Brutus here. here.

Come before it may be " Come before it he

too late. too late.

And all other subjunctive verb phrases are used in

the same way; that is, to assert what the speaker treats

not as actual fac but as merely thought of.

Although might, should, and would are past tense form.s they

do not always express past time, but, as we have seen, are used

to express something as merely thought of. For instance, tlie

sentences,

It is possible that I may see him to-morrow

;

It is possible that I might see him to-morrow;

both imply that my seeing him is a merely thought of; in the

second sentence, however, the use of the past tense form,

might, implies that it is a more remote possibility.
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228. UtM of Should and Would.—In general the

rules for the use of should and would are t^e same as

those given above for shall and will (212, 21-). In the

consequent clause:

(o) Should is used in the first person, and would in the

second and third to express simple consequence; thus,

I should give it;

If help were required, thou would' it give It;

he would give it.

(6) Would is used in the first person, and should ii

tiie second and third, if the consequence is considered a;

the result of some outside force such as the exerciit

of the speaker's will ; thus,

I would give U;

If help were required, thou should'st give it

;

he should give it;

In the conditional clause should is used in all thretc

persons to express simple condition, because the action

is considered as dependent upon some influence o*it-

side of the person represented by the subject; thus,

I should

If—thou should'st do so, they would feel sorry,

he should

229. Indicative and Subjunctive Values. -The uses

of may, might, should and would as auxiliaries in the

subjunctive must be distinguished from their uses in

the indicative, in which they retain to some extent

their original value as principal verbs; thus:

When may and might express a wish, purpose, or

concession they are mere auxiliaries helping to form

the subjunctive verb phrase; for example:

O that I might {wish) find him!

Give him a book that he may {purpose) amuse himself;

No matterhow hard he may {concession) work he cannot succeed.

I<
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When, however, they exprew permiision or potiibility

they are principal verbs, and are generally in the in-

dicative; for example:

No one may {ptrmittion) enter the building ifter nightfall;

He might ^stibitity) be seen any d«y walking In the fieldi

So alto when would and should exprew a mere concep-

tion of the mind they are auxiliaries helping i> form

subjunctive verb phrases; thus.

If I ahould {condition) meet him, I would not ipeak to him;

I w» anxious that he ihould {wish) come to tec i.ie.

But when they are used with their original meaning

of willing or of obligation they are principal verbs, and

are generally in the indicative; thus,

He would {mllini) not come when I called him

;

I; 1 should {duty) go, why, I suppose I must;

He shoukl {inftrtnee), I think, arrive home to-morrow.

When should and vaould are used in this way to ex-

press obligation and willing, respectively, they are -luch

more strongly emphasized by the speaker than when

used merely to express condition or consequence.

Would is used also in the past tense, in the same way

as viill in the present (215), to express habitual, or

persistent action; thus.

He would insist on paying my way;

His listless length at noontide would he stretch

ExsRCiss 89

Describe the function of "xuould" and "should" »»

each of the following sentences:

1. I woula not live alway!

2. If we would work hard we should succeed.

3. Though he .should slay me yet would I trust in him.

4. If you would wait I would go with you.

5. You should not be so easily discouraged.

6. What would happen if we should fail?

7. I know that I should help you, but I cannot.
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8. I would be friends with you and have your love.

9. Weshould strive to imiute what we roost admire in otiMrs.

10. He would not lie seen here for all the world

11. Quarrelr ould not last lung if the fault were only on

one side.

12. Wherever he be I would that I were with him.

13. Should auld acquaintance be forgot ?

14. O, Jerusalem, Jerusalem, how often would I have

gathered thy children together, even as a hen gathereth

her chickens under her wings, and ye would not.

15. No friendship can survive the gift of gold. This gold

turns my friend into my '-wtor; and O, ye gods,

protect me from a ber-'- aS you would protect me

from a foe. 1 shoi grateful, very grateful. I

should serve him to * uttermost. I should put my
neck beneath his feet and I should be apt to pray him

once for all to press upon it as hea\dly as he could.

ExSRCisK go

Explain the values of "shall," "will," "should," and

"would" in the following:

He.—I shall go to town to-morrow. Of course you will?

She.—No, thanks, I shall wait for better weather, if that will

ever come. When shall we liave three fair days together

again?

He.—You should go. I should like to have you hear the

opera. Besides, our friends would be glad to see us.

She.—No, no; I will not go.

He.—(to himself) But you shall go. (to her) Well, remem-

ber, if you should change your mind, I shall be very

happy to have your company. Do come; you would

enjoy the opera; and you shall have the nicest possible

supper afterwards. Now, won't you? Remember, I

said I should go.

She.—No; I should not enjoy the opera; and I wouldn't

walk to the end of the drive for the best supper you

will ever give me. You seem lo think I would do

anything for something good to eat.
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He. -Most human creatures will. Well, if you will stay at

home, you shall. But my trip would be dull without

you. I should be bored to death—that is, unless, in-

deed, your friend, Mrs. Dashatt Mann, should go, as

she said she thought she would.

She.—(to herself) My dear friend, Mrs. Dashatt Mann!
She shall find that I am mistress of the situation, (to

him) John, why should you waste yourself upon those

ugly, giggling girls?

He.—O, think what I will about that, I must take them;

and indeed it wouldn't be quite proper to take her

alone, would it? What should you say?

She.—It doesn't matter much, I should say. But it's too

bad you should be bored with her nieces, and since you

will have me go with you—and—and—after all I should

like to hear the opera and—you shan't be going about

with those cackling girls—well, John, dear, I'll go.

IX. MOOD—THE IMPERATIVE

230. Forms and Uses.—But besides stating a fact

by means of the indicative mood, or a mere conception

of the mind by means of the subjunctive, Lhe speaker

may wish to give expression to a command, exhorta-

tion, or entreaty; thus.

Get thee gorxelBe patient, dear friends.

When a verb is used in this way it is said to be in the

imperative mood. Since we can give a direct command
only in the present time, and only to the person spoken

to, it is evident that the verb in the imperative can

be used only in the second singular and the second

plural, present tense. These forms have no inflec-

tional endings; for example:

Go thou and do likewise

;

Listen to what I sliall say!

The verb to be, however, has the special form be in both

singular and plural of the imperative.
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231. The Subjunctive Substituted.—The subjunctive

is used often, as we have seen, to express a desire in the

third person; thus.

Peace be with you

;

The Lord deal between thee and me.

And sometimes in poetry and the more solemn style, in

the first person; thus,

Part we in friendship from your land

;

"Now tread we a measure," said young Lochinvar.

When so used, the subjunctive seems to form a sort of

substitute for the imperative in the first and third

persons.

232. The Phrasal Imperative.—But besides the sub-

junctive, another mode of expression, made with a kind

of imperative auxiliary, let, is much used in order to

intimate a wish or instruction in the third person and

even in the first; thus.

Let me (or us) give; Let him (her, it, or them) give;

Let the messenger set out at once.

This combination of let with an infinitive is so com-

mon that it seems to us to supply the place of the

missing first and third persons of the imperative mood;

and it is sometimes described as an imperative verb

phrase.

Here let is plainly a real imperative, and give an

infinitive, to which the intervening noun or pronoun

stands in the relation of subject, just as in such com-

binations as "Make him go"; "See him give"; or "Cause

him to give"; but, in the phrasal imperative, the inde-

pendent meaning of let has tiecome weakened.

fci
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EX8RCIS8 91

State the tense and mood of each of the italicued verbs
in the following sentences:

1. Mine be a cot beside the hill.

2. Though the waves are raging white
I'll row you o'er the ferry.

3. Were man but constant he were perfect.

4. Awake, arise, or be forever fallen.

5. Knowledge comes, but wisdom lingers.

6. If it were so, it was a grievous fault.

7. Ere thou remark another's sin,

Bid liy own conscience look within.

8. He maketh the storm a calm, and the waves thereof are
still.

I would my daughter were dead at my foot and the
jewels in her ear.

Not enjoyment and not sorrow
Is our destined end or way;

But to act that each to-morrow
Find us farther than to-day.

If thou be the Son of God, command that these stones
be made bread.

Now go we in content,

To liberty and not to banishment.

ExBRCiss 92

Explain what shade of meaning is expressed by the

italicized verbs in each of the following sentences:

1. Reprove not a scorner lest he hate thee.
2. Let him that standeth take heed lest he fall.

3. We will make the Spaniard promise, if we yield, to let

us go;

We shall live to fight again and to strike another blow.
4. If she be not fair to me,

What care I how fair she be ?

6. They shall bear thee up in their hands lest thou dash
thy foot against a stone.

9.

10.

11.

12.
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6.

8.

If he be not in love with some woman there is no bc-

Uevfng old signs. He brushes his hat o'mommg..

What should that bode?

The meteor flag of England

Shall yet terrific bum;

Till danger's troubled night depart

And the star of peace return.
u^„„fit„

What shall I render unto the Lord for aUH.s benefite

toward me? I will take the cup of salvation and caU

upon the name of the Lord.

Exercise 93

Distinguish between the meanings of the alternative

jorms in each of the following:

I. I am (have) come that ye might have life.

2 A messenger wiU (shall) be despatched '"'""^dif^^y-
.

3 Though the moon is (be) hid the night wU not be dark^

4. If I had plenty of money I would (should) go to

Europe next year.

5 We have bought our tickets to Vancouver.

We have our tickets to Vancouver bought

6. If it snows (snowed) all night the roads wiU (would) ue

7.5 prociion started (had started) before we reached

8 IHhou*S"(art) the Son of Man, command that these

9 raTh^Tot (hiten seUing) for a doUar a bushel

10. W:l^(S\- to) (have to) (are going to) attend

the concert this evemng.

X. THE PASSIVE CONJUGATION

233. The Active and Passive Conjugation8.-lf we

compare the sentences,

The hunter killed a bear;

A bear was killed by the hunter;

we Shall find that in the first sentence the subject

represents the person who performs the action ex-
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pressed by the verb, while in the second sentence the
subject represents the thing upon which the action
expressed by the verb is performed. This differencem the meaning of the two sentences is indicated partly
by a change in the order of the words, but chiefly by
a difference in the form of the verbs. Verbs such as
killed in the first sentence are said to belong to the
active conjugation because they are used when the
person or thing represented by the subject is said to
perform the action. Verbs such as was killed, in the
second sentence, are said to belong to the passive con-
jugation (Latin patior, "1 suffer") because they are
used when the subject stands for the person or thing
upon whom the action is performed. In highly in
fleeted languages, such as Latin, the passive conjuga-
tion of the simple tenses consists of inflected verb
forms. In Modem English, however, we have no
inflection for the passive, and a verb phrase, consisting
of some part of the verb to be followed by a perfect
(or passive) participle, must always be used when we
wish to show that the person or thing represented by
the subject is acted upon ; thus.

Gold is found in the Yukon;
The house ivas burned to the ground.

We have passive verb phrases correspond!' t nearly
all of the verb forms of the active canju, ,i. For
a complete table of the passive conjugatio see Av-
pendix IV.

KxBRcisE 94

Change each of the following sentences from the active
to the passive:

1. Vice produces misery.

2. Music helps not the toothache.
3. The clouds obscured the moon.
4. Every citizen must obey the laws.
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6. Vinegar dissolves pearls.

6. Mc^ invented the telegraph.

7. Vraise ye the name of the Lord.

8 The servant has opened the door.

a! Millet painted "The Angelus" and "The Gleiiners."

10. The beating of the drum roused the soldiers.

11. The early spring floods have carried away the bridge.

12 Csesar leaves Gaul, crosses the Rubicon, and enters Italy.

13. The death of Claudius revived the fainting spirits of the

Goths.

.

. .

14. I always answer letters on the day that I receive them.

15. Every one laughs at his opinions.

ExBRcisB 95

Parse each of the italicized verbs in the following passage:

I shall come and live in the Louvre, I think. I feel as if I

never want to go away. I had not been ten minutes in the

place before I fell in love with the most beautiful creature the

world has ever seen. She was standing, silent and majestic, in

the centre of one of the looms of the statue gaUery, and the

verv first glimpse of her struck one breathless with a sense of

her beauty. I could not see the colour of her eyes and hair

exactly, but the latter is lignt, and the eyes, I should thtnk, are

grey. Her complexion is of a beautiful warm marble tinge.

She is not a clever woman, evidently; I do not think she laughs

or talks much,-she seems too lazy to do more than smile.

She is only beautiful.

This divine creature has lost her arms, which have been cut ofl

at the shoulders, but she looks none the less lovely for the

accident. She may be some two and thirty years old, and she

was born two thousand years ago.
. „ •

,

Her name is the Venus of Milo. O Victrix! O lucky Pansl

Hew could he give the apple to any else but this enslaver, this

joy of gods and men? at whose benign presence the flowers

spring up, and the smiling ocean sparkles, and the soft skies

beam with serene Ught!

O thou generous Venus! O thou beautiful, bountiful calml

At thy soft feet let me kneel on cushions of Tyrian purplel

1 i;
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HXSRCISB 96

Describe the verb phrases in the following sentences:

1. The Ides of March are comet
2. Our thoughts are heard in heaven.
3. Their furrow oft the stubborn glebe has broke.
4. He is for ever plotting how to do some good.
5. Every turf beneath their feet

ShaU he a soldier's sepulchre.
6. A little nonsense now and then

Is relished by the wisest men.
7. At nightfall, when they had reached the place, they found

only embers and ashes.

8. Knowledge, like timber, shouldn't be much used until it
is seasoned.

9. The age of chivalry is gone: that of sophists, economists
and calculators has succeeded, and the glory of Europe is
extinguished for ever.

10. The noble stag was pausing now
Upon the mountain's southern brow.

11. The bridegroom's doors are opened wide,
And I am next of kin;

The guests are met, the feast is set,

May'st hear the merry din.

12. Why was this waste of ointment madef For it might
have been sold for more than three hundred pence and
have been given to the poor.

XI. THE INFINITIVE

234. Function of the Infinitive.—We have already
seen that there exist in the English language certain
verbal forms known as infinitives and participles (31-
32), and we have seen also that these forms are used in
the formation of verb phrases of various kinds. We
shall now proceed to consider in greater detail the
nature, classification, and uses of the infinitive and the
participle.
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To say, "He gives." or "He goes." is to declare that

some one is the doer of a certain action at the present

time. Verbs such as gives or goes in these sentences,

whose application is limited to a particular subject,

and which undergo changes of form to express tense,

and mood, are known as finite (or "limited") verbs.

The simple action represented by gives and goes, with-

out reference to a subject, may. however, be expressed

by giving or to give, and going or tc go, which may be

used as nouns as subjects or objects of ve-bs; thus.

To give is better tlian to receive; We thought of going to Europe

next year.

The forms to give, giving, to go, going, go, as thus

used, express a general idea of action or state which

is not limited to a particular subject, and tney do not

express tense and mooc^ as do the real verb forms.

They are accordingly known as infinitives. {Infintitve

means "unUmited" or indefinite.") The infinitive

is then a species of verbal noun, and it expresses m
noun form that which the verb asserts.

NoT« -The infinitive possesses onlv .ertain characteristics of the noun;

it is the name of an action or state; it is used in the various case constructions

of the noun; it may be modified by an adjective; thus.

To forgive is divine;

Plain living and high Ikinking ate no more.

It differ, from the ordinary noun, however, in that it is never used »» t^« P»»^-

The infinitive also possessc certain charactensMcs of the vert, '* «P«^»
«:tion or state and involves the idea of t'tr-c; .t somet.nes takes an object,

and it may be modified by an adverb; thus.

Defend me from the toil

Of d>opping buckets into empty wells

And trowinQ old in drawing nothing up.

It differ, from the regular finite verb, however, in that it do.
.
pos|«.

the inflection, of the verb or its power of predication The •°fi'"'^;^« •»P^"

time, but the idea of */!»ite time which seems to belong to it m the Kntence

is only infuMd into it by the main verb ;
thus in,

I like (or liked, or shall like) to give (or giving).

the condition of the act expKSKd by the infinitives to give or giving. »» P^*-
or past, or future, according a. the main verb i. pre«nt. or past, ox future.

^ i

J
'
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235. Subject of the Infinitive.—But although the

infinitive d^es not make an assertion, it may never-

theless kive a subject ; for since the infinitive expresses
action or state, there is usually some person or thing

who is represented as the doer of the action, or to

whom the state is attributed. For instance, in the

sentence,
Full many a flower is born to blush unseen;

flower, which is subject of the finite verb is born, is also

subject of the infinitive to blush. And iu the sentence,
Now lettest thou thy servant depart in peace;

servant, which is object of the finite verb lettest, is also

subject of the infinitive depart. From this last example
it will be seen that the subject of an infinitive need
not be in the nominative case.

236. Different Forms of the Infinitive.—The simple
infinitive has three forms:

(1) Root Infinitive.—One form is the same as the

stem, or root-word, of the verb; as go, give. It is

accordingly called the root infinitive.

(2) Gerundial Infinitive.—The second form has the

sign to, as to go, to give. The form with to is dis-

tinguished as the gerundial infinitive in reference to

its representing, in some of its uses, the dative case of

the Old English infinitive, which case is called gerun-

dial, on account of the resemblance of some of its uses

to those of the Latin gerund.

The to of this so-called gerundial infinitive has not
always the same value. Sometimes it is a mere sign

without any meaning, as in, "He likes to go"; "To give

is pleasant"; but at other times the to is a real prepo-

sition as in, "A house to let"; "He is anxious to

see us."

(3) Gerund.—The third form ends in -ing, as giving,

going. Partly to distinguish it from the others, and
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Passive

(to) be given

(to)have

been given

being given

partly because it is believed to be different in origin,

the form is known as the gerund. {Gerund means '
'carry-

ing on," the reference being to the continuous action

or state which the Latin gerund was regarded as ex-

pressing.)

237. Infinitive Phrases.—Both the root infinitive

and the gerund have phrasal forms in the perfect,

progressive, and passive. In the following table both

the simple and the phrasal forms are given

:

Infinitive

Ordinary Progressive

Simple (to) give (to) be giving

Perfect (to) have given (to) have been

giving

Gerund

Imperfect giving

Perfect having given having been giving having been

given.

238. Uses of the Gerund.—The infinitive in ing, or

gerund, is used chiefly as subject of a verb or as object

of a verb or of a preposition ; thus,

Reading good stories is profitable;

The boys enjoyed working on the farm

;

T am thinking of rising early to-morrow.

But we find it used also in other constructions of

the noun ; for example

:

Seeing is believing; {predicate nominative).

Further travelling being impossible, we prepared our camp

for the night
;
{nominative absolute).

It is not worth the asking; {adverbial objective).

Note:—In the sentences.

He went out ikflchin^;

He was busy ploughing:

the words sketching and ploughing are adverbs. Infinitives in this c^ truction

were formerly governed by prepositions, (Compare the sentence. "I go a fishing")

;

but the prepositions have disappeared, leaving the infiuitivea in an adverbial

relation.

! I

.i >

I
If

¥^

i ill

!;li
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239. UiM of the Root Infinitive end the Genindial

Infinitive.—Tt . jot infinitive and the genindial in-

finitive are also used in the various constructions of

the noun; for example:

To give is bettrr than to receive; (subjective)

I would like to go with you; {objeclitv)

He was about to depart; He does nothing except study, (objecl

of a preposition)

Note:—(a) We have already considered the construction in

which the pronoun it is used as renresentatlve subject or object

standing in place of an infinitive which is real subject or

object (139).

(6) The prepositions about, except, and but are the only ones

which take a root infinitive or a gerundial infinitive as ob-

ject. In older English for was frequently used to govern a

gerundial infinitive; thus,

What went ye out for t«> see ?

But this construction is considered a vulgarism in Modem
English, and is not used by good writers and speakers.

Further Uses. The infinitive, with and without the

sign to, has, however, a number of other uses which

require special mention:

(a) In sentences such as,

I haven't a coat to wear;

Here we obtained bread to eat and water to drink

the infinitives are used as adjectives.

(b) In sentences such as,

Foob who came to scoff remained to pray;

To add t>> our discomfort, the rain ty;gan to fall.

the infinitives are used as adverbs of purpose and of

result respectively.

In sentences such as,

He is anxious to meet you

;

They failed to reach home in time;
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the sign to still retains something of its original prepo-

sitional value, and the infinitives to meet and to reach

are equivalent to some such phrases as for meeting

and in reaching. We may then consider them as also

adverbial in value.

(c) In the sentence,

We uw him tlefHtrt;

the object of saw is him depart, and the infinitive depart

completes the verb saw and relates tu him as its sub-

ject; and in the sentence,

He seems lo know the way;

the infinitive to know completes the verb seems and

relates to he as its subject. In the first sentence the

verb saw is said to be completed by the objectiye

with the infinitive, and in the second sentence He
and to know may be described as the nominative with

the infinitive.

Note:—This construction shades into that m which the

infinitive may be regarded as a predicate adjective, as in the

following:

You are lo blame;

This house is to let.

(d) As we have already pointed out, the words

will, shall, should, would, may, and might, originally were

used as principal verbs. Thus,

You will see him to-morrow

;

originally meant.

You will (or determine) to see him to-niorrow;

and the infinitive see was object of the verb will. In

some of their uses these verbs still retain much of their

original meaning, and the infinitive still stands in the

relation of object; thus,

He may leave home if he wishes;

Thou shall noi kill;

I would do it but I dare not.
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The uses of these words as princi^xil verbs shade off,

however, into those in which they are mere auxiliaries

with an inflnitiva for complatioii; thus,

SkaU I stt you to-morrow?

He wM come tti-mormw I should say:

They were afraid that they mitkt be late.

KXKRCISK 07

Parse the infinitives in the followin' sentences:

1. To talk with great men is a liberal . ^ucation.

2. Music hath charms to soothe the savage breast.

3. A suwer went forth to sow.

4. Bid me to weep and I will weep while I have eyes to sa.

5. If yuu have tears prepare to shed them now.

6. Fools who came to scoff remained to pray.

7. The day rose fresh and fair and we had nothing to do

but enjoy it.

8. To 1)6 carnally minded is death; but to be spiritually

minded is life and peace.

9. The clock ticks upon the mantel, to remind us how cea.se-

Icssly the stream of time flows on.

10. Shall there be a God to swear by and none to pray to'(

11. Fair daffodils, we weep to see you haste away so .soon.

12. To tr'i'd hopefully is a lietter thing than to arrive, and

the I ue success is to laho. r.

13. Here will we sit and let the sound of music creep into our

ears.

14. It is more glorious to reign in f)eace than to die in war.

15. A jest loses its point when he who makes it is the first

to laugh.

16. I see the lights of the village gleam through the rain art^

mist.

17. It is better to be a king and die than to live and be a pn'r e

18. Never to tire, never to grow cold, to be patient, sym-

pathetic, tender, to look for the budding flower and the

opening heart, like God to love always,—this is duty.
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XII. TH8 PARTICIPL8

2«0. Functioii of tht Ptrtlciplt.—The person who
gives or who goes, is described as a giving or a gotHg,

person, and what he gives, as a given thing, and we
speak of things as gone, as in the expression, "joys

gone for ever." Here giving, going, given, and gone

modify nouns, while at the same time they express

what the verbs go and give predicate in corresponding

assertive sentences; that is, while they have the func-

tion of adjectives they share, at the same time, the

nature of verbs. They are accordingly known as

participles. {Participle means " participating " or

"sharing.") The participle is thus a species of verbal

adjective; it expresses in the adjective form that which
the verb asserts.

NoTI:— (1) The participle i* adjectival in that it modific* a noun; but it

doc» not express quality and. therefore, has nu degrees of comparison. Lilie

the infinitive it is verbal in that it expresses action or state, und involves the

idea of time; but it differs from a finite verb in that it docs not make an asaer-

tiun .ind does not express tense, mood, number, and person.

(2) In the literal sense of the term the participle is an infinitivt. since it Is

"unlimited" in its application: on the other hand, the infinitive is. literally

speaking, also a parlicipk. since it is a " pirtakinx" word. As Brummatical
terras, however, each word has >•. limited a- /iication, as described above.

241. Imperfect and Perfect Participles.—There are

two simple participles:

(1) One ends in -ing, as giving, going. This is called

the imperfect participle, as it expresses an incomplete

action or state of the person or thing represented by
the noun it modifies.

(2) The other has a variety of endings, -d, -t, -en, -n,

or -ne, as, loved, crept, broken, torn, or gone. It is called

the perfect participle, as it expresses a completed
action or state of that which its noun represents.

242. Participial Phrases.—Besides the simple forms
of the participle there are several phrasal forms which
are included in the following table:

.|i

|.
I

' J

«^v_

i

1. ;

'11

Mi
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Ordinary Progressive
'

Passive

Imperfect giving (being) given

Perfect given i^avrig been having been

having given giving given.

243. Uses of the Far iciple.—T!ic simple participles

are used in the various cowjlfuctions of the adjective:

(1) Attributive (183): thus,

A rolling stone gathers no moss;

Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard are sweeter.

Note:—(a) The verbal force of participles which stand in

the attributive relation is generally more or less weakened;

and the attributive participle shades off into the pure adjective.

For example, the italicized words in the following have lost all

their verbal force and are to be considered as adjectives:

a drunken soldier; a broken pitcher; a burnt match;

a charming lady; an interesting story; a mincing gait.

(6) If we compare the forms in ing in the expressions,

the breaking waves; the falling rain; the fishing season; a

building permit

;

we notice a distinction between the function of breaking and

falling, on the one hand, and fishing and building, on the other.

The fishing season means "the season for fishing" and a building

permit means "a permit for building." Fishing and building,

as here used, are in reality not participles, but gerunds used

as adjectives. Breaking and falling, on the other hand, are

participles.

(2) Appositive (184): thus,

"A stranger, I," the huntsman said,

Advancing from the hazel shade;

Venice sate in state, throned on her hundred isles.

(3) Predicate (185): Simple predicate; thus,

He remained standing.

Adverbial predicate; thus,

The school-boys ran shouting down the street.

Objective predicate; thus,

He set us all laughing:

He made his influence Jelt.
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Explain the relation of each of the participles in the

following sentences:

1. A penny saved is a penny earned.

2 Dreaming as he went along he fell into the brook.

3. The wretched parents all that night went shouttng far

and wide. .

4 He hears his daughter's voire singing in the village choir.

5. Announced by all the trumpets of the sky, arrives the

snow.

6. Watching their leader's beck and will,

All silent there they stood and still;

Like the loose crags whose threatening mass

Lay tottering o'er the hollow pass.

7. I heard the ripple washing in the reeds

And the wild water lapping on the crag.

8. On a mountain, stretched beneath a hoary willow,

Lay a shepherd swain and viewed the rolling billow.

9. The men stood speechless, hearing a voice but seeing no

man.

10. Ring out, wild bells, to the wild sky,

The flying cloud, the frosty night.

The year is dying in the night;

Ring out, wild bells, and let him die.

P:

Exercise 99

Parse the italicized words in the following sentences:

1. Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.

2. Lending is not always befriending.

3. It is impossible to make an omelet without reaking eggs.

4. To be prepared for war is one of the most effectual means

of preserving peace.

5. They considered themselves fortunate in making the

children happy and in rendering the despairing hopeful.

6. True ease in writing comes from art, not chance;

As those move easiest who have learned to dance.
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7. In vain we call old notions fudge,

And bend our conscience to our dealing;

The ten commandments will not budge,

And stealing will continue stealing.

8. The neighbouring ruins, too, are as picturesque as those

of Italy; and my desire of standing in the Coliseum and

of seeing the shattered arches of the Aqueducts stretching

along the Campagna and melting into the Alban Mount,
is entirely quenched.

9. If it be a sin to covet honour,

I am the most ojfending soul alive.

10. The school-boy wandering through the wood
To pull the primrose gay.

Starts, the new voice of spring to hear,

And imitates thy lay.

11. Thee, chauntress! oft the woods among,

I woo, to hear thy even song;

And, missing thee, I walk unseen

On the dry, smooth-shaven green.

To behold the wandering moon.
Riding near her hi "'--'-': noon.

Like one that hat 'ed astray

Through the heaw le pathless way;
And oft, as if her head she bowed,

Stooping through a fleecy cloud.

12. At such a season it is hard to stay at home. The streets

all seem to lead into the country and one longs to follow

their leading, out into the highway, on into the winding
lane, on into the wood road, on and on, until one comes
to that mysterious and delightful ending, told of in the

familiar saying, where the road finally dwindles into a

squirrel track and runs up a tree.

244. Forms in ing.—As forms in ing may have dif-

ferent functions they must be carefully distinguished.

The following examples illustrate the differences:

(1) Noun; My warning was not heeded;

(2) Gerund; Warning him is of little avail;
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(3) Adjective; A warning voice the shepherd hears;

(4) Participle: He received a letter warning him of

his danger.

EXBRCISB 100

State the part of speech of each of the italicized words

in the following sentences:

1. Forgetting is easier than learning.

2. Sorrowing, toiling, rejoicing,

Onward through life he goes.

3. We never see the sunrise by looking into the west.

4. From everlasting to everlasting Thou art God.

5. Isaac Walton wrote a charming book about fishing.

6. Listening to thy murmur he shall dream

He hears the rustling leaf and running stream.

7. He that loses his conscience has nothing left that is

worth keeping.

8. He spoke of the gra s, and flowers, and trees.

Of the singing birds, and the humming liees;

Then talked of the haying, and wonder'd whether

The cloud in the west would bring foul weather.

9. Men use care in purchasing a horse, but are negligent in

choosing a friend.

10. A hobby is the best thing in the world for a man with a

serious vocation. It keeps him from getting muscle-

bound in his own task. It helps to save him from the

mistake of supposing that it is his little tick-tack that

keeps the universe agoing. It leads him out on off

days away from his own garden comer into curious and

interesting regions of this wide and various universe, of

which, after all, he is a citizen.

XIII. AGREEMENT OF THE VERB WITH ITS SUBJECT

245. Depends Upon Meaning of Subject.—The verb

is said to agree with its subject in number and person

(83). It is, however, the meaning of the subject rather

than its form that determines the number and person

A

.i -J

4.1
r

! ,
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of the verb. The following are some of the most im-

portant constructions illustrating this principle:

(1) Collective nouns in the singular may require a

verb in the plural if we have reference to the individuals

composing the collection. Thus we say,

The committee were considering the evidence;

This company of men are sailors*

but when we consider the individuals as forming one

body the verb must be in the singular; thus,

The committee presents its report

;

This company of men is the crew of the vessel.

And conversely the verb is singular when, although

the subject is plur::l in form, the meaning is singular;

thus,

With Thee a thousand years is as one day.

(2) When two or more singular subjects are taken

alternately, or when the things which they represent

are considered separately, the verb is in the singular;

thus,

Neither the one nor the other appears to h. •'e understood;

Every man, woman, and child has received a share.

(3) When two or more singular subjects are taken

together to "-epresent but one notion, the verb is in

the singular; thus.

Bread and watci- is prison fare;

Why is dust and ashes proud?

(4) When there are several subjects, the verb fre-

quently agrees with the singular subject which stands

next to it; thus.

Ah! then and there was hurrying to and fro.

And gathering tears and tremblings of distress;

Her knights, her dames, her court is there.

And when *he verb precedes a number of subjects the

singular forn. 's frequently used; thus,

Thine is tlie kingdom, the jjower, and the glory.
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EXERCISB I'.tl

Account for the number of each of the italicized verbs

in the following sentences:

1. Honesty and justice are virtues.

2. The wages of sin is death.

3. Now abideth faith, hope, and charity.

4. Thou reignest over all, and in Thme hand ts power

and might.
. . u :

5. Education, not talent, has made him what he is.

6 The youth of a iKiople are its hoi)e.

7 Flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee.

8 In that part of the country the jK^asantry ire on oatmea .

9. To seize my gun and to fire u^as the work of a moment.

10. The tumult and the shouting dtes;

The captains and the kings depart.
, . . , .

11 Nothing but frivolous amusements pleases the indolent.

12 There is tears for his love, joy for his fortune, honour

for his valour, and death for his ambition.

13 The nublic have neither shame nor gratitude.

14 Every day and every hour has its opport-miues for good.

15 The boast of heraldry, the pomp of po.cr,

And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,

Awaits alike the inevitable hour.

EXERCISH 102

In each of the following sentences supply the proper

jorm of the verb "to be":

1. Procrastination — the thief of time.

2 If I _ he I would accept the offer.

3" The United States - now rapidly increasing m popula-

4 /f "h"e
- a year older, I would send him to school.

5 If thou — not immortal look about thee.

g"
If gold - more abundant it would be of less value.

7. I knew that it
- more than three hundred miles from

Montreal to Toronto.
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8. Two thousand dollars a year — a good salary.

9. If she — going I wish she would call for me.
10. Neither the servants nor their master — to blame.

XIV. OTHER VERB FORMS

246. (1) Words Ordinarily Othei Parts of Speech.—
Words ordinarily used as other parts of speech are some-
times used as verbs; thus,

If thou thou' St him sonn. thrice it shall not be amiss;
He ages fast ; The fire dries the room.

(2) Phrases.—Besides the regular verb phrases already

considered, there are in English a number of phrases
composed of verbs with modifying words loosely at-

tached to them in various ways; for example:
The vessel set sail; He /alls in with my views; They made away

with their victim; He as much as said he would come.

HXBRCISE 103

Comment upon the italicized verb forms in each of the

following sentences:

1. Thou wast not born for death, immortal bird.

2. What went ye out for to see ?

3. He that i.s soon angry dealeth foolishly.

4. He has bctn caught stealing.

5. Methoiight I heard a voice cry, "Sleep no more!"
6. I wis in all the Senate there was no heart so bold.

7. Woe worth the chase, woe worth the day
That cost thy life, my gallant gray

8. It is no use writing; you must telegraph.

9. Wheat sells at a dollar a bushel.

10. While the ceremony was performing, on this spot a

new and strange tragedy was enacting.

11. Please state your reasons fully.

12. And Sir Richard said again,

"We be all good Englishmen."
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247. Method of Parsing.—In parsing a verb it is usual

to classify it according to form and function, and to

state the tense, mood, person and number, and relation,

in parsing verb phrases it is generally sufficient to state

the kind and relation.

The following abbreviations may be used:

Conjugation—Conjug.

Transitive—Trans.

Intransitive—Intrans.

Present—Pres.

Perfect—Perf.

Progressive—Prog.

Promissive—Prom.

Indicative—Indie.

Subjunctive—Subj.

Imperative—Imper.

Conditional—Cond.

Passive—Pass.

Infinitive—Infin.

Participle—Partic.

Example.—Whatever record leap to light, he never

shall be shamed.

Leap—Verb, New Conjug., Intrans., Pres. Tense,

Subj. Mood, 3rd Sing., Agr. with its Subj.

record.

Shall be shamed—Verb phrase, Prom.. Future. Pass.,

3rd Sing., Agr. with its Subj. he.

General Exercise

Parse the italicized words, and groups of words, in the

joUowing sentences:

A

1. The packet sails from New York to-morrow.

2. Thy voice is heard through rolling drums,

That beat to battle where he stands.

3. To every man upon this earth, death cometh soon or late.

4. Ill deeds are doubled with an evil word.

5. In order to win the match we had still to make seven runs.

6. The eagle was soaring in the blue sky overhead.

7. If thy brother trespass against thee, rebuke him, and if

he repent, forgive him.

8. Travelling after fortune is not the way to secure her.
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10

9. The temptation to bolster up a jailing cause by damaging
your adversary's character is all the stronger, because
the device way so easily succeed.

Wear your learning like your watch, in a private poiket;
and do not pull it out and strike it merely to show that
you have one. If you are asked what o'clock it is, tell

it, '>at do not proclaim it hourly and unasked, like the
watchman.

B
1. Love not sleep, lest thou come to poverty.

2. The robin and the wren are flown.
3. Art may make a suit of clothes, but nature must produce

a man.

4. Getting money is not all a man's business; to cultivate

kindness is a valuable part of the business of life.

5. Let him go feed upon the public ways.
6. By Friday they will have been working four days.
7. Nothing clears up a case so much as stating it to another

person.

8. I have done the deed. Did'st thou not hear a noise?
9. Here will I stand, till Ca;sar pass along.

And as a suitor unll I give him this.

10. England, with all thy faults I love thee still,—

My country! and while yet a nook is left

Where English minds imi manners may be found.
Shall be constrained to love thee. Though thy clime
Be fickle, and thy year most part deform'd
With dripping rains, or withered by a frost,

I would not yet exchange thy sullen skies.

And fields without a flower, for warmer France
With all her vines.
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Chapter X

THE ADVERB

I. CLASSES

248. CUssiflcatioii According to Meaning.—Adverbs

in English are innumerable, and of the most various

meaning. We may divide them roughly into the fol-

lowing classes, but the same word may be an adverb

of one or another class, in different moanmgs and

connections: Adverbs of,

1. Place; as, here, yonder, thither, up.

2. Time; as, now, formerly, next, first.

3. Manner; as, so, somehow, ill, foolishly.

4 Degree; as, little, more, scarcely, enough.

5 To the foregoing we add Modal adverbs; such as

show the mode in which the thought is conceived by

the speaker, the relation of one thought to another, and

so on; thus,

(1) Aflarmative; as, surely, certainly, indeed.

(2) Negative; as, not, never.

(3) Potential; as, perhaps, possibly, probably.

(4) Causal; as, hence, therefore, accordingly.

Adverbs used in asking questions; as, when, where.

whence, how, why, wherefore, are called interrogative,

and are themselves classed as interrogative adverbs

of time, place, manner, and so on.

Like the interrogative pronouns, these adverbs,

especially how. are used in exclamatory sentences; thus.

Him kind of you to take this trouble!

How often have I warned yo" *» ^ careful!
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249. Compftriion of Adverbs.—Most adverbs ex-

pressing manner and quality, as well as a few adverbs
belonging to other classes, have comparative and
superlative forms, and the rules for forming the com-
parative and the superlative are the same for adverbs
as for adjectives (164).

A few adverbs are compared by the addition of er,

and es': thus,

won
near

sooner

nearer

soonest

nearest.

For most adverbs, however, phrasal co nparison is

used; thus,

quickly more quickly most quickly.

HXBRCISR 104

Classify the adverbs in the following sentences and
state the relation of each:

1. Ill weeds grow apace.

2. To-morrow will never be here.

3. A little fire is quickly trodden out.

4. When does the concert begin?

5. He was tarely heard to speak.

6. You are very fooli.sh to act thus.

7. He is not nearly so black as he is painted.

8. Stay yet awhile; speak to me once again.

9. We will proceed no further in this business.

10. He spoke quite clearly, though somewhat rafridly.

11. Opportunities never nibble twice at the same hook.
12. The curtains of yesterday drop down;

The curtains of to-morrow roll up.

II. SENTENCr \DVERBS

250. Sentence Adverbs.—Some modal adverbs modify
whole sentences, and may be called sentence adverbs;
thus.

Perhaps he has gone; Probably he is here.
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But the fact that, in the first example, the sani<- mean-

ing may be expressed by a change in the p-edicate;

thus, "He mov have gone"; shows that such adverbs

belong especially to the verb. They modify primarily

the copula, which expresses the act of ass^.tion; they

thus characterize the reliability of the who..- assertion—

whether it is certain, prol>able, or doubtful. So, oo,

with phrases; thus,

Without doubt lie lias gone;

To the best of my heluj, he has gone.

When one of the components of the sentence is

stressed, these modal adverbs are often placed near it,

and seem to belong to it; but they are still sentence

adverbs; thus.

Probably he rode home (or, he rode home; or, he rmlc home);

He proUbly rode home; He nxle honn, proUbly.

Again, as is shown by the sentence, 'Maybe he has

gone"; (in which the phrasal compound Maybe is short-

ened for "It may be"), some sentences, independent in

form and often parenthetical, are logically modal; thus.

He has gone, / fear; He has gone, / haw no doubt;

He is, / think, mistaken.

Phrases and clauses li' <^ those italicized in the follow-

ing sentences, are of s. ailar construction:

Properly speaking., tture is no such thing as chance;

That is he yonder, if I am not mistaken.

ExBRCisS 105

State the function and relation of each of the italicized

words, or groups of words, in the fallot ing sentences:

1. The witness certainly spoke the truth.

2. Possibly he has been delayed.

3. A fool at forty is a fool indeed.

4. Surely goodness and mercy shall foUow me ail the days

of my life.

i
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6. Not a word will he disclose,

Not a word of all he knowH.

6. In this part of the t«)\vn there was literally nothing to be

seen hut lamped.

7. "Perhaps," cried he, "there ma^ '« suih monsters as

you describe."

8. Apparently the storm had only begun.

9. He who judges least, / Ihiftk, is he who judges l)est

10. You are, to speak very jrankly, not entirely free from
blame.

111. PECULIAR C )NSTRUCTIONS

251. (a) Adverbs Mm
. Prepositions.—Mnny propo-

sitions and conjunct! a are adverbial in origin and
still retain some of their adverbial value when used

as connectives. Consider, for example, the uses of

up and before in the following sentences:

He ran up;

He ran up the hill;

They came hrjun-;

They came hejon- I went (27:1 pi]).

The adverbial origin of prepositions and conjunction"!

accounts for the fact that they are sometimes modified

by adverbs, as in the sentences,

He jumped clear over the wall;

He came long after I had gone.

In the first sentence the word over, in addition to its

function in relating wall to jumped, retains also sutTi-

dent of the adverbial function to permit of its being

modified by the adverb clear. The case of long after,

in the second sentence, is similar. But as in such con-

structions the adverbs logically modify the whole

phrase they may be so described properly enough.
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252. (b) AdTtrbt Modifying Houm.—Sometimes, also,

adverbs seem to modify nouns; but when tlie adverbs

have not become converted into adjectives, tb^y really

express a modification of the verbal notion either of

action or of state or existence, which many nouns

suggest; thus, for example

:

Alter tny return (action) kiimc yetterday;

We recall our misfortunes (»Ute) hereto/ore;

He came during my residence here.

Hut these constructions shade off into those in which

the modifying word must be considered as purely ad-

jectival in function. And furthermore, words which in

addition to their function as nouns have also an adjective

function in the sentence, may also be modified by ad-

verbs; thus,

So sweet that j«»y is almost pair (I'red. Notn.)

Gladstone, farmerly premier ol England. (Appos.)

KxBRCisK 100

State the relation of each of the italicized adverbs in

the following sentences:

1. I am not half through my task.

2. He struck th»^ target full in the centre.

3. The music in my heart I bore

Long after it was heard no more.

4. Champlain at last arrived at Montreal, then a mere col-

lection of huts.

5. The boat came close beneath the ship,

And straight a sound was heard.

6. I have not seen him since his journey abroad.

7. On she came with cloud of canvas,

Right against the wind that blew.

8. Upon his arrival here he was met by a large crowd.

9. They locked the door shortly before the thieves came.

10. The next man to enter was an old sea captain, once a

prisoner of the French.
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IV. ADVERBIAL, PARTICLES

253. (a) Simple Adverbial Particles.—In the sen-
tences,

They gave away their wealth;

He tore dovm the fence;

the words away and down are adverbial particles (39)
modifying the verbs gave and tore respectively. This
will be readily seen when we write the sentences as
follows

:

Tliey gave their wealth away;
He tore the fence down.

It is evident, furthermore, that in the sentences,
I longed for his return;

He arrives in a carriage;

the words for and in are different in function. Al-
though we usually parse for in this construction as a
preposition, it is in reality an adverbial particle help-
ing to make the phrase longed for, which has for
its object the noun return. In, on the other hand, is

a pure preposition.

When sentences containing phrases which con-
sist of a verb and an adverbial particle, are changed
from the active into the passive, the adverbial par-
ticle becomes a part of the passive verb phrase; thus.

Active

—

The [leople iuught after him;
His friends think highly of him.

Passive

—

He was sought after by the people;
He is thought highly of, by liis friends.

254. (b) Expletive Particle.—TAere is peculiarly used
when it fills up what seems to be a gap in the sentence
owr.jj to the transposition of the subject (38); thus,
for example.

There is no death; what seems so, is transition;
There being no one at home I went away.
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When thus used, there is called ati expletive particle.

(Expletive means ''filling out".)

It is necessary to distinguish carefully the use of

there as an expletive from its use as an adverb of place.

The following sentences contain examples of both uses

:

There are no idlers there;

.\s no one else was there, there was no use in my remaining.

HXERCISE 107

State whether the word "there" is used as an adverb of

place or as an expletive in each of the following sentences:

1. WTiere there's a will there's a way.

2. There is the house in which he lives.

3. There's a great contrast between him and me.

4. Act well your part; there all the honour lies.

5. Where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.

6. There lived an ancient legend in our house.

7. There was no land on earth she loved like that dear land.

8. O to be in England, now that April's tb.<;re.

9. There is a tide in the affairs of men which, taken at it:^

flood, leads on to fortune.

10. Is there no balm in Gilead ? Is there no physician there ?

255. (c) Limiting Particles.— A few words, ordinarily

adverbs, are peculiarly used (39). Even, for example, may
be used in connection with a word or a phrase to em-

phasize the identity; thus, for example,

It is i'ven she I mear
;

Sweet thoughts do even refresh my labours;

or it may intimate that the sentence expresses an ex-

treme case of a general proposition; being, in this use,

placed before or after the word, phrase, or clause, on

which the extreme character of the statement or sup-

position depends; thus, for example:

Even this stupid man is more useful than I am

;

I would not do so even if you were to threaten me

;

The gain is even more remarkable than the loss.

/.<l
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Thus used, even is not one of the so-called parts of

speech; for, although it resembles the adjective and

especially the adverb, it is, as the above examples show,

more general in its application. It seems to change,

somewhat as does stress, the value of the expression

with which it is connected. Accordingly, it may, from

its origin, be described as a limiting particle modifying

the expression to which it is attached; and, in the cast

of even and words of similar value, the name intensifying

mav be added.

A few other words, expressing degree, as only, merely,

just, nearly, almost, are sometimes used in ways thai

resemble those of even above, and they are to be de-

scribed in the same way; thus, for example:

He waited only a moment.

Such constructions shade off into those in which some

of these w »rds may be valued as adjectives or adverbs,

EXSRCISB 108

Parse the italicized words in the following sentences:

1. Even Hoiiier sometimes nods.

2. Just for a handful of silver he left us.

3. Drink to me only with thine eyes,

And I will pledge with mine.

4. You must not think too unkindly even of the east wind.

5. The tongue is^ a little membor, yet behold how great

a fire it kindles.

6. Every fish has its fly, but even the right fly is not enough:

you must play it nicely at the right spot.

7. Only the actions of the just

Smell sweet and blossom in their dust.

8. All the world's a stage, and all the men and women
merely players.
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B

1. He paid about ten thousand dollars for his house.

2. Tale-bearers are just as bad as tale-makers.

3. The pond widened out into quite a lake.

4. Solitude is a thing which a man hardly ever enjoys by

himself.

5. Not wholly in the busy world, nor quite beyond it, blooms

the garden that I love.

6. It was not exactly what one would call an elegant equip-

age, but it rolled along.

7. We spent over a hundred dollars yesterday.

8. This mistake is altogether my fault.

256. (d) Responsives.—The words yes and no are used

in responding to a question and are, therefore, called

responsives (affirmative and negative) (42). They were

originally adverbs, but are so no longer, because they

are in themselves complete answers. Thus, for ex-

ample, in answer to the question "Will you go?" yes

and no mean respectively, "I will go," and "I will

not go." The responsives thus stand for a whole

sentence, and hence are not properly "parts of speech"

in the ordinary use of the term. The older forms of

yes and no are yea and nay.

Sort:—(1) We tometimct tiae the responiive merely to emphaiize on
afinoation or a denial, as in the foUowins;

Were you at the concert? Yes, I was there;

Arc you going to the carnival? No, I am not going.

(2) Ay meaning yes is also used as a responsive. It is a shortened form of

tlK word ayt meaning "ever".

ft
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v. THB PORM OF ADVERBS

257. Derivation.—Many adverbs are formed from

adjectives or notms by the addition of a prefix or a

suffix; thus,

betimes, anew, lengthwise, darkling, hastily.

M
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A number of words, however, are used either as ad-

jectives or as adverbs without change of form; thus.

They strike hard; We sleep sound; It grew wondrous cold.

The following series of adverbs corresponding to one

another come from pronominal roots:

here hither hence; then the thus;

there thither thence; when why how.

where whither whence;

Notb:—As the forms henc*. thtnce. and wlunc* mean, respectively, fiam

kirt, from Iknt. from wktrt, it is obviously incoirect to say from henct. from

Ihtnc*. from whence.

The adverbs here, there, and where, are combined

with many words which are now usually prepositions,

forming compounds which are equivalent to it, this,

that, which, or what, along with the preposition ; thus.

Herein (="in this") lies the difficulty;

In the day thou eatest IhercoJ (="of it");

The means whereby (="by which") I live.

258. Adverbs of Peculiar Derivation.—A number of

adverbs of peculiar derivation require special notice:

(a) Needs, as used in the sentence "He needs must

go"; means "of necessity," and is the possessive form

of the noun need, the apostropae being omitted.

Non:—In Old Bnslish. as in other inflected languases, the possessivr case

was frequently used to express adverbial as well as adjectival relations. Tbcs«

relations are generally expressed in Modem Bnslish by means of the preposition

of; thus,
He often comes m of a \ evenins;

He went of his own free will.

(6) The as used in, "The more the merrier"; is an

adverb of degree. It means by that much, and is a

survival of an Old English case form of the pronoun

that, which has not survived elsewhere in Modem

English.
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\c) Expressions such as day by day, time after time,

must be treated as adverbial phrases. Day by day,

in the sentence, "Day by day he grew stronger"; is

equivalent to by day by day. The phrase by day is re-

.peated to express repeated or continued action. The
dropping of the preposition by fn the first phrase has
given us the expression in its present form.

(d) In the expression ever and anon, anon is a con-

traction for in one (moment). In the sentence, "Ever
and anon we heard the tolling of the bell"; ever and
anon expresses the fact that the action is continued,

or repeated, at intervals.

Other phrasal expressions which are used as adverbs
are, to and fro ( = to and from), every now and then,

every once in a while.

(e) Ago in the sentence, "He came an hour ago";
is an abbreviated form of the participle agone, which
was in use in older English. Ago rarely retains

anything of its participial value, however, and is to

be considered merely as an adverb of time.

(/) Rather, which is now used as an adverb expressing

preference, is the comparative form of rathe meaning
early," which was used as an adjective in older Eng-

lish. Milton speaks of "the rathe primrose," but the

word is now obsolete. It is interesting to notice that

the words soon and sooner are also similarly used in

Modern English to express preference, as well as time;

thus,

I would as soon go as stay;

He would sooner starve than beg.

ExSRCISE .101)

Parse the italicized words in the following sentences.

Explain any peculiarities of form or derivation:

;

;!
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11?

1. "Ay, Ay, Sir," burst from a thousand throats.

2. He must neads go that the devil drives.

3. Words are pegs to hang ideas on.

4. Whence do you come, and whither are you bound ?

5. Herein do I exercise myself to have a conscience void of

offence.

6. Morning after morning he passed at the same hour.
7. I know a bank whereon the wild thyme blows.
8. The higher you go the colder it gets.

9. Fools must now and then be right by chance.
10. Men knew now how he learned <U aU,

For idly, hour by hour,

He sat and watched the dead leaves fall.

Or mused upon some conunon flower.

B
1. I'd rather be a dog and bay the moon than such a Roman.
2. We met him a few days fgo.

3. The higher a man rises tiic farther he can fall.

4. Every once in a while we heard the rumbling of distant

thunder.

5. I would soonar die than reveal my secret.

6. Day in and day out, the faithful dog guarded the grave
of his master.

7. Onu upon a time there lived a very rich man, whose
name was Midas.

8. The accident happened so long ago that I have almost
forgotten it.

9. The eyes of the Lord run to and fro throughout the
whole earth.

10. Ever and anon the wind,

Sweet-scented with the hay.

Turned o'er the hymn-book's fluttering leaves,

That on the window lay.

[g) Words which are generally used as other parts
of speech, are sometimes used as adverbs; thus, for

example

:
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Truth administered scalding (Part.) hot repels,

He is somewhat (Pron.) arrogant in manner;

Tramp, tramp, across the land they speed,

splash, splash, across the sea.

And on account of their demonstrative character

we find this and that used as adverbs, often in collo-

quial use, and sometimes even in literature. Ex-

amples are:

that high, this far, that much,

(fe) We have already observed the fact that adverbs

may take the form of either phrases or clauses; thus,

He lives in India;

Upon entering we were met by a servant;

Spring having come, the flowers are in bloom;

He shouted till the woods rang.

Adverb phrases, however, are sometimes not easily

analysed, either because they contaiti words that are

rarely or never found except in these phrases; thus,

by stealth, of yore, at random, in Hew;

or because they are of irregular construction, being made

up of a preposition with an object which is ordinarily

an adjective; thus,

in vain, of old, at all, on high, ere long, for good.

EXSRCISB 110

Parse the italicized adverbs in the following sentences,

noting any peculiarities in derivation or function:

1. A pint of water weighs a pound.

2. The path to the top of the hill is somewhat tteep.

3. I would hesitate to pay that much for it.

4. In sooth I know not why I am so sad.

5. I intend to return a little before dark.

6. Great drops of rain fell plop into the water.

7. My clothes were wringing wet when I reached home.

8. Is this a dagger which I see before me,

The handle toward »;v hand?
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9. Bang, vkang, whang goes the drum*
10. Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.

GSNSRAI. EXBRCUS

Parse the italicized adverbs in the following sentences:
1. Most people talk too much.
2. The stone went crash through the window.
3. He barely escaped with his life.

4. Anger is an expensive luxury, in which only men of a
certain income can indulge.

5. A man's best things are nearest him,
Lie close about his feet.

6. My father lived at Blenheim then,

Yon little stream hard by.

7. Great thoughts, great feelings, came to them,
Like instincts, unawares.

8. A very inquisitive child once saucily asked of an exceed-
tngly needy-looking man, " Where do you most generally
dine"? Immediately the all but actuaUy starving man
replied, somewhat sadly, though quUe smartly, withal,
"Near anything I may get to eat."

9. Croker had a very good opinion of himself. Once when
he was in the company of the Duke of Wellington, the
talk turned upon the battle of Waterloo, and Croker
actuaUy contradicted several of the statements made by
the Duke. Afterwards some one spoke about the copper
caps which were used for firing muskets, and again
Croker put the Duke right. This upset the patience of
the great soldier and he exclaimed, "Perhaps I know
httie about Waterloo, but I certainly know something
about copper caps!"

10. One very dark night I directed on their way two young
men who had been fishing in the pond. They lived
about a mUe off through the woods and were quite used
to the route. A day or two after, one of them told me
that they wandered about the greater part of the night,
close by their own premises, and did not get home till

toward morning.



Chapthk XI

THE PREPOSITION

I. ORIGIN AND USB

259. Function of Prepotitioni.— Prepositions did not

exist in the earliest stages of the development of lan-

guage. The oldest prepositions were at first adverbs,

often prefixed to verbs (hence the name "/)reposition"),

and prepositions may in some cases be described as

transitive adverbs. Gradually when case endings began

to lose their force, prepositions came to be used with

nouns and pronouns to define more clearly their relation

in the sentence.

The relations expressed by prepositions, as used at

first, were relations of place, and then, by degrees,

time, cause, and manner; thus, for example, in the

case of from:

to be Jrom home; to come /row England ; to stay /rom moni-

ing till evening; to come from fear; to happen Jrom no

fault of mine.

The number of the prepositions is considerably less

than a hundred; but, as we have just seen in ^he case

of from, each preposition may generally express a

variety of relations. We, therefore, do not attempt

to classify them on the basis of meaning.

Exercise 111

Show whether the italicized words in the following are

prepositions or adverbial particles:

1. A soft answer turneth away wrath.

2. Faith is the substance of things hoped for.

3. Amid^ thy bowers the tyrant's hand is seen.

4. Perfect love casteth out fear.

5. Bring in the logs that are lying in the yard.

233
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Um

6. When clouds are seen wise men put on their cloaks.
7. I throw up my chamber window to breathe the earliest

breath of summer.
8. It is as easy to lift up Olympus as it is to climb up

Parnassus.

9. We thought as we hollowed his narrow bed
And smoothed down his lonely pillow,

That the foe and the stranger would tread o'er his head,
And we far away on the billow.

10. In the midst of this sublime and terrible storm Dame
Partington, who lived upon the beach, was seen at the
door of her house with mop and pattens, trundling her
mop, squeezing out the sea-water, and vigorously
pushing away the Atiantic Ocean. The Atlantic was
roused; Mrs. Partington's spirit was up. But I need
not tell you that the contest was unequal; the Atlantic
Ocean beat Mrs. Partington.

260. Connectioii with Other T. «i.~From their
nature or from usage, particular words have come to
be followed by particular prepositions. Some words
take prepositions that harmonize with their composi-
tion; thus, for example.

absolve /fom, conversant with, involve in, comply viitk.

Some, again, are used with particular prepositions
that do not harmonize with their original meaning;
thus, for example,

abhorrent to, averse to, alien to, connive at.

Other words are followed by more than one preposition,
each expressing a diflFerent relation ; thus, for example,

to get at facts;

to get over a fever;

to get OH with a person;

to get out of debt;

to get to a journey's end;
to take after one's father;

to take one for a thief;

to take to anything;

to take upon oneself;

to intrust a thing to one;
to intrust one viith a thing;
to look after the house;
to look at a person or thing

;

tc look into a mutter;
to look for what i» lost;

to look over an account;
to look through an account;
to look out of a window.
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A few words, again, are used with more than one prepo-

sition to express the same, or almost the same, re-

lation; thus, for example,

to expect of (ptfrtm) one; to die 0/ {at jnm) (or wiih) hunger;

anxious jar (or about) hit safety.

EXIXCMB 112

WHai prtposition skotUd

following:

b$ ustd with each of tht

accord

adapted

addicted

adjacent-

affinity

agree

amalgamate

assent

associated

averse

beware

confer

conlde

conducive

consist

convenient

convicted

dazxled

defer

delight

desist

different

dispense

endue

exclusive 1

ezceptiont

glad

harmonize

imbued

incidental

insensible

oblivious

persist

pertinent

prodigal

rdevant

similar

subordmate

subversive

synonymow
taste

typical

unworthy

zealous.

Exercise 113

Fill in the blanks in the following senUnces with suit-

able prepositions:

1. To-day is always different — yesterday.

2. I think that the train will start — about an hour.

3. Your house is similar — ours.

4. He spoke — his own defence.

5. I have not been — school — the first of March.

6. The Prodigal Son was reconciled — his father.

7. None can be disappointed — seeing Niagara Falls.

8. — his loss he is very cheerful.

9. All — two men, who lived — the bridge, were saved.

10. I am not accountable — any one — my conduct.
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261. PotitioD • iB th« Smtenc*.—The preposition gen
erally precede}, t be noun or pronoun which it governs,

but sometimes U, t the wkeof greater euphony o. greater
lorce it follows tJ k word which it governs; thus,

John is fie name (that) lie untweri to;

I liave t atvtiled tlic whole \^arld ovtr.

262. OmiMion o£ the Prepocition.—Sometimes whrn
the relation of n M:nibers of a sentence can be readily-

seen without the use of the preposition, it is omitted

greater brevity and force, or for the

, thus,

vthat) I came (for ;

y (that) he arrived (on);

i),'hi; (Of) \ liat age are you?
He is bu'v (at)

j
ploughing; He swims (in) dog fashion.

In the foregoing sentences, my hetght, what age, mav
be treated as ad jettive phrases; ploughing and Joi^

fashion are advert )s.

:n order to secure*

sake of the sound

This is the reaata

I met him the dJa

He is (of) my la

II. FORMATION

263. Varioub Fe 'rms.—The oldest preixjsition- arc

jor. Most others )f late formation

compounds, or phrases. The fol-

s:

erived froir participles, originallv

in the nommativc absolut'-; thu^

simple, as. at, by,

are derivatives, or

Iviwing ire example

1. Prepositions i

modifying a noun
for example, the s«i itences,

The resulf pend,w. » ^ ^^^'^ ^*'t great anxiety;

We went along tlic rt '*^' '^ *"«»' Ortn^ Massed;

MX, the buy being ,-xcti. ^'^' •'«•'*>• ""^ the cuinp in safet)

"e considering the (tre%
f^stances, he is not to hi t' e;

have come to be written ^^ follows:

Pending the result «e hi '^*^ **'^ J^^"^* anxiet>

We went along the road '^'' '** *^^*'

All except the boy reacbe^^ ''"' """^ '" safety;

Considering the circumstanc '^' ^ '" "*** *" blame
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2. Compoundi and I>«riT«ti¥M; thus,

underneath, within, amunpt, along.

.1. PhraiM; thus,

Dut nf, as ti>, by way of, instead of. according In.

The expression as regards, which is shortened (rsn

w jni ns it regards, may also be vaUied as a prepotAtxm

phrase, meaning "concerning" or "in regard to."

EXBUCISR 114

Sileci the prepostiion phrases in the followtnq senigncti

nn how the relation of each:

1 We tame by way of Montre>i.

2. Out of thine own mouth will 1 judge thee.

3. He strxKi a little apart fror his fellows.

4. In spite of what you say 1 t-lievc he is honest.

5. The tr; i drew up alongside of the station.

6. Don't put too fine a point to our '*-it for fear of its

getting Munted.

7. In additi( to advLsing us he gave us money.

8. As for m* .nd my house vve will -orve the Lord.

•^ The secret door wa.s opened by m -ans of a spring.

I have heard nothing but praise as regards his conduct.

III. PECULIAR USES

204. Unuiiial or Peculiar Constructions.- V number
of prp'Tositions are sometimes used in unusual or pecu-

liar constructions which re }uire special notice:

(a) In older English the preposition for was frequently

used to govern the infiniti '^ (239) where the preposi-

tion to was felt to be losing its force, as in. "U is use-

less for to go." The insertion of a pron'

as subject of the infinitive, has given us

tions as,

For me to die gain; It is useless f"r nm

fr»

if

1%
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(6) Save, and but, meaning "except," are used as

prepositions and gover the objective case. Occa-

sionally, however, especially in older English, we find

either word followed by a pronoun in the nominative

case; but in Modem English this construction is not

sanctioned by the best usage. Examples are:

None shall be mistress of it save I alone; (Shakespeare)

What stays have I but they? (Shakespeare)

(c) But is sometimes used as a preposition to govern

a noun clause, a noun phrase, or an infinitive; thus,

I cannot but believe it; ("do anything except believe").

He was all but ruined; ("all except (being) ruined").

But for you I would have gone; ("except for you").

{d) Than is used as a subordinative conjunction, and

introduces an adverbial clause. When followed by the

conjunctive pronoun whom, however, its construction

is that of a preposition with the objective case; for

example:

Than whom none higher sat; (Milton)

(e) The words nigh, near, and like, with their deriva-

tives, must be considered essentially as prepositions,

and such expressions as near to, like to, must be con-

sidered as preposition phrases. The function of these

words has, however, already been discussed.

NoTB:—Some authorities ptefer to treat ntar a* an adverb and like u aa

adjective. In such sentences as,

He lives near (to) the bridge;

We heard a sound like (to) thunder;

the expressions (to) Ihe bridoe. {to) IhutuUr, must then be considered as adverb*,

modifying near, and like, respectively. However, as near and like have is

some of their uses lost most of their adverbial or adjectival force, it is simpler

to treat them as prepositions.

In vulgar BngliKh like is often used as a conjunction: thus, "He walked Hie

I do": but this construction is not reputable, and we have the word as to

express this relation. In "He walked like John," like cannot be a conjunrtioa,

M we see when we substitute for Jokn the pronoun of the third person.
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EXERCISE 241

EXBKCISS 115

Parse the italicized words in the follovfing sentences,

noting any peculiarities of function:

1. He was about to speak.

2. He sold it for what it was worth.

3. I did not see him tiU toward morning.

4. Alas for the rarity of Christian charity ider the sun I

5. Who is he that cometh like an honoured guest?

6. A man is never so much on trial as in the moment of

excessive good fortune.

7. I don't know wii~v /ou are talking about.

8. She does nothing but dance all day long.

9. The building next the city hall is iht post office.

10. A man vrithout self-restraint is like a barrel without

hoops, and tumbles to pieces.

11. All save three of the crew were drowned.

12. Re (-tcgarding) your proposal of last week I beg to

reply as follows.

^4i\

J -hi

J i\



Chapter XII

i

THE CONJUNCTION

I. PORBIATION

265. From Other Parts of Speech.—Conjunctions
have been formed in various ways, mostly from other

parts of speech; thus, for example, from,

pronouns: that, hence, whether, both;

adjectives: provided, except;

adverbs: consequently, lastly, now, namely;
prepositions: but, fur, since, before;

verbs: say, suppose, to wit, videlicet (viz).

Many of the words which are used as conjunctions

may also be used either as adverbs or as prepositions;

only a few words, indeed, are used solely as conjunc-

tions, as and, nor. Some words also which are ordui-

arily participles or imperatives, are now used as con-

jimctions, especially by tht; omission of that, which

once followed them. In Modem English, this use of

that has disappeared except in a few conjunction

phrases, as, in that, save that, but that.

N0T8:—In Shakespeare we itill find that uied alons with luch conjunctions
•• if and when, in order to strengthen their conjunctive value; thus.

When that the poor have cried Ctesar hath wept;
// that the youth of my new interest here have power to bid you

welcome.

M. CLASSES.—ORDINARY AND ADVERBIAL

266. Difference in Function.—As we have already seen

(50 ; 54) conjunctions may be divided according to func-

tion into two mai.1 classes, co-ordinative and subordin-

ative. Co ordinative conjunctions join expressions of

equal rank, whether clauses, phrases, or single words.

242
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Subordinative conjunctions join subordinate clauses to

principal clauses.

Both co-ordinative and subordinative conjunctions

may be classified as ordinary or adverbial. Ordinary

conjunctions merely connect clauses, phrases, or words,

and show their relations; adverbial conjunctions not

only connect clauses but modify either the whole

clause which they introduce, or some part of it; thus,

for example, in,

I stay and he goes; I stay if he goes;

and and if are ordinary conjunctions; but, in,

I stay; therefore he goes; I stay uhen he goes;

therefore and when are adverbial conjunctions.

III. CO-ORDINATIVE CONJUNCTIONS

267. Clanification.— Besides their classification as

ordinary and adverbial, both co-ordinative and sub-

ordinative conjunctions may be classified according to

the relations which they express. The different kinds of

co-ordination have already been described (50) and the

co-ordinative conjunctions may be classified as follows:

1. Copulative: and, moreover, furthermore, now, as

well as.

These conjunctions are called copulative because they
are used to couple or unite words, or groups of words,

which are used in the same line of thought ; thus.
The people are like the sea and orators are like the wind.

2. Adversative: but, yet, still, however, whereas, not-

withstanding, nevertheless.

These conjunctions are called adversative because

the thoughts expressed by the words, or groups of

words, which they connect are adverse or opposite in

character; thus,

Prosperity makes friends, but adversity tries them;
The rich have two sources of wealth, whereas the jioor have

but one.
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Note:—^The words whereas, notvoUhstanding {that), but, may
be used as subordinative conjunctions also; for example:

I never see him but I laugh {^^that I do not laugh).

Whereas I was blind, now I see.

3. Alternative: either, or, else, ruither, nor, otherwise.

These conjunctions are called alternative because

they are used when we wish to express an alternative

or choice; thus,

The king must win or forfeit his crown;

You must be diligent or else you cannot succeed.

Note:—In the foregoing example the word else strengthens

the alternative conjunction or. The two words may be

taken together as forming a conjunction phrase.

4. Causal: for, then, so, hence, therefore, accordingly.

These conjunctions are called causal because the

statements which they introduce express cause, reason,

proof, inference, or conclusion, with regard to the

preceding statements; thus.

Let us eat and drink, /or to-morrow we die;

Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom.

268. Correlatives.—In tte sentence,

Either Calgary or Vancouver is his destination;

either and or are said to be correlative, (that is, "having

a mutual relation") because they generally occur

together introducing the alternatives, and the former

of them is always followed by the latter. Other cor-

relatives are: neither. . . .nor; both. . . .and; not only

but also.

ExGRCiss 116

Classify the co-ordinative conjunctions in the follow-

ing sentences, and point out those that are correlative:

1. Straws swim on the surface, but pearls lie at the bottom.

2. The chief-justice was rich, quiet, and infamous.

3. In this world a man must be either a hammer or an anvil.

i
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4. I recommend you to take care of the nnnutes, }or the

hours will take care of themselves.

6. Hatred stirreth up strifes, but love covereth all trans-

gressions.

6. Man wants but little here below,

Nor wants that little long.

7. Master, we have toiled all the night, and have taken

nothing; nevertheless at thy word I will let down the net.

8. A house which stands on open ground must have a sunny

side as well as a shady. Be sure to live on the sunny side.

9. Neither a borrower nor a lender be,

For loan oft loses both itself and friend.

10. A man severe he was and stem to view;

I knew him well and every truant knew;

Yet he was kind, or if severe in aught.

The love he bore to learning was at fault.

269. Conjunctive Particles.—Words such as also, too,

besides, likewise, are frequently used along with certain

co-ordinative conjunctions, so as to strengthen their

conjunctive value by drawing special att;;ntion to one

of the notions which they connect. For instance, in

the sentence,

The passengers and also the crew were saved

;

the word also is used to emphasize the added notion of

the crew, and this helps to strengthen the conjunctive

value of nd. Words which are used in this way are

known a conjimctive particles. Other examples are:

I was tired and hungry too;

He lost his hat and his coat besides;

His father was an engineer, and his grandfather likewise.

Hi

I

IV. SUBORDINATIVE CONJUNCTIONS

270. Classification.—The subordinative conjunctions

may be classified as follows, but in considering atiy

classification we must remember that the same con-
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junction has often a great variety of uses and mean-
ings: Conjunctions of,

1. Place: where, whence, whither, whereon, whereat.

2. Time: when, whenever, as, while, until, before, since.

3. Cause: when, as, because, whereas, since, seeing thai.

4. Ptirpoge: that, so that, lest.

5. Result: that, so that, lest, and sometimes till.

6. Condition: if, provided that, and the negative
conjunctions, but, unless, except, when these words are

used in the sense of if. . . .not.

7. Concession: though, although, notwithstanding that,

while, albeit.

8. Manner: as, how.

9. Degree (including Comparison) : as, than.

After as and than when used as conjunctions, the subordinate
clause is frequently abbreviated; thus,

I like her letter than (I like) him;
She is not so tall as he (is tall)

;

and through the omission of the whole clause we get the
expressions,

as if, as though, as when, than if, than where, etc.

For example, the clauses.

He looks as if he were ill;

He is taller than when 1 saw him last;

may be expanded as follows:

He looks as he would look if he were ill;

He is taller than he was tall when I saw him last.

On account of the similarity in function of tlwugh and if, we
frequently use as though where strictly speaking we should use

as if; for example,

He acts as (he would act) Ihough he were king.

10. To the foregoing we add Substantive Conjunctions;
that is, those introducing noun clauses: that, whether,

if, how, when, where, why, and others.

i.
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Non:—1. The lue of that as a subttantivc conjunction is derived from its

UM as a demonstrative pronoun. The fnllowing Mntences will serve to illustrate

the tranrition:

He is coming: I said thai;

I said Ihal, (namely) he is coming:

I said Ihal be is coming.

In the first sentence Ihal is a demonstrative pronoun relating to the preceding

statement. In tlie second sentence it is a demonstrative pronoun followed by
a noun clause in apposition with it. In the third sentence it has tost its pro-

nuroinal force and is a pure conjunction.

2. In such constructions as,

That you have wronged me doth appear in this;

Thai he was there cannot be true;

tkal has only a part of its conjtmctive value. In its ordinary use. it joins

two clauses, introducing the subordinate one; here, it merely introdtices the

noun clause. In this use. (which is. of course, a direct lesult of its origin);

tkal may be called an iHlroduclory conptneliv parlid*.

EXBRCISS 117

Classify the subordinative conjunctions in the follow-

ing sentences:

1. When law ends tyranny begins.

2. We sow in order that we may reap.

3. A man has no more religion than he acts out in his life.

4. // a fool knows a secret he tells it because he is a fool.

5. He gazed so long that both his eyes were dazzled.

6. It is doubtful if there ever was a good war.

7. Don't cross a bridge till }ou come to it.

8. When the night falls and dogs do howl,

Sing, ho! for the reign of the homed owl.

9. The nightingale, if she should sing by day

When every goose is cackling, would be thought

No better a musician than the wren.

10. As for man his days are as grass; as a flower of the field,

so he flourisheth.

271. Correlatives.—Certain subordinative conjunc-

tions are sometimes used in correlative relation (268)

with adverbs, or with other conjunctions; thus,

When I go, then I will see him;

Though I fear him, yet I trust him;

Other correlatives are, where. . . .there; while. . . .yet;

whether. . . .or.

HM,
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3.

4.

6.

EXSRCISR 118

Select the correlative words in each of the following

sentences, and show the function of each:

1. As thy days so shall thy strength be.

2. In the place where the tree falleth there it shall lie.

When Greeks joined Greeks then was the tug of war.

Though I have not seen him for years, yet I remember
him well.

He prayeth best who loveth best

All things both great and small.

Wheresoever the carcase is, there will the eagles be

gathered together.

7. You may as well begin your work to-day as put it off

until to-morrow.

8. I have neither wit nor words nor worth, action nor utter-

ance, nor the power of speech, to stir men's blood.

Not only strike while the iron is hot, but make it hot by
striking.

As far as the east is from the west, so far hath He re-

moved our transgressions from us.

ExsRcisB 119

State the different uses of "that" as found in the follow-

ing sentences:

1. All that a man hath will he give for his life.

2. Are you certain that he said that ?

3. On that particular morning it was snowing so heavily

that I could scarcely see a yard in front of me.
Never leave that till to-morrow which you can do to-day.

A carriage like that should not have cost nearly that much.
)\Tien on my lied the moonlight falls

I know that in thy place of rest

By ihat broad water of the west,

There comes a gfory on the walls.

Gather up the fragments that remain that nothing be lost.

He claimed that that "that" that that speaker used should

have been "this."

9.

10.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

.
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9. He that hath, to him shall be given; and he that hath

not, from him shall be taken even thai which he hath.

10. Yet ah I that spring should vanish with the rosel

That youth's sweet-scented manuscript should closet

The nightingale that in the branches sang,

Ah, whence and whither flown again, who knows?

EXKRCISB 120

State the uses of "as" as found in the following sen-

tences:

1. We spend our years as i ale that is told.

2. I would not care to live in such a house as that.

3. As you are boun'l to go I will not detain you.

4. He is as happy as a man could wish to be.

5. As vie go onward and come to the afternoon of life's day,

let us make of it a psalm.

6. Hosts may in these wilds abound

Such as are better missed than found.

7. As the hart panteth after the water brooks,

so panteth my soul after thee.

8. Not a drum was heard, not a funeral note,

As his corpse to the rampart we hurried.

9. An idler is a watch that wants both hands,

As useless if it goes as if it stands.

10. The as which is used in the af-clause, in that sentence,

is a subordinative conjunction.

EXBRCISB 121

State the uses of "but" as found in the following sen-

tences:

1. Man proposes but God disposes.

2. In Venice fru/'s a traitor.

3. None knew her but to love her.

4. 'Tis but the wind whispering in the leaves.

5. Each heart recalled a different name,

But all sang Annie Laurie.

fl
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6. The wedding guest sat on a stone;

He cannot choose but hear.

7. 1 never go without my umbrella bul it is »ure to rain.
8. There's not a man in the world but desires to l»e th»)UKht

to lie a wi.se man.
9. But yesterday the word of Cesar might ha\e st«K>d

against the world.

10. I never was on the dull, tame .shore

But I loved the great sea more and more.

C.BN8RAL KXSRCISK

Parse the italicized conjunctiunx in the following sen-

ttnces:

A
1. Drive thy business or it will drive thee.

2. Give not thy tongue too great a liberty lest it take thee
prisoner.

3. Evil is wrought by want of thought
As well (IS want of heart.

4. Life is but thought; so think I will

That youth and I are ht)usemates still.

6. We hate some persons because we do not know them and
we will not know them because we hate them.

6. As one lamp lights another nor grows less, so nobleness
enkindleth nobleness.

7. It is well that there is no one in the world without a fault.

for he would not have a friend in the world.
8. It is a sad thing when men have neither wit to speak

well nor judgment to hold their tongues.

9. He that tells a lie is not sensible how great a task he
undertakes, for to maintain one he must invent twenty
more.

10. I have been young, and now.am old; yet have I not seen
the righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bicad.

B
1. It is better to wear out than to rust out.

2. Care will kill a cat; therefore let's be merry.
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3. Not in love neither 'i Then let's my yuu are !>ad btcause

you are not merr}-.

4. Careles-s their merits or their faults tu Man,

His pity ga\e rre charity Ijegan.

5. I am always afraid of a fuol, for <>ne t unntit !« sure

that he is not a knave as well.

6. There is never a storm on this coast bul there is sure to

be a wretk.

7. The sailor tugged at the oars as though his life depended

on it.

8. It sometimes made him glad when he noticed how the

fishes kept their heads up stream. They, at least, stood

faithfully by him while all else were posting downward

to the unknown world.

9. Hastings continued even to take the lead at the council-

board in the traasaction of ordinary business; for his

opponents could not but feel that he knew much of

which they were ignorant and that he decided both

surely and speedily many questions which to them would

have been hopeles.sly puzzling. But the higher powers

of government as well as the most valuable patronage,

had been taken from him.

10. I have already observed how I brought all my goods

into this pale and into the cave which I had made behind

me. But I must observe too that at first this was a

confused heap of goods which, as they lay in no order,

so they took up all my place; I had no room to turn

myself; so I set myself to enlarge my cave and work

farther into the earth
; for it was a loose and sandy rock,

which yielded easily to the labour I bestowed on it; and

so, when I found I was pretty safe as to beasts of prey

I worked r.ideways to the right hand, into the rock, and

then, turning to the right again, worked quite out, and

made me a door to come out on the outside of my pale

or fortification. This gave me not ctnly egress and

regress, as it was a back way to my tent and storehouse,

but gave me room to store my goods.

ti
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CHArtn XIII

SUBORDINATE CLAUSES

272. CtaMiflGfttloa.—As we have already seen, there
are three kinds of subordinate clauses, noun, adjective,
and adverb, and we shall now consider rheir uses i,.

further detail.

I. NOUN CLAUSSS

273. UiM of the Noun ClatiM.—The noun clause is

used in almost all of the constructions in which the
simple noun is used. Thr. most important of ili<se

constructions are as follows:

1. Subject of the Verb;
Wkat tkey say h not ta the point;
H'ketker he will come is doubtful;
It (Reprea. Subj.) is rertdin thai he is gont.

2. Object of tiie Verb;
I lon't know what I shall do;

They saw thai she wits ill;

We consider it (Repres. Obj.) advisahlr that you should
remain.

Note:— (1) The noun clause in the objecUve relation may be
subject of an infiniUve (239), or may sUnd in the objective
predicate relation (116):

Do you believe what h,- says to be true? (Subj. of Infin.)
.We expect it to prove what is needed. (Obj. Pred.)

(2) In such sentences as,

O that he uerc here;

the noun clause is cbjcc^.of the interjection O. which is equiva-
lent to "I wish."

3. Object of a Viiiiposition;

He traded with what capital he had;
He says nothing but what is true.

2S3
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Note:—(1) In such 8eiiteme> »»,

I cannot believe but Ihat yon vere tkert;

We did nut know tM that k* woulil come;

we may consider but ihat as a u>njunction phrase, and the

subordinate clauses an adwrbial. In this construcUon but was

originally a preposition ( = "without," "except," "to the con-

trary of"), but in sentences such aH the foregoing it retains very

little of its original prepositional vt." (c.

(2) In the sentences,

Tliey insisted that it« sktmlJ stay;

There is no need that you should (:• :

the clauses "that vsc should stay," and "that you should <?c,"

state what "thev insisted on" and what "there is no need of
"

and both are introduced by the substantive conjunction ikai.

However, owing to the fact that the prepositions on and of are

not expressed, these clauses perform the functions trf adverb

and adjective respectively, and may \x coriMdered as equiva-

lent in function to the phrases in the sentences:

They insisted hh our flaying;

Tliere is no need of your going.

Other examples are

We "« ». (hai it is sn;

TIk <•:, vif* •> !d out no hojie that he will recover:

1 jL^i u.iJeci—t: uhat I should do;

We don't cart- who did it.

(3) Words which were form-rly prepositions governing noun

clauses introduced by that have now come to be used, generally

or always, directly as conjunctions, by the omission of that;

for example

:

after he had gone; unlil he shall arrive ; except he confess it.

4. Predicate IToun (111);

The trouble is that he is too rash;

My hope is that he will yield.

5. In Apposition (112);

The fact .hat it uas done hy him is apparent;

He denied the statement Ihat he had Jailed.
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Note:—In older English the subject of a noun clause is

sometimes anticipated by a noun or a pronoun standing as the
direct object of the principal verb; thus,

Consider the lilies of the field, how they grow;
1 see your father's face, that it is not toward nic.

In each of those sentences the subordinate clause is a setond
object of the verb, helping to limit or define the meaning of
the direct object.

6. Nominative Absolute (114);

We lM)U({ht some tnore, what we had not proving sufficient;

Granted that he did so, what are you going to do?

EXBRCISB 122

Select the subordinate noun clauses and state tht -e-

lation of each:

A
1. Remember, prince, that thou shalt die.

2. Why you acted thus I cannot imagine.

3. We should strive to imitate what we most admire in

others.

4. How he succeeded is a mystery to us all.

5. The imprudent man reflects on what he has said; the

wise man on what he is going to say.

6. The house suits us in all respects except that it needs
pamting.

7. Men do not become ri h by what they get, but by what
they keep.

8. Whoever reflects on the uncertainty of his own life will

find out that the state of others is not more permanent.
5>. .\utobiogiaphy is generally a man's view of what his

biography ought to be.

10. Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay

down his life for his friends.

11. Never Ije afraid of what is good; the good is always the

road to what is true.

.
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12. Sir, I admit your general rule,

That every poet is a fool;

But you yourself may serve to show it,

That every fool is not a poet.

B
1. It is not good that man should be alone.

2. Be what you were meant to be.

3. Methinks there is much reason in his sayings.

4. See the dewdrops how they kiss

Every little flower that is.

5. It was all for our rightful king

That we left fair Scotland's strand.

6. Whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood

be shed.

7. The planks looked warped, and see those sails

How thin they are and sere.

8. The world is before you and you tan make it substan-

tially what you will.

9. It is a great pity that men and women forget that they

ha\e been children.

10. We were undecided whether v,e should continue our

journey.

274. Direct and Indirect Narration.—The thought
expressed in an assertive, .nterrogative, or imperative
sentence may be reported:

(1) As coming directly from the speaker; thus,

He said, "I am Roing home";
He gave the order, "Release the prisoner";

"WTiere are you going?" I inquired;

"If your master at home?" 1 asked.

Ill these sentences *.he speaker's words are simply
quoted, and no change of construction has taken
place. This form of narration is said to be direct,

and the construction of the sentences in inverted com-
mas is also known as *he direct construction.

.^11 such expressions, v/hether thev consist of one
sentence, as above, or of more, as, for instance, in the

urn

il!
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rej)ort of a speech, are the object of a verb of statine
asking, or commanding, being used in the sense of "The
expression so and so with the meaning that belongs

(2) As coming indirectly from the speaker; thus,
He said he was going home;
He gave orders that they should release the prisoner-
I inquired where he was going;
I asked if (or whether) hb master was at home.

Here, a change of construction has taken place and
the narrated sentences have become subordinate noun
clauses. This form of narration is said to be indirect
or obUque, and the construction is also known as the
'"

n^'iu'""
°^"*'"* '^^"^^^"^^tion. These examples show

• yV . Z"**""^*
assertions or commands are usually

introduced by that. In colloquial English, however the
conjunction is generally omitted.

(2) That indirect questions are introduced bv
whether, or if, if there is no interrogative word in the
direct construction.

(3) That the verbs in the subordinate clauses follow
the rule for the sequence of tenses already given (218).

II. ADJECTIVE CLAUSES

nfM'*
^'l^^^^^^'-The adjective clause is the simplest

ot the subordinate clauses in its uses. It is always
the equivalent of an attributive or an appositive ad-
jective, and ,s generally introduced by a conjunctive
pronoun, or else by an adverbial conjunction.

thf°J'' l-^~f"
*^ following sentences the construction ofthe adjective clauses presents some difficulties-

This IS the reason that (=for which) I sent for you-
Theirs (=of them) is the fault who began the quarrd-

Jow'of
* <-tecedent "a being here," in.plied) I

.
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Note (2).—In such a sentence as, "It is I that speaks to

you"; the clause that speaks to you is adjectival modifying the

subject it. But as a matter of fact, in common usage, we

generally write the sentence thus, "It is I that speak to you";

that is, we treat the clause as if it modified / rather than it.

We readily connect the clause with /, not only because it im-

mediately follows /, but also because / is the most important

word in the sentence.

Furthermore, in the sentence, " It is you that I am speaking

to"; the preposition to governs the pronoun that in the objec-

tive case. But a sentence such as this is felt to be rather

clumsy, and we sometimes write it thus.

It is to you that I am speaking;

so that instead of governing the pronoun that, the preposition

is transferred to the principal clause and governs the pronoun

you.

276. Limitiiig and Descriptive Adjective Clattses.—We
have seen (186) that adjectives may be classified accord-

ing to function as limiting, or restrictive, on the one

hand, and as descriptive, or explanatory, on the other.

The same distinction holds with respect to adjective

clauses; that is, an adjective clause is said to be limiting,

or restrictive, when it is used for the purpose of enabling

us to distinguish the person or thing represented by the

modified noun or pronoun from others of the same class;

and it is said to be descriptive, or explanatory, when it

is used merely for the purpose of describing the person

or thing represented by the modified noun or pronoun,

or explaining something regarding the person or thing;

thus:

The house that stood here was burned to the ground ; ilimiting)

Last night we arrived at Colchester, which is an old Roman
town, (descriptive)

Note:—When the adjective clause introduced by the con-

junctive is used to limit the meaning of the noun or pronoun

that it modifies, that is generally used. The best usage, how-

f
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tl

ever, sanctions the use of wAo and which also, except in cases
where ambiguity would result; for example:

People that (or wht)) live in glass houses should never throw
stones

;

A lie thai (or which) is part a truth is a hard matter to fight.

On the other hand, when the adjective clause introduced by
the conjunctive is used to describe the object for which the
modified noun stands, who or which is almost always used; for
example

:

Beethoven, who (not that) wrote the Moonlight Sonata, became
deaf;

Our house, which (not that) stands a littie back from the street,
is shaded with elms.

HxBRcisB 123

Show whether the adjective clauses in the following
sentences are limiting or descriptive:

1. Our house, which was built last year, is for sale.

2. I know a bank whereon the wild thyme blows.
3. I learned of it from my mother, who heard of it from a

friend.

4. The world is a comedy to those that think,—a tragedy to

those who feel.

5. .\ stone that is fit for the wall is never left in .j way.
6. Now glory to the Lord of Hosts, from whom all glories

are.

7. He prayeth best who loveth best

All things both great and small.

Discover the opinion of your enemies, which is commonly
the truest.

9. That which grows fast, withers rapidly; that which grows
slowly, endures.

10. Welcome, learned Cicero, whose blessed tongue and wit
preserves Rome's greatness yet.

277. Logical Values.-We frequently meet with clauses
which, though adjectival in form and relation, diflTer from the
ordmary limiting and explanatory adjective clauses in logical
values.

8.
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(1) Limiting adjective clauses are sometimes logically ad-
verbial in value; for example:

Anyone w*o(= "if he" or "when he") would do that would be
a fool;

Those who had taken no part in the uprisini; (= ''because they
had taken," etc.) were not molested.

(2) Descriptive adjective clauses are also sometimes logic-

ally adverbial in value; for example:

We children, to whom he showed such kindness, (="l)ecause
he," etc.) jjrieved sincerely over his loss;

He deceived his master, who (^"although he") had been his

friend.

(3) Descriptive adjective clauses are sometimes logically

equivalent to co-ordinate principal clauses; thus,

I gave him some bread, which (="and it," or "and this")

he ate;

He passed it to the stranger, who (="and he") drank heartily;

She carried it to the closet, where (="and there") she hid it;

His father, who (="for he") was close by, came over at once.

In clauses of this character, which and as may have their

antecedent implied in the preceding context (148; 151); thus,

He did not come, which I greatly regret;

He has been long dead, as is well known;

the antecedents being "his not coming " and " his being dead,"
which are implied in the sentences.

Exercise 124

Select the adjective clauses in the following sentences,

and state the relation of each:

1. They that govern most make least noise.

2. The best thing I know between England and France is

the sea.

3. He that loses his conscience has nothing left that is worth
keeping.

4. Learning hath gained most by those books by which the

printers have lost.

5. The last of all the bards was he.

Who sung of border chivalry.

t^
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6. The law is hard on man or woman
That steals the goose from off the common,
Eut lets the greater sinner loose

That steals the common from the g(x)se.

7. I hold that gentleman to be the best dressed whose dress

no one observes.

8. Shakespeare, who was the greatest of English poets, was
bom in Stratford-on-Avon.

9. What is celebrity ? The advantage of being known to

people who don't know you.

10. To me the meanest flower that blows can give

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears.

11. Reflect upon your present blessings, of which every man
has many; not on your past misfortunes, of which all

men have some.

12. What hand but would a garland cull

For thee, who art so beautiful ?

III. ADVERB CLAUSES

278. Classification.—The adverb clause usually modi-
fies a verb, much less often an adjective; and an adverb
rarely, except in the way of defining a degree. Ad-

verb clauses may be introduced by a great variety

of conjunctions, and they have the same variety of mean-
ings which belong to simple adverbs. The classifica-

tion given below is not exhaustive nor absolute; for

the different classes shade off into one another, and
the same conjunction has a variety of uses, as the

examples given partly show.

Thus we have adverb clauses of:

(1) Place;

He lay where he fell;

IVhither I go ye cannot come.

(2) Time;

When I auoke it was one o'clock;

I have not seen Wm since he returned.
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(3) C«um;
Siiut you say so we will believe it;

The hireling fleeth, because he is an kirelint.

(4) Purpoie;

He died thai we might live;

He studies hard lest he should jail.

(5) Refult and Effect;

He was so weak that he jell;

He is in such distress that I pity him;

What were you doing that you are so latef

He shouted till the woods rang.

In the first example that he fell and so together modify
weak (logically the adverb clause modifies so loeak); and, in

the second, the adverb clause modifies stuh, as it would
modify logically so great if we made the substitution.

(6) Condition;

IJ you work hard you should succeed;

I will do it provided I get the time.

Note:—(1) Condition is sometimes expressed by the inver-

sion of the order oi subject and predicate in the subordinate

clause, rather than by the use uf a subordinative conjunction;

thus,

Should I go I will call for yuu;

Were he here I would accuse him;

instead of:

// / should go I will cull for you;

IJ he were here I would uccuse him.

This is called conditional inversion and the sentence is said

to be an inverted conditional sentence. This construction

has grown out of the interrogative sentence.

(2) Both the interrogative and the imperative sentences are

sometimes used to express a condition. Thus, the sentences,

Is any among you afflicted/ Let him pray;

Fling but a stone, the giant dies;

are equivalent to,

// any among you is afflicted, let him pray;

IJ you fling but a stone the giaut die^.
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And the imperatives suppose, admit, grant, and say (some of
which, in their weakened sense, may be valued as conjunctions),
are sometimes used to introduce conditional clauses; thus,

Suppose he Jail what matter does it make?
Say / be entertained, what then shall follow?

(3) So, too, some participles in the absolute construction, by
the omission of that, have come to have the value of conjunc-
tions; thus,

You shall have it provided it pleases you:

where the full construction would be,

(that) it pleases you (being) prooideJ.

In older SngUtb and in poetry we And archaic conjunction* or conjuoctioa
phr:iwi of condition; thui, for example

|

Yet what ia death, to it be clorloua?
Catch me an (—''if") thou canst;
So at men live in peace, they die frae from atrife.

(7) Conceflsion;

Though he worked hard he did not succeed;
While I condemn him, yet I pity him.

The condition or concession expressed in the subordinate
clause may be represented in one of three ways,—as an open
question, as an imaginary case (pure supposition), or as im-
possible; and the main clause in each sentence indicates

whether we tiiink it possible that die consequence will \ye

realized; thus, for example:

(a) Open:

If you go, I shall see you;

Though he be (or, is) anxious to return, we cannot pennit him.

(/') Imaginary:

I could not act thus, even if I were insane;

Though all men should condemn him, yet I would believe
him.

(r) Impossible:

If thou hadst been here tny brother had not died;

Though I have all faith so that I could remove mountain'
and have-not charity, I am nothing.

Note:—(1) In such sentences as.

Whatever you nay, you must speak the truth;

However he struf&les, he cannot escape;
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the subordinate clauses are adverbial of concession, although

not introduced by subordinative conjunctions. This will be at

once evident if we write the sentences as folbws:

(Though) you say anything {whaiever), you must speuk the

truth;

(Thoi^h) he struggles in any way {fumever), he cannot escape.

(2) In such sentences as,

Come what may, I nm bound to see him;

Do what you will, you cannot succeed

,

Hurry as you will, you arc sure to be late;

the subordinate clauses are also adverbial of concession. This

will be evident if we expand the sentences as follows:

(Though) what may (come) come, I am Iniund to see him;

(Though you) do what you will (do), you cannot succeed

;

(Though you) hurry as you will (hurry), you are sure to be late.

(8) Manner;
He has not acted as he should have done;

I do not think as yuu do regarding it.

(9) Degree;

His word is as good as his bond (is good);

This is better than we had expected:

The more I knew of him the better I liked him.

Note:—(1) As already pointed out (270), clauses introduced

by as and than are often abbreviated; thus,

Send me word as soon as possible;

Do not go to any more trouble than necessary.

(2) Than and as are frequently combined with adverbs or

other conjunctions to form conjunction phrases; for example:

so as, according as, as if, than if.

(3) The sentence,

The sooner he comes the better;

when expanded i.s equivalent to,

By how much suoner he comes, by that much better (it will

be).

The second clause, "the better,'* is therefor? the principal

clause, and The in the first clause is correlative with Iht in the

second.
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BXRIICIII 125

StUct thf subordinatt adverbial ciausgs in tht following
stnttnus, and siatt tht kind and rtlaiion:

1. While there is Ufe there U hope.
2. Smooth runs the water where the bnwk is deep.
5. Laziness travels so slowly that poverty soon overtakes

him.

4. She was a phantom of delight

When first she gleamed upon my sight.

6. Turn away thine eyes, lest they behold vanity.

6. As the sun breaks through the darkest clouds,
So honour peereth in the meanest habit.

7. Unless you hurry you are sure to miss the train.

8. Then Denmark blessed our chief

That he gave her wounds repose.

9. In the blue air no smoky cloud

Hung over wood and lea,

When the old church with the fretted tower
Had a hamlet round its knee.

10. So long as we love we serve; so long as we are loved by
others I would almost say that we are indispensable and
no man is useless while he has a friend.

B

1. What is man that thou art mindful of him?
2. Seeing it is your own fault, you are not to be pitied.
3. Had I a heart for falsehood framed,

I ne'er could injure you.

The more some men have, the more they want.
Knock as you please, no one will answer you.
I could not love you, dear, so much.
Loved I not honour more.

"Let me have a companion of my way," says Sterne,
"were it but to remark how the shadows lengthen as the

sun decUnes."
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8. Convince a man against hia will,

He's of the same opinion still.

9. Never was isle so little, never was sea so lone,

But over the scud and the palm-trees our En^^ish flag

was flown.

10. There's a divinity that shapes our ends,

Rough-hew them how we will.

ExsacisK 120

Expand each of the subordinate clauses in brackets

so as to show the relation to the main clause:

1. (Whatever happens) I shall be satisfied.

2. (Much as it may grieve you) you must learn the truth.

3. Truth is truth (come whence it may).

4. (Whatever record leap to light) he never shall be shamed.

5. (Fight as they may) they are sure to meet defeat.

6. (Howe'er it be) it seems to me
'Tis only noble to be good.

7. (Come what may) time and the hour runs through the

roughest day.

8. (A^'hoever fights, whoever falls,) justice conquers ever-

more.

9. (Much as I admire his talents) I cannot approve of his

conduct.

10. (However good you may be) you have faults, and

(however dull you may be) you can find out what

some of them arc.

Gbnbrai. Exbrciss

Select the subordinate clauses in the follovnng stn-

tences, and give the kind and relcUion of each:

1. Let him that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall.

2. Blessed is he that expecteth nothing, for he shall not be

diiiappointed.

3. He that observeth the winds shall not sow and he that

regardeth the clouds shall not reap.
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9.

10.

4. If you cannot have what you like, you can at least likewhat you have.

5. She loved me for the dangers I had passed,
And I loved her that she did pity them

U^'attended
°* ''"^ ^ '"^^^'^ ""' ^^^ ^"^ "^^^^ °*'*^*'

7. Lord, make me to know mine end, and the measure ofmy days, what .t is; that I may know how frail I am.

a! "i I"^fl
changeth, yielding place to new.

And God fulfils himself in many ways.
Lest one good custom should corrupt the world
If It were done when it is done, then 'twere well It were
done quickly.

As long as the Coliseum stands, Rome shall stand; whenAe Cohseum falls Rome will faU; when Rome falls
the world will fall.

B
1. O that I might live my life again.
2. Whether it is stormy or not we intend to set out
6. They are very anxious that we should subscribe
4 1 don't know but I will go after all.

Who chooseth me shall get as much as he deserves
1 am no orator, as Brutus is.

But, as you know me all, a plain blunt man
That love my friend.

7. Have little care that life is brief,

And less that Art is long;
Success is in the silences.

Though Fame is in the song.
8. Since he stands obdurate.

And that no lawful means can carry me
Out of his envy's reach, I do oppose
My patience to his fury.

Be the day weary, be the day long,
At length it ringeth to evensong.

10. I hold it true, whate'er befall,

I feel it when I sorrow most,
'Tis better to have loved and lost

Than never to have loved at all.

5.

6.

9
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I i

1. He that imagines he hath knowledge enough hath none.
2. There is some soul of goodness in things evil, would

men discerningly distil it out.

3. If a man can write a better book, preach a better ser-

mon, or make a better mouse-trap than his neighbour,

though he build his house in the woods the world will

make a beaten path to his door.

4. Conceal not the meanness of thy family, nor think it

disgraceful to be descended from peasants; for when it

is seen that thou art not thyself ashamed, none will

endeavour to make thee so.

5. Get leave to work!

In this world 'tis the best you get I't all;

For God in cursing gives us better gifts

Than men in benediction.

6. "If my mother said it was so, it is so, even if it isn't

so," said a boy, defending his mother at school.

7. It is easier to alter than to improve. Jupiter upon
being invited to mend a fault in human nature declined

on the plea that man is such a complicated piece of

machinery that if he touched one part he might prob-

ably spoil the whole.

8. VVTiosoever acquires knowledge and does not practise it

resembles him who ploughs his land and leaves it unsown.
9. "Once," said Dr. Johnson, "I thought of learning to

play the flageolet; but after taking a few lessons I

found that it would interfere with my great work, be-

cause if I playt 1 the flageolet at all I must do it well.

Therefore I gave it up."

10. Sir, said Christian, I am a man that am come from the

City of Destruction, and am going to Mount Zion;

and I was told by the man that stands at the gate at

the head of this way, that if I called here, you would
show me excellent things such as would be a help to

me on my journey. Then said the Interpreter, Come
in; I will show thee that which will be profitable to

thee.

l~ ;
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Chapter XIV

UNUSUAL AND LiFFlCULT CONSTRUCTIONS

279. Order of Treatment—Besides the ordinary uses
of the parts of speech discussed in the foregoing chapters
there are a number of unusual and difficult construc-
tions, which require special mention. These will be
considered in the same order as the parts of speech in
the earlier chapters in the book.

I. THE noun: the nominative case

The regular construction in which the noun or pro-
noun is in the nominative cast subject of the verb (110)
presents little difficulty, but two variations of the con-
stnrtion call for notice.

280. Subject Repeated.-Sometimes the subject is
repeated, in order either to secure greater clearness,
or to emphasize its importance.

(a) In the following sentence:

The armaments which thundtustrike the waUs
Of rock-built cities, bidding nations quake
And monarchs tremble in their capitals;
The oak leviathans, whose htige ribs make
Their clay creator the vain title take
Of lord of thee and arbiter of war,
These are thy toys,

the word These is used, for the sake of clearness, to
represent the subjects armaments and leviathans which
are separated from the verb by long subordinate clauses.

(6) In the sentence.

Few, few shall part where many meet
268

'
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the subject few is repeated for the sake of greater force;

and in the sentence,

Peace, O Virtue, peace is all thy own

;

the subject peace is repeated in order to emphasize its

importance.

281. Anacoluthic Subject.—Sometimes after we have

begun a sentence we find that we can express our

thoughts more satisfactorily by using another con-

struction. The noun or the pronoun which should

have been the subject of the sentence, had the original

construction been followed, is thus left without gram-

matical connection, and it is therefore said to be

anacoluthic, that is, "lacking in sequence or connec-

tion." Examples are:

But he, the chieftain of them all,

—

His sword hangs rusting on the wall

;

He that curseth father or mother, let him die the death.

11. OBJECTS OF VERBS USUALLY INTRANSITIVE

282. Intransitive Verbs Used Transitively.—In Chap-

ter VI we noticed the more important constructions in

which verbs which do not usually take an object are

followed by one. Other constructions of this nature

are as follows:

(o) Impersonal Objects.—In such sentences as,

Got<.'

They footed it through the streets

;

Well Tom, how are you making it go?

the word it is used as object merely for the sake of

adding force to the expression. As it does not repre-

sent any definite thing, it is known as the impersonal

object of the verb. {Impersonal means "not repre-

senting any person or thing.")

(6) Object of a Causative Verb.—In the sentences,

The horse trots

;

The engine runs;

-l S
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the verbs trots and runs do not require an object- butwe may use these verbs in the sense of causittg to' trot
causing to run, in which case they must be completedby a noun or a pronoun in the objective casci thus.

He trots his horse;

He runs the engine.

Verbs which are used in this way are kn, .n as cauMtiv
verbs, and the nouns or pronouns which completethem are described as objects of causative verbs.

(c) Object of a Preposition Implied.-In such sen-
tences as,

He sailed the Spanish Main;
He sat his horse well

;

the relation between the verb and the object mightbe expressed by means of a preposition, as.
He sailed over the Spanish Main;
He sat on his horse well;

and it is only when we extend the meaning of these

tions, that they can be said to take objects.
id) Object of Incomplete Verb.-In such sentences asWe thought him a fine scholar;

He walked Amje// weary;
They intended us to go too •

Il'and"!"' h- i^^P'-T""' '" '^^ "bi^^tive cannotstand as objects by themselves. In each .e the
construction is completed by some other . .d suchas a noun an adjective (116). or an infinitive (239)which ,s closely related to the noun or pronoun in the

thrver"
"^'^ '' '""^ *'^ ^"'"P^^^^ °bi-^ oi

ExBRcisB 127

Explain the relation of each of the italicized nouns

2^
pronoun, ^n the following sentences, noting any

pecultarttus of construction:
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1. Horatius swam the river Tiber.

2. We have been roughing it here for some weekb.

3. The vessel wil' not shoot the rapids to-day.

4. Small strokes fell great oaks.

5. He disguised himself as a common soldier.

6. She plays the piano well.

7. Say your say and be done with it.

&. We did not think our position quite safe.

9. The engineer blew the mill whistle.

10. Owe no man anything but to love one another.

III. OBJECTIVES WHICH RBPRBSCNT OLD ENGLISH

DATIVES

283. Survival of the Old English Dative.—There are

certain uses of the noun or pronoun which represent

the so-called dative case, which was formerly distin-

guished in English by a difference of form, and which
is still so distinguished in many languages. Tl e dative

expressed the relation usually denoted in Modem
English by to or fur. One oi these uses has already been
considered in our treatment of the indirect object (121).

The following are additional constructions in which the

dative still survives in Modern English:

(a) Objects of near, like, etc. : In Old English the word
near was used as an adverb, and the word like was used
sometimes as un adjective and sometimes as an adverb.
Both words, however, including their derivatives,

nearer, neares', next, likest, had the power of govern-

ing nouns and pronouns in the dative case. But as

commonly used in Modern English they have lost most
of their original adverbial or adjectival value, and
when thpy goven; nouns or pronouns they may be
considered simply as prepositions; for example:

He sits nearest the door;

She look? more like you than any one else.

i ':

v»
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(6) Obj«ctiv« Of BxcUunaUoii: In Old English, nouns
or pronouns in the dative case were sometimes used
after interjections. Nouns or pronouns used in this
construction in Modem English are said to be in the
objective of •xclamation; for example:

Woe it met Ah me! Alas the day!

(c) With Impersonal Verb8.-An Old English dative
sUU survives in such expressions as methinks, methought,
mestems, melists, etc.; for example:

And now, fair dames, nuthinks I see
You listen to my minstrelsy.

-..^lu" "I*^/*!^.
'*'".*' '" '*" 'n««»n™»l methinks. mu.t not be cmfu^d

In the cxpreMlon // you pkasr. the verb pUas. i, in reality impenonal andthe expression it a contraction of // it pUase you

J^rrZl" Z^*
"'" ?°" frequently used in older English than in thepresent day. Other examples are:

It irks me: It shames me; It yearns me; It Itkrs me: It rtPtnU mc.

((/) Ethical Dative.—In older English we occasionally
find that the pronoun is used ia the dative case with-
out a governing word, to express interest, advantage,
or disadvantage, as in the sentence.

See how this river comes me cranking in,

And cuts me from the best of all my land
A huge half-moon, a monstrous cantle out.

pror un which is used in this way is said to be
in the eiaical dative construction. {Ethical is from
the Greek word ethos, which means "character.")

EXBRCISB 128

Explain why each of the italicized nouns and pro-
nouns in the following sentences is said to be in the ob-
jective case:

1. Give every man his due.
2. 'Twas near the time of curfew bell.

3. Afrthinks there is much reason in his saying.
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4. Do me this problem if you please.

5. Like leviathans afloat

Lay their bulwarks on the brine.

6. Ah me/ those joyous days are gone!

7. A man's best tilings are nearest him,

Lie close about his feet.

8. Ate miserable! which way shall I fly,

Infinite wrath and infinite despair ?

9. "Archers," he cried, "send me an arrow through yon

monk's frock."

10. When, in Salamanca's cave,

Him listed his magic wand to wave,

The bells would ring in Notre Dame.

IV. CASE CONSTRUCTIONS AFTER "AS" AND "TO BE

"

284.—Constructions with As.—Sometimes a noun in

apposition, or in the predicate nominative or the ob-

jective predicate relation, is connected with the word to

which it is related by the particle as, meaning, "in the

character of," or "in the capacity of"; '.,. ""-nple:

As a scholar he has few equals;

Will you act as usher?

The meat became as wormwood;

They elected him as mayor.

The use of ay in these sentences does not afifect the case

constructions of the nouns following.

285. Constructions with To Be.—Sometimes, also,

the infinitive to be is similarly used to connect a noun or

pronoun in the predicate nominative or the objective

predicate with the word to which it is related; thus.

He appeared to be a foreigner;

I believe him to be an honest man;

I took the tall lady to be you.

In these sentences the infinitive to be does not affect

the case of the noun or pronoun following.

I"*-

At : 'I
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V. THE possessive: its relation.^

286. Other Relations Ezpreseed. -The possessive I'asc,

as we have already seen (128), is most commonly used
to denote ownership or possession, and from this use
the name possessive is derived. But fiesides deiioCin^
possession the possessi\c rase is used to express a niuu
bcr of other relations, the most important of which
may be descrilied us follows:

I The Adverbial posseMive. When the noun in tlie

possessive denotes the measure of the action, or of the
quantity or quality expressed by the modified noun, it is

said to be in the adverbial possessive case. Examples are

:

a dollar's wr.rtli of sugar; three days' grace; a hand's breadili

2. The Subjective trnMCtsive. When the noun in

the possessive denotes the doer of an action ex
pressed by the modified noun, it is said to be in the
subjective possessive case. Thus in the expressions,

a mother's love; Troy's fall; the eagle's (light;

it is implied that

a mn'.hcr lo cs; Troy has fallen; tlic eagle flies.

3. The Objective possessive. When the noim in the
posses?'-* denotes the object of some action expressed
by the sdified noun, it is said to be in the objective

possessive case. Thus in the expressions,
the prisoner's punishment; Hannibal's defeat; Duncan's
murder

;

it is implied that some one,
punishes the prisoner; defeats Hannifial; murders Duncan.

4. The Appositive possessive. When the noun in

the possessive and the modified noun are different

names for the same thing, the former is said to be in

the appositive po -essive case. Examples are:
Albion's isie ; cool Siloam's shady rill.

Note:—The appositive posses -ive is i ow almost obsolete, hut it <>cn:n
sometimes in poetry. It is analoi as to the appositive adjective phrase with
of in such constructions as,

the city of London; the continent of America
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HXRRCIKS 12U

Classify the noMM.r in the fxt.ssessive case in the fol

lowing sentences as expressimj possession, or as stfbjrctive,

objective, adverbial, or appositive in value.

1. He has taken a month's holiday.

2. We visited St. Giles' Cathedral in Edinburgh.
3. Napoleon's banishment to St. Helena wa." a necessity.

4. The pa.ssengers refused to follow the cai-. 's advice.
5. The spicy breezes blow soft on Ceylon's i..ie.

6. In a fine spring morning all men's sins are forgiven.

7. The hero's praise was in everylxidy's mouth.
8. "Good evening!" said the poet, "Can you give a traveller

a night's lodging?"

U. Mountains dark and tall

Rise like the nxks that part Hispania's land from Gaul.
10. Gtxl the traitor's hope confound!
11. He was presented with a set of Shakcsiware's works.
12. Our book-keeper has gone on a two weeks' vacation.
13. I've read of far-famed Tempe's vale.

14. Helen's b. <:uty was the cause of Troy's destruction.

15. We passed within a stone's throw of his house.

287. Adjectival Value of the Possessive.—As we have
already seen (187), in Us ordinary use the possessive
modifies anothe noun in fhe sen mce, much in the satne
•vay as an at* butive rjject; Sometimes, however,
when the noun on which it is pendent is omitted, it

is also used in the various 'thrr constructions of the
adjective; thus.

Simple predicate, The ns;

Objective predicate, I con. =. property (lu (w) my
r;. ril

Apfositive, Yonder h >tise, tlie governor's,

guarrt* )y soldiers.

Also, like an adjective used as a i-»«n; thus,

John's book is better than Harry's
Bring me a volume of poems, Tenn r •- m«i rred.

19
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VI. THE PRONOUN—OLDRK fORMH ANU I'SKS

288. Ye and You.— Until about the end of the fifteenth

century yt wtt» the nominative, and ytm the objectixc

of the pronoun,—a distinction which is maintained in

the authorized version of the Bible; tho
,

Yt have not chosen me but I have cho- . yn%.

In the sixteenth century, however, ^e often linJ

these words interchanged ; thus, in Shakespeare.

I do J)e»cech yt. If you bear me hard.

Later you l)ocame established as both nominative and
objective, and ye i-e .ame archaic and poetic.

289. 'em. -The form 'em is sometimes found in poetry

;

thus.

Call 'em; let me see cm; (Shukespeure)

And I had done a hellish thinj^

And it would work 'tm woe. (Coleridge)

This form is not an abbreviation for them, but is a con-
traction for hem, which was the older dative plural form
of the pronoun he.

290. Possessive Cases.-We have ..^ en (168) . such
forms as my, our, his, their, are to be considere s pro-

nominal adjectives rather than as pronouns in the

possessive case, when they modify noun'-;

But in such sentences as,

I«et xrief and sorrow still e... i^ace Au heart
That doth not wish thee joy;

My lord and lady, it is n«)w our turn
That have stood by, to cry good joy;

they are really possessive cases in function, si .ce the

expression "his heart" is the equivalent of "the
heart of him," and "our turn" of "the turn of us."

So, too, in colloquial English'of the present day, we
find such sentences as,

Having heard the noise, my attention as aroused;
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in which ' my nttr tion " is the equivtilent of " the atten-

tion of me." Jt »•- cotifttructions, though very

common, are not n uiird by careful writers anJ

speakers.

291. Whethar, once an irterrogative pronoun, is not

now so uwd. It is an archaic word for "which one of

tv"^" or for which, when the reference is to two; thus,

Wktther ii greater, the gift or the altar?

Wktthir uf them twain did the will of his fathei ?

292. Which, now used only of things, or of perss^ns

collectively, formerly applied to individual persons also;

it was then regarded as more definite than that, and less

so than who; thus.

Our Father vhick art in heaven, etc.

In older English, and even now in poetry, the which

is used for greater definiteness, instead of the simple

which; for example, in Byron,
'Twas a foolish quest,

The which to gain and keep, he sacrificed all rest.

293. What.—In older English what is sometimes used

adverbially; thus n,

What need we wine when we have Nilus to drink uf?

it is used in the sense of why. Sometimes even now, in

the less ^ormal style, we find such examples is,

WluU ( = "in what respect") better will that make it?

What ( = "partly") with one thinR and what (= "parti: ")

with another, I was kept busy all the time.

Exercise 130

Parse the italicized nouns and pronouns in the follow-

ing sentences:

1. The stranger passed himself off as an Englis.i lord.

2. His praise is lost who waits till all commend.

3. Even at the base of Pompey's statue,

Which all tbn while ran blood, great Cssar fell.

4. Even thou • lo mournest the daisy's *ate,

—

That fate . thine.

>!
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5. As Hamlet he acts his part well, but as Othello he is a
failure.

6. Render unto Caesar the things that are Ceesafs.
7. He is not going to lord it over me if I can help it.

8. iJ/rthought while she liberty sangT was liberty only to hear.
9. Now the Lord had said unto Abram, " Get thee out from

thy country and from thy kindred, into a land that I
will show thee."

10. Friends, books, a garden, and perhaps his pen,
Delightful industry enjoyed at home,
And Nature in her cultivated trim,
Dress'd to his taste, inviting him abroad,—
Can he want occupation who has these?

VII. THE adjective: RELATIONS

294. Difficulty of Classification.—We have seen that
an adjective (or a participle) may stand in either the
attributive, the appositive, or the predicate relation to
the word which it modifies (182-185), and we have
fuither classified predicate adjectives as ordinary, ad-
verbial, and objective (185). It is, however, not always
possible to classify adjectives accurately according to
relation, as in some of their uses the different construc-
tions shade into each other.

1. Adverbial Predicate Adjective.—The ordinary predi-
cate use of the adjective sometimes shades into the
adverbial construction, and as some words have the
same form whether used as adjectives or adverbs, it is

difficult in some cases to determine their exact value.

(o) In the following sentences the italicized words are
ordinary predicate adjectives:

The snow lies deep;

The ground looks dry;

I thought I should go mad;
He does not feel leell to-day.
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{b) In the following the italicized words are adverbs:

The stream runs fast;

He plays the piano well;

He spoke loud, (or loudly)

;

The birds sang clear, (or clearly).

(c) In the following, however, the italicized words
are adverbial predicate adjectives, shading in some
cases into either adjectives or adverbs:

He lies quiet;

The kettle boils dry;

The apple feels ripe;

He stood firm;

The bell rings loud.

2. Appositive Adverbial Predicate Adjective.—The ad-

verbial predicate use of the adjective shades into a con-

struction in which the adjective is not so closely con-

nected with the rest of the sentence, in meaning, but
resembles the ordinary appositive. Compare, for ex-

ample, the following:

(a) Ordinary adverbial predicate:

The day dawned fresh and fair;

He stood firm and unmoved amid dangers;

These flowers are blooming wild in the woods.

(6) Appositive adverbial predicate:

At last the day dawned, fresh and fair;

There he stood, firm and unmoved amid dangers;

These flowers are blooming, wild and luxuriant, in the woods.

VIII. USES OF MANY AND FEW

295. Used as Adjective and Noun.—The word many is

sometimes used as an adjective; thus,

many friends, very many friends;

and sometimes as a noun; thus,

a great many uf our friends.

Two varieties of the foregoing constructions, how-
ever, present difficulties which call for notice:

Hil
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(o) In the sentence,

Very many of my friends were there;

it is evident that Very many is a noun phrase. Sincemany may be used as either an adjective or a noun it
IS not surprising that we should find very many also u^d
in both ways, although in the phrase itself very is anadverb modifying the adjective many.

'^rJZl-'2:n:t/7JZ^' '"""' ~'-' '" ^^ » «•«— con.

mrmJ^T- "'^^"^ '""""= '^'^ »' -^ '"»'»•= ^ryfe^ „r a very /« o,

(6) In the sentence,

We met a great many friends;

if we were to supply the preposition of before thenoun frtends, many would be a noun; but the omission

value^"'^^ ^'""^ °^ '^°'"^'
'^ ^''*'*^ *""''^ ^" adjective

The italicized words or groups of words in expressions
such as the following, must also be considered as ad-
jectives:

a Jew men; all the men; both the men; a doun men; tuo hundredmen; threescore men.
""wrro

296. Many a.-In such expressions as "full many a
gem, many an opportunity," the expressions many aand many an must also be considered as adjectives
The ongin of many in these expressions has not been
ascertamed. It seems to have the force of a multi-
plicative numeral adverb, so that the expression many
a gem would mean "many times one gem." Such
expressions as many a gem are considered as beintr in
the singular number; thus,

Many a man has had greater trials than this.
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EXSRCISS 131

Parse the italicized expressions in the following sen-

tences:

1. He has a great many faults.

2. He read what lew books he had.

3. There were scarcely a dozen people present.

4. We have not read very many of these stories.

5. He has not been seen for many a long day.

6. All thy waves and thy billows are gone over me.

7. Earth with her thousand voices praises God.

8. Very few people have ever heard of him.

9. Several hundred people visited the scene of the accident.

10. Many a carol old and saintly sang the minstrel.

11. Their peal the merry horns rung out;

A hundred voices joined the shout.

12. Give a little love to a child, and you get a great deal back.

Wi .

i

'r'

•i I

IX. THE verb: uses of have

297. Auxiliary and Independent Verb.—The use of

have as an auxiliary (207) should be distinguished from

its use as a principal verb. Note the different shades

of meaning expressed in the following sentences:

I have your book in my pocket; (possession)

I have to see him before to-morrow; (obligation)

I'll have my servant deliver the message; (cause)

I have my letter written, (possession of something as a result

of action completed)

In the last sentence, have is a transitive verb and

written is in the objective predicate relation. In the

cour'k; of time, however, have became more closely at-

tached to the participle, and thus came to be regarded

more and more as expressing completed action rather

than possession. Hence we have the perfect verb

phrase as in the following:

I have written my letter; (action completed)

i

h^U
f I
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X. SPECIAL I'ASSIVK CONSTRUCTIONS

m^L^^""^^ ^"""^^^o-^-In connection with the

(«) If we compare the sentences
The door wascloscj IiehincI „,e hy u... serva„fWhen I reached the house I found that the I

we shall fmH tu .* »t.
"*^ "'""^ '*«* <^^«rf;we snail iind that the express on was clou,i in th^ r

sentence is a passive verb phrase whitT^
"^^

u'o^ rAucv/ in the secotfd Tn^?
^^^ expression

copuiaandapLd^rHdV^ rVa/rirn^;^

.x..ses.hecon.

"Te ;tr rt! -pitfra;^ t;? ''- '-
unng o, aeon, or c.,„d.t,o,i as the result of action,

fou^'d :,:„Tdt a^ash^"""
"' "' '°"-"™«' "«'>• "-

A house w />i««W,«,f in this street
A bill ua-. preparing .gainst the royalists-

ts butldtng and aai preparing are reallv r.ac • • '

Expressions of this character whfK ^ I '" '"'^'"S-
with the progressi:" ^tb l^e tave"'

""'?' '" ''^^

omissicn of a preposition uh^.h' ,f
""^" ^^'^^g'^ '^e

tive in ing;
^"j^P^^P^'"''"'^ ^^^.ch ongmaJly preceded the infini-

A house is ,« (or „«) 6«,w„,g;
A house is a-builJinr;
A house is buiUing.

(0 In sentences such as,

The rose smells sweet

;

This carriage rides easy;
The book sells well •

the verb .,„e//.. r,rf... and selis are active in form h...are not active in meaning Verh^ J. ? ' "*"cdumg. verbs so used are called
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middle verbs, as if they expressed a meaning between the

active and the passive conjugation.

XI. THE infinitive: i'ecuuar constructions

299. Idiomatic Constructions.—Besiries the more com-
mon uses of the intini'Jt^e already described (239), there

are a number of idiomatic constructions which require

special consideration:

1. In the sentences,

You must act «j as to win approbation;

He is such a fcml as to believe the story;

the infinitives to win and to believe must be considered
as having the value of adverb and adjective respectively.

These constructions are, of course, the result of abbre-
viation from,

You must so act as (one acts) to win approbation;
He is such a fool as (one would be) to believe the story.

2. Tn the sentence,

He has to leave in an hour;

the infinitive to leave is the object of the verb has. This
is no doub^ an extension of such constructions as,

We have to perform a duty;

and this is itself a transformation of.

We have a duty to perform.

?t. In the sentence.

He is to arrive to-morrow (297)

;

the infinitive to arrive completes is and has He for iub

j ' (235).

.d in the sentences,

He does not know when to go;

Make up your mind which to take;

we have an abbreviation of the foregoing construction;
thus,

He does not know when (he is) to go

;

Make up your mind which (you are) to take.

i'.'
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4. In the sentences,

You had better be careful;
I »wd as soon (or. as lief) '90 as stay;

the mfinitives be aud go are objects of the verb hadwhich IS in the past subjunctive; the meaning^L*''''lou should hold (or regard) being car.ful a betur t^«l„not being careful;
"«;'icr muig ti.an

and SO on.

5. In the sentences,
To teU the truth I am wrong-

,u . ^ .^°* "'*^'^y°"'" suspense, he is in prison-
the^infiniuves To iell and to keep are sentence adverbs

6. In the sentences,
How, not know your own friends?
She usk my pardon, poor woman!

the infinitives know and ask are exclamatory.
Words hke She, in such instructions, ma^ be descnbed as the subjects of infinitives in exckmluon An.

teles"tT"°"^ "^^ ^ ^^^-^^^ - ^^^^ry ^n
sTuT f^rxr^^^^-^' °^^"^ ^° ^^-^ --^--

/.f she to ask my pardon, poor woman!

XII. INFINITIVE AND PARTICIPLE CONSTRUCTIONS
300. Interchangeable Constructions—Both after .verb and after a preposition, the constructTons of theobjective with the infinitive, of an obje rve^^^ld'

mod.fy.„g a gerund, are to a certain extent intercTan^able. Thus, for example, the sentences.
^

I saw him get down from his horse;
I saw him getting down from his horse-
I saw his getting down from his horse-

'

^x. -wS-ir.-S"—::
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cases where all three may be defended as equally proper.

As a general rule, however, the possessive with the

gerund is now preferred by the best writers when the

notion the gerund represents is emphatic and when it is

proper or possible to use a possessive; thus, for example,

I did not go, on account of your (or John's) ieing late.

When, however, the reference is to the person or

thing performing the action, the objective case with the

participle is used; thus,

He saw me running home.

And when the attention is equally divided between the

loer of the action and the action itself, the objective

with the infinitive (239 [c] ) is used; thus,

I watched him enter the house;

We heard him close the door.

J

XIII. THE PARTICIPLE WITH THE NOMINATIVE ABSOLUTE

301. Value of ITominative Absolute with Participle.—

As already pointed out, the noun and t\<e participle

in the absolute construction (114) express some accom-

panying circumstance or condition of the action and

are generally the equivalent of an adverbiil clause;

thus, for example, the sentences,

The teacher absenting himself, there was no school;

This said, he sat down;

arR equivalent to

A.' the teacher absented himself, there was no school;

When he had said this, he sat down.

And, as in the case of adverbial clauses (278), the

absolute construction is sometimes descriptive co-ordin-

ate; thus.

He left for the Continent, all his family accompanying him.

302. The Unrelated Participle.—Sometimes, also, es-

pecially in certain constructions in common use, the

noun or pronoun which the participle should modify is

C!

f-
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unexpressed, and the participle is thtn used absolutely
for example: ^'

(We) Si,^^««„g him to be guUty. how can he be punished?
In such expressions the participle is sometimes known

as the unrelated participle. In constructions of this
nature, the participial value is generally weakened
to some extent. In some expressions, indeed, it has
become weakened to such a degree that it r y be con
sidered as a mere preposition (263): for example:

Considering his age, he is extremely tctivt •

To run away from the Jew. I should be ruled by the fiend, who
saving your reverence, is the devil himself.

303. Nominative Absolute with Inflnitive.-Instead of
being modified by a participle the noun or pronoun in
the nommative absolute is sometimes followed by an
mfinitive; for example:

We intend to hold a concert, the proceeds to be devoted to charUy
In this sentence the proceeds to be devoted to charity is

the equivalent of an additional clause, "and the proceeds
will be devoted to charity." The infinitive to be devoted
is here adjectival and is used in a future sense.

XIV. IDIOMATIC USES OF THE PARTICIPLE

304. Idiomatic Uses.-An idiomatic use of the imper-
fect participle in the appositive relation (243 [2]), occurs
in such sentences as,

Leafring from his horse, he came to me at once;
Rising from his chair, he went over to the table;

when the real meaning would require having leaped and
having rxsen. This idiom is, however, seldom found in
colloquial English; thus, for example, the spoken form
of the above sentence would be:

He leaped from his horse and (then) came to me at once-
He rose from his chair, and (then) went over to the table.
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Again in such a sentence as,

The river burst its banks, devastating all the country;

we have an appositive participle (294 [2]) similarly used;
for, although the construction seems i > make the acts
of bursting and devastating contemporaneous, the burst-
ing precedes; so that dfvastating, etc., is logically

equivalent to "and then devastated," etc.

BxBRcisu 132

Explain the conslructions of the ilaliciznl ixpn^sions
in the following sentences:

1. The lark has to sing because he has a glad heart.

2. Taking everything into account, he has done very well.

3. We were very lircd when we reachcrl our destination.

4. He is to be married very soon, 1 hclieve.

5. I becjueath to my wife all my goods and movables, she
to be my principal executor.

6. To look at him you would think he was honest.

7. One hardly knows whether to speak to him or not.

8. Dashing across the bridge he reached the other shore

in safety.

9. We did not know of your being in town until yesterday.

10. Just to think of your making a mistake like that.

XV. FORMS OF ADVER3S

305. Common Forms for Adjectives and Adverbs.—
Not a few adjectives are used as adverbs, without any
change of form (257), as,

much, most, all, ill, fast, hard, sore.

Some such adjectives take also the suffix ly, there

being occasionally some difference of meaning between
the two forms; thus,

most, mostly; hard, hardly; sore, sorely; late, lately.

But usage is capricious, for we say, for example,
(there being no difference of meaning):

to speak loud, but to shout loudly;

to serve a man right, " to judge or conclude rtVyfcf/y;

to live close to me; " to be closely confined.

* 3
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In poetry especially, the use of the adjective form as
the adverb is very common; thus, for example,

The fiirds satiK clear: The listener ncarce miKht know
SoU replied the flute; The furrow followed free.

Such constructions, however (as in the last tample)
shade off into those in which the modifying word may
be valued as an adjective (294).

XVI. INTliKJECTlONAL IHRASKS AND SENTENCES

306. Function of Interjectional Phrases and Sentences.
-For the sake of stimulating attention, or of giving
force and impressiveness to what we say, or of softening
what might seem too positive or blunt, or for other
such purposes, we are apt in familiar colloquial style to
interject into our sentences little sentences and phrases
which stand in no grammatical connection with our
sentences, and which are also like interjections in thu.
their chief purpose is to intimate our states of feeling
Examples are:

you know; you see; I tell you; I declare or fancy;
to be sure; by your leave.

We may call them, then, interjectional phrases and
sentences.

Such phrases and sentences, we have already seen
(250), shade off into modal adverbs, which are more or
less closely connected with the sentences where they
are foun^, and which show the way in which the thought
is conceived by the speaker.

XVII. THE conjunction: SPECIAL USES ANU MEANINGS
In addition to the ordinary uses of the subordinative

and co-ordinative conjunctions, the following require
special notice:

307. Conjunctions Joining Sentences or Paragraphs.—
In the constructions already considered (Chapter XII),

"i*^
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conjunctions have been used to join words, phrases, and
clauses in the same sentence Bv i some of the co-

ordinative conjunctions, as and, or, nor, but, for, are

often formally (not logically) detached from the preced-

ing context, and stand at the beginning of a sentence or

a paragraph, as, for instance, in this very sentence; so

that the relation they show is looser and more compre-
hensive than when they formally connect daus'

308. CorrelativM.—As we have also seen ( Ae
relations between clauses are sometimes showi nr-

relative conjunctions; thus, for example.

Both he and I will go; EUhet he or I will go.

These correlatives are more emphatic than tite ^^^
conjunctions. The first in a pair leads us to ex i br

second, and is, as it were, an outside prop to stM^agthen

the relation. Other correlatives are

:

not only—but (or, but also); neither—nor:

though (or, although)—yet (or, still);

if—then; whether—or.

When not only -but (or, but also) is used ihe sect^wl

statement is more important than the first k>(A </>• .

however, simply emphasizes the co-ordina n.

Owing to the fact that neither—nor (n neg.) i> i

negative of either— or, the following; are equivale^*

meaning

:

I knew neither the man nor the woman;
I did not know either the man or the woman;

I did not know the man, and I did not know the wunwt

lor, when we deny alternatives separately, we logicaUy

deny the affirmative statements. Hence, nor is used for

and not, and we have such mixed copulative and alterna-

tive co-ordination as is seen in the following examples:

John was not there; nor was James;
" Met/Aer was James;

and neither Y/as Jatats;
" " " and James was not either.

if
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309. Condition and Conc««ion.-Some conjuncti.nis
and conjunction phraies express condition along with
other relations; thus, for example:

Come in; oihfrmst (or. cnlloqubl) y»u will xct wet;
// (wr, Ettn if) I went wn<ng, I have a gtwd cxciuc-

He will faU whellur,ht doei It orm.t;
He acta ct if (or, Ikougk) he were the king;

He in richer,Man if he had gone t« the Klondike.
Here, besides condiUon, otherwise signifies that tht

second clause is the result of the non-observance of the
command in the first, its meaning being "for, if you do
not come in"; if expresses concession; whether -or, un
alternative; and as if, as though, than if, comparison.

310. For, bocauM.—The co-ordinative conjunction for
properly states the logical ground for a preceding state-
ment, and the connection it makes is somefmes so lo<jse
that the /or-clause seems an afterthought. The sub-
ordinative conjunction because introduces a lause which
expresses the cause of what is predicated of the subject
in its principal clause; so that it is a causal adverb
clause. Sometimes, however, for and because are inter-
changeable; but there are cases in which for only hould
be used. Examples of the uses of these words u.e:

The «>il a rich; for (not. because) the vegetation is rank-
The vegetation b rank; because (or. for) the soil i- rich.

311. Whether—or.—The word whether is a co-ordina-
tive, correlative conjunction when it hflps to connect
principal interrogative clauses; thus,

Whether will you go or stay?

but it is subordinative, in alternative conditional or
in dependent interrogative clauses; thus,

I will go whether you go or stay;
I will ask him whether (or, if) he will go;

although no interrogative word is used in the direct
question. The conjunction or is, of course, co-ordinative
in both constructions.
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312. The alternative or is sometimes used to signify

that »here is only a verbal alternative—that the terms
are r .'onymous; thus, for example:

The i>remier, or chief of the cabinet, it|>«ncd the fair;

The buffoln, or hiaon, b miw almoat extinct.

313. But, which, as we have seen (273 [^]), was origin-

ally a preposition, may sometimes (owing to the omissioti

of that) be valued as a subordinative conjunction; thus,

for example.

It never rains but , n«t") it |»our»;

Perdition catr' ti but (-"If not") I do love thee.

314. Now, W6L> 1 hese are sometimes used like copu-
lative co-ordit.ative conjunctions -to introduce a nev
statement; now, as an explanation of one preceding;
and well, as a commentary on it, expressive also of some
feeling,—so that it is somewhat interjectional; thus, for

example:

Then cried they all again, saying, "Nnt this man, but Bar-
ahbas." Now, Buruhbas was n robber;

Vou have come, have you ? Weli, It is more than I expected

f i:
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Chapter XV

CHANGES IN WORDS
A. CHANGES IN SOUND AND IN FORM

315. Tendencies Toward Changes.—There is a stronj;
tendency for words to undergo changes in sound from
age to age. It is probable that differences of climate
aflFect our vocal organs and influence our speech to
some extent; but there is an influence at work more
important than this. The sounds of words are learned,
especially in childhood, by imitation. If people always
spoke distinctly, and if we always heard correctly and
imitated exactly, our pronunciation would undergo very
little change. But owing to the fact that we usually try
to do everything in the easiest and shortest way possible,
we are often careless in our speech, and, on the other
hand, we often imitate inexactly what we hear; so
that changes are always creeping mto our pronuncia-
tion. So great, indeed, are the differences between
our sounds and those even of the time of Queen Eliza
beth, not to speak of the time of King Alfred, that,
if one of Shakespeare's plays were now acted with the
pronunciation current in his time, it would be diffi-
cult, if not impossible, for us to understand it.

This tendency to change is kept in check by the
necessity for making ourselves understood, and by
the tendency to conform to the speech of those around
us. Besides this, at the present day easier means of
travel promotes free intercourse among people, and
this favours uniformity: the use of dictionaries also.
as well as the influence of education, tends to keep the
pronunciation fixed. Tendencies toward change in

292
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the written form of words are held in check by the

influence of literary standards. But though changes in

the sound and the form of words do not take place readily

now, important changes took place in the earlier peri-

ods of the development of the language, and a consid-

eration of some of these changes will serve to illustrate

the most important influences which tend to affect

the sound and the form of words.

Changes in both sound and form may be classified

under three heads, according to the causes which have

contributed to produce them, namely, changes due to the

influence (1) of stress, (2) of association, (3) of analogy.

I. CHANGES DUE TO STRESS

As already pointed out (91), there are two varieties of

stress,

—

word stress, or accent, and sentence stress, or

emphasis.

316. Word Stress.—In the English language word

stress generally falls upon the root syllable of the word

;

thus,

encourage; enter/amment; undergo;

and words introduced from foreign languages tend to

follow the English method; thus we have,

Miage<Fr. ii&igt'; ha/cony< Ital. l)aln>Hc; rj(7/es< Fr. riditwt?.

In a stressed syllable, an original lung sound is apt

lu become short when the length of the word is in-

creased. Examples are:

t;irottle<tliri)at-le; bonfire< bonefire ; width< wide-th

;

g(isling< gooseling.

On the other hand the unstressed parts of words

tend to weaken, and in some cases vowels and sylla-

bles disappear; thus,

daisy< day's eye ; slieriff< shire-reeve ; fortnight< fourteen-

night; pr. "Wensday"< Wednesday.
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317. Sentence Stress.—Sentence stress depends upon
the importance of the idea, and so moves freely from
one word to another as may be required. Thus, for

instance, when we say "I saw him," the h is not sounded;
whereas in "I saw him, but not her," it is sounded.
As a result of the additional importance given to cer-

tain words by sentence stress we have in some cases

a second form; thus in,

too—to; off—of; then—than,

the first word of each pair has been derived from the
f -cond as the result of strong sentence stress.

Weakness or absence of sentence stress also leads
to important changes. If, for instance, as above, we
utter the two breath-groups; " Thc-vrord-the is-an-

adjective," the unstressed the is pronounced thu, and
the stressed one thee. Sounds may even drop out
altogether, as, for instance, when we say, haven't for

have not, I'd for / would, I'll for / will.

II. CHANGES DUE TO ASSOCIATION

318. Assimilation.—Certain other changes in the
form and the sound of words are due to the u ,3ociation

of sounds. When two different sounds are associated,

wherever possible we unconsciously avoid the trouble

of changing the position of the organs of speech, and
so the sounds are made similar, or are said to undergo
assimilation.

This, for instance, in the word cats, voiceless t is

followed by voiceless s, while in the word dogs voiced

g is followed by voiced s. So also in the word looked

(lookt), voiceless * is followed by the voiceless t sound,

whereas in loved voiced v is followed by voiced J.

Sometimes when two simple words are combined to

form a compound, assimilation may take place, as for
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instance in the words lissom, cupboard (pr. cubbord), and
gossip, from the O.E. lithesome, cup-board, and God-

sib; and assimilation is also common in the case of the

association of prefix and root word; thus,

Jifference<dis-/erence; successionKsuh-cesstofi; allucaUKad-

locate; atlend< ad-lend.

Vowel-Mutation.—Vowels also undergo assimilation;

thus, for instance, in the older forms Anglisc and Fran-

cish, the i of the last syllable has influenced the vowel

sound in the syllable preceding, and as a result we
have the modem forms English (pr. Inglish) and
French. This change in a stressed vowel, caused by a
vowel in the following syllable of the same word, is

called vowel-mutation. The vowel sounds in the

plural forms of certain nouns are due to mutation;

for example:

man, men; foot, feet; tooth, teeth; goose, geese; mouse, mice;

but in all of these plurals the second syllable containing

the vowel to which mutation was due, has disappeared.

Mutation is not now an active principle, but it exer-

cised an important influence in the early history of

the language.

Other Changes.—Besides assimilation, other changes
are made in associated sounds where we find it difficult

or disagreeable to pronounce them together. Here,

also, we must look for examples in the earlier stages of

the language. Examples are:

wasp<O.V,. waeps; gender<0. Ft. genre; ukih-l<U.E. whiles;

bird<O.E. briJ; marbl€<Q. Fr. marbre.

, III. CHANGES CUE TO ANALOGY

319. Effects of Analogy.—Thus far we have been

considering the conditions under which changes take

place in the sound and the form of individual words.
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Sometimes, however, we find that words undergo changes
in sound or form in order to make them similar to
other words which belong to the same class, or which
are used in a similar way. Changes which tike place
in words owing to their resemblance, or fancied re
semblance, to other words, are said to be due to analogy
(that is, "resemblance"). For instance, owing to the
influence of uialogy, all verbs which are now intro
duced into the English language, form the past tense
by the addition of d, or ed, to the stem, and the ten-
dency is for all nouns now introduced into English to
form the plurals by adding s.

False Analogy.— Besides classes of words, analogy
affects single words also, producing occasionally some
curious results, not only in the sounds and the written
forms of words, but in their written forms alone. Thus,
for example, we have rhyme, for rime, because rime
was connected in the mind with rhythm; righteous, for
the older rightwise (that is, "wise as to what is right"),
because -eous is a common ending for adjectives ; sover-
eign, for the older sovran (Latin, superanus, "supreme"),
from its association with reign; wormwood for the O. E.
wermod, although the word has no connecti' > in mean-
ing with either worm or wood; the modern form is due
to a mere fancied resemblance of ti sounds. Changes
which are thus due to a mistakei mblance between
words are said to be the result of . se analogy.

320. Principle of Ease. -li" we now consider the
various kinds of changes in sound and form, already
described, with a view to discover the fundamental
cause of all these changes, we find that it is ecdnomy
of effort, or as it is sometimes called, the principle of

ease; or, in other words, the tendency to do what is to

be done, in the easiest and shortest way possible.
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B. CHANGES IN MEANING

321. Importance of Changes in Meaning.—Changes

in the meaning of words are not so important in gram-

mar as changes in form. They are, however, important

from the point of view of language; and, as we have

already seen, there is sometimes an intimate connection

between the meaning and the form. We shall, there-

fore, now consider the chief influences tbit produce

changes in meaning; that is, the substitution of new

meanings or the addition of other ones.

322. Contraction, or Specialization.— As a nation

advances in civilization, its ideas become more defin-

ite, and numerous distinctions have to be made.

Hence, not only are additional words needed, but as

the number increases, the meaning of each becomes

more contracted, or specialized. Thus, for example,

spice, (originally species, "a kind,") was formerly ap-

plied to goods of the same sort or kind, but now usually

means a particular "kind" of jjoods, used for seasoning;

so too, furlong, ov.finally furrow long, is now a definite

measure of distance. Compare also che following:

fool, from the length of the human foot; mile<l,at. mille

passus, "a thousand paces"; acre<.\. S. aecer, "a field";

quart <Lnt. quartus, "the fourth part" of a gallon; gallon

<"0. Fr. galon, "a jar."

This principle is known as contraction, or specialization

:

it is by far the most common cause of change in mean-

ing. Other examples are:

t>ay < I.at. pacare, "to pacify " ; corpM < Lat corpus, a body "
;

.s7ari'f<0. E. steor/ait, "to die."

323. Extension of Meaning.— But we have also

many words that have become more extended in their

application. Thus privilege originally meant "u pri

vate law" or "a law relating to an individual," and

decimate, "to select "by lot every tenth man for punish-

4i,
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ment." This principle is known as eztension, or fen-
eralization. Other examples are:

legwn < Ut. legion-em. "a division of a Roman army"
; pomp<

Gr. pomp-e, "a solemn religious procession"; com'f>anio„<
Ft. compagmm: Ut. com, "together." and panu. "bread

"

thus, originally "a mess-mate."

A great many words also become extended in mean-
ing when used in a figurative sense; thus,

He has a fine tasU for literature;

Duty *^rj him on;

The white flower of a blameless life.

Changes in Objects Represented.—Words change their
raeamngs with a change in the things they denote.
Thus, for example, volume originally meant "a roll"-
for, before the age of printing, the long written sheets
of papyrus and like material were rolled up when not
in use. So, too, book<0. E. hoc, "beech-tree," the
bark being used as paper. Other examples are •

baUot, 'a little ball"; baize, "bay-coloured coarse cloth"-
bugle, "the horn of the 'bugle', or wild ox."

324. Degradation.— Words frequently become de-
graded in meaning. Sometimes this is due to our
desire to palliate the offensiveness or wickedness of
what they denote. Thus, for example, plain and
ordinary are often used for "ugly"; and annexation for
robbery of territory by a nation." Sometimes, also,

the change is due to historical influences. Thus
vtllatn, originally "a serf in the villa, or farm, of his
Norman master." acquired its present meaning from
tue low morality attributed to the "villeins" So
too. with,

churKO. E. ceorl, "a rustic"; 6oor <Du. boer, "a farmer"-
rascaKM E (O. Fr.) raskaitle. "the scrapings"; kna^<
O. E. cna/a, "a. boy."

325. Improvement-Less often a word impr<.ves in
meaning. Thus, for example. Christian was at first
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a term of reproach used by the people of Aiitioch.

Compare also, Puritan, Methodist, Quaker. Similarly

worship, "the condition of worth " ; minister, "a servant "

;

generous, "well-born"; marshal, a stable-master," or

"groom," have acquired their present meanings.

ExBRCISB 33

With the aid of an etymoloijical dictionary, examine

the following words, and note any changes that have taken

place in form and meaning:

adder disaster kickshaws runagate

alarm drawing-room lamp sandwich

alligator dropsy libel secure

amidst dunce livery sexton

assassin ermine maudlin sidesman

atone frontispiece mob silhouette

bacon gad'y mountebank silly

bedlam gsuettt newt sincere

belfry generous nickname smith

blackguard glimpse nostril somersault

bombast grocer officious sound

brat grove pagan stirrup

butcher handsore panic tennis

carnival hankei paper tinsel

carouse harbinger pen topsy-turvy

caterpillar hawthorn penthouse treacle
*

causeway heathen pester trivial

cloves heaven pickaxe twit

consider hocus-pocus poach urbane

constable horehound porpoise vandal

costermonger humble-bee prevaricate ve 'igris

coward humble-pie prox>' airus

cravat hussy quaint wassail

crayfish icicle racy wealth

custard imp rival willy-nilly

dandelion island rubber wiseacre

dirge jeopardy rummage woodbine.

! .
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Chapter XVI

HISTORICAL OUTLINE

326. Branches of the Aryui Family.—As we have seen
Ml the opening chapter, the Germanic (or Teutonic)
group of languages, to which English belongs, forms a
division of the Aryan, or Indo-European, family, which
includes most of the languages of Europe and also cer
tain languages spoken in Asia.

Two branches of the Aryan family belong to Asia
namely, the Indo-Iranian (including the languages of
India and Persia), and the Armenian. In the south and
west of Europe we have the Hellenic (or Greek), the
Albanian (the language of ancient lllyria), the Italic (in-
cluding the Latin and languages descended from it)
and the Celtic; in the north we find the Teutonic and
the Balto-Slavic.

to .hf?I~^ r'".."* tl""^
lanauages spoken in Europe which do not belon.

the Magyar or Hung. ^ m. the Lappiih. the Pinni.h, and the Baique.

327. The Teutonic Sub-famUy.-The Teutonic branch
of the Aryan family includes, besides the English the
languages of Norway. Sweden, and Denmark; 'cer
manx, Austria, and parts of Switzerland; Holland and
Belgium.

The Teutonic branch has three main divisions as
follows

:

1. Gothic (dead).

II. Norse, or Scandinavian; including Norwegian,
Icelandic, Danish, and Swedish.

Ill West Germanic, comprising:
(a) Low German; including English, Frisian,

North (or Low) German, Dutch, Flemish, and
Low Franconian.

300
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(b) High Cterman, including the language of the

German court and standard German litera-

ture, as well as the dial^ts spoken in Aus-

tria, Switzerland, and the highlands of Ger-

many.

The English language is, then, more closely related

to the Flemish, Dutch, Frisian, and other Low German
dialects than to any of the other 'European languages.

The Frisian and English especially are very closely

akin.

Nora:—In the •mtcncr,
"Good butter and good cheeae

It good English and good Pric*":

all the wotdi are both RngUah and Prialun.

til

I

|!

i

-U I

Map thowing the roate* of mlgiation followed by the Teutonic tribe*.
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328. TMfftrtBCM BttwMii Old EiifUah and Modern Eng.
Uth.- ..c dialects ;ipoken by the Angles, Saxons, and
Jutes differed very much from the English spoken and
wntttn at the present day. so much so that it reqinres
almost as much study to learn to read Old English as
to master Latin or any other foreign language. Let us
consider some of the most important points of difference

(«) Pronttnciation.-In the first place the Anglo-
Saxons living in different parts of England spoke a
large number of dialects, dialects so different that it
would have been difficult, if not altogether impossible
for a man m passing from one part of the country to
another, to make himself understood. In Modem
Enghsh. dialects do indeed exist, but not to such amark^ extent as in Old English, and though there may
be differences in pronunciation in different English-
speaking countries, we have common Uterary standards
to which, in general, we all endeavour to conform.

Several influences have been at work to bring about
this uniformity. The union of the different divisions
of the Anglo-Saxons in one nation helped, of course
to prepare the way for a common tongue. The intro-
duction of printing in the fifteenth century (1471)
did more than anything else to create a national liter-
ary language, and with the publication of Dr. Johnson's
dictionary in 1755. a standard for both spelling and
rronunciation was established. Within the last hun
dred years the influences of commerce and of rapid
comn.unication and transit have helped to prevent
wide differences in pronunciation among EngUsh-
speaking peoples.

(b) Str icture.-In the second place. Old English
differed from Modem English in structure. In Old
English the relations of words to other words in the
sentence, as well as certain changes in their meaning.
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were expressed by changes in the forms of the words
themselves. These changes in form are known as inflec*
tiont. In Modem English, on the other hand, changes
in meaning and relation are generaUy shown either by
the use of separate words or by the position of the
words in the sentence. Anglo-Saxon is therefore said
to be a lynthttic language, while Modem English is

an analytic language.

Norm—SynihtHe has the tcnae of 'comiHuit,"" built up." It cohim fiom
syinkttu. which mt.m» 'n putting tmether " Lancuagn >ueh an L;ilin,
Oreeli. and Anglo Sixon. are MUd lo ht lynthetlc. bccauw in thew Ungimgn
changes in meuning and rcUtion arc generally shown by "building up" words
by the addition of endings. Analytic, on the other hand, means " lep irated
into parti." It comes from analysis, which means "i. resolving into parts."
and lar -uoges are said to be analytic when changes in meaning and relation
are shown by separate words instead of by the building up of words by
means of endings.

All synthetic languages tend in the course of time
to become analytic

; but in the case of the Anglo-Saxon
the change was hastened by the conquest of England
in the eighth century by the Danes, and in the eleventh
century by the Normans. The conflict of the Anglo-
Saxon language with the language of the invaders in
both cases resulted in the dropping of endings and in
other modifications in the forms of words.

(c) Vocabulary.—In the third place. Old EngUsh was
pure in vocabulary, that is, it contained very few words
borrowed from other languages. Modem English, on
the other hand, contains a very great number of foreign
words, and it is therefore said to be composite iu vocab-
ulary. If we were to examine the words in a dictionary
we should find that only about twenty-eight per cent,
are of Anglo-Saxon origin, while about fifty-six per
cent, are of Lati^ origin and about sixteen per cent,
are derived from other languages. In our actual
written and spoken English, however, we use a much

li
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larger proportion of Anglo-Saxon word*. The following
table will show the proportion of Anglo-Saxon word,
that are used by some of our standard authors:

The Knglisb Bible. 9^
Chaucer <aof

Shakespeare 90%
Tennyson. gg^
Spenser gg^

J!"^'", 82%
Macaulay 75^

^?pf- • '..'.'.'.'.'.'.\'.mc
Gibbon

(j(y%

We may now sum up the main differences between
Old English and Modern English as follows.

Old English was composed of different dialects, was
synthetic in structure, and had few foreign words in iu
vocabulary. Modem English possesses common standards
of spelling and pronunciation, is analytic in structure,
and its vocabulary is composite.

329. Main Periods of Development.—The develop-
ment of the English language from Anglo-Saxon times
to the present day falls into three main periods corre-
sponding to three periods in Enj-lish history.

Old English, oi Anglo-Saxon Period.—From the
Anglo-Saxon settlement to the Norman Conquest (449-
1066, or, approximately, 500-1000).

2. Middle English Period.—From the Norman inva
sion to the beginning of the Tudor Period (1066-148.S,
or, approximately, 1100-1500).

3. Modem English Period.—From the begfaamg oi
the Tudor Period to the present day (14«« 19--, or
approximately, 1500-19—).

330. Old EngUsh Period: Dialect8.-Throughout this
period three main dialects existed in England, the
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Northumbrian in the north, the Mercian in the centre,

aiid the West Saxon in the south. Of these dialects,

Northumbrian was the first to become a literary lan-

Kuage. Caedmon, our first Christian poet (670 A.D.),

and Rede, our first historian (733 A.D.), wrote in

Northumbrian.

But the overthrow of Northumbria toward the end
of the seventh century, put an end to further literary

production. During the reign of Alfred the Great (871

901), however, a considerable body of literature was
produced in the Wesi Saxon dialect.

Structure.—As already stated (328), Old English was
a synthetic language. By the close of the Old English

period, however, we find that in the Northumbrian
dialect, inflections had already begun to break down
and disappear, as a result, no doubt, of contact with

the Danish dialects. The West Saxon dialect, however,

still retained its inflections, while the Mercian took a

middle course. Old English syntax was, in the main,

Teutonic, the order of *he words in prose being almost

that of Modern German. But the sentences were awk-
wardly combined, proportion and unity were lacking,

and conjunctions were often omitted.

Vocabulary.—During the Old English period a nim-
ber of new words were added to the vocabulary. These

were chiefly geographical names, of Celtic, Latin, or

Danish origin, as for example,

Thames, Avon, (Ce//ic); Stratford, Winchester, (Latin);

Whitby, Norwich, (Danish).

But a few other words also found their way into the

language from various sources. Examples are:

Celtic: basket, cradle, crock, pan, dagger.

lAtin: lake, mile, port, altar, candle.

Danish: skin, bask, dregs, swain.

-If
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331. Middle English Period.—For more than a cen-
tury after the Nop-.^in Conquest two distinct languages
were spoken ir Kngiaiid, il? Norman-French on the
one hand, and le differeiit .1 elects of the Anglo-Saxon,
on the other. )it,ing this p riod the Anglo-Saxons and
the Normans did noc u-.ingle, and the Anglo-Saxons
retained their own language. But as they were a con-
quered people, and as they no longer had common liter-

ary standards, there was a strong tendency for the dif-

ferences of dialect to become more marked.

332. English Becomes the National Language.— Dur-
ing the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries the Eng-
lish and Normans gradually became fused into one
people, or rather, the Normans were absorbed into the
English people, and English finally became the na-
tional language. There were several reasons for this

predominance of the English language over the Nor-
man. The number of Normans who settled in Eng-
land was really small, and they made no attempt to
displace English as the spoken language. Moreover, the
policy of William the Conqueror and his successors was
to conciliate the English. Political and social events,
notably the loss of Normandy in 1206, also helped to
lessen the importance of French influence and increase
that of English.

333. Three Dialects.—During the first part of the
Middle English period we find the same three main
dialects as in Old English, but it is simpler to classify

them as Southern (West Saxon and Kentish), Northern
(Northumbrian), and Midland (Mercian).

'*°^»=-~f•»« West Saxon dialect is still spoken in a modified fonn in Southern
England, and. within recent years it has appeared in literature in the Dorset-
shire poems of William Barnes. The following is an illustration:
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A« I wer rcadin ov a stwonr
In (irenley chureh-yard all alwone,

A little maid ran up. wi pridr.

To zee me there, an' push'd u zide

A bunch o' bcnnets that did hide

A vene her father, as she zaid.

Put up above her mother's head,

To tell how much he loved her.

The verse wer short, but very gnod.

I stood an' lam'd en where I stood:

—

"Mid God. dear MeAry. gi'e mc greacc

To vind lik' thee, a better ple.-ict-.

Where I woonce mwore mid zee thy fe;«cc;

An' bring thy children up to know
His word, that they mid conu' an' show
Thy soul how much I lov'd thee."

Lowland Scotch is the modem representative of the Northern dialect,

which is seen at its best in the poems of Bums. Practically the samo dialed
is still spoken in Northern England. Specimens of it. also. »•<• have in Trnny
son's Northern Farmer, The Northern Cobbler, and ii few of his other poems.
These, however, are rather experiments than serious attempts at a revival of
the dialect.

334. Supremacy of the Midland Dialect.—Modem
English is the descendant of the Midland dialect, which
was spoken between the Humber and the Thames.
This dialect owes its supremacy to the fact, above all

others, that it was the language spoken in London, the

commercial and poUtical centre of England. This dia-

lect was also the speech of the district in which were
situated the two great universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge, with their powerful Hnguistic influences. In its

grammatical character, also, it was a compromise be-

tween the Northern and the Southern dialects; and as

men were gathered together in London from all parts
of England, it was further modified by their intercourse.

It was thus well fitted to become the common language
of the nation. In it, too, were written the beginnings
of Modern English literature. In it Chaucer wrote his

Canterbury Tales, and into it WycHf translated the

Bible.

IS
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The Midland dialect, however, did not at once be-
come the literary language of the whole nation. From
the time of Chaucer until the union of England and
Scotland under King James, there were really two
standards in the island; the English of Edinburgh for

the Scotch, and the English of London for the English.

335. Decay of Inflectional Endings.—We have seen
that at the time of the Norman Conquest, inflections

had begun to disappear in some parts of England,
owing to the absence of literary standards during the
twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The decay of in-

flectional endings continued unchecked, and the change
in grammatical structure was greatly accelerated ow
ing to the conflict of the English and French lan-

guages during the next two centuries. By the end of

the fourteenth century few of the old English infiec

tions survived, and in its general grammatical structure
the language had already assumed its present form.

336. Introf^- on of Norman-French Words.—Dur
ing the thir« century Norman-French words be-

gan to be int- > „.ed, and during the last part of the
Middle English period, French words, both Norman
and Parisian, were used in large numbers. Most of

the loan-words from the Norman-French relate to the
church, government, feudalism, war, or to new things
introduced by the Normans. Examples are:

mayor, tenant, attorney, trumpet, saint, nephew, forest,

mutton.

337. Loss of Power of Forming Compounds.—But if

the English language gained by the introduction of so

many Norman-French words during that period, it lost

ground in another, very important, respect. Old English
possessed to a large degree the power of forming self-

explaining descriptive compounds; thus, for examples,
it had hundreds of words such as,
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tree-wright—carpenter

flesh-monger—butchei

b<)K-house—library

star-craft—astronomy

aflercunier —descendant

foreshewer—prophet

sourdough—leaven

foretalk—preface.

During the fourteenth century many of these compounds
were replaced by words taken from the French, and

since that time very few new Anglo-Saxon compounds
have been formed. In Old English, also, prefixes were

used very freely to express certain modifications in the

meanings of words, but owing to Norman-French in-

fluence in the fourteenth century the use of the Anglo-

Saxon prefixes became practically restricted to cer-

tain words.

338. Modem English Period.—During the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries (generally known as the

Elizabethan Period), the use of the few inflections that

remained was still unsettled. Some inflected forms

were then in use which we have since discarded, and

some were discarded which we have revived. In Eliza-

bethan literature, the greatest freedom was permitted

in the use of the same words as different parts of speech

;

and in the structure of the sentence nearly every variety

of apparent grammatical inaccuracy is met with. There

was also considerable laxity in the spelling of words,

and important changes took place in pronunciation.

Two events occurred about the beginning of the Mod-

ern English period which had a marked effect upon

the English language, especially upon its vocabulary,

namely, the Introduction of Printing, and the Revival

of Learning.

339, Introduction of Printing.—In 1471 Caxton intro-

duced the art of printing from Flanders. During his

lifetime his press produced, in all, sixty-eight different

works, and after his death, through the extension ot

i ;;
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printing, books were multiplied very rapidly. The in-
troduction of printing did more than anything else to
promote uniformity and to set tip a common standard
of speech.

340. Revival of Learning.—The fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries were marked by a revival of the study
of the works of the great writers of Greece and Rome.
This Revival of Uarning, (or New Learning, as it was
called,) was at first confined to Italy, and esp-cially
to Florence, but it soon spread to France and Ger-
many, and finally to England, where it flourished dur-
ing the sixteenth century.

As a result of the New Learning, during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the English lan-
guage was strongly affected by the influence of Latin
and Greek; the style of Utin and Greek authors
was imitated, and many words of classical origin came
into use at the time.

From the Latin loan-words of tLIs period (estimated
at 2,400) and to a less extent from the Greek, we have
an immense number of derivatives. From one hun-
dred and fifty Greek and Latin root words, for example,
it has been calculated that we have neariy thirteen
thousand words.

341. Seventeenth Century English.—The seventeenth
century is an important period in the development of
the EngHsh language, because it was during this period
that the language finally became settled in its present
form. This result was due partly to the influence of
literary standards such as the English Bible, but chiefly
to the imitation of French models, which were char-
acterized by a clearness and precision which had been
hitherto lacking in English syntax.
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342. Later Modern English.—Little change has taken

place in the structure uf the English language since the

beginning of the eighteenth century. On account of

the influence of literary standards the syntax has prac-

tically remained the same, and the tendency has been

in the direction of less freedom and gicater perfection

of form. The publication of dictionaries in the eight-

eenth century had the effect of promoting uniformity

both in the spelling and in the pronimciation of Eng-

Hsh words.

Modern English is especially remarkable for the

immense number of additions to its vocabulary. It

is estimated that our vocabulary contains at the present

time about a quarter of a million of words, and more

than half of these have come into use since the middle

of the nineteenth century. These additions are due to

various influences, such as travel, commerce, war, litera-

ture, science, and art.

During the eighteenth and nine* . ath centuries, for

example, the expansion of the British Empire and the

extension of British commerce, resulted in the introduc-

tion of words from nearly all of the languages spoken in

different parts of the world. Examples arc

alcohol [Arabic) kangaroo (Australian)

amen (Hebrew) mammoth (Tartar)

bamlji)!) (Malay) moccasin (:Vor/ft Amtrican Indian)

canary (African) ottoman (Turkish)

cocoa [Portuguese) shawl (Persian)

cork [Spanish) s\iga.T (Hindu)

czar [Russian) tea (Chinese).

During the past hundred years also the progress of

scientific discovery has resulted in the addition of many
thousands of new words, principally technical terms,

to the English vocabulary. Most of these words are

of Latin or Greek origin.

( .
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Examples are:

antitoxin, appendicitis, bicycle, cablegram, dynamite, phono-
graph, plebiscite, zoology.

343. Reference Table of Important Historical Events.-

^J^l9>^^^ (A.D.) R nan occupation of Britain. .

Britain settled by the Angles, Saxons,
and Jutes.

St. Augustine lands in Kent; Chris-
tianity introduced.

Reign of Alfred the Great.

Britain invaded by tiie Northmen, or
Danes. Danish kings occupy Uie
throne of England (1017-1042).

Battie of Hastings. England con-
quered by the Normans.

Life of Chaucer.

Capture of Constantinople by the
Turks.

Introduction of Printing.

Life of Shakespeare.

Johnson's Dictionary published.

449-625

597

871-901

787-1042

1066

1328-1400

1453

1471

1564-1616

1755



MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISES

I. Pansies, Lilies, Kingcups, Daisies,

Let them live upon their praises;

Long as there's a sun that sets.

Primroses will have their glory;

5 Long as there are Violets,

They will have a plate in story;

There's a flower that shall be mine,

—

'Tis the little Celandine.

1. Parse Pansies, Violets, Celandine.

2. Compare their, 1. 2, and mine, 1. 7, as to function.

3. Justify the use of the auxiliaries, will, 1. 4, and

shall, 1. 7.

4. Select the subordinate clauses ami state the kind

and relation of each.

II. The venerable Bede was called " The Father of English

Prose." He translatefl the Gospel of St. John into

English, so that the uneducated read it. He worked

on this translation until the last day of his life. At

5 last, when evening came, he closed his eyes in weariness.

The young man said, "There is yet one sentence, dear

master."

"Take your pen and write quickly," said Bede.

"Now it is finished," said the youth.

10 "Yes, it is finished," answered Bede.

He turned to the altar, chanted a few words of praise to

God, and closed his eyes for ever.

1. Classify the verbs in the foregoing passage us tran-

sitive or intransitive.

2. "venerable Bede," 1. 1; "the last day," 1. 4; "dear

master," U. 6-7.

State whether the adjectives are limiting or descriptive.

3. Rewrite the passage using indirect narration through-

out.
313
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1.

2.

HI. By this the northern wag(»ner h<id set

His sevenfold team Ijehind the steadfast star
That was in ocean wa\e yet never wet,
But firm is fixt, and sendeth light from far

5 To all that in the wide deep wandering are;
And cheerful chanticleer with his note shrill

(fad warned once that Phoebus' fiery car
In haste v m mounting up the eastern hill

Full envious tliat night st) long his r<H)m did fill.

Classify the italicized verb phrases.

Analyse the passage so as to show the clauses of
whtch tt is composed.

IV. I wonder exceedingly if I have done anything at all
good! And who can tell me, and why should I wish U,
know? In so little a while I and the English language
and the bones of my descendants will have ceased to be a

5 memory. And yet-and yet-one would like to leave
an image for a few years upon men's minds-for fun.

State the function of each-of the italicized verb phrases.
Parse if, 1. 1 ; yet, 1. 5, and one, 1. 5.

V. His praise, ye winds, that from four quarters blow
Breathe soft or loud; and wave your tops, ye pinel
With every plant, in sign of worship wave.
Fountains, and • that warble, as ye flow,

5 Melodious murmurs, warbling tune his praise.
Hail, universal Lord! Be bounteous still

To give us only good; and if the night
Have gather'd aught of evil, or conceal'd,
Disperse it, as now light dispels the dark.

1. State the mood of each of the italicized verbs.

2. Parse ye, lines 1, and 4.

3. Distinguish between the values of the clauses "as ye
tlow," 1, 4. and "as now light dispels the dark"; line 9.

4. State the case and relation of praise, 1. 1 ; Foun-
tains, 1, 4; murmurs, 1. 5.

1.

2.
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VI. I care not, Fortune, what you me deny;

You cannot rob me of free Nature's grace;

You cannot shut the windows of the sky

Through which Aurora shows her brightenir.g face;

5 You cannot bar my constant feet to trace

The woods and lawns, by living stream at eve;

Let health my nerves and finer fibres brace,

And I their toys to the great children leave;

Of fancy, reason, virtue, naught can me bereave.

1. Select the subordinate clauses and state the kind

and relation.

2. Show the logical relation between "Let health my
nerves and finer fibres brace," 1. 7, and "I their toys to

the great children leave" ; 1. 8.

3. Parse the pronoun me in lines 1, 2, and 9.

4. Parse the italicized words.

VIL Blessings be with them, and eternal praise,

Who gave us nobler loves and nobler cares

—

The Poets, who on earth have made us heirs

Of truth and pure delight by heavenly lays!

5 Oh! might my name be numbered among theirs.

Then gladly would I end my mortal days.

1. Parse the italicized verbs.

2. .State the case and relation of praise, 1. 1; us, 1.2;

Poets, 1. J; heirs, 1. 3; theirs, 1. 5.

3. .Select the subordinate clauses and state the kind

and relation of each.

VIH. // is a touch of instinct, / suppose, tliat makes it more
delightful to fish in the most insignificant of free streams

than a carefully stocked and preserved pond where the

fish are brought up by hand and fed on minced liver.

5 There is a wilding strain in our blood that all the civiliza-

tion in the world will not eradicate. I nrver knew a

real boy,—or for that matter, a girl worth knowing—
who would not rather climb a tree any day than walk up

a golden stairway.

if
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1. Parse the italicited expressions.

2. Select the adjective clauses and state whether they
art limiting or dcxcriptivr.

IX. It is a beauteous evening, ralm and free;

The holy time is' quiet as a nun
Breathless with aduration; the bn>ad sun
Is sinking down in its tranquillity;

5 The gentleness of heaven is on the sea.

Listen! the mighty Being is awake,
And doth with his eternal motion make
A sound like thurtder—everlastii. ily.

Dear child, dear girl, that walkesi with me here,
10 If thou appear'st untouched by solemn thought.

Thy nature is not therefore less divine.

Thou liest in Abraham's bosom all the year,
And worshipp'st at the Temple's inner shrine,
God being with thee when we know it not.

Parse 'he italicized nouns.

Distinguish between the uses of it in 11. 1 and 14.

3. Compare as to relation, the adjectives beauteous, 1. 1

;

Breathless, 1. 3; untouched, 1. 10.

4. Appear'st. 1. 10. Why is the indicative used here
rather than the snbjunctivef

X. Devonshire Terrace,

Friday pAcning, Oct. 17, 1845.
My Dear Macready,—You once—only once—gave the

world assurance of a waistcoat. You wore it, sir, /
5 think, in "Money." It was a remarkable and pre-

cious waistcoat, wherein certain broad stripes of blue
or purple disported themselves as by a combination
of extraordinary circumstances, too happy to occur
again. I have „ccn it on your manly chest in private
life. I saw it, sir, I think, the other day, in the cold light

of morning—with feelings easier to be imagined than
described. Mr. Macready, sir, are you a father? If

so, lend me that waistcoat for five minutes. I am

I.

2.

10
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30

1.

2.

bidden to a wedding, and my arti^-. cannot, / find

15 (h'w should he?) imagine such a waistcoat. Let me
show it to him as a sample of my tastes and wishes;

and—ha, ha, ha, ha!--eclipse the • ridegr«)om!

I will send a trusty messenger .. half-past nine prt-

fisdy, in the .doming. He is sworn to secrecy. He
durst not for his life betray us, or swells in ambuscade

would have the waistcoat at the cost of his heart's

blood.—Thine,

The Unwmstcoateu One. (Charles Dickens)

Parse the italicized expressions.

Classify the verb phrases have seen, 1. 9; am
bidden, 11. 13-14; will send, 1. 18; would have, 1. 21.

3. "As a sample," 1. 16. Explain the value o, as.

XI. In the German stories we read how men sell them-

selves to—a certain Personage, and that Personage

cheats them. He gives them wealth; yes, but the gold

pieces turn into worthless leaves. He sets them bc-

5 fore splendid banquets; yes, and what an awful grin

that black f(K)tman has who lifts up the dish cover; and

don't you smell a peculiar sulphurous odour In his dish ?

Faughl take it away. I can't eat. He promises them

splendours a -1 triumphs. The conqueror's car roUs

10 glittering t' lUgh the city, the multitude shout and

huzza. Drive on, coachman. Yes, but who is that

hanging on behind the carriage? Is this tb" reward

of eloquence, talents, industry? Is this the end of a

life of lil)Our?

1. Parse th? italicized words.

2. "The multitude shout," '. 10. Comment on the

agreement of subject and verb.

3. Classify the italicized adjectival expressions in the fol-

lowing.- "n certain Personage." 1.2; "that black footman,"

1. 6; "the dish cover," 1. 6; "a sulphurous odour in his

dish," 1. 7; The conqueror's car rolls glittering through

the city," 1. 9; the reward of eloquence," 11. 12-13.

i r

i1:.

. <
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10

1.

2.

XII. We HHcommiseraU pass into Ihe night
Frcim the loud banquet, and departing leave
A tremor in men's mi ories, faint and sweet
And frail as music. Vx. ures of our face,

5 The tones of the voice, the t«.uch of the loved hand.
Perish and vanish one by one from earth.
Meanwhile within the hall of sonn, the multitude
Ap|)lauds the new i)erf«)rmer. One, perchance,
One ultimate surviv«)r lingers on.
And smiles, and to his ancient heart reialis
The Ions forgotten. Ere the morr«)w die,
He too, re- •> -, through the curtain lomes.
And the e forgets us, and goes on.

Parse th. taliciznl words.

•The multitude applauds." 11. 7-8. Comment on the
ntfreemenl of subject and verb.

3. Fx plain the difference in the verb forms, die, 1. 11,
and comes, 1. 12.

4. .State whether the following adjectives arc limiting
or descriptive ns here M.vtJ,—loud. 1. 2; new. I. 8; ulti-
mate, 1. 9; ancient, I. 10.

XIII. Let us not be too much acquainted. I would have
a man enter his house through a hall filled with heroic
and sacred sculptures that he might not want the hint
of tranquillity and self-[K)ise. We should meet each

5 mommg as from foreign countries, and speUing the
day together, should depart at night as into foreign
countries. In all things I would have the island of
man mviolatc. Let us sit apart as gods, talking from
peak to |)eak all round Olympus. It is easv to push

10 this deference to a Chinese etiquette; but coolness and
absence of heat and ha.ste indicate fine qualities. A
gentleman makes no noise; a lady is serene.

1. Show what is expres.sed by each of the verb phrases,
would have, 1. 1 ; might want, 1. 3; should meet, 1. 4.
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2. Parse the italicizetl words.

3. "A» from foreign countries." 1. 5; "as gods," 1. 8.

Sh»w the function of as in these exf>ressio,is.

XIV. There was a time when mead(l^^
, Kruve, and stream,

The earth, and every common siglit,

Ti) mc did seem

Apparelled in leleKlial light,

5 The glory and the freshness of a dream.

It is not now as it hath l)cen «>f yore; —

Turn wheresoc'er I may,

By night or day.

The things which I have seen I now can sec im more.

1. State the case and relation of time, 1. 1 ; glory, 1. 5;

things, 1. 9.

2. Select the subordinate tiausrs and state the kind

mid relation of each.

3. Parse of yore, I. 6; no more, 1. 9.

4. .S/(i/f the function of each of the verb phrases, did

seem, I. .^; hath been. I. 6.

XV. Sweet Highland girl, a very shower

Of l)eauty is thy earthly dower;

Twice seven ct)nsenting years ha\e shed

Their utmost U)unty on thy head;

5 And these gray rocks, that household lawn,

Those trees, a veil just half withdrawn,

This fall of water that doth make
A murmur near the silent lake.

This little bay, a quiet road

10 That holds in shelter thy abode,

In truth together ye do seem

Like something fashioned in a dream,

Such forms as from their covert peep

When earthly cares are laid asleep.

1. State the case and relation of each of the italicized

nouns and pronouns.

V

I i'

.i'

I mil
i

iilI.
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Parse twice

Parse just

the

10

2. "Twice seven consenting years," 1. 3,

and seven. "Just half withdrawn," 1. 6

and half.

3. Point out any differences in the relations of

adjectives silent, 1. 8; in shelter, 1. 10; asleep, 1. 14.

XVI. One day, wandering near this open graveyard, we
met a boy carrying away, with exulting looks, a skull

in very perfect preservation. He was a London boy
and looked rich, indeed, with his treasure.

5 "What have you there?" we asked.

"A man's head,—a skull," was the answer.

"And what can you possibly do with a skull?"

"Take it to London."

"And when you have it in London what then will

you do with it?"

"I know."

"No doubt. But what will you do with it?"

And to this thrice repeated question the boy three

times answered "I know."

"Come, here's sixpence. Now what will you do
with it?"

The boy took the coin, grinned, hugged himself,

hugging the skull the closer, and said very briskly,

"Make a money box of it!"

A strange thought for a child, and yet, mused we as

we strolled along, how many of us, with nature benefi-

cent and smiling on all sides,—Aow many of us think

of nothing so much as hoarding sixpences,

—

yea, hoard-
ing them even in the very jaws of desolate Death.

State the function and relation of the words ending
in ing in the foregoing passage.

2. Parse the italicized words.

3. "Very perfect preservation," 1. 3; "the very jaws
of desolate Death," 1. 24. Distinguish between the uses

of very,

4. Classify the pronouns He, 1. 3; What, 1. 5; himself,

1. 1/; us, 1. 21; nothing, 1. 23; them, 1. 24.

15

20

1.
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XVII.A Uttle sun, a Uttle rain,

A soft wind blowing from the west—

And woods and fields are sweet again,

And warmth within the mountain's breast

5 So simple is the earth we tread,

So quick with love and life her frame,

Ten thousand years have dawned and fled.

And still her magic is the same.

A little love, a little trust,

10 A soft impulse, a sudden dream—

And life as dry as desert dust

Is fresher than a mountain stream.

So simple is the heart of man.

So ready for new hope and joy,

16 Ten thousand years since it began

Have left it younger than a boy.

1. Explain the constructions, A little sun, 1. 1, and

Ten thousand years, 1. 7.

2. In what different relations do the adjectives simple,

1. 5; dry, 1. 11, and younger, 1. 16, stand to the nouns

they modify.

3. Parse the italicized words.

4. Rewrite the second stama so as to show the relation

between the thoughts expressed.

XVIII. If there were dreams to sell

What would you buy ?

Some cost a passing bell,

Some a light sigh

That shakes from life's fresh crown

5 Only a rose leaf down.

If there were dreams to sell.

Merry and sad to tell.

And the crier rang the bell.

What would you buy?

1

1
'i

''

U
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10 A cottage lone and still,

With bowers nigh,

Shadowy, my woes to still

tjntil I die.

Such pearl from life's fresh crown
15 Fain would I shake me down.

Were dreams to have at will.

This would best heal my ill;

This would I buy.

Parse the italicized words.

XIX. My heart leaps up when I behold

A rainbow in the sky;

So was it when my life began;

So is »^ now I am a man;
5 So be it when I shall grow old;

Or let me die!

Th^ child is father of the man;
And I could wish my days to be

Bound each to each by natural piety.

1. Parse the italicized words.

2. Point out the function of the verb be, 1. 5; shall

grow, 1. 5; and let die, 1. 6.

3. Now I am a man, 1. 4; explain the construction of

this clause.

XX. The path became steeper and more rugged every moment;
and the high hill instead of refreshing him soemed to

throw his blood into a fever. His flask was half empty,
but there was much more than three drops in it. He
stopped to open it and again as he did so something
moved in the path before him. It was a fair child

stretched nearly lifeless on the rock, its breast heaving
with thirst and its lips parched and burning. He eyed
it deliberately, drank, and passed on. The goal was
near. He saw the cataract of the Golden River spring-

ing from the hillside scarcely five hundred feet above

5

10
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10

1.

him. He paused for a moment to breathe and sprang

on to complete the task.

Parse the italicized words.

XXI. One deed may mar a life,

And one can make it;

Hold firm thy will for strife,

Lest a quick blow break itl

5 Even now from far on viewless wing

Hither speeds the nameless thing

Shall put thy spirit to the test.

Haply or e'er yon sinking sun

Shall drop behind the purple West

All will be lost—or won!

Select the subordinate clauses and give the kind

and relation of each.

2. Parse the italicized words.

3. State the function of the verbs may mar, 1. 1 ;
break,

1. 4; shall put, 1. 7; will be lost, 1. 10.

XXII. .And half I wished the days would come again

When all the world was fresh and young; when sea

And sky and land yet teemed with mysteries;

When Science had not robbed us of the joy

5 Of Wonder; when the Vast Unknown gave scope

For Fancy's dream and Superstition's dread;

When pleasing Fear provoked the gallant soul;

When godlike men yet trusted in the strength

Of sinewed arm and brave, undaunted breast;

When lonely isles were homes of fairy queens;

When gods immortal deigned to dwell on earth

And mingle in the affairs of mortal men.

Stand visible and thwart us face to face,

Or, taking human form and human voice,

15 Beside us walk as comrades hand in hand.

Parse the italicized words.

XXIII. Be obstinately just;

Indulge no passion au.: deceive no trust.

! i

4: i

1 i HI

10
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1.

2.

10

Let never man be bold enough to say,
" Thus and no farther shall my passion stray."

The first crime past compels us on to more,
And guilt grows fate that was but choice before.

Parse the italicized adverbs.

Explain the function of shall stray, 1. 4.

3. Show the relation of man, 1. 3; crime, 1. 5, and
fate, 1. 6.

XXIV. The spring rises in a hollow under the rock, imper-
ceptibly and without bubble or sound. The fine sand
of the shallow basin is undisturbed—no tiny water-
volcano pushes up a dome of particles. Nor is there

5 any crevice in the stone, but the basin is always full

and always running over. As it slips from the brim
a gleam of sunshine falls through the boughs and
meets it. To this cell I used to come once now and
then on a summer's day, tempted, perhaps, like the
finches, by the sweet cool water, but drawn also by
a feeling that could not be analysed. Stooping I lifted

the water in the hollow of my hand,—carefully lest

the sand might be disturbed—and the sunlight gleamed
on it as it slipped through my fingers. Alone in the
green-roofed cave, alone with the sunlight and the
pure water, there was a sense of something more than
these. The water was more to me than water, and
the sun than sun. The gleaming rays on the water
in my palm held me for a moment, the touch of the
water gave me something from itself. A moment and
the gleam -was gone and the water flowing away, but I
had had them. Beside the physical water and phy-
sical light I had received from them their beauty: they
had commimicated to me this silent mystery. The
pure and beautiful water, the pure, clear, and beautiful
light, each had given me something of their truth.

.Select the subordinate clauses and give the kind and
relation of each.

2. Parse the italicized words.

15

20

25

1.
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XXV.My ovm dim life should teach me this,

That lif- shall live for evermore,

Else earth is darkness at the core.

And dust and ashes all that is;

5 This round of green, this orb of flame,

Fantastic beauty; such as lurks

In some wrild poet, when he works

Without a conscience or an aim.

tV^Ao/ then were God to such as I?

10 'Twere hardly worth my while to choose

Of things all mortal, or to use

A little patience ere I die;

'Twere best at once to sink to peace.

Like birds the cltarining serpent draws,

15 To drop head-foremost in the jaws

Of vacant darkness and to cease.

1. Select the subordinate clauses and give the kind and

relation of each.

2. Parse the italicized words.

3. Describe the function of the verbs should teach. 1.

1; shall live, 1. 2; is, 1. 4; were, 1. 9.

XXVI. Send danger from the east unto the west,

So honour cross it from the north to south,

And let them grapple; O, the blood more stirs

To rouse a lion than to start a hare.

5 By heaven, methinks it were an easy leap

To pluck bright honour from the pale-fac'd moon,

Or dive into the bottom of the deep.

Where fathom-line could never touch the ground.

And pluck up drowned honour by the iocks,

10 So he that doth redeem her thence might wear

Without corrival all her dignities.

Parse the italicized words.

Select the subordinate clauses and state the kind and
1.

2.

1, (

1 :i

11

ii»

I

relation of each.



ADDITIONAL PASSAGES FOR ANALYSIS

1. When you see discord amongst the troops of your enemy
be of good courage; but if they are united, then be upon your

guard; when you see contention amongst your enemies, go
and sit at ease with your friends; but when you see them of

one mind, string your bow and place stones upon the ramparts.

2. Without the love of books the richest man is poor; but

endowed with this treasure of treasures the poorest man is

rich. He has wealth which no power can diminish, riches

which are always increasing, possessions which, the more he

scatters the more they accumulate, friends who never desert

him and pleasures which never cloy.

3. I am not bound to win but I am bound to be true. I

am not bound to succeed but I am bound to live up to what
light I have. I must stand with anybody that stands right,

—

stand with him when he is right and part with him when he

goes wrong.

4. Sweet in tht even..! Je—that set of sun

—

The calm content that comes to plodding toil,

The conscious dignity of work well done,

The backward glance along the furrowed soil,

Which in its even ridges tells what care

O'erwatched the team and steered the shining share.

Till eventide!

5. An ignorant countryman who had visited Paris was,

one day after he had returned, talking to some of his friends

about the wonders which he had seen. " I was most surprised,"

he said, "with the cleverness of the children. Boys and girls

of seven and eight spoke French quite as well as the children

in this part of the world speak English."

6. It was the season when, throuf;h all the land,

The merle and mavis build, and building, sing

Those lovely lyrics written by His hand

Whom Saxon Caedmon calls the Blithe-heart King;

When on the boughs the purple buds expand.

The banners of the vanguard of the spring.

326
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7. When Dr. Johnson was asked by Mr. Boswell how he

had attained to his extraordinary excellence in conversation,

he replied that he had no othdi: rule or s>'stem than this, that

whenever he had anything to say he tried to say it in the best

manner he was able.

8. I consider a human soul without education like marble

in the quarry, which shows none of its inherent beauties until

the skill of the polisher fetches out the colours, makes the sur-

face shine, and discovers every ornamental cloud, spot, or vein

that runs through the body of it.

9. I am a wanderer: I remember well one journey how

I feared the track was missed, so long the city I desired

to reach lay hid

—

When suddenly its spires afar flashed through the circling

clouds.

You may conceive my transp«>rt; soon the vapours

closed again, but I

Had seen the city, and one sucV; glance no darkness could

obscure.

10. As I have heard it said by men practised in public address,

that hearers are never so much fatigued as by the endeavour to

follow a speaker who gives them no clue to his purp ,se, I will

take the slight mask off at once and tell you plainly that I want

to speak to you about books and about the wp.y we read them,

and could, or should read them.

11. Sweet w's the sound, when oft, at evening's close,

Up yonder hill the village murmur rose;

There as I passed with careless steps and slow,

The mingled notes came softened from below;

The swain, responsive as the milkmaid sung,

The sober herd that lowed to meet their young,

The noisy geese that gabbled o'er the pool,

The playful children just let loose from school.

The watch-dog's voice that bayed the whispering wind.

And the loud laugh that spoke the vacant mind.

These all in sweet confusion sought the shade

And filled each pause the nightingale had made.

I.
I

I
t.
•i
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12. There are no fields of amaranth on this side of the grave;
there are no voices, O Rhodopi, that are aot soon mute, how-
ever tuneful; there is no name, with whatever emphasis of
passionate love repeated, of which *\c echo is not faint at last.

13. The poor boy at the village school has taken comfort as
he has read that the time was when Daniel Webster, whose
father told him he should go to college if he had to sell every
acre of his farm to pay the expenses, laid his head upon the
shoulder of that fond and discerning parent, and wept the
thanks he could not speak.

14. Dear, beauteous Death, the jewel of the just !

fining nowhere but in the dark;

What mysteries do lie beyond thy dust,

Coukl man outlook that mark!

He that hath found some fledged bird's nest, may know
At first sight if the bird l>e flown;

But what fair dell or grove he sings in now,

—

That is to him unknown.

15. It is perseverance that explains how often the position

of boys at school is reversed in real life, and it is curious to note
how some who were then so clever have since become so com-
monplace, whilst others, dull boys of whom nothing was
expected, have assumed the position of leaders of men.

16. Traddles never said who the real offender was, though
he smarted for it next day, and was imprisoned so many hours'

that he came forth with a whole churchyardful of skeletons

swarming over his Latin dictionary.

17. Fond of one art, most men the rest forego;

And all's ridiculous but what they know.
Freely they censure lands they ne'er explore.

With tales they learned from coasters on the shore,

As Afric's petty kings perhaps who hear

Of distant states from some weak traveller,

Imperfect hints with eager ears devour.

And sneer at Europe's fate and Britain's power.
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18. As the palmer, lighted by a domestic with a torch, passed

through the intricate combination of apartments of this large

and irregular mansion, the cupbearer, coming behind him,

whispered in his ear, that, if he had no objection to a cup of

good mead in his apartment, there were many domestics in

that family who would gladly hear the news he had brought

from the Holy Land, especially that which concern' d the Knight

of Ivanhoe.

19. Let fate do her worst, there are relics of joy,

Bright dreams of the past, which she cannot destroy,

Which come in the night-time of sorrow and care,

And bring back the features which joy used to wear.

Long, long be m, heart with such memories filled I

Like the vase in which roses have once been distilled

—

You may break, you nuiy shaiter the vase, if you will.

But the scent of the roses will hang round it still.

20. Perpetual devotion to what a man calls his business, is

»>nly to be sustained by perpetual neglect of many other things;

ami it is not by any means certain that a man's business is the

most important thing he has to do.

21. Some years ago there was a question when or where this

Mr. Goldham was buried and my inquiries were set at rest by

a curious piece of evidence. An old man told me that he knew

it was in 1691 ; and when I asked him how he was able to be so

certain, he told me that when he was a boy he used to play in

the churchyard where the tombstone of a Mr. Thomas Gold-

ham was broken and lying about, and he remembered the date

because it was the same whether it was the right way up or

upside down, I at once went to the register and found directly

among the burials the entry of Thomas Goldham, December

31, 1691.

22. When fate shall chill at length this fevered breast.

And call its cares and passions into rest,

Oft have I thought 'twould soothe my dying hour,

If aught may soothe when life resigns her power,

To know some humble grave, some narrow cell.

Would hide my bosom where it loved to dwell.

I*

11
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23. The streets, windows, and balconies were filled with
eager spectators who rent the air with acclanutions. His
journey was continually impeded by the multitude pressing to
gam a sight of him and of the Indians, who were regarded with
as much admiration as if they had been natives of another
planet. It was impossible to satisfy the craving curiosity
which assailed himself and his attendants at every stage with
innumerable questions. Popular rumour, as usual, had exaK
derated t!ie truth, and had filled the newly found country with
ail kind.s of wonders.

24. To appreciate the wild and sharp flavours of these
October fruits, it is necessary that you be breathing the sharp
October or November air. The outdoor air and exercise
which the walker gets, give a different tone to his palate, and he
craves a fruit which the sedentary would call harsh and crablxsd.
They must be eaten in the fields when your svstem is all aglo«
with exercise, when the frosty -"eather nips' your fingers, the
wind rattles the bare boughs o rustles the few remaining
leaves, and the jay is heard .screaming around. What is sour
in the house a bracing walk makes sweet. Some .)f these
apples might be labelled, "To be eaten in the wind."

26. March has gone like its winds. The other night as I
lay awake with that yearning which often beats within, there
fell from the upper air the notes of the wild gander as he wedged
his way onward, by faith, not by sight, towards his distant
Ijoum. I rose and, throwing open the shutters, strained eyes
towards the unseen and unseeing explorer, startled, as a half
asleep soldier might be startled by the faint bugle call of his
commander, blown to him from the clouds. What far-off
lands, streaked with mortal dawn, does he believe in? In
what soft sylvan waters will he bury his tired breast ? Always
when I hear his voice, often when not, I too desire to be up and
gone out of these earthly marshes where hunts the dark Fowler
—gone to some vast, pure, open sea, where, one by one, my
scattered kind, those whom I love and those who love me, will
arrive in safety, there to be together.
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26. More things are wrought by prayer

Than this world dreams of. Wherefore, let th>- voice

Rise like a fountain for me night and day.

For what are men better than sheep or goats

That nourish a blind life within the brain,

If, knowing God, they lift not hands of prayer

Both for themselves and those who call them friend ?

For so the whole round earth is every way

Bound by gold chains about the feet of God.

27. Few human beings would consent to be changed into

any of the lower animals for a promise of the fullest allowance

of beastly pltisures. No instructeil human being would lie

an ignoramus, no intelligent perst)n would consent to be a fool,

no person of feeling and conscience would be selfish and base,

even though they should be persuaded that the fiK)l, the dunce,

or the rascal is better satisfied with his lot than they with theirs.

It is better to be a human being dissatisfied than a pig satis-

fied; l)etter to be a Socrates dissatisfied than a fool satisfied,

and if the fool or the pig is of a different opinion it is because

they know only their side of the question. The other party to

the comparison knows both.

28. To a homeless man, who has no spot on this wide work!

which he can truly call his own, there is a momentary feeling

of something like independence and territorial consequence,

when, after a weary day's travel he kicks off his boots, thrusts

his feet into slippers, and stretches himself before an inn fire.

Let the world without go as it may; let kingdoms rise or fall;

so long as he has the wherewithal to pay his bill, he is, for the

time being, the very monarch of all he surveys. The arm-chair

is his throne, the poker his sceptre, and the little parlour, some

twelve feet square, his undisputed empire.

29. What a pleasant thing it is to see a little country lad

riding one of the plough-horses to water, thumping his naked

heels against the ribs of the stolid steed, and puUing hard on

the halter as if it were the bridle of Bucephalus! Or perhaps

it is a riotous company of boys that have come down to the old

swimming-hole, and are now splashing and gambolling through

s.

k
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31.

love.

the water like a drove of white seals very much sun-burned.
You had hoped to catch a goodly trout in that hole, but what
of that ? The sight of a harmless hour of mirth is better than
a fish any day.

30. So live that when thy summons comes to join
The innumerable caravan which moves
To that mysterious realm where each shall take
His (hamber in the silent halls of death.
Thou go not, like the quarry-slave at night.
Scourged to his dungeim; but sustained and soothed
By an unfaltering trust, appn»ach thy grave
Like one who wraps the draper>- of his couch
About hien, and lies down to pleasant dreanis.

I have never made much progress in the { hilosophy of
In fact, I can ani be sure of the one cardinal prin-

ciple that when you are quite sure two people cajnnot be in
k)ve with each ether, because there is no earthly reason why
they should be. ti; ;n you may be confident that you are wrong,
and that they are in love, for the secret of love is past find-
ing out.

32. On this question of principle, while actual sutTenng was
yet afui off, they raised their flag against a power to which,
for purposes of foreign conquest and subjugation, Ror^e in
the height of her glory is not to be compared,—a i^ywer
which has dotted the surface of the whole glolje with her pos
sessions and military posts, whose morning drum-beat, fol

lowing the sun and keeping ompan with the hours, rir es
the earth with one continuous and unbroken strain i the
martial airs of England.

3'^
If this mute earth

Of what it hf)lds could ,,peak, ..nd every gr ve
Were a.s a volume, shut, yet capable
Of yielding it'^ contents to eye and e.

We shouW r^oil, stricken with sorr= w a=--l -h^K,
To see disclosed, by such dread proof h«jw lii

That which is done accords with wh A is knt n
To reason, aud by conscience is enjoined
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34. If the reader is tempted to complain of the extreme

conciaeneu with which some topics of the greatest importance

are touched on, and the apparent irrelevance with which

others have been iniroduceri, I hope he will reserve his judg-

ment until he has read tu the end, should his patience hold

out so long.

35. I no sooner cMne into the library but I bolt the door

to me, excluding lust, avarice, and all such vices whose nurM

18 idleness, the mother of ignorance and melancholy herself,

and in tlu; sery lap of eternity amongst so many divine souls

I take my seat with so lofty a spirit and sweet content that I

pity all our great one and rich men that know not this

hap^'iness.

36. It is not a que^ 'inn how much a man knows, but wh&t

u>e he can make of hat he knows not a question of what

h* has acquired, and how he has been trained, but of what

hi is and what he can do.

7"^ Let the greatfcst »art of the news thou hearest be the

leas part of what thou believest, lcs« the greater part of what

thoi lelievest be the least part of what is true.

38. While thus he joume>ed, step by step led on.

He saw and passed a stately inn, full sur-

That welcome in such house for him was ni)ne.

No board, inscribed the needy to allure.

Hung there; no bush proclaimf' to old, and poor,

And desolate, "Here you will find a friend!"

The pendcrt grapes glittered above the door;—

On he must pace, perchance till mght descend,

Where'er the dreary roads their bare, white lines extend.

39. It fortifies my soul to know

That, though I perish, truth
'

That, howso'er I stray or r

Whate'er I do, thou dost

I sadier step when I re

1 it, if I slip, thou dost no

I
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40. No matter how poor I am, no matter though the pros
perous of my own time will not enter my obscure dwelling,

if the sacred writers will enter and take up their abode under
my roof, if Milton will cross my threshold to sing to me of

Paradise, and Shakespeare to open to me the worlds of imag-
ination and the workings of the human heart, and Franklin
to enrich me with his practical wisdom, I shall not pine for

want of intellectual companionship and I may become a
cultivated man though excluded from what is called the best

society in the place where I live.

41. The voice of Enid rang

Clear through the open casement of the hall.

Singing; and as the sweet voice of a bird

Heaxl by the lander in a lonely isle,

Moves him to think what kind of bird it is

That sings so delicately clear, and make
Conjecture of the plumage and the form;

So the sweet voice of Enid moved Geraint.

42. Nor perchance,

If I were not thus taught, should I the more
Suffer my genial spirits to decay;

For thou art with me here upon the banks
Of this fair river; thou, my dearest friend.

My dear, dear friend; and in thy voice I catch

The language of my former heart, and read

My former pleasures in the shooting lights

Of thy wild eyes! Oh! yet a little while

May I behold in thee what I was once.

My dear, dear sister. And this prayer I make.
Knowing that Nature never did betray

The heart that loved her; 'tis her privilege

Through all tlie years of this our life, to lead

From joy to joy; for she can so inform
The mind that is within us, so impress

With quietness and beauty, and so feed

With lofty thoughts, that neither evil tongues,

Rash judgments, nor the sneers of selfish men,
Nor greetings where no kindness is, nor all
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The dreary intercourse of daily life

Shall e'er prevail against us, or disturb

Our cheerful faith that all which we behold

Is full of blessings.

43. I grant that there is one subj** . -n which it is pleasant

to talk on a journey, and that is, what jne shall have for sup-

per when we get to our inn at nigut. The open air improves

this •sort of conversation or friendly altercation, by setting a

keener edge on the appetite. Every mile of the road height-

ens the flavour of the viands we expect at the end of it. How
iuie it is to enter some old town, walled and turreted, just at

the approach of nightfall, or to come to some straggling vil-

lage with the lights streaming through the surrounding gloom,

and then, after inquiring for the best entertainment that the

place affords, "to take one's ease at one's inn."

44. Columbus also had possessions in the West; and as I

read aloud the romantic story of his life, my voice quivers

when I come to the part in which it is related Uujt sweet odours

of the land mingled with the sea air as th^admiral's fleet

approached the shore, that tropical birds flew out and flut-

tered across the ships glittering in the sun, that boughs, per-

haps with blossoms not all decayed, floated out to welcome

the strange wood from which the craft were hollowed.

45. It is possible in some noble natures that the warmth
and affection of childhood may remain unchilled, though

unanswered, and that the old man's heart may still be cap-

able of gladness when the long-withheld sympathy is given

at last. But in these noble natures it nearly always happens

that the chief motive of earthly ambition has not been to

give delight to themselves but to their parents. Every noble

youth looks back as to the chiefest joy which this world's

honour ever gave him, to the moment when first he saw his

father's eyes flash with pride and his mother turn away her

head lest he should take her tears for tears of sorrow. It is

with the pure hope of giving them pleasure that he comes

to tell them what he has done or what has been said of him;

and therefore he has a purer pleasure of his own.

1 '
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46. Who would fardek bear,

To grunt and sweat under a weary life,

But that the dread of something after death,

Thk undiscovered country from whose bourne

No traveller returns, puzzles the will,

And makes us rather bear those ills we have,

Than fly to others that we know not of?

47. When I am forgotten, as I shall be.

And sleep in dull cold marble, where no mention

Of me more must be heard of—say I taught thee;

Say Wolsey, that once trod the ways of glory, •

And sounded all the depths and shoals of honour,

Found thee a wa>, out of his wrack, to rise in,

A sure and safe one, though thy master missed it.

48. The charge that was long ago made against our wild

flowers by English travellers in this coimtry, namely, that

they were odourless, doubtless had Its origin in the fact that,

whereas in England the sweet-scented flowers are among the

most common and conspicuous, in this country they are

rathe" shy and withdrawn, and consequently not such as

travellers would be likely t^ encounter.

49. Call him not old, whose visionary brain

Holds o'er the past its undivided reign;

For him in vain the envious seasons roll

Who bears eternal summer in his soul.

If yet the minstrel's song, the poet's lay,

Spring with her birds, or children with their play.

Or maiden's smile, or heavenly dream of art,

^ Stir the few life-drops creeping round his heart.

Turn to the record where his years are told

—

Count his gray hairs—they cannot make him old.

50. Thou hast been a citizen in this wide city—count not

for how long, lor complain, since that which sends thee hence

is no unrighteoos judge, no tyrant, but Nature, who brought

thee hither, as when a player leaves the stage at the bidding

of the conductor who hired him. Sayest thou, 'I have not

played five acts'? True! but in human life three' acts only
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make sometimes a complete play. That is the composer's

business, not thine. Retire with a good will; for that too

hath, poxhance, a good will which dismisseth thee from thy

part.

51. We see but darkly

Even when we look behind lis, and best things

Are not so pure by nature that they needs

Must keep to all, as fondly all believe.

Their highest promise. If the mariner

When at reluctant distance he hath passed

SoBK tempting island, could have known the ills

That must have fallen upon htm had he brought

His bark to land upon the wished-for shore,

Good cause would oft be his to thank the surf

Whose white belt scared him thence.

52. I have often read of the great love of the islesmen for

the sea. They love it in a sense, of course, as the people of

the land love uplands and wiW moors; noi are they happy

away from it. How could they be, since the wave is in their

hearts? Men and women who are bom to the noise of the

sea, whose cradles have rocked to the loud surge or dull ~roon

of the tides, and who have looked on the deep every day in

every season of every year, could not but feel towards it as a

shepherd feels towards the barest hills, as a forester feels for

the most sombre woods, as the seed-sower and the harrower

feel for the monotonous brown lands which swell upward till

they seem the last ridges of the world, wherefrom rounded

white clouds rise like vast phantom flowers. In this sen."',

they love it, and truly.

53. One would like to live long enough to witness certain

things which will no doubt come to pass by-and-by. I re-

member that \/hen one of our good-hearted old millionaires

was growing very infirm, his limbs failing him and hh tnmk
getting packed with the infirmities which n»an that one is

bound on a long journey, he said very simply and sweetly,

"I don't care about living a great deal longo*; but I should

like to live long enough to find out how much old Blank (a
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many-milltoned citizen) is worth." And without commit-

ting myself on the longevity question I confess I should like

to live long enough to see a few things happen that are like

to come sooner or later.

54. When o'er the street the morning peal is flung

From yon tall belfry with the brazen tongue,

Its wide vibrations wafted by the gale

To each lar listener tell a different tale.

The sexton, stooping to the quivering floor

Till the great caldron spills its brassy roar.

Whirls the hot a]de, counting, one by one,

Each dull concussion till his task is done.

Toil's patient daughter, when the welcome note

Clangs through the silence from the steeple's thioat,

Streams, a white unit, to the checkered street,

Demure, but guessing whom she soon shall meet;

The bell, responsive to her secret flame.

With every note repeats her lover's name.

The lover, tenant of the neighbouring lane.

Sighing and fearing lest he sigh in vain.

Hears the stern accents as they come and go.

Their only burden one despairing No!
Ocean's rough child, whom many a shore has known

Ere homeward breezes swept him to his own.

Starts at the echo as it circles round,

A thousand memories kindling with the sound,

—

The early favourite's unforgotten charms

Whose blue initial stains his tawny arms.

His first farewell, his flapping canvas spread,

The seaward streamers crackling o'er his head,

His kind, pale mother, not ashamed to weep
Her firstborn's bridal with the haggard deep,

While the bra^'e father stood with tearless eye,

Smiling and choking with his last good-bye.

'Tis but a wive whose spreading circle beats

With the same impulse every nerve it meets;

Yet who shall count the varied shapes that ride

On the rude surge of that aerial tide!
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55. The drawbridge dropped with a surly clang,

And through the dark arch a charger sprang,

Bearing Sir Launfal, the maiden knight,

In his gilded mail, that flamed so bright

It seemed the d^rk castle had gathered all

Those shafts the fierce sun had shot over its wall

In his siege of three hundred summers long.

And, binding them all in one blazing sheaf,

Had cast them forth: so, young and strong.

And lightsome as a locust leaf,

Sir Laimfal flashed forth in his unscarred mail.

To seek in all climes for the Holy Grail.

56. Breathes there a man with soul so dead

Who never to himself hath said,

"This is my own, my native land!"

Whose heart hath ne'er within him burned

As home his footsteps he hath turned.

From wandering on a foreign strand

!

If such there breathe, go, mark him well;

For him, no minstrel raptures .^well;

High though his titles, proud his name.

Boundless his wealth as wish can claim.

Despite those titles, power, and pelf.

The wretch, concentred all in self.

Living, shall forfeit fair renown,

And, doubly dying, shall go down
To the vile dust from whence he sprung.

Unwept, unhonour'd, and unsung.

57. The necessity of setting the world at a distance from us

when we are to take a survey of ourselves, has sent many from

high stations to the severities of a monastic life; and, indeed,

every man deeply engaged in business, if all regard to another

estate be not extinguished, must have the conviction, thou^
perhaps not the resolution, of Valdesso, who, when he so-

licited Charles the Fifth to dismiss him, being asked whether

he retired upon disgust, answered that he laid down his com-

mission for no other reason than because there ought to be

some time for sober reflection between the life of a soldier

and his death.

I
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58. "Now, in good sooth," Lord Marmion cried,

"Were I in warlike wise to ride,

A better guard I would not lack.

Than your stout foragers at my back;

But, as in form of peace I go,

A friendly messenger, to know

Why through all Scotland, near and far,

The king is mustering troops for war.

The sight of plundering 3order spears

Might justify suspicious fears.

And deadly feud, or thirst of spoil,

Break out in some unseemly broil."

59. I met a traveller from an antique land

Who said: "Two vast and trunkless legs of stone

Stand in the desert. Near them, on the sand,

Half-sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown

And wrinkled lip and sneer of cold command,

Tell that the sculptor well those passions read

Which still survive, stamped on these lifeless things.

The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed."

60. Such is the patriot's boast, where'er we roam.

His first, best coimtry, ever is at home.

And yet, perhaps, if countries we compare.

And estimate the blessings which they share.

Though patriots flatter, still shall wisdom find

An equal portion dealt to all mankind;

As diflferent good, by art or nature given

To different nations, makes their blessings even.

61. O for the coming of that glorious time, when, prizing

knowledge as her noblest wealth and best protection, this

imperial realm, while she exacts allegiance, shall admit an

obligation on her part to teach them who are bom to serve

her and obey, binding herself by statute to secure for all the

children whom her soil maintains, the rudiments of letters,

and inform the mind with moral and religious truth.

62. If true there be another, better land,

A fairer than this humble mother shore,
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Hoping to meet the blessed gone before,

I fain would go. But may no angel hand

Lead on so far along the shining sand,

So wide within the everlasting door,

'Twill shut away this good, green world. No more

Of earth! Let me not hear that dread command.

63. Let us sit down quietly and comfortably and enjoy our

coming old age. Oh, if you are in earnest and will transplant

yourself hither how happy I shall be. You know, if you be-

lieve an experience of above thirty years, that you are one of

the very, very few for whom I really care a straw. You

know how long I have been vexed for seeing so little of you.

What has one to do when one grows tired of the world, as we

both do, but to draw nearer and nearer and gently waste the

remains of life with the friends with whom one began it!

Young and happy people will have no regard for us and our

old stories; and they are in the right; but we shall not tire

one another; we shall laugh together wlien nobody is by to

laugh at us, and we may think ourselves young enough when

we see nobody younger.

64. And, as the finder of some unknown realm.

Mounting a summit whence he thinks to see

On either si le of him the imprisoning sea.

Beholds, above the clouds that overwhelm

The valley-land, peak after snowy peak

Stretch out of sight, each like a silver helm

Beneath its plume of smoke, sublime and bleak,

And what he thought an island finds to be

A continent to him first oped,—so we

Can from our height of Freedom look along

A boundless future, ours if we be strong.

65. Did you never, in walking in the fields, come across a

large flat stone, which had lain, nobody knows how long,

just where you found it, with the grass forming a little hedge,

as it were, all round it, close to its edges,—and have you not,

in obedience to a kind of feeling that told you it had been

lying there long enough, insinuated your stick or your foot or

your fingers under its edge, and turned it over as a housewife
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turns a cake, when she says to herself, "It's done brown
enou{^ by this time"? What an odd revelation, and what
an unforeseen and unpleasant surprise to a small commim-
ity, the very existence of which you had not suspected until

the sudden dismay and scattering among its members pro-

duced by your turning the old stone over.

06. Let music sound while he doth make his choice,

Then, if he lose, he makes a swan-like end.

Fading is music; that the comparison

May stand more proper, my eye shall be the stream

And watery death-bed for him. He may win;

And what is music then? Tiien music is

Even as the flourish when true subjects bow
To a iisw-crowned monarch; such it is

As are those dulcet sounds in break of day
That creep into the dreaming bridegroom's ear

And summon him to marriage. Now he goes,

With no less presence, but with much more love,

Than young Alcides, when he did redeem
The virgin tribute paid by howling Troy
To the sea monster; I stand for sacrifice;

The rest aloof are the Dardanian wives.

With bleared visages, come forth to view

The issue of the exploit. Go, Hercules 1

Live thou, I live; with much, much more dismay
I view the fight than thou that makest the fray.

67. Where the quiet-coloured end of evening smiles.

Miles and miles,

On the solitary pasture, where our sheep,

Half-asleep,

Tinkle homeward thro' the twilight, stray or stop.

As they crop

—

Was the site once of a city great and gay,

(So they say)

Of our country's very capital, its prince

Ages since.

Held his court in, gathered councils, wielding far

Peace or war.
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68. When I meet the engine with its train of can moving

off with planetary motion,—or, rather,—liice a comet, for

the beholder knows not if witti that velocity and with that

direction it will ever revisit this system, since its orbit does

not look like a returning curve,—with its steam cloud like a

banner streaming behind in gulden and silver wreaths, like

many a downy cloud which I have seen, high in the heavens,

unfolding its masses to the light,—as if this travelling demigod,

this cloud-compeller, would ere long take the sunset sky for

the livery of his train; when I hear the iron horse make the

hills echo with his snort :.ke thunder, shaking the earth with

his feet, and breathi.i, fire and smoke from his nostrils (what

kind of winged horse or fiery dragon they will put into the new

Mythology I don't know), it seems as if the earth had got a

race now worthy to inhabit it.

09. Fair as the earliest beam of eastern light.

When first, by the bewildered pilgrim spied.

It smiles upon the dreary brow of night

And silvers o'er the torrent's foaming tide,

And lights the fearful path on mountain side,

—

Fair as that beam, although the fairest far.

Giving to horror grace, to danger pride.

Shine martial Faith and Courtesy's bright star

Through all tlie wreckful storms that cloud the brow

of War.

70. For therein stands the office of a king,

His honour, virtue, merit, and chief praise.

That for the public such a weight he bears;

Yet he who reigns within himself, and rules

Passions, desires, and fears, is more a king,—

Which every wise and virtuous man attains;

And who attains not, ill aspires to rule

Cities of men or headstrong multitudes,

Subject himself to anarchy within,

Or lawless passions in him, which he serves.

71. Don't dare to say that in any day of your life or in all

your life together you have done the best that you could. The

i
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Pharisee said it when he went up into the temple, and all

the world looked on with mingled pity and scorn at the blind-
ness of the man who stood there and paraded his faithful-

ness; while all the world has bent with a pity that was near
to love, a pity that was full of sympathy because man recog-
nised his condition and experience, for the poor creature
grovelling upon Ihe pavement, unwilling and unable even
to look upon the altar, but who, standing afar off, said, " God
be merciful to me a sinner." Whatever else you say, don't
say, "I have done the very best I couW."

72. I well remember that those very plumes,
Those weeds, and the high spear-grass on that wall,
By mist and silent rain-drops silver'd o'er,

As once I passed, into my heart conveyed
So still an image of tranquillity.

So calm and still, and looked so beautiful

Amid the uneasy thoughts which filled my mind,
That what we feel of sorrow and despair

From ruin and from change, all the grief

That passing shams of evil leave behind,

Appeared an idle dream, that could maintain
Nowhere, dominion o'er the enlightened spirit

Whose meditative sympathies repose

Upon the breast of faith.

73. And yet, dear heart, remembering thee

Am I not richer than of old ?

Safe in thy immortality.

What change can reach the wealth I hold ?

What chance can mar the pearl and gold
Thy love hath left in trust with me?

And while in life's late afternoon,

When cool and long the shadows grow,
I walk to meet the night that soon

Shall shape and shadow overflow,

I cannot feel that thou art far,

Since near at need the angels are;
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And when the sunset gaten unbar,

Shall I not see thee waiting stand,

And white against the evening star,

The welcome of thy beckoning hand ?

74. The man who will go into a cotton-mill and contcm<

plate it from the great water-wheel that gives the first move-

ment, (and still more from the steam engine, should that be

the moving power), who will observe the parts of the ma-

chinery, and the various processes of the fabric, till he reaches

the hydraulic press with which it is made into a ball, and the

canal or railroad by which it is sent to market, may find

every branch of trade, and every department of science, lit-

erally crossed, intertwined, interwoven with every other, like

the woof and the warp of the article manufactured.

75. Of man's first disobedience, and the fruit

Of that forbidden tree whose mortal taste

Brought death into the world, and all our woe.

With loss of Eden, till one greater Man
Restore us and regain the blissful .seat,

Sing, Heavenly Muse, that on the secret top

Of Oreb, or of Sinai, didst inspire

That shepherd who first taught the chosen seed

In the beginning how the heavens and earth

Rose out of Chaos.

76. Should banded unions persecute

Opinion and induce a time.

When single thought is civil crime,

And individual freedom mute,

I'hough Power should make from land to land

The name of Britain trebly great,

Though every channel of the State

Should fill and choke with golden sand.

Yet waft me from the harbour mouth.

Wild wind; I seek a wanner sky,

And I will see, before I die.

The palms and temples of the South.

I

I
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77. But what if he, our C<in<|iteror, whom I now
Of force believe almighty since no less

Than such could have o'erpuwereci such Corce aa ouiti

Have left us this our spirit aod strength entire,

Strongly to suffer and support our pains,

That we may ho suffice his vengeful ire,

Or do him mightier service as hih thralls

By right of war, whate'er his business lie,

Here in the heart of hell to wurk in fire,

Or do his errands in the gloomy deep?

What can it then avail, though yet we feel

Strength undiminish'd, or eterniil )>eing,

Tu undergo eternal punishment

'

78. This is the ship of pearl, which, ixxjts feiKn,

Sails the unshadowed main,

—

The venturous bark that flings

On the sweet summer wind its purpled wings,

In gulfs enchanted where the siren sings

And i^ral reefs lie bare.

Where the cold sea-maids rise to sun their streaming hair.

Its wc'bs of living gauze no mure unfurl;

Wrecked is the ship of pearl;

And every chambered tell,

Where its dim dreaming life was wont to dwell

As the frail tenant shaped his growing shell,

Before thee lies revealed.

Its irised ceiling rent, its sunless crypt unsealed.

79. If history has ever furnished a lesson, how an unscrupu-

lous tyrant, who has determined upon enlarging his own
territories at the expense of his neighbours, and upon suppress-

ing human free i'?in wherever it dares to manifest itself, has

succeeded in di-eivir^ his friends and enemies alike as to hb
nefarious and a/.aost incredible designs, by meaas oi p;<-;)etuai

and colossal falsehoods, and if such lessons de. erve *.> be pon-

dered as a source uf in^ruction and guidance for every age,

then certainly the secret story of tl.e negotiations by * hich the
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wise Queen of Engiaod was beguiled and her kiagdum brought

to the \'ergi! of ruin in the spring uf 1588, i>^ worthy (^ seriou*

attention.

80. O Thou
Pauionleu bride, divine Tranquillity,

Yearned Jter by the wisest of the wise,

Who fail to find thee l.>eing, as thou art.

Without one r'.a8) .c and without one pain,

Howbeit I know thou surely must be mine

Or soon or late, yet out of season thus

I woo thee roughly, for thou rarest not

How roughly men may wck) thee, so they wia.



Appendix I

GENDER FORMS OF NOUNS
"

(ft) Different words for Masculine end Feminine:
Masculine. Feminine. Masculine. Feminine.

bachelor
boar
boy
brother
buck
bull, or ox

maid, or spinster hart roe, or hind
sow horse, or stallion mare
girl

sister

doe
cow

bullock, or steer heifer

cock
colt

drake
earl

father
friar, ur monk
gander
gentleman

hen
filly

duck
countess
mother
nun
goose
lady

formed

husband
king
lad
lofd

male
man
nephew
ram
sire

son
stag

uncle
wizard

wife

queen

lady
female
woman
niece
ewe
dam
daughter
hind
aunt
witch

by foreign or Old English(b) Feminines
terminations:

Masculine. Feminine. Masculine. Fern. ine.

administrator administratrix infant infanta
beau belle landgraf landgravine
czar czarina prosecutor prosecutrix
don donna signor signora
executor executrix sultan smtana
fox vixen testator testatrix
hero heroine widower widow

Note: Widowfr (masc.) ir derived ffom widow (ft-m.) by the additum nf
er. In Old English widow was either Masculine or Peminine.

(c) Feminines formed by the addition of "ess " to the
Masculine:

Masculine. Femin
author authores.
baron baroness
count countess
giant giantess

heiressMir
host hostess

Jew Jewess

Masculine.

lion

mayor
priest

prophet
shepherd
tailor

348

Feminine.

lioness

mayoress
priestess

prophetess
shepherdess
tailoress
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(d) Feminines formed by the addition

altered form of tlie masculine:

Masculint.
abbot
actor
ambassador
benefactor
conductor
duke
elector

hunter

Feminint.
abbess
actress
ambassadress
benefactress
conductress
duchess
electress

huntress

Masculine.
marquis
master
negro
songster
tiger

traitor

waiter

349

of "ess" to an

Ftmiuine.
marchioness
mistress
negreas
songstress

tigress

traitress

waitress

(e) llouns with the termination "er" or "or" in the

masculine, and "ess" in the feminine:

Masculine. Feminine. Masculine. Femiiune.

adulterer adulteress governor governess

caterer feateress murderer murderess

emperor empress sorcerer sorceress

(f

)

Masculines and feminines distinguished by special

gender-words:
Masculine. Feminine. Masculine. Ft.Mnine.

he-bear she-bear manservant maidservant

he-goat she-goat cocksparrow hensparrow

gentleman gentlewoman p^cock peahen

landlord tendlady bridegroom bnde

Appendix II

PLURAL FORMS OF NOUNS

(a) Notms ending in

Plural.

elves

selves

Singular
elf

sell

shelf

knife

calf

i^alf

life

'f
• or "fe" with plurals in "ves'

Plural.

loaves
thieves

shelves

knives
calves
nalves
lives

Singular.

loaf

thief

leaf

sheaf
staff

wharf

leaves
sheaves
staffs, suves
wharfs, wharves

(b) Houns ending in "f" or "fe" with plurals in "s":

Plural. Singular. Plural.

beliefs hoof hoofs

chifis reef reefs

cliffs roof roofs

dwarfs scarf scarfs

Ifs proof proofs

fes

Singular
beUef
chief

cUff

dwarf
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(c) NouiM ending in "o" which form their plurals by f
adding "es": 1

buffalo, calico, cargo, echo hero, mosquito, motto, negro, potato, |
tomato, volcano.

(d) Hoiinii ending in "o" which form their plurals by |
adding "s" only: 1

bravo, canto, domino, embryo, folio grotto, memento, nuncio,

octavo, oratorio, piano. portfoUo, quarto, solo, stiletto, tyro, B
virtuoao. 1

(e) Nouns forming their plurals by a change of vowel |
(vowel-mutation)

:

foot, goose, louse, man, mouse, tooth, woman.

(f ) Nouns with foreigia plurals

Singular. Plural.

Latin : addendum addenda
amanuensis amanuenses
animalculum animalcula
appendix appendices, appendixes
arcanum arcana
axis axes
datum daU
dictum dicta

effluvium effluvia

erratum errata

fungus fungi, funguses

focus fod
formula formiilx, formulas

genius genii, geniuses

^nus
mdex

^nera
mdices, indexes

larva larvse

magus
medium

magi
media

memorandum memoranda
nebula nebuke
oasis oases

radius radii

stimulus stimuli

stratum strata

terminus termini

vortex vortices

Greek: analysis analyses

antithesis antitheses

automaton automata
basis bases

crisis crises

criterion criteria

ellipsis ellipses



0(Mk:

French:

Italian:

Hebrew:

PLURAL FORMS OF NOUNS

hypothesis hypotheses
miasma miasmata
phenomenon phenomena
thesis theses

beau beaux
chateau chateaux
madam mesdames
master, mister (Mr.), monsieur messieurs (Messrs.)

bandit banditti, or bandits
conversazione conversazioni
dilettante dilettanti

virtuoso virtuosi

cherub cherubim, cherubs
seraph seraphim, seraphs
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(g) Notms tued only in the plural form:

(1)1 \'ith a plural meaning:
aborigines, alms, annals, antipodes, banns, bellows,

billiards, bowels, breeches, draughts, errata, filings,

literati, minuifx, nuptials, oats, odds, premises,

proceeds, riches, scissors, shears, snu£Fers, spectacles,

stamina, trousers, victuals, vitals, wages.

(2) With a singular meaning:
amends, .gallows, means, news, pains ("trouble"),

shambles, also names of branches of study ending in ics—
mathematics, physics, politics.

(h) Nouns with two plurals:

appendix appendices
appendixes

brother brothers—by birth

brethren—of the same society

cloth cloths—varieties of cloth

clothes—garments
cow cows—separate individuals

kine—(older form) collective

die dice—cubes for gaming
dies—stamps for cointa{[

genius geniuses, or men of genius

genii—fabled spirits

index indices—algebraic signs

indexes—tables of contents

pea peas—single seeds
pease—the g^ain as a species

penny pennies—separate coins

pence—value or amount
Aot shots—discharges

shot—balls or bullets

taff staffs—companies of officers

staves—props or supports
wharf wharfs

wharves

MttBii iHBBi
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Appendix III

PRINCIPAL PARTS OF OLD CONJUGATION
VERBS

The forms in brackets are obsolete; the forms in

italics are used as adjectives. This list includes a few

verbs wWcS are now Uer^ly considered « belonging

to the new conjugation, the old conjugation forms

having become obsolete.

Root Infinitive

abide
arise

be
bear
beat
begin
bid (to command)
bid (to offer)

bind
bit

blow
break
burst
cast
chide
choose
cleave (to adhere)

cleave (to split)

climb
cling

come
creep
crow
dig
do
draw
drink
drive
eat
fall

fight

find

fling

fly

forget

forsake

freeze

get

abode
arose

was
bore (bare)

beat
began
bade
bid
bound
bit

blew
broke (brake)

burst
cast

chid
chose
clave, cleaved

clove, cleft

climbed (domb)
clung
came
crept

crew
dug (digged)

did
drew
drank
drove (drave)

eat, ate

fell

fought
found
flung
flew

forgot
forsook
froze

got
983

arisen

been
borne, born

beaten, beat

begun
bidden
bid
bound (bimmden)

bitten, bit

blown
broken
burst
cast
chidden, chid

chosen
cleaved
cloven '•'fcft, cleaved

climbvu
clung
come
crept
crowed
dug (digged)

done
drawn
drunk, drunken
driven
eaten
fallen

fought (foughten)

found
flung
flown
forgotten, forgot

forsaken
frozen
got (gotten)
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give gave given
go went gone
grave graved graven
grind ground ground
grow
hang

grew
hung, hanged

grown
hung, hanged

heave hove, heaved heaved
help helped (holp) helped (holpen)
hew hewed hewed, hewn
hide hid hidden, hid
hold held held (holden)
know knew known
lade laded laden
lie lay lain

melt melted melted, moUen
mow mowed mown
((be)queath) quoth
ride rode (rid) ridden
ring rang rung
rise rose risen

rive rived riven, rived
run ran run
saw sawed sawed, sawn
see saw seen
seethe seethed seethed, sodden
sew sewed sewed, sewn
shake shook shaken
shape shaped shaped (shafien)
shave shaved shaved {shaven)
shear sheared (shore) shorn, sheared
shine shone shone
shoot shot shot (shotten)
show, shew showed, shewed showed, shown, shew n
shrink shrank shrunk, shrunken
sing
sink

sang sung
sank, sunk sunk, suiUien

sit sat (sate) sat
slay

slide

law slain

•M slidden
sling slung slung
slink slank, slunk slunk
slit slit slit

smite smote smitten
sow sowed sowed, sown
speak spoke (spake) spoken
spin span, spun spun
spring
stand

sprang sprung
stood stood

steal stole stolen
stick stuck stuck
sting ttung

stunk (stank)
stung
stunkstink
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tnke
Cling
strive

nell
swtei
swing
take
tear

thrive
throw
tread
wake
wax
wear
weave
win
wind
wring
write

APPBNDIX IV

strewed (atrowed)

strode
struck
strung
strove
awore
swelled

swam
swung
took
tore

throve
threw
trod
waked, woke
waxed
wore
wove
won
wound
wrung
wrote (writ)

strewn, strown, strewed

stridden

struck (stricken)

strung
striven

sworn
swollen, swelled

swum
swung
taken
torn
thriven
thrown
trodden
waken, wuke
waxed (waxen)
worn
woven
won
wound
wrung
written (w-it)

Appendix IV

CONJUGATION OF THE VERB

In the following table, in the Indicative and Sub-

junctive Moods, only the third person singular forms are

given:

mDICATIVE

Active

Present—/iKfe/tmte pves
Progressive is giving

Perjeci has given

Perfect Progressive has been giving

Emphatic does give

Past —ImUfiniU gave
Progressive was giving

Perfect had given

Perfect Progressive had been giving

EmphaHc did give

Future —IndefintU will give

Progressive will be giving

Perfect will have given

Passive

is given
is being given

has been given

was given
was being given

had been given

will be given

will have been given

Perfect Progressive will have been giving
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Putive
be given

have been given

were given
were being given
had been given

SUBJUHCTIVE
Active

Vrmnt—Indefinite give

Propeisive be giving

Perjici have given

Perfect Progresstve have been giving

Emphatic do give

Past —Indefinite gave
Progressive were fpving
Perfect had given

Perfect Progre»nve had been giving

Emphatic did give

suBjuircnvE verb phrases
Active PiMive

VtmnX—lndepnite may give may be given

Proeressire may be giving

Prrfect may have given may have been given

Perfect Progressive may have been giving

Put — Indefinite might, should, or might, should, or

would give would be given

Progressive might, should, or

would be giving

Perfect might, should, or

would have given

Perfect Progressive might, should, or

would have been

might, should, or
would have been
given

giving

IMPERATIVE (PRESENT, ACTIV^)
Simple
Phrasal
Emphatic

(you) give
let (me, etc.) give

(you) do give

DERIVED FORMS
Infinitives

Ordinary

Simple (to) give

Perfect to have given

Progressive Passive

(to) be giving (to) be given

(to) have been giving (to) have been
given

Gerunds
Imperfect giving
Perfect having given having been giving

being given
having been

given

Imperfect giving
Perfect given

having given

Participles

having been giving

(being) given
having been

given
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MAIN FAMILIES OF LANuIAGBS

Hamilic: Coptic, Ethiopian or Abyssinian, Libyan, and Hottentot

Semitic: Hebrew, Phoenician, Syriac, Chaldec, Arabic.

Turanian: Chinese, Siberian, Turkish, Magyar, Basque, Finnish,

Lappish.

Aryan: Indian (Sanscrit): Hindoo dialects.

IraaUui (Zend): Persian, Kurdish, Afghan.

Armenian dialects.

Modern Greek.

ArmtnUn:
Htllenic ((ireek)

Albanian.

ItaUc (Latin): Italian, French, Spanish, Portu-

guese, Roumanian.

Caltic: Guelic, Welsh, Manx, Breton.

Balto-SlaTic: Lithuanian, Lottie, Russian, Polish,

Bohemian, Servian, Bulgarian.

Teutonic: I. Gothic.

H. Norse or Scandinavian, including Norwe-

gian, Icelandic, Danish, and Swedish.

III. West Germanic, comprising:

(a) Low German: including English, Frisian, North (or Low)
German, Dutch, Flemish, and Low Fran-

conian.

(b) High German: Modern German.

Appendix VI

PREFIXES, SUFFIXES, AND ROOT-WORDS

PREFIXES

NATIVE

I—Living

Bt-, be- (about, thoroughly; formint transitives): begirdle, befoul.

in«- {wrong, not): mi^eed, miscall (sometimes Pr., as in mischief).

Un- (fu>t; vrith verbs, the reverse): un-English, untruth, undo.
After, fore, in, off, on, out, over, th(o)rough, and up, which are still

separate words, are used like prefixes, and are sometimes called

separable prefixes.
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n.—dm4
A-(on): alive (<on Ufc [17«p.
A- {of): adown, afresh, akin.

A- (inUnsivf): aihamed, athirtt.

A- (out) : abide, arise, arouw, affright.

A-, an- {of/ainst) : alonr, answer, acknowledge.
A-, •- (mtaningifss) : afford, aware, e-nough.
At-: ado, twit. (<wit "to note").
For- (away /ritm): forliear, forliid, forego.

He-, n- (not) : never.
With- {agatHsl): withhold.

ROHAlflC AlfD OREBK
I.—LlTiag

Ant*- (hffore): antedate, anticipate.

Anti- (ir. (against): antitoxin.
Bis- bi- (two, hrice): biped, bi-monthly.
Com-, CO- (logethtr, strongly): co-heir, commingle, concur, ccdlcct,

correct, countenance.
Contra-, Fr. counter (against): contradict, controvert, counter-

balance.
Da- (dovm, from, tlir reverse, thoroughly) : depress, depart, deodorize,

desiccate.

Demi- (half): demigod.
Dis-, Pr. des-, de- (asunder, the tnrrsi) : dissever, dislike, diffuse,

diver{(e, descant, defy.

Ex-, e- (out, out and ont): ex-|>resident, evolve, effect. Gr. exodus,
ec-stasy.

In-, Fr. en-, em- (in, on) : incrust, impassioned, illuminate, irradiate,

engrave, embolden.
In- (not): incauticis, imperfect, illiberal, irregular.

Inter-, Fr. enter- (•u.ithin, amuna) : interchange, introspection,

enterprise.

Hon- (not): non-denominational.
Post- (after): postdate.

Pre- (hffore): prearrange.
Red-, re- (bark, again): readmit, redintegrate.

Retro- (backi'MrJ): retroactive.

Semi- (half)- semipolitical.

Sub- (under, upwards): sub-examiner, succumb, suffix, suggest,

summon, suppress, surreptitious, suspend
Super-, Fr. sur- (over): suixrcargu, surpass.

Trans . ir. tres- (acrosf): tranship, traverse, trespass.

Ultra- {o>-itnd): ultra-radical.

Vice- («»i place of) : vice-consul.

n.-Dead

A-, ab- (off, from): avert, abnormal, ab-.-. iract.

.^d-, Fr. a- (to): adjudge, abbreviate —abridge, accompany, affix,

aggrieve, allocate, ammimition, annul, applaud, arrange, assign,

attune, achieve.
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AmM-. MB- (katt. «• both ridts): imhWextrout. .mpuuu.

tSSL, Gr. («m both ti<Us): .mpWthtatre.

Aa-V*-! Gr. (not): anarchv. apathetic.

Ani^, Or. (i»^. back): anwy**?-,.

Amo-l Gr. l/r<m): apotee, aphelion.

B«M- (wW): benefactor.

C«ta-, Or. (dirum): catastrophe, cathedral.

ClKttin- (ar<mnd): drcumnavipte. circuit.

Dta-, Gr. (throuuli,
*'>J^)-

d»n«»"-

ST'eSo-! Or KrS^fy. cniblem elllpai.. endorn.

BbI-, Gr. (upon): epigram, ephemeral.

Bm-. Gr. (outwards): exoaen.

Hwai-, Or. (half): heml»phei«.

Htpw-. Or. (over): hypercritical.

'pellucid, pervert.

K!:',S;:/Fr;£^(£:wr/or): procon«.l. portend. pur«.e.

8ad-| •§- (o^irt): sedition, secede,

aiaa- (without): sinecure

SUFFIXES

HATIVE

(Forming Houns and AdjectiTM)

I. -Living

-dom (rulf. Quality, collection): kingdom, wisdom, Christendom.

-«r (one who): walker,

-fold (times): manifold.

'^'TclndLn): childhood (=W in Godhead).

iBK (t>art af«i «<Min) hearing, dwelUng.

-i?^ (Eng.«« 10. .somewhat) Scottish, Scotch, hlack.sh.

-less (without): fudeles-s.

-It (/»*«; also adv.): manly, falsely.

-ness (the fc«fi(5): sickness,

-tome (/»*«): burdensome,

-tter (one who): trickster, spmster.
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-4, -m, -n (that wkdeh)'. flood, btoom, bairn.

-•r, -r Imtant, ptaet): Anfer, Mr.
-fart (/trm): ttcwlfMt (alto in hanwfnwd« " abame-int ").

-iaf (spTMnt from, Httk): Carling, farthing.

•kin (ItttU): lambkin. Williint.

-la, -al, (little, mfOMs): ninnri, handle.

-ttog (-l+'lnf, liUlf, contemptible): duckUng, hireling.

•tar, -dar (that witick) : laughter, bladder.

-lock, -ladfa (state) : wedlock, knowledge.
-ock (little): hillock.

-rad (slate): hatred.
-th, -t (state or act, in order) : truth, theft, tenth.

-thar, -tar (one who) : brother, daughter.

(Ponniag Varba)

I.—Liriai

•an (become, make): deepen, fatten.

n.—Daad
-k, (ojten): hark.

-la, ar (often): sparkle, sputter.

•aa (make): cleanse.

ROMAinC AND OMSK
(Forming Houna and AdJactiTaa)

I—Living
-able (tkat can be): reliable.

-ade (state, collection): blockade, colonnade.

-age (act, stale, prodvct, coUection, place): bondage, postage, village,

hermitage,

-al (act of, hetonginfi to) : withdrawal, tidal,

-an. -ian (belongini^ to, one vho) : pagan, publican, Canadian,

-ard (orte who): drunkard.
-ea (one that is): payee, (»y, in Jury, attomay).

-ar, -ear, -ier, -ar (one wko) : archer, engineer, brigadier, vicar.

-J (place, \tate) : tannery, villainy, -« -tj (state, prodtict, eolUcHon) :

slavery, roguery, poetry, rookery,

-cy (slate): bankruptcy, tenancy,

-aia (one who: fem.): governsv.
-aaa (b^onginn lo): Chinese, courteous (by analogy).

-at, -lat (little): floweret, circlet,

-ic (belonging to, like) : athletic, domestic,

-leal (—ic+«l): angelical,

-ive, -ory (inclined to) : plaintive, advisory,

-iim, Gr. (the being, what is, doctrine of): Anglicism, mannerism,
witticism (by analogy). -

-ine, -in (like): adamantine.
-iit, Gr. (one who habitually): copyist, (cf. gymnast, enthusiast),

-itc (belonging to, adherent of) : Irr lelite, Pamellite.

-ment (act of, means, result): judgment, pavement.
I, -ous (full of): grandiose, furious.
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360 APPENDIX VI

n.—Dead
-ant, -ent ( = -ing) : observant, consistent.
-«nce, -ence, -ancy, -ency (the beitie from -ant. -antv otM^nnnn.

consistence =consi8tency. ' '' °°*"«'«*.
-ar (like): angular,
-ary (belonging to): tributary,
-ate (office): consulate,
-esque (like): picturesque.

llnA;:? /[rS.'"'
'"""^ ^"'"'"' "^•'« <265), franchise.

-iff (inclined lu): plaintiff.
-men, -me: regimen, regime.
-mony (stale of): sanctimony.
-nd (that is to he): dividend.
-one, -oon (great): trombone, balloon.
-or (one who qtuility, act): governor, ardour, behaviour.
-I, -te (= -ed): elect, favourite, licentiate, postulate
-t, -ot, (oh.- who. an enthusiast for): prophet, natriot'

"or" "wx^V/w" ^f^'
"^ "^''- "f^- '*^'"°"' solution; salvation,-tor, -tnx (the doer): competitor.

""t»uuu.

'^JI^'/i^'J-^-'K^* 7 '^^'^- spe^f^m, spectre,
-tude (the being): fortitude.
-ty (the being): cruelty, fragility.

"ure "S^T^ T'f «'«bule, animalcule, particle,
-ure, -ture (act of) : departure, imposture.

(forming Verbs)

Dead

-f^ k°''f;'''"yjf' J^''' .f>*ffi*)- assassinate, vaccinate
-fy, Fr. (to make) : fructify, beautify

-"-maie.

-wh, Fr. (become make treat as): flourish, cherish.
-ize, ur., or -ise (tj make): pau|ierize.

ANGLO-SAXOK ROOT-WORDS

®~'il"bii.ger!'"""^=
•""""• ''"'«'"• •'""«'^- •>"'«»•. harbour.

StfS 11. ''^T^-
'

'!)["•J*^'' '*'"^' •»•"'!• '"er. burden

SJ5-n^r,T*t,.«''?'^=.'*."^'"'
•^s' (to)boot, beetle™Bndan (to h,nd): Imnd, bond, bondage, bundle woodbineBlawan (to A,,//): bladder, blare, blast, blaze blaz^^Sfblain

lu^^t^'H^^'; '^^^''V^^akers, breach, brkk '

'"''"'"•

l^Jn *f*"'^; ''r-
^"'""' •'""gh, buxom.Byman (to hum)

:
burn, brand, brandy brimstone hr.nrft« k

^S^.^'ln ^n t'^'K 'l"'^'
^"^*='^' cud, jL, jowf •

''""'"'• '''°*"-

Cna an (to know): ken, know, knowledge.
Uinnan (to know): can, con. cunning, uncouth kin?Daelan (to divide): deal, dole, dale, dell

^"

Xi^.'"''"'^^
'"""• '''"'^' '^'^y- 'l"^^^*' draggle, drain, drawl.

Dripan (to drit>): drip, dribble, drop, droop.

i
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l^nW'^Jt^ I"''' T^^'"'^-
f"e«e". thoroughfare, ferrv. fordF«ng«n (to catch): fang, finger, newfangled.

•

neoton (to fl,-at): float, fleet, floe, flotsfiii.

0™f.lT^y'"^'
f^'?"*'"' /oster. forage, foray, father.

ol^!^ ^//^ ^ '^
"*i^"

«^^^'' K'"^*'- ^'""v*'. Rfove, engraveOyrdM (to jttrroM«<0: garden, yard, gird, girdle

"sSi*^"'^'
''*"' ''^'^' ''^^""' *'""""• •^"'y- "'i'''^' «holeso„,e.

Hibban (to rowc): heave, heaven, heavy
Magan (to fee Me): may, main, might, mightv.uawan (to ctU) : mow, aftermath, meadow.

Q^L,;./?,"']: P*^'''
P''"'' P*<=''' P'*^!'**- pickerel.

wlTrL / .rt- "''""u'
shot, shut, shutter, shuttle, sheet, scud.

""'VX ski;t,\fe, stre'5'
''''''' '""'^- ^''"-' --' --• --.

|SJ^(tiStt!'rt:S,lttt' '-'''''• """p- ^"-^-

SUgan (to strike) : slay, sledge, slug.
SUpan (to j/t^) : slippr, slip, sleeve.

IS^™"//" r'^^V
*"*">' ^^^""^^ ^^^^' st"cl«. stockade, stock-stillStigan (to f/,wA): stair, stile, stirrup, sty.

unt^Sd"we"am."f •
**"" '^""' ^^"'' *°"' ""'""' ^^^ -=»-P'^.

T«dan (to ualk): trea '. treadle, trade.

twdve.'twenSr'"'
'*'"' '**"*' '*'''' ''"'''*'''' ^'*'''"' '*^«'

Witan (to *m)w)
: wit. wise, wisdom, wistful, witness.

GREEK ROOT-WORDS
Agon (a contest): agony, antagonist.
AUoa {another): allopathy, allegory.
Angelos (a messenger): angel, evangelist.

A^chnT'J"-
*""'"' misanthrope, philanthropy, anthropology.

i^'hVo?(rX):'S;hrer'^'
^^'^'''^''^' •'''^*'^'^^'"'- '-»>'---

A'£;"ap):i;Xherr'"''"'^'
="^^'"°«^- "^'"'^''' '^•-^'"-

Autos (self) : autocrat, autograph.
Buros (weight): barometer, baritone.
BIblos (a hook): Bible, l)ibliomania.
Bios (life): biography, biology, amphibious.
Chno (/ anoint): Christ, chrism.

r^chSsm *'*""""'°«y' '^•"""'•^' <^hronicle, chr..no„u.t.T.

Deka (ten): decalogue, decade.
Dtmw (the people): democrat, epidemic.

h«,i!^*"*^'^**°" "'L''
'''*8°?* ("" "^"""'): doxology, orthodox.

heterodox; dogma, dogmatic.
Drao (/ rfo): drama, dramatic.
Dunamls (pnwr)

: dynamics, dynamite, dynasty.
mectron (amber): electricity, elect i < it yiie.
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Ergon (o work): surgeon ( =chirurgeon ; cheir, the hand), energy,
metallurgy.

Eu {well): eucharist, euphony, evangelist.
Gunos {marriage): bigamy, monogamist.
Ge {the earth): geography, geometry, geoloey.
Gennao (/ produce) : genesis, genealogy, hydrogen, oxygen.
Grapho (/ write): gramma, a letter; graphic, grammar, telegraph,

biography, diagram, photograph, phonograph.
Haima {blood): hicmorrhage, hematite (iron-ore).

Haireo (/ take away): heresy, he stic.

Helios {the sun) : heliograph, heliotrope, (trepein, to turn).
Hem! {half): hemisphere.
Hiero* {sacred): hierarchy, hieroglyphic, (guphein, to carve).

Hippof (o horse): hippopotamus, (potamon, a river), hippodrome,
(dromoii a running course).

HodoB (a way): method, period, exodus, synod.
Homos {the same"* : homeopathy, homogeneous.
Hudor {water): hydraulic, hydrogen, hydrophobia, {fhobot, fear).
Idios {ore's own): idiom, idiot, idiosyncrasy.
Kalos {beautiful): calieraphy, kaleidoscope, calisthenics.
Klino (/ bend): clinical, climax, climate.
Krino (/ judge): critic, criterion, hypocrite.
Kuklos (o fircle) : cycle, cyclone.
Kuon, kun-os (a dog) : cynic, cynicism.
Lego (/ say, or choose) : eclectic, lexicon.

Litiios (o stone) : lithograph, csrolite, neolithic.

Logos (a word, speech): logic, dialogue, geology, eulogy.
Luo (/ loosen): analysis, analytic.
Meter (a mother): metropolis, metropolitan.
Metron (o measure): metre, metronome, diameter, symmetry,

thermometer, barometer.
MonoB {alone): monastery, monogram, monosyllable, monopoly,

monarch.
Nomos (o law): autonomy, astronomy, Deuteronomy.
Oikos (a house): economy.
Onoma (a name): anonymous, synonymous, patronymic, pseudo-

nym {paKuAes, false).

Orthos {right): orthodoxy, orthography.
Pan {all): pantheist, panoply, pantomime.
Pathos {feeling): pathetic, sympathy, antipathy.
Pente {five): pentagon, pentateuch, Pentecost.
Petra (o rock): petrify, petrel, Peter.
Phainomai (/ apptar): phenomenon, phantasy, phantom, fantas-

tic, fancy.
Phero (/ bear): periphery, phosphorous, (phos, light).

Phileo (/ love): philosophy, Philadelphia, philharmonic, philology.
Phone (o sound): phonic, phonetic, euphony, symphony.
Phos, photos {light): photograph.
Phusis {nature): physics, physiology, physician.
Poieo (/ make): poet, poetic,

Polis (a city): Constantinople, metropolis, (meter, mother), policy,

politics, cosmopolitan (cosmos, a world).

I !

f I
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Poltu (many): polytheist, Polynesia, polyffamy.
Pous, podM (a foot): antipodes, tripod.
Protoi ifirsi)' prototype, protoplasm.
Pur (fire): pyrotechnic, pyre, pyrography.
Rheo (/ flow): rhetoric, catarrh, rheumatic.
Skopeo (/ see): microscope, telescope, spectrosco|)e, bishop (epit-

kopos, an overseer).

Sophia (vi.sdom): sophist, philosophy.
Stello (/ send): apostle, epistle.

Stratos (aw army): strategy, strategic.

Strepho (/ turn) : catastrophe, ai)ostroplie.

Techne {an art): technical, architect, (tekton, a workman).
Tele (distant): telegraph, telescope, telephone, telegram.
Temno (/ cut): anatomy, atom.
Theaomai (/ see) : theatre, theory.
Theoi (a god) : theist, enthusiast, theology.
Therme (heat): thermal, thermometer, isotherm.
Tithemi (/ place): thesis, a placing; synthesis, hypothesis.
Treis (three): triangle, trigonometry, tripod, trinity, trichord.

Trepo (/ turn): trophy, tropic, heliotrope.
TupOB (the impress of a seal): type, stereotype, electrotype.
Zoon (an animal): zoology, zodiac.

t

ii

LATIN ROOT-WORDS
Acer, acris (.tharp): acerbity, acrid, acrimony, eager, vinegar

(sharp wine).

Aedes (u house): edifice, edify.

.£quu8 (equal): adec^uate, equal, equator, eguity, ec)uinox, iniquity.
Ager (a field): agrarian, agnculture, peregrination.
Ago (/ do, act, drive) : act, r'ctual, agent, agile, agitate, cogent.
Alius (another), alter (the other): alien, alibi, alter, alternate, alter-

cation.

Amo (/ love): amiable, amicable, amity, amorous, enemy, inimical.
Anima (life), animus (mind) : animal, animate, equanimity, mag-

nanimity, unanimous.
Annus (year): annual, anniversary, biennial, ]>erennial, centennial.
Aperio (/ open): aperture, April.

Appello (/ call): appeal, appellation, peal, re|)eal.

Aqua (water): aqueous, aquatic, aquarium, aqueduct.
Ardeo (/ burn): ardent, ardour, arson.

Audio (/ hear): audience, audible, auditoi, auditorium, obedient,
ooey.

Augeo (/ increase): augment, auction, author.
Avis (a bird), augur (a soothsayer): aviary, auspicious, augury, in

augurate.
Bellum (Tvar): rebel, rebellious, belligerent, bellicose.

Bis (twice): biscuit, bisect, bicycle, biennial.

Brevis (short): brevity, abbreviate, brief, breviary, abridge.

Cado, casus (/ fall) : cadence, case, casual, chance, decay, deciduous,
ocddent.

Caeluu (heaven): celestial, ceiling, cerulean (sky-blue).
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Caedo {/ cut): incision, decide, precise
Candeo (/ shine): candid, candidate, candle, candour, incense incendiary, incandescent.

"iccnse, m
Cano (I sing): cant, chant, incantation, incentive.
Capio U take): captive, accpt, receive, capacity

''laSit cha,\er'''*''''
"'"•"'' ^-P''""- ^«P* (headland), chapter,

^"Vr"a'i^on^'''''^'
'^'"^""'' '^'"""'''' '^"•""•^a'- carnivorous, carrion.

^'''"anoeTor
^' ^"^' **''^' '"'***'''• "'"'* '^^**"'*' P'"**^^' '^•^•'de.

Centum (hundred): cent, century, centurion, centennial, centenarvCerno cretum (/ dt^tin^uish): discern, discreet, concern SA,:
Cingo (/ g»>rf): cincture, precinct, succinct, surcingle.
Cito (/ call): cite, excite, incite, recite.
Civis (a citizen): civic, civilize, civilian, city, citadel.
Clamo /r//ott/): claim, clamour, exclaim, proclaim.
Clarus (clear): clear, clarify, declare, claret, clarion

"?on,dS ^' '''""^'- ''^"''' ^''"*' ^""•^'"''"' ^'"^'"'J*' «=!"-

Clino (f bend): ii.cline, decline, declension, declivity, recline

Sw^^^"S^^^
"//): culture, cultivate, apiculture colo^

cZIJr^ ""T"^' '^"^'^K^. «>rdia'. discord, record, core, quarry

conlllary.""'
"""'"' *'"'""*''• *^"'""^'' ^"^nation, corolla!

^"^U!/'.'-
'""'-•^- '""'"'• '^"'P*' <^"fP«ral. corpuscle, corpulent, cor-poratum. incorporate. .

pu ^ n, ».ui

^'***mi5creaif'^'
"^^*^' "''''*'• "^'^'*'*^' "^d*"«. incredulous,

Creo (/ make): create, creature, recreation
Cresco (/ grow): crescent, decrease, increase, increment.

C^rl ^LT";';'^-
""*''^'' """^y- «"""ate, crucifix, crusade, cruise." ^"''''^•- *""""""• '^"'^t"^' <="fate. accurate, prr^cure. suresecure, sinecure. ' •

^""^.'.rlf""" ^^ '""^- ''""^"*' *'°"*^"''- ^«cur, course, cursory, dis-cursive, excursion, succour. •'

Decern {ten): decimal. December, decimate
Dens.dentis {a tooth): dentist, dental, indent, tridentDeus {(.»d): deist, deity, deify, divine

"dhSTedSca.e.^'^^
'''"'''• '"•"""^>- "'*^'"''°"- -dictment.

Dies (a </ay): diary, diurnal, journal, meridian, dial

D?d!i?Jrf/
•'^' f^'^y' ^j^'^yj »"dignant, deign, disdain, condign.Do, datum (7 g,ye)

:
date, data, donor, tradition? add. renderDoceo.doctum (/ feac/»): docile, doctor, doctrine

Dominus (a W): domineer, dominion, dominant, dame, damselmadame, danger, dungeon. '

Domus (a house): domestic, domicile.
Dormio (/ sleep): dormitory, dormant, dormouse

'redillS""
^' '""^^'' '"**"^

•
"**"-'*^''»"' duke, produce, conduit,
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Duo (<wo). dual. duel, duplex, double.

ir^ iim// """P5'«"' «deeni. redemption, ransom, sample

k!^ (L )!TfV' "'•. */''*''«^' "'«'• aberration.

'"°riia,t:';,iisr..
""""^ ""'" "'"• "'". »'«•' <«•<..

FIdo {I trust): confide, diffident, infidel.

«?**//.*"''?*)= "aP"*"'- ^conflagration.
Flecto (/ 6end): inflect, flexil.le. Tnflecti<.n.
Fllgo (/ 5<n*e): afflict, conflict, infliction.

tiate!""^"
•
'"""'"" "'""'="'• """• fl-^'l'. confluence, fluc-

VjS^^nZ^\l'",^'^^'\ f'T''^"^*^' ^^f'"-*' «^'"'f"^t. force, fortress

l^^yJ" ?''}'•
u-^''''

^'''"' fragment, fracture, fract on, nfringaFugio (/ flee) : fugitive, refugee, subterfuge
""ring..

d°iffSr ^'
^""'^'- '"""^'y- ^"""^'' ^^^""^' ^^f"'*'. ^^'f"t^

gnus (race, AeoZ-fe)
:
gentile, gentle, genial, congenial, gender.

V^tion
""''^^'- ^'""*^' '°"«*"' «"^^"^' ''^'"i^rent. indi-

aSreK" ^'
'''"*^= •^'''^'' ^^«^'''*^' «'*d"''»^' <=""8«''«.

r-wtf^^f?"^^" ^^^'y- gravitation, aggravrie, grief, griev. ce

SaiiW^ greganous, congregate, egrep'ous, ag^l^t;. ^gregatl'Habeo(/Aar«): habit, prohibit, able, exhibit.
K^K-^-

'tShere*^" ^' *'"'*^' '*^''"*'' <="''"«"». cohesion, hesitate,

Homo (man)
:
human, humane, homicide, homage

imiJriar'"'^'"'^'
*'"'*'"'• '""'^"^^ **"' ^°"^' "nperativc.

te/"r^^I^^lirjlS^^-
^'-^^«^-^- ^ --•• integrity.

^"*°sui.jeri&dr^^
'''''• "''''''• "^^'''' ^'^i^^^*^-^' '^^''i-'"-'

&tiLr'r^V^"""'°"' J"?*^*""- conjunction, adjoin, adjunct.
Ju»(rjg/i<): justice, jury, injury, jurist.
Labor, lapsus (/ j/ide): lapse, relapse, collapse.
Wpis (o stone): lapidary, dilapidate.
Laus {t>raise): laud, laudable

LeJo a Tif^- 'avc lavatory, lavender, alluvial, laundry, deluge.Lego (/ gather nod): collect, elect, select. legible, lecture, les^n.
legend, college.

p80
{J

send): legate, delegate, legacy, allege.
Lens (light)

: levity, alleviate, relief, lever, leaven, elevate.
Liber (a hook): library, libel.
Liber (/r<.): Iil)eral, hberate, deliver, lil)ertine.
Ligo (/ bind): Ugament, religion, oblige, league, allegiance, liable.
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Uaquo (/ leave): relinquish, relict, relic, delinquent.
L«cus {place): local, locate, dislocate, locomotive, allow.
Loquor, locutum {/ st>eak): elocution, colloquial, loquacious, dr-

cutnlocution.
Ludo (/ play) : elude, illusion, interlude, ludicrous.
Lux {light) : ludd, eluddate, pelludd, Ludfer.
Magnus {great), major {greater): magnitude, magnify, magnificent,

iiianianimous, majesty, majority, mayor.
Malus {had): malady, malice, malaria, malevolent, malignant,

maltreat.
Maneo, mansum (/ remain): manse, mansion, permanent, iiiunur.
Manuf {the hand): manuscript, manual, manufacture, amanuensis,

cmandpate, manceuvre.
Mare {the tea) : murine, mariner, maritime.
Mater {motlier): maternal, matridde, matron, matriculate.
Medius {the middle) : medium, mediate, immediate, Mediterranean,

mediocre, medieval.
Memini (/ remember), memor {mindftU): memory, memoir, com-

iiieiiiorate, immemorial.
Mens, mentis {the mind): mental, demented, mention.
Merge, mersum (/ dip): emerge, immersion, emergency.
Men {goods): merchandise, commerce, merchant.
Mirer (/ admire) : admirable, miracle, mirage.
Mitto, missum (/ send) : commit, missile, mission, remittance, ad-

mit, promise.
Mediu {measure): mood, modify, accommodate, modest, mod-

erate, modulate.
Meneo, monitum (/ advise): admonition, monitor, monument,

moniit"'-, demonstrate.
Mors, mortis {death): mortify, mortal, immortality.
Meveo, motum (/ move): mobile, promote, motor, motive, mob,

motion.
Multus {many): multitude, multiple, multiply.
Munus, muneris (a gift) : munificent, remunerate, munidpal.
Mute (/ change): mutable, transmute, commute, mutual.
Nascer, natus {to be born) : nascent, natal, nativity, nature, nation,

cognate.
Navis (a ship): navy, naval, navigate, nave, nautical, navvy.
Ifego, negatum (/ deny) : negative, negation, renegade.
Neceo (/ hurt): innocent, noxious, innoxious, nuisance.
Nosco, notum (/ know): nomen (name), nofe, notice, notify, notion,

notorious, ignoble, nominal, noun, ignominious.
Nox {night): nocturnal, equinox.
Odium {hatred): odious, annoy, ennui, noisome.
Omnis {ail): omnibus, omnisdent, omnipotent.
Opus, operis {work): opera, operation, co-operate.
Ore (/ speak, pray): oration, adore, orison, peroration.
Pando, pansum or passum (/ spread): expand, expanse, compass,

j^ace, pan.
Pareo (/ appear) : appearance, apparent, apiiarition.
Pare, paratum (/ prepare): repair, apparatus, comparison.
Pars, partii (a part) : partide, partition, partner, parcel, parse, party.

i
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pS^VrffUf/' ^'""'^- P?"'"'- '^P»»t' pasture.

plttor^oiSirV/ t^Jfr''"'"'"^'' P»»rimony. patron.

a~VSdr° ^' '""'^ P*"^"*' '*'P*"'*- ""'P'nd. "suTn*.

W^!ir«u *' 7?*V I*^''"""' petulant, compete, appetite, repeat

S" p{.KmT;.yv '"^ "'^ *'""'')= applaud, plaus/bt. ex>lT
M^B?/ f /^^^ /««): complete, supplement, expletive, repfctc.

Si„.^V* ^\"'"T''~**'''.P"'''''«^' ^•'P'y. ««»play. simple explicit

^°°
"comSS.^'

'"^'^'' '*"**''"" ""!'««'"•"• P""'. lH.sitive. dcp<,sii.

Primu.fefv^i
pressure, impress, reprimand, print.

V^^f/VL P"*"^' P."'"">ve. primeval, primrose.

KSo DuSSm r/"K;^'' '"":"«^' «J'"8nant. pugilist, ,M.niard.

point
^^^ puncture, pungent, iH,ignant, j.unctual.

Qutroi (I complain): querulous, quarrel, cry.
R*<Ux (roo/): radical, eradicate, radish.

rS^i^h^^*^- ^Pi?' '?r^ '"P^fity. ^Pi"*^. raven, ravenous.^ reS rec^y '^
^

'

'"^
'

'''''"' """' '"«""'' "«*'"-"

Re::, ra^t (king): regal, regicide, royal.
Rej (thtne): real, republic.
Rideo (/ /oug/i): dende. risible, ridicule.
xogo (/ Of*)

: arrogate, derogatory, prorogue
.ludis (untaught): rude, erudite, rudiment

i^A-^pl*""
^' '^*''*^ ""P'"""' ^^"'P'' ^'*"'''"P'. ^»ut. eruption.

Ru- •.-uria (country): rustic, rural.
S«3 salt): saline, salary, salad, sauce.

salar^"^^'
'^"*"*' '^''"°"' ^'^"' '**^"''' '"^"'»' resilient.

Sanaa (joMnd): sane, sanity, sanitary.
Scjmdo

(J
climb): scan, ascend, descent, condescend, scale, escalade.

«^l?fci^/ l\^^"^' P««^e"ce. omniscience, conscience.

^ri{)t
^ describe, script, conscript, scripture, post-

^"*'!l-J!!^ ^' "'^- ^I'T"'- arduous, sedate, possess, consider,

c J^^^'^l^^^' *^^- sedulous, preside, subside.

S^n^JfKi "t"^'^"''
"**"* ^"tence, assent, dissent, sense.Sequor (I follow): sequence, consequent, sequel, persecute, con-

c- »f'''^}>^^'
obsequies, sue. suit, suite.

'

Simma (Uke): simifar. asamilate, resemble, semblance, simulate.
Solua (a/on«): sole solitude, solo.
Solvo, aolutum (/ loosen): solve, solvent, resolve, dissolute, solu-

tion, soluble.
Soaua (sound): sonorous, consonant, parson, unison, s<jnnet.
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Spicio, ipectum (/ /<»(>*) : s|)ccies, (appearance), ii|icctatf»r, spccinirn,

suspect, despise, spice, respect.

Splro (/ breathe): aspire, expire, consiiire, spirit.

Stamo, strBtuin (/ throw dawn): prostrate, consternation, strrvt.

Sto, ttf-tum (/ slattd): station, stature, suble, distant, obstacle,

superstition, armistice, substance, contrast.

Stringo, tteictum (/ lif.hkn): stringent, strain, strict, strait.

Struo, structum (/ />mi7</): construe, structure, instrument, destroy.

Supcrus {upper), supremus {kightst): insuperable, supremacy, sum,

sununit, consummate.
Tango, tactum (/ t<meh): tangent, t.<iigible, contingent, contu|o<>ii,

cimti|<uous, cimtact, iiertain, attain, attach.

Temput {time): temiiest, teminiral, extempore, temporary, ti-nsn-.

Teneo, tentum (/ hold): tenant, tenure, tenacious, retain, cont;iiii,

content, continue, retinue, tendril.

Terra "^nd): inter, terrestrial, terrace, terrier, terrene, subterranean.

Torqueo, tonum (/ tuisf) torture, torment, contort, torch.

Traho, tractum {/ drau) tract, reiract, retreat, tract, train, trail,

traction, attract, tractable.

Undo (/ flint), unda {ume): alxmnd, redound, redundant, undulate,

inundate.
Unui {one): union, unity, universe, unique, unison.

Urbs (city): urban, urbane, suburb.

Veho, Tectum (/ carry): vehicle, vehement, inveigh, invective,

convex.
Venio (/ come): convene, advent, venture, event, covenant, venue.

Verto, venum (/ turn) : verse, version, convert, divorce, advertise,

universe, vortex, vertical, versatile, adversary.

Vl» («'ay) : ficvious, convey, convoy, impervious, obviate, trivial.

Video, visum (/ see): evident, visage, provident, pru. , envious,

vision, visor, provide, revise, survey.
.

Vinco, victum (/ conquer): convince, invincible, vanquish, victim,

convict.

Vivo, Tictum (/ live): vivid, revive, vivacity, vital, victuals.

Voco (/ call), vox {voice): vocation, invoke, vocal, invocation,

provoke, vowel, vocabulary,

Volo (/ ui'W) : voluntary, volunteer, volition, benevolent, malevolent.

Volvo (/ roll): revolve, volume, voluble.

Vulgui {the commons): vulgar, divulge, vulgate, vogue.
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co-ordinative, 20. 243
subordinative, 20, 245
correlative, 244, 247, 28U
s|)ecial uses and meanings,

288
Conjunctive

pronouns, 26, 131

adjectives, 26, 160
adverbs, 20, 243
particles, 245

Consequent clauses. 192.262
Consonants. 70, 72
Contained principal clauses, 46
Co-ordinate

words, 41
clauses, 20, •"•

C«>-ordinati' i.iunctions, 20,

243
Copula, 168
Copulative conjunctions, 243
Correlatives, 244, 247, 289

Dative case, 107, 271
Declension, 69
Defective verbs, 176
Demonstrative

pronouns, 121, 128
adjectives, 149

Derivation, 76, 77

Descriptive
adjectives, 163
clauses, 267

Dialects, 3
Diphthongs, 74
Distributive

pronouns, 138, 216
adjectives, IfiO

Double direct objects, 107

Emotiimal ex|>ressions, 5:<

Emphatic
pronouns, 127
verb-phrases, IK|

IKissessive adjective, 140

English language, I, :HN)

relationship, I, :<(N), :i.')6

changes, 2, 302
peritids in development, 2, IMM

Old Rnglish, .m
Middle English, 306
Modern English, 300

Ethical dative, 272
Etymology, 5
Exclamatory sentences, .52. 2?i
Expletive. 27. 226

Factitive, 102, 161

False analogy, 29<t

Future verb phrases, \Ki

Gender, 88. r22, 348
Germanic, I, :100

C>erunds, 206. '207

Government, 69

Historic present, 179
Hybrids, 80

Imperative
sentences, 52
mood, 64, 1!W, 3.55

verb phrase, 199
Impersonal

subject, 124
object, 124. 269. 272
verbs, 272

Incomplete predication, 13, 170

Indefinite

subject or object, 125
conjunctives, 131

pronouns, 138
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Adjectiwi, IfiO

urticlrs, 15fi

tenwi, 178, IHl
Indicative mtiod, 64, 100, 354
Indirect object. lOfl

Indirect narration, 2AA
Indo-Huropean, 2, 300
Infinitive, 204

nature, 25, 204
riirms, 206
phrawH, 207, 355
construction!*, 208, 283, 284
with iKiniinative abwilute, 280

Inflection

nature, 60
methods, 60

Interjections, 29
Interactional sentences, 288
Interrogative

sentences, 40
adverbs, 50, 221
pronouns, 120
adjectives, 150
dependent, 132

Intransitive verbs, 170
Inverted order, 49, 261

Limiting
adjective.!, 163
IKirticles, 227
clauses, 257

Meaning, changes in, 297
Middle English, 3, 304, 3(Ki

Middle verbs, 283
Midland dialect, :(07

Modern English, 3, ;Ui2, 3(k, .,i,»

Modify, 15
Mood, 6:3, 100

nature, 63
indicative, 190
sul>junctive, !9I
im|)erative, 198

Mutation, 295

Narration,direct and indirect, 2.'>5

Negatives, 221
Vominative, 67, 94

nature, 07
as subject, 95
predicate, 95
in ap(H)sition, 96

of ftddrrM, 07
abwlute, 08; with infinitive,

286
idiomatic constructions, 268

Nouni 10, 85
np re, 10
c' »\ 85
r .er nouns, 88
I. Abet, 62, 00
case, 94
other forms, 114
|)hrases, 114
clauses, :t:i, IP, 252

Number, <i2, Wt
nature, 62
in adjectives, 67
in verbs, 65
in nouns, 62, 90
in pronou.is, 62, 66
agreement in, 215

Numerals, 152

Object, and objective, 13, KNI
nature, 13
of verbs, KM)
reflexive and rrciprocal, IINI

cognate, 101

predicate, M)l. 103
appositiv Kt

adverlnal, (

in^iirect a Mrvv\, KMi
doabk 107
r.'iintd, 110
r?"rp<ient;Uive. 124
mi •• I filial, 124
mikinite, 125
IKjssessivc, 274
with infinitive, 209
of exclamation, 272

Old English, 3, m.i, .3(H
Order of words, 8, 48

Parenthetical ^ntences, 17
Parsing, 115, 219
Participle, 211

nature, 25, 211
imperfect and perfect, 211
phrases, 211, 355
attributive, appositive ami

predicate, 212
unrelated, 285
idiomatic constructions, 286
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Particles,

nature, 28
adverbial, 220
exfjletive, 27, 226
limiting and intensifying, 227
conjunctive, 245

Parts of speech, iO
nature, 21, 22
classes, 23
combinations, 24
weakened, 27

Passive, 109, 201, 282
Perfect

verb phrases, IKO, 181
participles, 211

Perstm, 65, 66
Personal pronoun, 118
Phrases, phrasal,

nature and classes, 20, .'tl

in comiiarison, 144
infinitive, 207
|>articiple, 211

Plural forms, 90, 349
Possessive, 67, 110

nature, 67
formation, 110
phrasal. 111
of compounds. 111
pronouns, 118, 121,276
relations, li:{, 274
double, li;{

adjectives, 148
adjectival value, 275

Predicate,

nature, 6
bare and complete, 7
noun, 95, 101, 27:i

adjective, 25, 160, 171, 27S
participle, 212

Prefix, 77, 356
Pre|x)sitions, 18, 2.35

nature and function, IS, 2;t5

formation, 238
])eculiar uses, 239

Principal clauses, 32, 40, 46
Princi|)al parts, 174, 352
Princifial verbs, 168, 186, 196,281
Principle of ease, 296
I'logressive verb phra"*, 179,

181

Proniissive future, 184
Pronominal adjectives, 26, 147

Pronouns, 11, 118
nature, 11

classes, 118
personal, 118
possessive, 118
demonstrative, 121, 128
interrogative, 129
conjunctive, 26, 6<i, 131
indefinite, 138
older forms and uses, 276

eualit^, adjectives of, 142
uantity
pronouns of, i;J8

adjectives of, 151
Quoted clauses, 46

Reciprocal phrases, 100, 139
Reduplication, 176
Reflexive object, 100, 127
Repetition

of article, 157
of subject, 268

Representative subject or ob
ject, 124

Responsives, 29, 229
Retained object, 110
Root, 7i, 360

Sentences, G, 39
nature, 6
simple, 39
compound, 40
complex, 43
compound-complex, 46
quoted, 46
parenthetical, 47
assertive, 6, 48
interrogative, 49, 18"

imperative, 52
exclamatory, 52
interjectional, 288

Sentence adverbs, 222
Sentence words, 'M)

Sentence stress, 75, 294
Sequence of tenses, 188
Sounds, 5, 70
Stem, 60
Stress,

sentence, 75, 294
word, 75, 2a3
changes due to, 293

^i

I

u
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Subject, subjective
nature, B
bare and complete, 7
case, 95
representative, 124
impersonal, 124
indefinite, 125
of infinitive, 206, 283
repeated, 208
anacoluthic, 260
tmssessive, 274

Subjunctive
mood, 64, 101, 355
verb plirases, 103, 355

Subordinate clauses, 252
nature, 2(), 33, 43
noun, 252
adjective, 256
adverb, 260

Subordinative conjunctions, 20,
245

Substantive,
noun, 10
verb, 160
amiunctions, 246

Substitutes, 28
Suffix, 77, 142, 368
Superlative, 143
Syntax, 5
Synthetic, .303

Syllables, 74

Tense, 63, 178
nature, 63 '

present, \7H
past. ISI

future, 183
Teutonic. 1, 300
Transitive. 170, 260

Verbs, 10, 168
nature, 10
classes, lti8

conjugation, 173
tense, 178
mood, 101

IKissivc, 201
agreement, 215
other verb forms. 218

Verb phrases. 31, 179. 193. 201.
218

progressive, 179
perfect, 180
emphatic, 181
future, 18:)

subjunctive, 103
impierative. 199
passive. 201. 282

Vocabulary, :{03, :«)5,308,310,31

1

V'oiced and voiceless sounds, 71
Vowels, 73

Weakened parts of s|)eech. 27
Word-stross, 75, 293

II.—WORDS AND PHRASKS

A, 155
al)ove, 165
about, 208
abuilding, 282
adieu, 30
after, 2.53

ago, 231
a great manv. 280
ah, 272
albeit, 246
all, 138, 151

almost. 225, 228
also. 245
amen, .30, 311
am going to, 183
an, 1.5.5, 262
and, 40, 243

any, 1.38, 151

any one, 138
as, 135, 246, 273
as if, 246, 2m, 2S)0

as lief, 284
as much as said. 218
as regards, 239
as soon, 284
as tliougli, 240
us to. 239
as who should say. 139
at all, 2.33

at random, 233
au^ht. K38

away. 226
ay, 229
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Had, 14r>

be, 168. 169, 171, 176, 190, 191.
193, 198. 273

because, 246, 200
liecome, 171

before. 224
besides, 245
betimes, 229
lietter, best, 14.i

bite, 77, 17:i

l)oth, 138. 1.51. 280
both-and. 244, 289
lirother, 91

hum, 77
l)ut. 22, 41, 13.-), 2()8, 240, 243,

24(1. 291
hut tliat, 242
hy way of, 239

Can, 177
certain, 1.38

child, 91
clear, 224
considering, 238, 280

Dare, 175
darkling, 229
day hy day. 231
do, did, 28, 176, 182

don, 82
down, 226
drunken, 212

Each, 138, l.TO

each other, 139
either, 138, l.W, 244
either-or, 244, 289
else, 244
•em, 276
enough, 138
ere long, 233
even, 227
even if, 290
e'er, soever, 1.3.'>

ever and anon, 231
every, l.V), 216
every now and then, 231
every one, 138
except, 208, 238. 2.'>3

Farther, 146
few, 138, 151, 280

first, 146, 153, 163
foot, feet, 295, 297
for, 41, 226, 244, 290
for to, 208
fore, 146
for good, 233
former, 146
for me to, 239
from, 2a'i

further, 14()

Give, 190, 1 0:5, 20:i

go, 176, 18.5

gCMKl, 145
gmise, 79, 91, 29;'., 295

Had better, 284
half, l.'):i

has to leave, 283
have, 180, 190, 191, 193, 281
he, 121, 122
her, hers, 121, 148
here, hither, etc., 221, 225, 230
herein, 230
hight, 176
himself, 127
his, 148, 276
how, .53, 221, 2.30

I, 118
I'll 294
if, '114, 243, 246
if that, 242
if you please, 272
in lieu, 233
in vain, 233
in that, 242
is building, 282
is come, is gone, 180
is to arrive, 283
it, 28, 124, 269
its, 121, 148
it is to you, etc.. 2.57

1 wis, 176

Just, 228

Kine, 91

Latter, last, 146
less, least, 145
let, 199
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4

i

He, 176
like, 240, 271
likewise, 24.5

little, 14.5

loiiK, 79, 224
love, 76

Man, men, 91, 29.5

many, 138, 14.5, 151, 279
many a, 280
may, 177, las
me, 118, 127, 272
melists, 272
merery, 228
methinks, 272
more, most, V,i8, 144. 14.", U?,

287
mouse, mice, 29.5

much, 138, 14.5

must, 177
my, mine, 118, 148, 276
myself, 127

Namely, 242
nay, 29, 229
naught, l.'}8

near, 146, 222, 24(1, 271
nearly, 228
need, 175
needs, 230
neither, 138, 150
neither-nor, 244, 289
nigh, 146, 240
no, 29, 151, 229
none, 138
not, 221
not only, 244, 289
now, 291

(), 2.52

of, 294
off, 294
of old, 233
of vore, 233
oh,' 29
old. 146
once, 154
one, 1.38, 151, 152
one another, 139
on high, 233
only, 28, 228
or, 41, 244, 247, 290

other, 68, Vi8, 150
otherwise. 244, 290
ought, 177
our, ours, 118, 148, 276
ourselves, 127
own, 148

Past, 2:«
pending, 238
perhaps, 221, 222
probably, 221, 222
provided, 242, 262

yuoth, 176

Raise, 77
rathe, 231
rather, 231
rides, 282
rise, 77, 176

Same, 138
save, 240
save that, 242
saving, 286
self, 127
sells, 282
several, 138
shall, 168, 177, 18!}, 209
she, 121
should, 177, 193
smells, 172, 282
so, 28, 129, 149, 262
so as, 262, 263, 283
some, 138, 151

somewhat, 2.33

soon, 231
such, 138, 149, 150
such as to, 283
sundry, 138
suppose, 262
supposing, 286

Than, 240, 246, 294
than if, 246, 263, 29(1

than whom, 240
that (pron.), 67, 128, 134, 257
that (adj.), 149
that (coni.), 246, 247
that much, 233
the, 156, 230, 263, 294
their, theirs, 121, 148, 2.56
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them, 121, 127
themselves, !(J(), 127
then, I&-,, 23C, ?44, 294
there, 27, 226, 230
therefore, 243, 244
thereof, 230
they, 121, 123, 139
this, 67, 128, 140
this far, 233
thou, 118, 111), 218
though, 246, 247, 28«
thought of, 226
three, 152
thus, 230
time after time, 231
to, 206
to and fro, 231
to l)e, 169, 273
t<K), 24o, 204
tooth, teeth, 295
two, 152

I'ntii, 253
up, 165, 224
us, 118, 119

Very many, 270
viz,, 242

Wast, 191
wc, 118, 119
well, 201

what. .TO, .53, 12H. 135, 1.39. 150,

whatever, 135
when, etc., 221, 2;J0, 243
when that, 242
when to go. 28;i
where, whither, etc., 50, 2;«)
whereas, 243
whereby, 230
whether, 246, 247, 27". 290
which, 129, 150, 277
whichever, 135
while, 246. 247, 262
who, 129, 131, 133
whoever, 135
why, 221, 2,30
will, 177, 183, 209
wit, 176
woe, 272
wont, 176
worth, 176
would, 177, 19.1

Ve, 118, 119, 127, 276
yea, 29, 220
yes, 29, 220
yet, 243, 247
yon, yonder, 140
yoti, 118. 120, 276
your, yours, 118, 148
you know, etc., 288
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